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EDITORIAL FOREWORD
Once again the Society’s expedition to Sakkarah, led by Professor Emery, has had a

successful season of excavation on behalf of the Service des Antiquites in the necropolis

of the First Dynasty. This season he has cleared a tomb which is probably to be dated

to the reign of Udimu, fifth king of the dynasty; it is built of brick and has the con-

ventional ‘palace-fagade’ exterior. As usual, the tomb had long ago been effectively

robbed, but Professor Emery reports that examination of the structure of the tomb
revealed the curious fact that the original building was apparently not a tomb at all,

but was built to serve some unknown purpose, and that it was later altered and adapted

to be a place of burial. That the tomb was intended either for a king or for a member
of the royal family seems probable from its dimensions (65 x 27 metres), and within

the tomb-enclosure the excavators found a boat-grave containing a wooden funerary

boat over 14 metres in length
;
the custom of burying a boat alongside the tombs of the

noble dead is well attested even at so early a date as the First Dynasty. A brief account

of the results of the season’s work at Sakkarah, with some excellent photographs,

appeared in the Illustrated London Nezcs for March 19, 1955, and in due course a

Memoir containing a full record of the excavation will be published by the Society.

By a remarkable coincidence another funerary boat, this time of the Fourth Dynasty,

has recently been uncovered near the Great Pyramid at Gizah by Egyptian archaeo-

logists, and the topic of these boats is discussed by Professor Cemy in an article in the

present volume of the Journal.

In January last our Archaeological Survey also sent an expedition to Egypt in the

persons of Professor R. A. Caminos and Mr. T. G. H. James, who went to Gebel es-

Silsilah to copy the many inscriptions and graffiti to be found on the rocks at that place.

They have returned with a goodly harvest of copies which will eventually be published

in a Memoir of the Archaeological Survey series, but we understand that there still

remains on the site enough uncopied material to occupy another expedition for at least

one more season.

An event of outstanding importance for students of Egyptian history, in fact the most

important in recent years, has been the discovery by Dr. Labib Habachi, Chief Inspector

of Antiquities at Luxor, and his architect colleagues Drs. Hammad and Lutfi, of a

stela of King Kamose buried in the foundations of a statue of Ramesses II at the

western entrance of the hypostyle hall of Karnak. The new inscription, in a simple but

vivid narrative style, unencumbered with meaningless adulation of the monarch,

describes a stage in the War of Liberation against the Hyksos subsequent to the point

at which the well-known text on the Carnarvon Tablet No. 1 breaks off, and we learn

that Kamose actually reached the gates of Avaris. A small-scale photograph appears as

fig. 36 of ‘Les Grands decouvertes archeologiques de 1954’, published by La Revue du
BB 4443
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Caire, but we eagerly await the full publication of the stela which has been promised

us by Dr. Labib Habachi.

Owring to the facts that this Foreword is usually written in the early summer, and

that last year it went to press unusually early, we were unable to include in our last

issue the announcement that the Chairman of our Committee, Professor S. R. K.
Glanville, had been appointed as Provost of King’s College, Cambridge, and so is the

first Egyptologist to become the Head of a College. We offer him our most hearty,

even though much belated, congratulations and good wishes.

Never a year goes by but we have to record the passing of some colleague whose loss

seems irreparable. To our sorrow we have now to announce the death on April 30 last,

at the early age of 31, of Dr. P. E. Kahle, the Lady Wallis Budge Fellow at University

College, Oxford. A rising Coptic scholar, his recently published Bala’izah is not only

a monumental publication but also an admirable treatment of the texts with which it

is concerned, and, if he had lived, Dr. Kahle undoubtedly would have made a great

name for himself in Coptic studies. A long review' from his pen in the present Journal

has the melancholy distinction of being his last contribution to scholarship. We have

also lost an old friend, although not a member, through the death at Khartoum last

January of Mr. G. W. Grabham, formerly in charge of the Sudan Antiquities. All those

who took part in the Society’s excavations at Sesebi and Amara West (1936-8) will

remember his friendly co-operation and also the eagerness with which they looked for-

ward to his visits to the camp.

It has long been the custom of the Society to distribute to contributors to the Journal

twenty-five gratis offprints of all papers printed in it, with the exception that offprints

of reviews are supplied only on request. It frequently happens, however, that authors

desire additional copies of their contributions over and above the number allowed

gratis, and these can be purchased from the Oxford University Press if ordered in good

time through the Editor. He wishes therefore to request that all contributors to the

Journal who desire extra offprints should notify him of the number required when
returning the corrected proofs of their articles

;
requests received after the Journal has

gone to press or after the type has been scattered can only be fulfilled at considerable

additional expense to the contributor concerned. The Editor also requests that authors

desiring to have books reviewed will arrange for them to be sent, not to him, but to the

Society’s office in London, as requested on the inside front page of the wrapper of each

issue
;
compliance with this request would save the Editor the inconvenience of having

to re-pack and forward books for review' to London.

Will contributors to the Journal please note that in future the Editor’s address will

be Melton Grange Hotel, Woodbridge, Suffolk.
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A STATUE OF KING NEFERKARE C RAMESSES IX

By CYRIL ALDRED

A royal statue of the ill-documented period of the later Ramessides is sufficiently rare

to deserve more than a passing glance, particularly when the Pharaoh represented

happens to be Ramesses IX, a slightly less shadowy figure than his fellows, thanks to

the very faint impressions we receive from the Abbott, Leopold II, and Amherst
Papyri. It is hoped, however, that the statue illustrated in pi. I will earn consideration

as much for its artistic qualities as for its unusual subject-matter.

It first came into the light of a broader day at the Lowther Castle sale of 1947, whence
it passed into the collection of Dr. C. T. Trechmann, the well-known geologist, to

whom all credit is due for having recognized at once its merit and importance. The
writer is indebted to Dr. Trechmann for so cordially affording him facilities to examine

and photograph the statue, and for permitting the following details to be published.

Its previous history is unknown: it is not mentioned by Michaelis, 1 and though there is

a chance that a search through the Lowther Castle archives might unearth further

information, the writer has not been able to follow any such lines of investigation. It is

doubtful, however, if documentary evidence will ever be forthcoming to show the exact

spot where it was found, though we may reasonably conjecture that its place of origin

was Heliopolis.

The statue is competently carved in a grey-green stone which in Egyptological par-

lance is usually called green basalt, but which Dr. Trechmann identifies as a ‘fine

grained, hard welded grit (a felspathic grit or arkose), an old sedimentary rock, of a dark

greenish colour’.2 It is a hard compact stone which, while it lends itself to the pecking

and rubbing technique of the ancient sculptor, presents difficulties to the scribe using

a primitive engraving tool
;
and the inscription, though clear enough, is not cut with that

precision and mastery that are so evident, for instance, in much of the hard stone statuary

of the Late Period. 3 The king is shown prostrating himself in order to lay before some

deity a small tabernacle inscribed with his prenomen (Neferkarec-setpenrer) and his

nomen (
Racmessu-mereramun-kharemwese

)
4 and surmounted by a figure of a beetle

which in size and style recalls contemporary heart-scarabs with its striated elytra and

boldly curved front and rear legs. The king wears the striped nemes wig-cover with

1 A. Michaelis, Ancient Marbles in Great Britain, 487 ff. Though Michaelis is chiefly concerned with classical

antiquities, he sometimes mentions Egyptian sculptures. At the time of its sale in 1947, this statue of Ramesses IX
served as the support for a branch of a tree in a case of stuffed birds, so Michaelis may be excused if he failed

to recognize it in such bizarre surroundings, assuming that it was at Lowther Castle at the time of his visit in

i873-
2 Cf. second note by Hall, JEA 14, 184.

3 Nevertheless, such an idiosyncrasy as the caning of the wings of the fo’t-homets as wy<7-feathers may
readily be seen.

4 Gauthier, Litre des rois, in, 207 ff.
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lappets : a plain belt secures a shendyt kilt around his loins. He kneels on the left knee

with the right leg extended at full stretch behind him, though the lower part is missing

from the mid-thigh together with the rear part of the plinth. The statue is not large,

measuring y| inches in height, 4 inches in breadth, and 12\ inches in length in its

present condition.

Around the plinth are two inscriptions beginning at the centre of the front edge with

the mh-sign common to both and running right and left :

—

Right

>Ui 1 ^ XI iJL-SSl % -r * A JDr/f
Left

fit

They may be translated thus

:

Right. Live the Good God, the Son of Rec
,
the Seed of Harakhti, the Divine Essence

coming forth from Atum, the Seed of Aten, the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
Lord of the Two Lands, Neferkare<-setpen[rec

]

Left. Live the Good God, who does excellent things for his Father Atum, who causes

the Great Ennead to be in festival every day, the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
Prince of Joy, Lord of the Two Lands, Neferkare<-setpenrec

,
Son [of Rec

]

The word itn clearly cannot be plural, and is probably a rendering of the hieratic

group for (jjy?®, the w having been interpreted as a plural.

Some objections may be raised on the score of anachronism to the rendering of itn

here as a god, Aten, rather than the material entity, the sun-disk
;
but the context in

which the king is referred to as the progeny of various aspects of the sun-god would
seem to demand that the equation should be maintained. With this phrase should be
compared the expression that appears on a similar statue of Ramesses II from Karnak, 1

likeness of Req making bright the two lands like Aten’,

where the parallelism appears to be emphasized by the chiastic use of mi. The incor-

poreal nature of the Aten, with its determinative in the form of the sun-disk, a symbol
that is greatly elaborated during the reign of Akhenaten, makes it difficult to decide

when itn the deity is referred to, and when the cosmic body, assuming that there was
any distinction between the two concepts in the Egyptian mind. In any case, further

evidence is required before it can be claimed that the Aten was regarded as a god only

during the Tell el-'Amarnah period and thereafter reverted to its former indeterminate

status.2

1 Legrain, Statues et Statuettes, II, No. 42144.
2 Cf. Shorter, JEA 17, 24. Another reference to itn, but apparently unexceptional, occurs in the reign of

Ramesses IX on a stela from Kamak; Legrain, Ann. Serv., 5, 37.
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The absence of any mention of Amun in the inscription, at a time too when that deity

had assumed paramount importance in Upper Egypt, does not suggest a Theban origin

or habitat for this particular statue, a conclusion which is further strengthened by the

nature of the symbol on the tabernacle. The references to Re<, Harakhti, Atum, and

Aten make it clear that the Great Ennead who are in festival every day are the nine gods

of Heliopolis. This statue, therefore, was almost certainly destined for a shrine in that

city, presumably for the temple of Re'-Harakhti. 1 Hence, it is probable that the speci-

men was unearthed at Alexandria, where a number of objects originally from Heliopolis

have come to light. 2

This statue is one of a well-known type of which all previously published examples

date to the reign of Ramesses II, 3 and have been discussed by Militza Matthiew.4 The
earliest existing specimen in the round known to the writer is the green serpentine

statuette of Amenophis III formerly in the McGregor Collection5 showing the king

kneeling on his right knee, his left leg outstretched, and presenting an offering-table

inscribed with his prenomen supported by a Heh on a nbw-sign.6 This statuette differs

from its congeners in that the king adopts a more upright posture, wears a heavy beard,

and presents an offering-table on a high podium. All the others are less than life-size and

show the king as a young and vigorous monarch, without a beard, holding between his

hands a kind of phylactery inscribed with his name and surmounted by an image or

symbol of the deity invoked. A good example of such an object bearing the ram’s head

of Amun may be seen held on the knees of the seated figure of Sethos II in the British

Museum.7 A similar tabernacle in a fragmentary statue of Ramesses II combines the

ram’s head with other symbols to form a rebus of the king’s name. 8

All these prostrating statues evidently represent the king performing that part of the

coronation ceremonies in which he made his submission before a particular god and

proffered his titulary, in the actual rite doubtless written on a scroll contained within

the small shrine of metal or wood and under the protection or sponsorship of the god’s

aegis. The god would then nod or otherwise indicate his approval. In this statue of

Ramesses IX, the cartouches of the king are inscribed on the tabernacle while the aegis

of the god is the scarab of Khopri, the new-risen sun-god, a most suitable symbol in

Heliopolis for a king who had just appeared on the throne of his ancestors. It may also

1 Gardiner, Onomastica, n, 145*.

2 Daressy, in Ann. Sere., 5,113 ff.
,
mentions a number, including (p. 1 16, No. VII) a fragment of a kneeling

statue of Ramesses IX, whose name also appears on an offering-table from the same site (Cairo, Cat. No.

23093 )-

3 Legrain, op. cit., Nos. 42142-4. To these examples should be added the Gallatin statue mentioned below,

and the head (E. 16199) in Philadelphia from a similar statue, wrongly attributed to Hatshepsut ( University

Museum Bulletin, 15, 2-3, title-page), in my view late Ramesside.

4 JEA 16, 31.

5 The MacGregor Collection (Sotheby Sale Catalogue, 26th June, 1922, etc.), lot 1620; also Sotheby Sale

Catalogue, 6th July, 1954, lot 211. This specimen is now in the collection of Mr. Albert Gallatin of New York.

The rear part of the plinth of this statue also is missing. The form of the uraeus suggests that it is to be dated

to the earliest years of the reign; the provenance is unknown.
6 A similar motive appears on the back-pillar of the statue-head of Amenophis III in the Kestner Museum

at Hanover, regn. no. 1935. 200. 112. Also possibly on a companion head in Alexandria.

7 Budge, Egyptian Sculptures, pi. 41. 8 Legrain, op. cit., No. 42143.
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have had an ancillary significance for the Ancient Egyptian, and like the green-stone

heart-scarab on the neck of the deceased, have prevented false witness from being made,

or a contrary opinion from being expressed before the tribunal of the god.

It is difficult to discover whether divine recognition of the pretender’s claims to

royalty was a normal part of the coronation ceremonies and was performed at every

major shrine on the young king’s triumphal tour of Egypt, or whether such approval

by one god was sufficient .
1 It is to be presumed that such obeisance was usually made

to Atum or one of the Heliopolitan sun-gods, but the Karnak statues of Ramesses II at

least show that Amun was also supplicated in this way, though that king was evidently

crowned at Heliopolis .
2 We are forcibly reminded of the incident in the coronation visit

of Haremhab to Thebes, where before Amun and under the sponsorship of Horns of

Hnes he ‘made his submission’ as Gardiner translates the expression rdit htpwf,
3 This

rendering is particularly apposite since the pose of the king in such statues closely

resembles that of Syrians or other foreigners or inferiors grovelling at the mercy-seat

of Pharaoh .
4 Such an abject posture is scarcely thinkable in the Old Kingdom where,

for instance, Newoserre< remains seated in the presence of Anubis who is hardly his

equal in stature
,

5 and it is not until the late Sixth Dynasty that the king deigns to kneel

to a deity .
6 It is also a pose hardly possible in the Middle Kingdom, where Sesostris I

stands to have his crown adjusted by Atum as one equal performing a service for

another .
7 On the bracelet of Amosis the king kneels to Geb

,

8 and it is doubtless with the

pretensions of upstarts in the Second Intermediate Period that precedents were set for

such subservience, particularly to the oracle of Amun. A number of sculptures exist,

certainly from the reign of Queen Hatshepsut onwards, in which the ruler kneels before

Amun who places the crown upon his head
; but for the prostrating statue we have to

wait until the reign of Tuthmosis III when in the tomb-chapel of Rekhmire' are

depicted a series of statues, including two examples showing the king making obeisance

in the new-fangled manner .
9 The originals of these painted statues were probably made

to commemorate that incident in the king’s life when, while still a young neophyte

without any strong claims to the throne, he was singled out for preferment by the oracle

of Amun and threw himself on the pavement before the god .
10 It may well have been at

this point that Egyptian iconography was extended to take this particular subject into

its repertoire. At least no examples of the prostrating statue earlier than the reign of

Tuthmosis III can yet be traced and, as we hope to show, there is some stylistic evidence

for regarding the archetypes of such sculptures to have been made for that king.

1 See Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods, 106-7. The act of submission is apparently not referred to in the

Pyramid Texts nor in the ‘Mystery Play of the Succession’.
2 JEA 20, 18-19. On a model of the temple at Heliopolis Sethos I adopts the prostrate attitude when offering

wine to Khopri; Cooney, Egyptian Art, 51.
3 JEA, 39, 19, note hh.
4 For good examples of various poses see JEA 20, pi. 25. Is it entirely fortuitous that at least three of these

prostrating statues should show the king with a hetep-table ?

5 Borchardt, Ne-user-rer, pi. 116. 6 Cooney, op. cit. 20.
7 Le Muse'e du Caire (editions ‘Tel’), 68, 69. The style and iconography have been copied by Tuthmosis III

on the square ‘heraldic’ pillars at Karnak.
8 Vernier, Bijoux, No. 52069. 9 Davies, Rekh-mi-rer, pis. 36, 37. 10 Breasted, Anc. Rec. 11, § 140.
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Certain features of the Trechmann statue are not without interest for the art-historian.

For instance, the ear-lobes show a perforation smaller than is the case during the

Tell el-'Amarnah period, but still quite distinct. Such a fashion comes into prominence
in the reign of Amenophis III, is de rigeur in the later Eighteenth Dynasty, and not

uncommon in Ramesside times, particularly in royal statuary, and occurs sporadically

thereafter until the Kushite age. The nemes wig-cover is the simple broad-striped pat-

tern of the dynasty, the lappets having an inner border and rather narrower stripes. The
uraeus, however, differs from the usual Ramesside fashion of having the main coils

roughly in the form of a figure-of-eight on the brow. Instead, the coils are in an S-

shaped fold higher on the crown of the head, thus reverting to the style prevalent in the

reigns of Tuthmosis III and Amenophis II. 1 This, and the almost horizontal position

of the torso, encourage the view that the sculptor may have been deliberately striving

to copy or at least recall a celebrated statue of a Tuthmoside ancestor in the temple for

which this sculpture was destined. There is some evidence for a harking back to recol-

lect the glories of the imperial age of the Eighteenth Dynasty at all periods of Ramesside

art and the writer hopes to give further examples of such eclecticism elsewhere. At the

moment it is perhaps sufficient to point out that the Cairo statue of Osorkon III launch-

ing a model barque, 2 a work which is well above the standard of the time, closely follows

the fashion of Tuthmoside statuary in its proportions, uraeus-form and choice of the

khat headdress, and but for the inscriptions might pardonably have been dated to the

mid-Eighteenth Dynasty.

The face of the king in the Trechmann statue is evidently a careful portrait and shows

certain traits quite peculiar to Ramesses IX, such as the delicate, slightly aquiline nose,

the deep lower jaw with its prominent, well-rounded chin, the plump cheeks, and the

pronounced furrow at each corner of the mouth. Such features are also rendered in his

tomb reliefs 3 and show that this statue does indeed represent the king, and that it lacks

the marks of usurpation, a vice of which the Ramessides have been so often and perhaps

indiscriminately accused. On each shoulder is incised a distinctive mark, a small circle

from which spring three long curved lines, rather like the zcbn determinative, but with

the rays prolonged into a sort of ms-glyph. Three statues at Cairo4 bear on the shoulders

a similar mark, which, however, lacks the circle at the intersection of the lines. Two of

these statues, both of Ramesses II and closely related in style, size, and material, come
from Delta sites; and the third, of Meneptah, is also probably from the Memphis
region. But the closest parallel to this mark which the writer has been able to find occurs

on a black basalt statue of unknown provenance, now at Brussels, inscribed for a king’s

son Kha<emwese, and bearing an almost identical
‘

zcbn-ms ’ mark on a slightly different

1 This feature may also be found on an unpublished statue of Ramesses IV in private possession in England.
2 Legrain, op. cit., No. 42151.
3 Guilmant, Tombeau de Ramses IX, pis. 27, 55, 76; and especially Museen zu Berlin . . . Gipsabgiisse, 1,

pi. 22, No. 1169.
4 Borchardt, Statuen, Nos. 562, 573, 620. Probably this kind of mark is to be sharply differentiated from the

three vertical furrows, as in the shoulders of the Cairo statue of Sobkemsaf (Cat. No. 386). Bernard Bothmer
points out to me that shallow groovings of this latter type appear on the shoulders of the dyad of Mycerinus at

Boston. He has also notified me that a statue of Amenophis III from Gebel Barkal (MFA No. 23. 734) has two
similar grooves on each shoulder.
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area of the shoulder muscles .
1 Capart, who published the specimen, explains the stigmata

on the shoulders of this statue as representing the claws of the Inmutef’s panther-skin,

but in this he has been led astray by an initial error of recognition, and his suggestion

cannot be seriously entertained .
2 The writer, on the other hand, has no convincing

explanation to offer for this peculiar feature and further speculation is best left until

more data are available .
3

Unfortunately, photographs give little idea of the artistic quality of this statue of

Ramesses IX, which is well above the average for New Kingdom productions, even

those of the Eighteenth Dynasty. The musculature of the arms and torso has been subtly

rendered, though the loss of the right leg upsets the harmony of the proportions. Despite

the fillings left between the limbs, the statue has an appearance of release from its

matrix in a way that is not always achieved in its congeners.

The illustrations, however, do convey something of the eager and athletic delight

with which the king is represented making his submission. The features are youthful,

fresh, and jubilant, those of a veritable ‘Prince of Joy’; and if the sculptor wished to

convey in this statue that same sense of liberation, happiness, and new-born hope that

is expressed, for instance, in the Ramesside accession hymns
,

4 we must surely recognize

that he has succeeded felicitously in his aim. If surprise should be felt that so fine an

object of art could be produced in the declining years of the Twentieth Dynasty, is it

not the case that while the Residence was in the north, nearly all our evidence for the

period comes from Thebes, and we should perhaps beware of a Theban interpretation

of the history of the later Ramessides ?

1 No. E. 6721. See Capart, Chronique d'Egypte, 17 (1933), 72 ff. I am indebted to Dr. C. de Wit for this

reference.

3 The coiffure without side-lock, the long beard, and the absence of a panther-skin make impossible Capart’s

identification of this fragment as representing the son of Ramesses II in the guise of an Inmutef priest holding

a ceremonial bouquet. I suggest that it is rather of a deity, probably one of the Sons of Horus, grasping a snake-

demon, the head of which has been broken off (cf. Daressy, Divinites, No. 39273 ;
Budge, Sarcophagus of Seti I

(1908), 1 13). In the absence of a cartouche this Kha'emwese cannot be positively identified on inscriptional

grounds as the son of Ramesses II.

3 I should be grateful for any particulars of similar marks on statues.

4 Erman & Blackman, Literature, 278-9.
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A UNIOUE FUNERARY LITURGY
By SIR ALAN GARDINER

Nearly all the papyri salvaged by Quibell some sixty years ago from a tomb of the

Thirteenth Dynasty beneath the Ramesseum, exhibit two contrasting characters:

on the one hand, the exceptional interest of their contents, and, on the other hand, their

deplorable state of preservation. By way of evidence it suffices to mention (a) the great

dramatic text edited by Sethe, (b)
the Ramesseum Onomasticon, and (c) the Semna

Dispatches so ably deciphered by Paul Smither. The present article has as its subject

the remains of a manuscript at least as remarkable as any of those above-named, but

even more fragmentary and in consequence more problematical. The tracings from

photographs here shown in plates II-VI comprise, with the exception of a few minute

scraps, all that the skill of Dr. Hugo Ibscher was able to rescue of this most cryptic

of the Ramesseum papyri. The cursive hieroglyphs in which it is written are perhaps

the stateliest and best legible of the entire collection, and in these days when publication

demands the strictest economy it seemed superfluous to add plates of transcription.

My translations and commentary will, it is hoped, supply all that is needed in this

respect.

The tracings, 1 for which I have to thank Dr. Caminos, show' the various folds of the

papyrus, as well as the isolated fragments, in pretty much the positions that they

occupied when first mounted by Ibscher. The vast experience of that famous technician

is a guarantee that the pieces have, on the w'hole, been rightly placed; only in a few

cases have I found myself obliged to make some modification. Fortunately good photo-

graphs were taken very soon after the unrolling in 1927, and it is in presence of these,

as well as in front of the originals, that the tracings have been made. As the result of

an air-raid w'ater seeped into the nine pairs of glasses between which the papyrus wras

mounted, and though only a very few signs w'ere lost, I found myself under the neces-

sity of opening the glasses, drying them, and remounting the W'hole. The verso show's

the remains of a business text in a hieratic hand so cursive and so much disfigured by

lacunae that I have been able to recognize only a stray w ord here and there, 2 and the

sole value of this writing lies in its somewhat precarious confirmation of the order in

which Ibscher arranged the pieces.

Beginning and end of the recto are alike lost, and of the intermediate folds hardly one

joins directly on to its neighbour. The w'hole now' extends over some metres. The
manuscript was a narrow' one like a number of others from the same find, the height

being only n cm. Just as in the Hymns to Suchos and the Hieroglyphic medical text

1 In these tracings signs in red, of which there are a number, are shown in outline. Only in very rare instances

can there be any ambiguity.
2 At the back of col. 83 the prenomen of Sesostris I can still be read. A group found at least four times at

the head of a column suggests that this recorded the distribution of Upper Egyptian grain.

CB 4443
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that are being published elsewhere the top is occupied throughout the entire length

by parallel lines about 15 mm. apart, the ostensible purpose of which was to contain

a horizontally written heading such as may be seen in the Veterinary papyrus from

Illahun edited by Griffith. 1 Here, however, no trace of any heading of the kind is found

between these lines, though curiously enough there are to be seen below them two

rubricized horizontal headings which I have labelled cols. 14a and 95a respectively.

The space left between the lower of the two rulings at the top and a further ruling at

the base is only 8-5 cm. A considerable number of the columns fall short of this height,

though others (e.g. 26-27, 55-56, 57-58) reach the base-line and continue into the next

column to the right. Short columns are most strikingly exemplified in the last sixty,

where they preponderate so greatly that the text as a whole may be described with

some fairness as a long sequence of separate items each occupying a single column of

its own.

Before embarking upon details it needs to be said that before his lamented death

Paul Smither had transcribed the entire papyrus, cleverly restoring some of the broken

words and placing correctly a couple of fragments that Ibscher had left unplaced. His

teacher Gunn continued this work, but he in turn lived only long enough to make a

start. Neither of these scholars left any clue to their understanding of the whole, which,

following a name I had previously suggested to them, they termed the Processional

Papyrus. I shall now give reasons for describing it rather as a Funerary Liturgy.

The clearest testimony to our text’s funerary character is the phrase dbn2 hi ir zp 4
‘Circulating round the mastaba four times’ in col. 74; remains of the same phrase also

in cols. 14a. 27. Hardly less significant is the word h

1

in cols. 7 (?), 16, 44, 64,

84, though this presents a problem that must be squarely faced. The existence of a verb

thus written meaning ‘to mourn’ is beyond doubt. As a transitive verb it occurs

parallel to rmi ‘to beweep’, 3 and there is a bird hit which the Pyramid Texts equate

with Isis, while her sister Nephthys receives the more usual name drt ‘the Kite’.4 But

apart from the fact that the hieroglyph of the man raising his arms above his head is

well known as the determinative of
J

—

hri ‘to rejoice’, there are Old Kingdom
reliefs 5 which associate the verb hi, or rather hit,6 with dancing—in fact with what,

one would think, was an essentially joyous occupation. I relegate to a footnote the

principal evidence on this subject, only remarking that the dancing women or men7

1 Hieratic Papyrifrom Kahiin and Gurob, pi. 7.
2 The initial d here seems to indicate the reading dbn

;
but one would expect phr.

1 Pyr. 2117 (restored from Neit); 550; Coffin Texts, iv, 372-3; see further Wb. Ill, 7, 1-4.

4 Pyr. 1255, 1280, see Wb. hi, 7, 8 and in, 7, 7 for further similar evidence.
5 Most of the Old Kingdom scenes of funerary rites are reproduced in J. A. Wilson’s valuable article

jfNES III, 201 ff. ; but see also E. Ltiddeckens’s monograph in Mitt. d. deutsch. Inst. . . .in Kairo, xi (1943);

B. Grdseloff, Das agyptische Reinigungszelt, 1941 ;
additions thereto, Ann. Serv. 51, 129 ff.

;
lastly, A. M. Black-

man, The Rock Tombs of Meir, v, pis. 42-43, with pp. 51-56.
6 Wb. ill, 6-7, 1-4, quotes the verb for ‘mourn’ as hi, implying that it is different from the verb described

as von tanzenden and singenden Frauen beim Leichenbegdngnis, which is given as hn (3ae inf.). However, Pyr.

744b, which is taken by Sethe to contain the former verb, writes hn as sdm-f form before nominal subject.

It will be seen that I believe the two verbs to be identical.

7 Women in the tomb of Debehni, Wilson, op. cit., pi. 18 = Selim Hassan, Excavations at Giza, 1932-3,

p. 176 and pi. 50; also in the tomb of Kar, Grdseloff, op. cit., p. 37; men in the Leyden mastaba, Wilson,
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A UNIQUE FUNERARY LITURGY n
described by the legend f hit (infinitive) are found exclusively in scenes of funerary

rites. It seems to me a plausible suggestion that the verb is the same in both accepta-

tions, and derives from the mournful cry of the bird above mentioned. I propose,

therefore, here to render the word as ‘wail’ or ‘bewail’. That funerary dances occur,

not only in Egypt, 1 but also elsewhere, is testified by photographs of Albanians be-

having in this singular fashion which were published by E. Liiddeckens2 some twelve

years ago.

Other, but less conclusive, evidence of the funerary nature of our text is offered by

the mention several times over (cols. 38, 87, 112) of the usual officiants, namely, the

'imy-khant priest’ and the ‘lector-priest’. 3 The personage for whom the rites are to be

performed is referred to as Wsir mn pn ‘the Osiris this So-and-So’ (cols. 18,

19, 91; also fragm. a in pi. VI); once (col. 91) mn pn is enclosed in an oval, but it is

a mere oval, not a cartouche. Whether our text refers to a royal burial or not remains

to be discussed at the end of this article.

The entries contained in the 118 columns of the papyrus may be classified into four

categories. (1) First, indications of some ritual action, e.g. in cols. 140-15, 26, 31 (?),

44-48; three times (cols. 140, 92, and 950) these are preceded by a vertical line running

from top to bottom and marking a new stage in the ceremonies; this is signalized in

cols. 140, 95a by a horizontal heading (see above). (2) There are three short sentences

clearly addressed to the deceased, all of them much broken and obscure, see cols. 17-18,

20, 36-37. (3) A considerable number of entries (e.g. cols. 38, 59, 61, 62) merely name

an officiant or person or persons present, in some cases the bearer
(
hri

)

of some kind

of offering (e.g. cols. 50-51, 88, 89, 92) or some article of furniture (col. 67), or else the

representative of some special occupation or craft (e.g. cols. 79, 80, 81). It is these last

entries which suggest an elaborate procession of the kind so popular in both Oriental

and European countries, a procession somewhat resembling our Lord Mayor’s Show.

(4) Lastly, a few columns (e.g. 9-1 1, 33) laconically name some food or drink-offering,

or else perhaps receptacles of one kind or another (col. 35).

After this exordium we are in a position to translate, so far as may be, the various

columns from the beginning onwards. The renderings of words and phrases written

in red are here given in small capitals. The first column to convey any clear sense is

col. 6, where a sacrificial bull with legs tied together was named. Cols. 9, 10 read

respectively dbn n dib 30 ‘Thirty cases of figs’ 4 and nmst nt irp 8 ‘Eight nmst-jars

op. cit., pi. 17 ;
Blackman, op. cit., pi. 42. That the legend hn does not refer solely to the movement of dancing

is shown by the presence in the tomb of Kar of the specific verb ibi beside each of the three male dancers,

while rush 'beating time’ (Wb. II, 3 °> *4) stands beside the accompanjing woman.

1 dance of the Tnzczv is well known, and needs here only a passing reference.

2 Op. cit., pis. 21, 22.

3 This opportunity is taken to correct an error which has crept into my Eg. Gr.2
, p. 51, n. 4. That the word

for ‘lector-priest’ is to be read hri-hb(t), with the feminine word kbit) is probable from the literal meaning

‘bearer of the festival-roll’, and there are analogies enough for the omission of the feminine ending. But the

proof offered by Sethe in ZAS 70, 134, from Quibell, Ramesseum, pi. 39 was shown by Schott, Untersuchungen

zum Ursprung der Schrift, 80, n. 1 to be a mistake
;
instead of the reading hriL-hbt there seen by Sethe wre should

read the two separate titles hri-hb(t) and ut, the line being a divided one.

4 For dbn see Wb. V, 437, 16. For the determinative of d/b depicting a string of dried figs see Newberry,

Proc. SBA 22, 148.
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of wine’. Wine is mentioned again in cols, n, 33. Col. 13 refers to a priestess or some
other woman in a way which I do not understand

;
the element mvt, perhaps only part

of a word, recurs twice again in col. no, there again equally obscure. The section ends

in col. 14 with smt n hks-brt ‘departure of the bk;-brt official’
;

1 the title is a common
one, but its meaning and the function or status of the bearer are unknown.

Next we come to a new section opened by Zp 2-?iw [n dbn hi] ir; nis hft dmdt hi[-sn ?]

Second time [of circulating around] the mastaba; a summoning in presence of

the crowd of women
,

2 [they] wailing. Cols. 17-20 are so defective that I am ex-

tremely hesitant about their sense. The common phrase Dd mdw ‘Recitation’, or part

of it, occurs twice, both times written in black, and in the second occurrence (col. 20)

the speakers are evidently dmdt ‘the crowd’. The first of the two utterances possibly

began with Would that thou 3 .... quickly followed by . . . the Osiris So-and-so

four times. Take ( ?)
4 to thyself the Osiris So-and-so four times. What was

said can have been no more than an ejaculation. The crowd’s remark is even more
incoherent. Next a gap and then col. 21, which appears to have started, like col. no,
with the jackal of Anubis. Theentryof col. 22 must, I think, be completed as 1 1

‘The watchers’, the word found in Pyr. 744 as subject of hn ‘wail’
;

5 it seems impossible

to render ‘The great ones’ since this would be icrzv, not zvr[r]w. The half destroyed bird

in col. 23 is ^ rather than the quite differently made of col. 84, whence we cannot

well translate ‘All the common folk’. Whether hms ‘sit’ in col. 24 is rightly placed is

quite doubtful, and the tiny trace of a rectangular sign at the top of col. 25 is inex-

plicable.

It is plausible to suppose that the scribe has simply forgotten to draw a vertical line

after col. 25, since a new section clearly began with col. 26. This and the next cols, read

Third time of summoning [after ?
6 circulating] around the mastaba

Col. 29 contains two puzzling words with ‘the God’s Father’ (cf. col. in) between

them; h ry looks as though it meant ‘He who arises in glory’, but no such priestly title

is known. Even more cryptic is the group at the bottom, its initial sign looking like a

hand with exaggeratedly stretched out fourth finger. Passing over the illegible col. 30

we find in col. 31 a red
jj ~t~] were brought followed by a blank ending with =, which

must conceal some word for linen or the like, to judge from the remains of ILL at the

bottom. The next four columns named things which ‘were brought’ at this juncture

for ritual purposes. Second among these (col. 33) was ‘a of wine, 1 jar’—the

broken word was perhaps the very ancient dn \
7 then ‘ crate ( ?)’, the word for

1 Wb. 1, 416, 13. See too now Helck, Untersuchungen zn den Beamtentiteln, 34.
2 Dmdt again in cols. 20 and perhaps 63; with plural strokes in cols. 47, 116, in this last written dmduit as

a feminine plural. It is strange to find here the determinative only of a woman, not both a man and a woman;
the same perplexity arises over miint in col. 70 and still more over mstv nzzc in col. 71. The word is possibly

identical with the collective Wb. v, 461, 12. A corresponding masculine word in the heading of a spell Dmdio
r krs If 'h> ‘The crowd at the burial of Osins’, Coffin Texts, IV, 371.

3 Hit (?) k:c, note the archaic dependent pronoun kte instead of tzc.

* I am by no means sure that the broken sign is really Jy .

5 Above, p. 10, n. 6. The absence of 1 as determinative is archaic; it is not found in any Pyr. example.
6 After hr at the bottom of col. 26, Smither wished to restore [ir dbn]. The trace above hi ‘around’ is very-

baffling. At the bottom of col. 28 occurs another red <?. 7 Wb. v, 575, 3.
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which ended with / or m. Two fragments rightly placed by Smither together yield a

hitherto unknown mhtmt, from its etymology clearly signifying a ‘closed’ or ‘sealed

receptacle’ (col. 35); this word occurs again in col. 115. The next two columns (36-37)
hold the end of a spoken injunction or the like ‘ thy two hands upon thy

breast’. Then doubtless in col. 38 ‘The
[
imy-khant

]
priest and the lector-priest’. A bull

is now introduced, this time not trussed as previously; above it are the remains of signs

which at first sight one would like to read ‘Bull of the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt’, but closer inspection shows that at all events is impossible. 1 The mention

of the bull is very incongruously followed in col. 41 by TI7kf-fish2 of health, 30’; the

word here rendered ‘health’ might conceivably be translated as ‘famine’, since for this

snb (or snb-rnpt
)
3 sometimes serves as an euphemism. Nothing can be made of the

rubricated word in col. 42, nor yet of the class of men trace of whose name is found

in col. 43. Cols. 44-45 describe a ritual act of lamentation ‘Arises wailing; circula-

tion around the magistrates’. Then follows, possibly after an appreciable gap, Fire

quenched, this all the more mysterious since nowhere previously had there been any

reference to the lighting of a torch or flame; the expression occurs also in fragment a

on pi. VI, ‘The crowd’ (^m ^) next intervenes to do something, 4 ‘.
. . . one time

moving two ways (?), face to the north ’ (cols. 47-48). Smither’s restoration

the next column is undoubtedly correct, the determinative suggesting

simultaneous movement in opposite directions. 5

The motive for rubricizing columns throughout this text is often obscure, but it

seems likely that the next three columns written in red (cols. 49-51) serve to introduce

a new phase in the funerary ceremonies. No less than 40 bulls are to be sacrificed and

this involves the summoning6 of many bearers of forelegs. Then follows in black

[Cutting off]
7 theirforelegs and [drawing forth their many hearts. Going and entering into

the mansions (of?) the [proph\ets ofmany Westerners. Going outsides A boon which

the King gives to the many western gods. The hieroglyphs of cols. 52-54 do not reach

down to the bottom line, yet it seems certain that these columns contained a continuous

text. However, it is quite obscure how the enumeration of particular priests in cols.

1 Nor do I consider ih, a really plausible guess.

2 Wb. I, 350, 12-14 knows this fish only as a masculine. 3 IVb. IV, 160, 2.

4 After the initial d comes a sign like —a, but holding a stick or the like. I thought of ^ H'6. v, 484, 12,

but this yields no sense.

5 For hns see Pyr. 416a, 1266c, 1306a, in the two first of these passages referring to doors or a door, possibly

such as could swing both forwards and backwards; Sethe’s commentary (11, 177) offers no explanation. My own
suggestion is supported by a passage in the tomb of Petosiris (Lefebvre, 81,31), where sm rmt m tp-hns (with the

same determinative) is aptly rendered by the editor Les hommes marchaient dans I’t'garement, which suits

the context perfectly. The same hieroglyph probably occurs also in a very obscure passage of the stela Ci of

the Louvre, where the confusion wrought among enemies is clearly the subject.

6
I am convinced that [ni\s is to be read at the top of col. 50, since the s is certain and the remains of the

following determinative exactly suit the sign of the calling man in cols. 15, 26. Yet I fail to see any means of

moving fine in col. 5 1 farther to the right.

7 At the top of col. 52 part of is visible followed by a sign which Gunn suggested might be the remains

of /a, hardly rightly. I have little doubt that d near the bottom of the line belongs to the verb which is

regular in this connexion. The at the beginning of col. 53 is incomplete, yet scarcely open to doubt.

8 Here read perhaps followed by j^,-
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59-63 links up with what precedes. The first of these priests is ‘The house-servant in

the Per-wer’. 1 The designations of the second and fifth are lost, though by comparison

with col. 38 the latter ought probably to be restored as hri-hb(t) ‘The lector-priest’.

The third name is that of the already mentioned hki-bit (col. 14). The two next columns

(64-65) are unhappily among those that have been destroyed, but the photographs

show that col. 64 began with the word hi ‘wail’ and that col. 65, with made

mention as before of a crowd of women. Col. 66 named a man of some kind.

Before col. 66 we have already entered upon that part of the papyrus which

most persuasively suggests a long funeral procession. Almost every column hence-

forward names some new person or body of persons whom we naturally think of as

lined up to accompany the sarcophagus. Presumably they are named in the order in

which a description of them would be presented in a modern newspaper. Col. 67 show's

us a man ‘Bearing a table of fine gold’, col. 68 an ‘Abydos handmaid with a rope [in

her hand] it (?)’ 2 Col. 70 ‘Seeing women’, i.e. perhaps ‘women spectators’.

Col. 71 ‘The King’s children’, apparently with msw
,
not mhvt, although the absence

of the feminine ending would then contradict the woman determinative. Col. 72
‘Many ,’ the tail of ^ being certain. Col. 73

‘ [a leopard(?)-]

skin 3 upon him’. Here a section comes to an end with the words ‘Circulating around

the mastaba four times’ (col. 74).

There is no vertical line of division, but the next two cols. (75-76) are written in red,

suggesting that the procession was now' halted to welcome ‘The coming of the scribe

[in order to (?)] the (a plural word). In col. 78 we may have to read

jff-t’ but this is unintelligible. The mcdzv of col. 79 is evidently the Salbenkoch

ol \Yb. n, 226, 10, as was recognized by Gunn. Three or four craftsmen now enter

upon the scene, first (col. 80) a ‘Fnhnh-carpenter’, 4 the unknown quinquiliteral word
recalling a very ancient craftsman called fnh whose tools included a saw and an adze

{Wb. 1, 576, 15). Then (col. 81) a ‘Carpenter of chair(s)’, followed (col. 82) by what we
must probably read — [i]^Tr§ a ‘-Vhpty with a drill in his hand’; the word nhpty is

unknown, but evidently comes from the same stem as the verb nhp ‘make pots on the

potter’s wheel’ (Wb, 11, 295, 1-6); it is uncertain whether the word for the tool he
employed is to be read hmt like other words written with the same sign. Passing over

the almost completely destroyed col. 83 we come to ‘All the common folk wailing’ or

‘bewailing the bearer of skins’ in case col. 85 is to be regarded as the continuation.

In col. 87 we meet again our old friends ‘[The imv-khant priest] and the lector-

priest’, accompanied by ‘The bearers of unguents’ (col. 88) and ‘The bearers of linen-

cloth’. At the end of col. 90 there seem to be traces of the sign H for a wall and the

section concludes with what may well be the ‘place of embalmment’, where the

1 For hm-pr see H 7> in, 87, 10 and for the Per-wer JEA 30, 24-26.
2 The restoration \m-'], of which there remains a trace, is due to Smither. The f at the bottom of col 69

must refer to n:ih 'rope' if. as seems evident, the preceding column referred to a woman.
1 For the partly broken sign see col. S5.

* The sign following [md]h appears to be the knife ^=*>, curiously absent from the same word in the next col
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corpse was prepared for final burial; 1 the entire column would then read ‘in (or “from”)
.... the place of embalmment of this So-and-so’ (col. 91).
After the line of division a red ‘were brought’ ushers in ‘bearers of forelegs’, after

the mention of whom there is a column (93) in lacuna. Smither with great plausibility
read the next two columns as (94) ^ (95) but who these
Askers were who carried arrows’—the feminine word is unknown—adds yet
another problem to the many we have to face. The section that here ends is a very short
one, and gives place to another naming a number of fresh craftsmen and the like.

The rubricized heading which follows the vertical line separating the new section
from the old looks as though it were intended to group under a general head all the
occupations enumerated belowr

. Unhappily the initial were brought (cf. cols. 31, 92)
is continued in words at once broken and of great obscuritv. First comes a group of

which the upper sign might be ~ and that below it is almost certainly Immediately
after this wre must have as Smither doubtless correctly restored on the
strength of col. 114. Finally, after the preposition m is seen the sign for a crenellated

fortress with its name written within it; this name I have tried without success to read
as 2E Itj-towe. 2 The word fmtyzc signifies the piece of temple furniture that was
discussed by H. Nelson in his valuable article ‘Three Decrees of Ramses III from Kar-
nak’;

3

in the New Kingdom this was no longer merely the jar-stand which the hiero-

glyph
[j$]

depicts, but rather a sort of sideboard for food as well as drinks. The entire

rubric remains utterly obscure. The first two vertical columns (96, 97) read ‘All crafts-

men writh [their] tool(s) [in their hands]’, where must have a wider application than

in col. 82. Next (col. 98) comes ‘The goldsmith w ith a gold collar* in his hand’. After

him a ‘Carpenter sawyer with a saw in his hand’; the broken word for saw was un-
doubtedly written e='

)

‘j7*-=v, lift, though in the tomb of Ti

5

the spelling is * > //(.’),

see Wb. V, 298 ;
the

j
of our papyrus is guaranteed bv the name of a sanctuary ~,U IL-QlH

Itfi-zvr, see Wb. I, 144, 3. The next craftsman (col. 101) has lost his name, but he too

carried some significant object ‘in his hand’. The following - -»< rht v supplied mv
Sign-list (U 31) with the long sought reading of the word for ‘Baker’. Another unknown
word follows in col. 103, where it is uncertain whether we should read or

The skry of col. 105 was probably a ‘Coiffeur’, the male counterpart of the

hkrt found with the meaning ‘coiffeuseY’ In the tomb of Ti 7 the htmx of col. 106 is seen

boring a hole in a cylinder-seal, and is, therefore, there at least, a ‘seal-maker’, not a

‘sealer’. The name of the next artisan is lost, and this col. was followed bv one of which

not a trace is left; it must have contained a plural, since col. 109 reads ‘ the manv

1 Note, however, the absence of the determinative On the various senses of this ambiguous word see

my Admonitions, p. 26; further also Grdseloft, op. cit., pp. iz ff.

2 This name of Lisht, the capital at the beginning of Dyn. XII, is so written Cairo 20515, 20516.
3 JAOS 56, ii, 232-41.
4 Nbyt is absent from Wb., but is found at least once on a Middle Kingdom coffin

;
see Si 2 in mv sign-list.

s SteindorfF, pi. 133.
6 Wb. Ill, 401, 6. Compare too the related titles discussed by Spiegelberg, Z.-j.S' 34, 162-4.
7 SteindorfF, pi. 133, see too Newberry in Proc. SBA 27, 2S6. H b. Ill, 352, 4 translates Der Siegeler, a sense

that might possibly be correct in Pyr. 1523. but not so >n the tomb of Ti.
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by Anubis of the Khantyu’, whatever may be meant thereby. I have commented
already (p. 12) on the two designations of women found in col. no. The precise

meaning of vnt in col. m, where we find a ‘God’s Father (cf. col. 29) with a reed in

his hand’, is uncertain; there is no doubt that it literally means a ‘reed’, whence it may
also signify a flute. 1 It is unlikely to have had that meaning here, and there are several

other possibilities
;

2 equally cryptic is the use in the biography of the architect Nekhebu, 3

who tells us that when his brother was appointed to be an Instructor (? shd) of Builders,

‘I carried his nut '
. In col. 1 12 we again encounter the ubiquitous ‘ Imy-khant

priest and the lector-priest’. The next three entries all named the ‘Bearers’
(
hrizv

)
of

something or other; the thing borne by the ‘Bearer’ (singular) of col. 113 is withheld

from us by a lacuna; then come ‘Bearers of the hntyw', pieces of furniture already

discussed; in the third place we have the ‘Bearer of 100 closed receptacles’; for mhtmt

see above in col. 35. We near the end of our analysis with a mainly destroyed two-line

entry (cols. 116-17) ending with ‘ all gods’, after which remains only ‘The

crowd (of women) on their feet’. Here our text comes to an abrupt close.

Gunn religiously transcribed the dozen or so small fragments that remain unplaced,

but with three exceptions they are unworthy of being recorded in print. One written

entirely in red is reproduced as a in Plate VI; it names the ‘Osiris this So-and-so’

followed by an unintelligible word which appears to be Ij f§§J while on the right we
read ‘.

. . . see the fire, it not having been extinguished’, cf. col. 46. Of the others, b

shows the beginning of a line with the word ‘Bearer ’ and c has the complete

entry ‘Bearers of the red pots’. These pots were a regular part of the

funerarv equipment, 4 and the smashing of them to symbolize the annihilation of the

deceased’s enemies is a practice that has been much discussed. 5

I doubt if my colleagues will bless me for inflicting upon them so tattered a manu-

script, but in self-defence I claim that for several good reasons this is worthy of atten-

tion. Those who collect new Egyptian words with the ardour of philatelists will range

themselves on my side, but it is not there that my own interest lies. To me, above all

things, it seems salutary to be reminded of the one-sidedness and incompleteness of

our sources. As a footnote (p. 10, n. 5) has made clear, we possess not a few reliefs

displaying scenes from Old Kingdom burials, but these contain, apart from the in-

evitable posturings of grief, no hint whatsoever of the elaborate goings on revealed,

in however fragmentary a form, by this unique papyrus. In a recent article6 I had

similarly occasion to mention how tantalizingly the dramatic text edited by Sethe intro-

duced us to coronation rites of which the conventional sources betrayed not a single

glimpse. Whatever ill may else be said of the present unfortunate manuscript, there

can be no doubt that it greatly widens our horizon.

1 Wb. 11, 6, S-10. 2
IVb. 11, 6, 11-12; also ibid. 27, 9-13.

3 Urk. 1, 216, 11 ;
see too JEA 24, 4, n. 14, where the writer says: ‘hardly “staff”, since that would be

carried by the owner. Perhaps “rule”.’

4 Grdscloff, op. cit., pp. 26, 30.

5 See the discussion by Luddeckens in Mitt. d. deutsch. Inst. . . . in Kairo, xi, 12-13. For this rite in the

divine cult see Rev. d’Eg. 3,167. 6 JEA 39, 24.
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A question difficult to answer arises as to the age of the ceremonial here recorded,

and closely bound up with that problem is the question as to whether the rites en-

visaged were designed for a royal funeral or for that of some less distinguished person-

age. The presence of so many actors, whether craftsmen or mere onlookers, shows that

the deceased can hardly have been of lower rank than a nomarch. Cerny, with whom
I have discussed this matter, tends to believe that the substance of the text goes back

as far as the Third Dynasty. He points out the unlikelihood that the king’s children

would have attended a lesser occasion than that of a royal funeral. If this argument be

conceded, then a clue to the date may well be found in the use of the word i ir

‘mastaba’ rather than the word Jy /\_
mr ‘pyramid’. Cerny ’s suggestion is plausible, and

may be correct, but it cannot be regarded as certain. The concision of the phrases used

suggests a high antiquity, since the farther back our inscriptions go, the less help their

authors give to the reader. For this reason alone I should hesitate to place the com-
position as late as the First Intermediate Period.

The employment of the phrase ‘this So-and-so’ shows that our papyrus was intended

to present a normal funerary programme, not one tied down to a particular reign or a

particular demise. A question less easy to decide is to what stage of the funerary pro-

ceedings the rites there described refer. As Grdseloff among others has rightly insisted,

there were two main occasions that called for solemn ceremonial, namely, the day of

the removal of the deceased from his home to the place where his corpse was mummi-
fied or at least prepared for burial, and the day or days, many weeks later, when the

body thus prepared was brought to its final resting-place. In view of the fragmentary

condition of our text and the obviously incomplete picture provided by the tomb

reliefs, it is by no means clear how this question ought to be answered. The only clue

lies in the words recording the circumambulation of the tomb. Those words would

seem to point to the day of final burial.

33 4443 D
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THE INSTALLATION OF THE VIZIER
By R. O. FAULKNER

The text from the tomb of Rekhmire c at Thebes—with fragmentary replicas in the

tombs of Woser and Hepu—which gives the address by the king to his newly appointed

vizier, wherein are laid down the principles which should govern the minister’s conduct

of his office, is one of the best known of Egyptian secular inscriptions, but the problems

it presents are by no means entirely solved. It wras first published in 1900 by Newberry,

The Life of Rekhmara, pis. 9 and 10, and his version is still of value in that it shows the

state of the inscription as it was at the beginning of the century. The first edition to

show the texts of Rekhmire c
,
Hepu, and Woser3 in parallel, together with translation

and commentary, was that of Gardiner in Rec. trav. 26, 1 ff. (1904); in 1906 Breasted

printed a translation in his Ancient Records, 11, §§ 665 ff.
;
while in 1907 Sethe republished

the text in Urkunden, iv, 1086 ff.
b He returned to the subject, this time with translation

and commentary, in his Einsetzung des Veziers
(
Entersuchungen, v, 49 ff., 1912), but

thereafter the topic slumbered until Davies published his monumental Tomb of

Rekh-mi-rec at Thebes in 1943. In this publication he gave the results of an exhaustive

study of the tomb
;
in Vol. II (Plates) he records on pis. 14-1 5 all that was then visible

of the Installation text, and on pis. 1 16-18 he gives his collation of all three versions, 0

while on pp. 85 ff. of Vol. I (Text) he provides a translation. As regards the hieroglyphic

text, Davies’s great skill and long experience in the copying of tomb inscriptions makes

him the final court of appeal, and it is in the highest degree improbable that anyone

will succeed in extracting more than he has done. His translations, however, are some-

what bold and free, and here and there it seems to me that he has failed to see the true

drift of the text, so that I have ventured with some trepidation on the launching of a new
rendering. My own version is frequently worded somewhat differently from its most

recent predecessor, but it has seemed unnecessary to devote space to minor differ-

ences
;
only those passages where our views are really divergent will be discussed below.

Figs. 1-3 give the basic text reconstituted as far as possible from Davies’s collation.

The Introduction

Instructions enjoined upon the vizier Rekhmirec. The Court was admitted to the audience-

hall of Pharaoh, and it was ordered that the newly appointed vizier Rekhmirec should be

ushered in.

The Speech of Pharaoh

(1) Thus said His Majesty to him: [Look
]

1 to the office of the vizier, (2) be vigilant con-

cerning [all that] is done2 in it, for it is the mainstay of the entire land. Nozv as for the

vizierate, 3 it certainly is not pleasant; indeed it is as bitter as gall .
4 See

,

5
(3) he is6 copper

3 Hereinafter cited as R., H., and \Y. respectively.
b

It is to this text that the allusions to Sethe refer.
c

It is upon this that the following translation is based.
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enclosing the gold of his [master’s]7 house; he is one zvho does not turn his face towards

magistrates or councils
,

8 and zvho does not make for himself [a partisan] of anyone .
9 See,

as for [all] that a man does10
(4) in his master’s household, he zcdll be happy

,

11 and there is

nothing zvhich he does 12
. . .for anyone else ,

13

See, there come the petitioner(s
)
14 of Upper 15 and Lower Egypt, even the entire land

,

16

equipped [for (?)] hearing (?) in the [vizier’s] hall (?);
17

(5) therefore you should see18 that

everything is done in accordance with zvhat is in the laze and that everything is done exactly

right zchen [placing a man on] his vindication .
19 Now as for a magistrate who judges in

public
,

20
(6) wind and water make report of all that he does, and there is no one who is

ignorant of his deeds .

11 If he makes a [?nis]take (?) concerning his case (?),
22 and it is not

pointed out by (?) the (proper) official (?),
23 it shall be made known (7) by the pronouncing

of his decision (?),
24 which is to be made in the presence of the (proper) official

25 in the words:

‘I will not deliver a verdict (?),
26 but zcill send the petitioner (to another court (?)] (8) or

magistrate’
,
and his deeds will not be unknown .

27 See, the magistrate’s safeguard is to act

in accordance with regidations, in doing what has been said;
28 a petitioner zvho has been

judged [shall not say: ‘/ have] not [been placed] (9) on my vindication .’29 See, it is a maxim

which is in the Book of Memphis, 30 being the word of the Sovereign, the mercy (?)
31 of the

vizier and . .
32

[Beware (?)]
33 (10) of zvhat zvas said of the vizier Akhtoy; the saying was that he im-

poverished his associatesfor the benefit of others, through fear34 lest it should be said of him

[that he] . . .[wrongfully (?)].
33 (11) When one of them appealed against a judgement which

he36 had devised and executed
,

37 he3S succeeded39 because of his (unjust) impoverishment.

Now [that m] more [than] justice .
40

Do not judge (?) [unfairly (?)],
41 for (12) God abhors partiality. This is a teaching; act

accordingly . Regard him whom you know like him whom you do not know
,
him who is near

you like him who is far [from you];42 as for (13) the magistrate who acts thus, he will be

successful here in this place .
43 Do not pass over a petitioner before you have attended to his

pleas. If there is44 a petitioner who would appeal to you, do not reject (?)
45

(14) what he has

to say as something which has (already) been said, (but) dismiss him (only) when you have

caused him to hear why you dismiss him, for men say that a petitioner prefers that his speech

should receive attention to thejudging of thatfor which [he has] come .
46

(15) Do not zvrong-

fully show anger zvith a man, (but) be angry over that over which one should be angry;

inspire respect47 for yourself that men may respect you, for the magistrate who is respected

is a (real) magistrate. See, the (real) worth of a magistrate is that he does (16) justice, but

if a man inspires excessive respect
,

48 there is something wrong about him, in the opinion of the

people; they do not say of him: ‘He is a (good) man.’ Again, men say that a magistrate (17)

who speaks falsehood is one zvho will go forth in proportion to his worth
,

49 but you will

succeed in exercising this office and doing justice .
30 See, what is desired is the doing ofjustice

by the fiat (?)
51 of the vizier. Now [asfor the vizier), (18) he has been its

a rightful guardian

since (the time of) God 32

See, men say of the vizier’s chief scribe, ‘ Scribe ofJustice
’
33 is said of him. And asfor the

office in which you judge, there is a spacious room in it full of [the records (?) of all (past))

a
I.e. of justice.
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judgements. 54 Asfor him who shall do55 (if)justice before all men
,
he is the vizier. See, a man

shall continue in his office if he acts in accordance with the charge given to him
,
and a man

is clear of character56 if he acts according to what has been said to him. Do not do your [own
will

]
57 in matters (20) whereof the law is known; further

,
it befalls58 the contentious man

that the Sovereign prefers the respectfid man to the contentious; act therefore in accordance

with the charge given to you.

See . .
59 and pay (21) attention to the ploughlands when making confirmation thereof.

60

If you are absent from (?) an investigation 61 you shall send the overseers of lands, chief

sheriffs
62 and w'rtw63 to investigate. If there is anyone who shall have made investigation

before you you shall question him; thus (shall you act (?)] in respect of what has been laid

to your [charge].65

Commentary

(1) The restoration LJkl, which goes back to Gardiner and Sethe, is surely correct.

^ (with^ for as often in R.) is reflexive dative reinforcing the imperative, Gardiner,

Eg. Gramm .
2
§ 337, 2.

(2) Restore j ,7^] as already Gardiner and Sethe.

(3) Cf. Sethe, Einsetzung
, 6, 39; Gardiner, Sinuhe, 89.

(4) The emphatic words ‘certainly’, ‘indeed’ seem the best way of rendering in

modern English the repeated mk, the purpose of which is to stress the contrast between

what one might imagine the vizierate to be and what it really is.

(5) So W.
;
the restoration is obvious.

(6) Taking pw to refer now to the vizier himself. Davies takes it as referring to the

vizierate, and accordingly renders ‘it is’.

(7) So Gardiner and Sethe. The size of the lacuna in R. seems to demand the

restoration [^] with genitival n.

(8) I.e. who does not favour them. The position of piv indicates that is to be

understood as ‘his face’ and to be taken with the preceding wsh, so that Davies’s render-

ing ‘it is to have no consideration for himself or for the officials of the magistracy’ falls

to the ground; for zc/A+ noun-f hr, lit. ‘lay something on’, cf. Urk. iv, 367, 9. Again,

I am somewhat sceptical of his interpretation of srzc dsdst as a direct genitive ‘officials of

the magistracy’
;
to me a co-ordination seems more probable, especially as in the

present text sr is itself best rendered ‘magistrate’.

(9) Sethe restores ‘partisan’ after ir nf, and the space and sense both fit.

For the word cf. Sethe, Lesestiicke, 68, 24 (=); Urk. iv, 972, 1 sing.); the

sense of the whole passage is surely that the vizier is to take sides with neither high nor

low. For this reason Davies’s version ‘and not to make slaves (?) of the general public’,

though not impossible, seems not to fit the context.

(10) For see W. In the following short lacuna restore presumablv [^], to

which corresponds the doubtful (read ^ ?) of R.

(11) Hrf nfr ;
hardly ‘it will be good’ which would require hr-s nfr-ti. Davies’s

rendering ‘he speaks approvingly’ is impossible; not only is such a use of hr unprece-

dented, but also nfr cannot have the sense he assigns to it.
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(12) Davies’s ‘what he does is not . . again is hardly possible; (
read

is surely a non-existential sentence ‘there is nothing which he does. . .

(13) One would expect something like ‘[which is good] for anyone else’, perhaps

restoring the old perfective [|
5s], but in such a case nfrt would have to bear a different

sense and be used with a different subject from the preceding hr-f nfr. No alternative

suggests itself to me.

(14) Singular for plural, pars pro toto.

(15) Davies’s ^ appears to be a slip; Newberry has and the traces on Davies’s

pi. 14 confirm this.

(16) Taking ti r-dr-f as in apposition to smrzc mhw as does Davies. In footnote 40 to

his translation he suggests an alternative rendering, ‘Lo, a petitioner of Upper and

Lower Egypt may come, for the whole land is furnished with a (single ?) court of the

vizier’, but this version not only yields a poorer sense but also takes no account of the

£ (?) sdm read by him before m fa.

(17) I would suggest that the clause beginning with rpr should be restored as

Equipped [for] hearing in the [vizier’s] hall’; <=* just fits the

lacuna above while n pty, which is inevitable in this text after fa, again just fills the

lacuna at the bottom of the line. In this case, rpr will be an old perfective referring back

to sprzc, the sense being that the litigants come to judgement equipped with their

documents and so forth.

(18) is sdmf form with reinforcing dative; for the writing of the verb cf.

Gardiner, Eg. Gramm.2
§ 448.

(19) Davies renders m . . . zvn-f msr as a negative imperative, ‘Do not (?)... that (?)

he may have his right’, ignoring Sethe’s restoration (cf. also

R. 8-9). However, this restoration yields such good sense that it should most probably

be retained; the expression is so strikingly similar to our ‘put a man on trial’ in the

Courts of Justice as to carry conviction.

(20) Davies has grasped the general sense of this passage, but his actual translation,

‘Lo, whenever an administrator hears cases, let there be publicity (?)’ is grammatically

impossible; in Egyptian his version would have to read something like

In the original, stands for sdm m wn-hr, the m doing double

duty, as elsewhere in this text
;
the restoration [=] is due to Sethe. Curiously enough,

Newberry, upon whom Sethe depends, omits the <c.

(21) The reading ispw after iryt is certain
;
Sethe’s elaborate restoration from here on

is entirely vitiated by Davies’s text.

(22) The next few passages are very difficult, and I am by no means confident that

I have fully grasped their meaning, but so far as I can see the sense is that if the vizier

should inadvertently make an error, and it is not pointed out immediately by the Clerk

of the Court, but is discovered later, the vizier is to publicly announce that he will

refrain from delivering a verdict in the case in question, but will refer it to another

judge; if this be the correct view, the reason for such action would be to relieve the

vizier of any suspicion of covering up his mistake. Davies renders the first clause as ‘If

he does anything unseemly, and he is to blame (?)’ ;
the first part of this is not very far
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removed from my own view, except that he is thinking of misconduct rather than

inadvertent error
;
r sp-f, which could mean ‘according to his fault’, is presumably what

Davies renders over freely ‘and he is to blame (?)’. Unfortunately the ambiguity of the

noun sp precludes a definite decision between our two versions. In the lacuna after nkt

one is tempted to restore following R. 16, but in that case the following \
must belong to \rdi\w, and the det. v_o is lacking.

(23) Davies’s version ‘he is not to be reinstalled (?) on the authority of an acting

official’ is grammatically impossible, for nn bs-twf is what would be required
;
further-

more, there has been no question of the suspension of the vizier, and therefore none of

his reinstallation, which in any case would surely be done by the king in person, and

not by an official. Actually tmf must be a conditional negative referring back to the

masc. nkt
,
lit. ‘if he does something wrong (?)... and if it does not flow forth upon the

mouth of the official, it shall be made known . .
.’ etc.

;
for the two virtually homo-

phonous verbs bz ‘instal’ and bs ‘flow forth’, cf. Gardiner, Sinnhe, 71 ;
Wb. 1, 473-4.

For hr r n Davies has ‘on the authority of’, a rendering which in any case is questionable

;

the literal meaning ‘upon the mouth of’ seems to me to fit the context.

(24) Davies’s ‘men shall learn of it hr r n zvpyf on the authority of his proper

judge (?)’ does not fit at all well into the picture; on hr r n see above. The crux of this

clause is zopy
,
and Davies, in note 42 to his translation, admits the precariousness of

his rendering. If hr r n is taken quite literally here also, then zvpy must refer to a person,

but the absence of the det. ^ speaks against this, and I am inclined to conjecture that

zvpy here means ‘decision’—perfective passive participle of up, lit. ‘something judged’

—

and that hr r n must be understood in the figurative sense ‘by the utterance of’.

(25) Lit. ‘in saying it on his part in the presence of the official’ ;
the vizier is to

announce in open court his decision not to proceed with the case. Davies has ‘by a pro-

nouncement with regard to it, he (the judge) being associated with the acting official’.

Here again disregard of the rules of grammar has led him astray
; he has clearly taken

ntf as the subject of a clause with adverbial predicate

—

ntfr-gs iry-ssm—which is virtually

impossible. Actually ntf indicates the semantic subject of the infinitive dd, cf. Gardiner,

Eg. Gramm.. 2
§ 300, where this very passage is among those quoted to illustrate this

construction.

(26) Lit. ‘it is that I will not lift up my voice’.

(27) Our respective versions of the rest of this difficult section are not far apart in

essentials, though worded rather differently. Nevertheless, where in the lacuna I guess

the restoration [‘to another court (?)’] or something like it, Davies has ‘to be judged by
the vizier’

;
clearly in his view it is his hypothetical judge (zvpy) who is speaking, but it

is difficult to ascertain exactly what picture of the proceedings Davies had formed in

his mind.

(28) Davies’s text supersedes Sethe’s here. The former translates ‘in execution of

current instructions’, but I see in this phrase rather a reference to what has already

been laid down by precedent.

(29) Restoring with Sethe, except that for his

we should have the sdm-f form rdi-tzv-i. The traces in Davies are very doubtful,

B 4443 E
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and can hardly be held to contradict this restoration; his <=»(?) might well be «=», his

(?) could be the of •tw
,
and the t\vo vertical strokes which he shows at the bottom

of the column might in fact be the sides of the trunk of Davies renders somewhat
differently from myself: ‘then a litigant who is judged [may say, “There has been

no impediment] to my having my right” ’, but it is difficult to see how he would
have restored the passage

;
in the first lacuna (before -+-) there seems space for another

square before dd-f, where Sethe puts while his ‘there has been no impediment’ is

very hard to fit to the traces he saw
;
the Egyptian version of this would be something like

(30) An utterly obscure allusion. Davies renders ‘Lo, it is a maxim which is (as

binding) as the formulary (?) of Memphis’, but there is no need for the parenthesis,

which to my view distorts the sense
;
there is no difficulty about rendering von m simply

as ‘which is in’. For the writing of the name of Memphis cf. Gauthier, Diet, geogr. I, 81.

(31) Davies renders sfmv as ‘severity (?)’; it is hard to choose between zfn ‘be

merciful’ (Wb. ill, 443) and sfn ‘be harsh’ (iv, 115), but in view' of the general trend of

the text the former alternative is perhaps preferable. In either case the word apparently

refers to the customary bearing of the vizier towards those who attend his court.

(32) The w'ords following tity defeat me. Davies renders ‘or as the naming by
edicts (?)’, evidently taking ^ as the verb dm ‘pronounce’ someone’s name, but this

sign originally read hsk ‘decapitate’, cf. Pyr. 635. 962. Neither suggestion seems to fit

very w'ell into the context.

(33) Restoring the T being at the top of line 10. The suggestion ‘Beware’

is due to Davies.

(34) Restoring a trace of 0 is visible.

(35) Restoring ™ hems was first suggested by
Gardiner. Davies’s ‘for fear of the objection that he was partial. Therein he favoured

the unjust’ is surely going somewhat beyond his brief in the present state of the text.

Otherwise there seems no essential difference between our respective versions.

(36) ‘he’ refers to the vizier Akhtoy.

(37) It is by no means clear why k;-f should be in the sdm-f form and ir-n-f in the

sdm-n-f. It is an easy way out to suggest that the ancient copyist may have dropped an

n from fo-n-f, but in point of fact his work is not impeccable, witness the frequent^ for

and the miswriting of rzvd-f below.

(38) The appellant.

(39) For — read

(40) Restoring f\\ 1 i]i[ with Gardiner and Sethe.

(41) Such seems to have been the drift of this battered clause, but it is hard to decide

exactly what to restore in the lacuna after sdm.

(42) Restoring on the model the preceding « js Q ; this

seems preferable to Sethe’s Tl J-ktisS] and 6Us the space better.

(43) Presumably the vizier’s hall; Davies ‘in this department’.

(44) Reading with W.; judging from the spacing R. can have had (]-=»|§?

only.
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(45) The traces in Davies suggest the verb ni ‘reject’
;
for the writing with cf.

Pyr. 1230; Peas Bi, no. Sethe’s restoration [jg—d must therefore be discarded.

(46) Read by combining R. and W.
;

cf. also the somewhat similar

passage Tevaud, Ptahhotep, 264 ff., see Davies, translation, note 45. This disposes of

the apparent which puzzled the earlier commentators.

(47) I.e. ‘fear’ in the sense of the awe a great if benevolent authority should inspire

in those under it; ‘fear’ in the sense of ‘terror’ is not intended here.

(48) Lit. ‘behold, if a man gives the fear of him a million times’.

(49) I.e. will get the ill-repute he deserves. At the bottom of 1 . 16 R. is apparently to

be read [
']-=> $, though W. shows ^§f§ after dd-tw

;
there is no space for this in R.,

and the sense does not seem to require it, so that we may have here either an ancient

error or a modern misreading of the -=» of sr. Alternatively, the text of W. may have

differed from that of R.
;
another such instance occurs in 1 . 21, where W. has ^j>§§§

and R. If the reading dd-tw sr is accepted, we will have here a sentencewith nominal

predicate, sr ddwgrg being the subject and prr hft sft-f the predicate. Davies’s rendering

of the passage is difficult to reconcile with the text as it stands; it runs: ‘Lo, it is false

to say that an official who speaks crookedly will get on in proportion to his luster’ (sic).

This demands too much space in the lacuna at the bottom of 1 . 16, and furthermore the

construction seems all wrong; his version would read in Egyptian ®

(50) Lit. ‘you will arrive at “You exercise this office and do justice” ’
;
the causative

sph is unknown to Wb. in this sense and writing. The passage points a contrast between

the unjust judge who gets his due deserts and the good vizier who will make a success

of his new duties. Davies has ‘Lo, thou wilt reach (a point) where “Thou doest thy

office” and. “Thou doest right” (are one)’, but the parentheses are unnecessary and spoil

the sense.

(51) For read perhaps przv-n-r ‘utterance’. Davies has ‘Lo, the ideal is that right-

dealing should constitute the success of the vizier’, which seems not only over-free but

also to miss the point.

(52) At the end of 1 . 17 I would suggest |^[!)<=>^7]()«=>^(i8)p3^, with the

suffix -s referring back to rruct
;
Sethe’s cannot be reconciled with the

traces seen by Davies. The use of try in the sense given to it here is unusual, but there

seems no doubt as to the reading of W. : one would expect s:w. Davies’s reading

s(i)pw at the top of 1. 18 (see his note 46) is ruled out by the preceding iry, and in any

case it would almost certainly have had the dets. 77 - His rendering ‘Lo, his role has

been the exercise of exact supervision from the divine age down’ must therefore be
discarded.

(53) In his note 47 Davies strangely suggests an alternative reading ssyt m/rt ‘hand-

writing of Mafet’ for which I can see no grounds whatever.

(54) Restoring iw wsht im-f hr so already Davies, except that he

favours ndiwt rather than sszv, see his note 48.

(55) The sdm-ty-fy form
;
for the ~ see W.
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(56) Bik n-s is adjectival predicate+ dative, cf. Gardiner, Eg. Gramm .
2
§ 141 ;

for the

sense of b;k cf. Gardiner & Sethe, Letters to the Dead
,
note on 1, 3.

(57)
Sethe restored [f ‘any delay’, but Davies has a clear which points

rather to the reading ‘your will’
;
this fills the lacuna better and is more in

accord with the context, which constitutes a prohibition of arbitrary decisions. Davies

had already arrived at this conclusion.

(58) Dmi n, lit. ‘it touches to’
;
I can find no precisely similar use among the examples

of dmi n quoted by Wb. v, 454-5.

(59) Reading 1 —^»i! with Davies, pi. 1 18. The following hnr rdit points

to this obscure passage containing a direction to the vizier, but it seems impossible even

to guess what originally stood there. On Davies’s pi. 15 —"i is fairly certain and \ quite

so, but it requires more than the eye of faith to read —^ in the remaining traces, though

Davies must have had what seemed to him good grounds for his reading. Newberry

has — where — has lost the hand and the following stroke is absent, and the rest is

a lacuna down to the —3 of hnr. Sethe restored but this is too

much for the available space, nor can it be reconciled with Davies’s text. He translates

the damaged clause as ‘Lo, this is the part of a co-worker to give’, etc., but it is hard to

see how he arrives at this; for ‘co-worker’ he may have been thinking of the Old

Egyptian j™ ‘mate’, overlooking that hnr here almost certainly governs the follow-

ing infinitive.

(60) I.e. of the boundaries of the holdings of the respective tenants; I much doubt

whether smn can ever bear the meaning ‘organization’ assigned to it by Davies.

(61) taking wt in the sense of ‘be far’. Davies has ‘If thou gettest into

difficulties when making an inquiry’, but again I question if there is any justification for

assigning this sense to wi.

(62) So W. : the ‘

t, T Ti °f R- is clearly a blunder.

(63) I agree with Davies that the zvrrtzv of R. is preferable to the zvhmw of W.

;

and are easily confused.

(64) R. for whr W. has reading perhaps

‘who shall have come before you’. Note the use of the sdm-tyfy form to express the

future perfect; hr~hit is presumably to be interpreted temporally. Davies has com-

pletely misunderstood the closing phrases of the inscription in his ‘If the person who is

to make inquiry be a superior official, then ask him, “What hast thou done in the matter

which wras put in thy charge?”
’

(65) Reading U ~1 g Ik Ik l~ Davies regards ih here as the interrogative

particle and consequently would have to read r°7 *=»l next following, but ih elsewhere

in this text is the particle introducing a desired future consequence (Gardiner,

Eg. Gramm .
2
§ 228), and there seems no reason for taking a different view here, espe-

cially as a final injunction is an appropriate and natural way of ending a text of this

nature. We agree in reading dd[t
j

m [hr]-k at the end.

On re-reading the text of the Pharaoh’s speech to his newly appointed vizier, one

cannot refrain from remarking once again on the high standard of conduct expected
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from the greatest of all Egyptian officials. Rank is not to be regarded as an opportunity

for aggrandizement and enrichment, and while the recipient of this high honour was

certainly much gratified by his selection for it, the Pharaoh points out most explicitly

that the responsibilities it involves are far from enjoyable. Favour is to be shown to

none, neither high nor low, neither friend nor stranger, and in deciding those cases

which come within the vizier’s purview, he must not step outside the limits laid down
by law and precedent

;
there is, however, a hint that where these fail, he may act on his

own judgement
;
‘do not do your [own will] in matters whereof the law is known ’

. At the

same time, he is to give as much latitude as possible to petitioners stating a case, and if

his decision goes against them, he is to make his reasons clear. A noticeable point is the

attention paid to public opinion, which must have been a real force even in those far-off

days
;
not only must justice be done, it must appear to be done. As has often been

remarked before, the standard of conduct inculcated would not disgrace any civilized

nation; if practice often fell short of precept, at least the ideal to be aimed at was

clearly seen.

One remarkable point about this text is the absence of any reference to criminal

procedure. Even in the ‘Duties’ inscription the penal powers of the vizier seem to be

confined to the punishment of local officials who maltreat his messengers, 3 and it would

appear as if his judicial functions dealt solely with civil cases. Probably in Ancient

Egypt there was no equivalent of our Central Criminal Court; murder, assault,

robbery, and riot were doubtless dealt with by the local police and magistracy, and only

the very occasional cause celebre would come under the eye of the vizier, who, neverthe-

less, could have access to the criminal archives in case of need
;

b possibly records of all

criminal cases throughout the land were filed in a central office in the capital.

3 Urk. IV, 1108-9. b Loc. cit.



A PHARAONIC ENCOMIUM
By SIR ALAN GARDINER

The text given in transcription in plates VII-XI stands on the recto of a papyrus in the

Turin collection which has in part long been known. It is that which bears the number
1882 in the catalogue by A. Fabretti, F. Rossi, and R. V. Lanzone, and had been pub-

lished much earlier in a facsimile which, considering the standards prevailing at the

time, was not at all bad; see Pleyte and Rossi, Papyrus de Turin, Leyden, 1869-76, pis.

17-19, supplemented in pis. 73-75 by a large fragment only subsequently recognized.

A valiant attempt to translate the more comprehensible parts was made by Pleyte in

the printed pages of the same work. No doubt it was the disappearance of so many
folds which deterred Egyptologists for the next sixty years from paying attention to

what had obviously been a pair of highly interesting literary compositions. This situa-

tion wTas ameliorated by a visit paid to the Geneva Museum by M. Capart in January,

1937. He there observed, hanging in frames on the wall, a number of badly mounted
hieratic papyri, and among them part of a work of the kind since collected in my Late-

Egyptian Miscellanies. Correspondence with Capart resulted in the sending of all these

fragments to be re-mounted in my London house by Dr. Hugo Ibscher. It then emerged
that some of them belonged to P. Turin 1882. 1 The enlightened and liberal assistance

afforded by M. Deonna, the keeper of the Geneva Museum, made it possible for an
exchange to be arranged, whereby the fragments in question could be incorporated in the

larger portions already in the Turin collection. Here I am concerned only with the recto,

which now presents itself as a nearly continuous text of five pages, of which the first

and last are incomplete. The breadths of the five are respectively, 29, 34, 32, 37.5 and

15.5 cm.

The necessity of employing sideways plates for reproducing the transcription would
have made the presence of a translation and commentary in the same volume of the

Journal highly inconvenient, so that these have been reserved for Volume 42.

1 As much of the verso as was known before the discovery of the Geneva fragments was published in

transcription in my Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, pp. 121-4, with a description of the entire papyrus ibid.,

Introduction, p. xix. There the papyrus was designated Turin A in order to distinguish it from three other
fragmentary Miscellanies called by me Turin B, C, and D respectively. After the re-mounting had been
effected, the completed opening letter was transcribed in my Rarnesside Administrative Documents, pp. 82-83,
while the remainder was given in Appendices I and II of Caminos’s Late-Egyptian Miscellanies (pp. 507-1 1),
the whole of the verso being translated and annotated in pp. 449-64 of the same work.
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A DEIFICATION OF A PRIVATE PERSON IN THE
OLD KINGDOM
By HANS GOEDICKE

On a stela of the late Sixth Dynasty which appeared some time ago on the New York

market occurs the expression w^ich interesting passage is, as

far as I am aware, unparalleled among the inscriptions of the Old Kingdom. The
inuhw-formula as stated on this stela expresses that the deceased was ‘honoured’ by

^ possible to assume thereby that ntr nb pt is in apposition to fb4|, but

an accolade seems more probable, that, namely, imihzv hr refers to and to ntr a nb

pt simultaneously. Only the first of those two deities interests us here.

About very little is known, especially as far as the Old Kingdom is concerned.

Elsewhere than in the passage under discussion the deity is mentioned in two cases of

a priesthood and Furthermore, the name of the deity occurs as a

compound in two private names of the Sixth Dynasty, —U
U
LJ3 and A

number of other mentions of this deity belong to the New Kingdom, 5 but they are only

of limited interest for our discussion.

The name of the deity is generally rendered as Dd spss ‘the glorious Djed’ and

considered as a synonym of Ptah. 6 The centre of his worship seems to have been

Memphis, for which localization there is strong evidence.7 Several scholars have dealt

with the nature of the divinity and connected him with the djed-pillar. The latter, a

symbol of obscure origin, is regarded as of Busirite provenance, 8 and accordingly

Sethe, 9 Kees, 10 and Holmberg11 assume a link between Busiris and Memphis, taking ‘the

glorious Djed’ as a local form of the djed-piVe&r. It is in this connexion of the greatest

importance to note that the djed-pillar is a divine object and not itself a deity. This

means that it is considered as material in character, although incorporating divine power,

and not imagined as a personality, the Egyptian concept of their gods.

If then the !j is a local form of the djed-object, it would mean that it is equally an

‘object’ and not a ‘deity’. This conclusion, however, would lead to a discrepancy

indicating that there is no direct link between the djed-object and the deity called

1 Mariette, Mastabas, C i (p. 113) = BM (68z) (British Museum Stelae, 1, pi. 12).

2 Cairo 1565 = Mariette, op. cit., E 12 (p. 414).

3 Ranke, Personennamen, I, 180, 27 and 11, 366 where he renders the name ‘Besitzer von Kas ist der herrliche

(W-Pfeiler’.

4 Ranke, op. cit. I, 326, 9 and II, 390 ‘Herrlich ist der herrliche Jd-Pfeiler’.

5 Those examples are collected by Sandman-Holmberg, The God Ptah, 157-62.

6 So Wb v, 627, 6.

7 This results primarily from the close connexion between this deity and the worship of Ptah, as the two

bearers of a priest-title of JT j are at the same time ‘high-priests of Ptah’.

8 Junker, Onurislegende
, 64 ff.

5 Sethe, Beitrage zur dltesten Geschichte Agyptens (L'nters. in), 138.

10 Kees, Gottergiaube, 295; cf. also Kees, Rec. trav. 37, 59.

11 Sandman-Holmberg, op. cit. 157.
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2

For the latter is certainly a personal god; from the Nineteenth Dynasty Ptah is several

times identified with the god under discussion. This is possible only if both are of equal

character, otherwise it would be a way of describing the deity, but not an identification

with him. The second, much stronger, indication is supplied by the passage which gave

rise to this investigation, inuhtv hr fij^. Although the precise meaning of the expression

hruhzv hr is hard to determine, it is certain that it signifies a personal relationship

between two persons, of whom one might be the king or a god. No instance is

known to me where it is used in the Old Kingdom in connexion with an ‘object’ such

as the djed-piMax. It is therefore necessary to consider ff^ as a god, and no connexion

with the djed-piWar is visible except for the element dd in the writing of the name.

Since the link between the god under discussion and the djed-pillar is not as close as

usually assumed, and, moreover, since the two are basically different in their nature,

it seems essential to investigate anew the name of this god. Nineteenth-Dynasty

spellings like f would suggest a transcription dd spss.

On the other hand, the Old Kingdom examples write f£ throughout without any

phonetic complement. Therefore, the rendering dd spss cannot be considered as proved.

Moreover, there are important reasons for doubting it. Spss as a part of a name is usually

written in the Old Kingdom with one or two ’s as phonetic complements, as, for

example, in the private name fj^PP
4 ‘glorious is the dtf-pillar’. Furthermore

used widely as a determinative for divine or deified persons, expressing their deified

nature. I am therefore inclined to consider the sign ^ in as a determinative and

to read the name of this deity Dd or Ddy. The spellings occurring in the New Kingdom
may have resulted from a misinterpretation by which the sign originally a deter-

minative, was wrongly taken for spss. The only difficulty as far as the rendering for the

Old Kingdom is concerned seems to be in (Cairo 1565) where there are two

determinatives, but this text shows a certain inclination for the use of ^ as deter-

minative.

If the proposed assumption is correct, namely, that $ is to be understood as deter-

minative without any phonetic value,
|j
dd might well be a name of a private person

who was deified in the Old Kingdom. In this connexion it is tempting to think of the

well-known Ddy who is mentioned in the Westcar Papyrus. 5 According to this text

he lived in the reign of Cheops and was a famous magician of his time. His important

position as it is impressively described in the Westcar Papyrus would make a deification

of this Ddy quite likely. A deification of private persons in the Old Kingdom is known
in at least two cases, 6 namely, those of Ddf-Hr, the son of Cheops and author of a

wisdom-text,7 and Ktgmny, the vizier of Tety to whom also a ‘teaching’ is assigned. 8

1 Calverley, Temple of King Sethos I, n, pi. 27; Bull. Inst fr. 6, 161, pi. 6.

2 Berlin 7305 (Roeder, Ag. Inschriften . . . Berlin, II, 139); Mem. Miss, franp. du Caire, v, 614.
3 Pap. Sallier iv, vs. 1, 7.

4 Ranke, op. cit. II, 318, 28.
5 Erman, Marchen des Pap. Westcar, 21.
6 The mentions of a deification of ’Issy, the nomarch of Edfu who lived at the end of Dyn. VI, belong all

to the Middle Kingdom. For the problem of the deification of private persons in the Old Kingdom cf. Otto,
‘Gehalt und Bedeutung des agyptischen Heroenglaubens’, ZAS 78, 28-41.

7 Junker, Giza, vil, 26 p.
8 Gunn, Teti Pyramid Cemetery, 1, 130.
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Both these persons are mentioned on late Sixth-Dynasty tomb-stelae where the owner
calls himself irruhw hr Kigmny respectively. Priests of either are not

mentioned, although their cult might have been of some importance and not restricted

to the small circle of descendants as Gunn 1 wanted to assume. 2

W hile in these two cases the authorship of a ‘teaching’ might have been the reason

for a later deification, Ddy might have received this honour for his fame as a magician.

In his case the deification must have taken place rather soon after his death, as the

earliest mentioning of a f !
dates from the Fifth Dynasty. This relatively short spell

of time between the death of a person and his deification occurs also in the case of

Kigmny who lived in the reign of Tety and who is already mentioned as a divine person

at the end of the Sixth Dynasty.

It therefore seems highly tempting to see in a private person, presumably the

magician Ddy who lived in the reign of Cheops and who was deified before the Fifth

Dynasty. One important question remains to be settled, namely, the close connexion

of this deity with Memphis and its god Ptah. To offer any satisfactory explanation

seems impossible, and the Wrestcar Papyrus does not furnish any indication. However,

it might be that Ddy himself was a priest of Ptah in Memphis and that this relation is

the origin of the later link.

The assumption submitted here, namely, that the deity is to be considered as

the deified magician Ddy known from the Westcar Papyrus, is in some ways still an

hypothesis. However, it is highly suggestive and might furnish a further step in the

still obscure problems of the religious beliefs of the Old Kingdom.

1 Ibid.

2 Junker, loc. cit., doubts the restriction of the cult and is more inclined to assume a wider circle of wor-

shippers. [In an excavation report as yet unpublished Labib Habachi has shown that the Sixth Dynasty

nomarch Pepinakhte enjoyed, under his surname Hekayeb, a posthumous cult at the First Cataract which
endured as late as the Thirteenth Dynasty.

—

Ed.]
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THE ORIGIN OF THE GREEK THEATRE'

By B. H. STRICKER

The building which we call by the Greek term theatre, dearpov, has a history that goes

back to the first centuries of the ancient classic civilization. The modern theatre is,

generally speaking, the same as the Roman (fig. i) and the latter is a younger variant,

Fig. i. The Theatre of Marcellus, Rome.

and undoubtedly no more than a variant, of the theatre in which in Greece the tragedies

of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, and the comedies of Aristophanes were pro-

duced (fig. 2). In whatever style the building may be constructed, it always consists of

three easily distinguishable parts: a stage, on which the actors play their roles; an

intervening space, where the choir or the orchestra is placed
;
and an amphitheatre for

the spectators. Following its historic development rather more closely, we find that

in the distant past the theatre, without for one moment repudiating its proper charac-

ter, presented an aspect somewhat different from its present one. The Roman theatre

is a closed piece of architecture, in which the three parts communicate with each other

and have sacrificed their individual independence for the sake of the unity of the whole.

The Greek theatre, on the other hand, is invariably a structure of three completely

independent elements, only partly deserving the name of building, which lie spread

out in the open over a considerable area.

We see this change of character even more clearly when we consider the separate

1 Lecture given at the 23rd International Congress of Orientalists, Cambridge, on August 23, 1954. We
have to express our gratitude to Mr. G. Daux, Director of the French School at Athens, who kindly allowed us

to reproduce his new plan of the temenos of Apollo at Delphi (fig- 3 > P* 4°)* A good introduction to the antique

theatre is given by M. Bieber, The History of the Greek and Roman Theater
,
Princeton, 1939.
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developments of the three parts. Originally the stage was much less prominent than it

is today. Although the Roman stage was even bigger than ours, the Greek one was
a relatively insignificant building. The intervening space or orchestra, which still in

Fig. 2. The Theatre of Dionysus, Athens.

modem times keeps its slightly curved form, was shaped like a semicircle or arc of a

circle in the Roman theatre, whereas the Greek theatre had always a complete circle,

a space of considerable dimensions, which separated the spectators in the most drastic

way from the stage. In ancient times, moreover, the amphitheatre was bigger than ours

and it was biggest of all amongst the Greeks. The theatre at Athens, for instance, pro-

vided accommodation for no less than fourteen thousand persons. This theatre, which
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is considered as the prototype of all others, leads us back to the sixth century before

the beginning of our era, when it did not yet possess its existing shape, though the

general scheme was already in being. We cannot reach any farther back in history.

What therefore is the origin of this building ? Did the Athenians create from nothing,

or did they copv some existing model ?

The answer which we shall give to these questions is to be found in a direction that

may be indicated first in general terms .
1 The oldest theatres are all situated in the

vicinity of a sanctuary, and in the temenos of it, the one at Athens immediately next to

the temple of the god Dionysus. In each theatre an altar was set up in the middle of

the orchestra, on which a sacrifice was made before and after the ceremony. The
performance took place, not as with us over a period of time, but only once a year, on

the festival-day of the god worshipped in the temple. This god was personally present

at the meeting, which lasted from morning till night, one whole day. His idol was con-

veyed to the theatre by the priest, and the latter had a seat of honour reserved for him
there. The performance was not an act of free will, but was considered a religious duty

and the cost was defrayed by well-to-do citizens designated by the state for this special

occasion. The actors were in a state of purity. They were, it is true, not persons of

priestly rank, but they had sanctified themselves by fasting before the ceremony and

by abstaining from sexual intercourse. Originally they could not be foreigners, and

they were exempt from military service, so that they could not defile themselves by

worship of foreign gods or by manslaughter. They were inviolable, too, both in person

and in property, and any transgression against them was judged as sacrilege. When
acting, they stood, generally with a staff in their hands and, in order to stress the

transcendental character of their profession, with a wreath on their heads. Their cloaks,

which belonged to the treasure of the sanctuary, were red in colour, worked with

cosmic representations, such as figures of stars, animals, flowers, and set off with gold.

In one case they were copies of the cloak of the high priest. And not only the actors,

but the other participants likewise were in a state of purity. The choreges, who paid the

expenses of the day, had the same duties and the same rights as the players. The public,

from which in early times foreigners and possibly women were excluded, was cleansed

by a purificatory offering, and the people were wreathed and dressed in festive attire.

Putting together all these details, we get a clear picture. The theatre was a sacred place,

the actors were sacred persons, their action was sacred action, and it was performed at

a sacred time. Therefore the theatrical institution was a part of divine worship. It was

liturgy and it had the function of liturgy. We recall Aristotle’s statement, that the

theatrical performance effects purification, KtlOapon, of those present .

2

Let us now analyse the building, starting with the most conspicuous part of it, the

amphitheatre. This is an enormous stone structure, that completely dominates the rest.

But it is not of great age and, as appears from investigations on the spot, it is found

! References for the following paragraph can be found in A. Muller, Lehrhueh dtr Griechiscken Buhnen-
alterthumer

,

Freiburg lm Breisgau. iSSh, A systematic collection of them in my forthcoming study De Brief

r an . Iru'eai.

- Aristot , Poetic. Jambl , De Myster, 1.11.
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nowhere before the middle of the fourth century B.c. From the texts we know what
preceded it. It was likewise an amphitheatre, but an amphitheatre made of wood,

which could be taken down after the end of the performance 1 and was only replaced

by a stone one when the public became more numerous and collapses were the order

of the day .
2 And even this wooden amphitheatre was not very old, as we infer from a

passage in the work of the writer Valerius Maximus
,

3

who tells us, how towards the

middle of the second century B.c. ‘a decree of the Senate forbade the Roman citizens to

place benches in the town or within the distance of a mile therefrom and to look at the

plays while seated.’ Because, he explains, they undoubtedly wished the spectators to

persevere in standing, perseverance being a qualitv especially belonging to the Roman
people and which it was desirable to maintain even during public amusements. We
do not possess anv such statements about Greece and we might indeed consider this

a typically Roman institution, were it not that parallels can be adduced contradicting

Valerius’s opinion and making his information also applicable to the old Greek theatre.

The theatrical performance was a religious ceremony and the standing attitude was the

attitude of reverence. The sen-ant stood before his lord,-* the wife before her husband .
5

The praying person
,

6 the one who sought an oracle ,
7 the prophet ,

8

the priest ,'-1 and even

the king 10 stood before God. On Sinai the people stood waiting for the divine miracles 11

and so too they stood before Ezra, when he read the Holy Scriptures to them .
1

2

When the

priest of God, Moses, judged the nation, he himself was seated, but the people stood

before him .
13 Sitting was forbidden to the inferior, and there is even a Jewish tradition

that Satan is involved whenever in the text of the Bible the word ‘sitting’ is used .

14 The
wooden or stone amphitheatre is therefore a secondary element, that could develop

only when the religious content of the theatrical institution had been lost, and it was
kept away by the authorities as long as possible. The oldest public simply stood round

the play. However, just as Moses when judging was seated, and as the Egyptian king

during religious ceremonies did not leave his throne, in Greece seats may have been

reserved for some few prominent persons, as for instance the priest of the god or the

magistrates. As time went on, there came more claimants and the number of seats

increased continuously until, at last, the whole public had abandoned the original pious

1 Dio Chrysost., Orat. 33,0; Liban., Argum Demosth. Olynth. 1.8; Lc.xic. Sud., sub voce 'lupin ; Schol. in

Aristoph. Thesmophor. 3155. Cf. the references in p. 41, n. 4.

2 Lexic. Sud., sub voce Ataxy.Kos en Upnzint.
3 Valer. Maxim., Fact, et Diet. Manor, 11, 4,2. So also Liv., Epitom. 48; Veil. Patcrc., Hist. Rom. 1, 15,3;

Tacit., Annal. 14.20; Appian.. Bell. Ciz. 1,28; Augustin., Dc Ctz. Dei. 1.31; 2.5; Oros., Hist, iv, 21,4. No
hats in the theatre; Dio Cass., Hist. Rom. Lix, 7,8.

4
1 Sam. 16,21, 22,6; 1 Kings 12,8.

?
1 Kings 1,2,28 (the king).

6
1 Sam. 1,26; Jer. 7,10; Ps. 134,1, 135.2; Job, 30.20. T Judges 20,28.

8
1 Kings 17,1, 18,15, 2 Kings 3,14, 5,16; Jer. 15.19, 18,20.

9 Deut. 10,8, 17,12, 18,5,7; Neh. 12,44; 1 Chron. 6,17 ( -= 32), 18 ( 33), 23,30.
!0

1 Kings 8,22; 2 Kings 11,14, 23,3; 2 Chron. 6.12,13, 20.5,9, 34 -3 1 -

11 Exod. 20,18.21; Deut. 4,10.

Neh. 8,5. Cf. Josh. 8,33; Neh. 9,2; 2 Chron. 34,32.
13 Exod. 18,13,14. Cf. Deut. 19.17; Isa. 50,8.

14 T. B. Sanh. 106a
;
Midr. Gen. Rabb. 38,7, 84,3 ; Midr. Ex. Rabb. 41 ,7 ;

Midr. Sifr. on Num. 25,1 , § 131.
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attitude and was seated. Even then the priestly chair was distinguished from the others

by its more elaborate adornment.

The stage, too, is an element of the theatre that has developed only gradually. Accord-

ing to the authority of writers like Vitruvius 1 and Pollux2 the Greek actor was long

supposed to have played his role as the Roman did, either on the stage or immediately

before it, but at the end of the last century it came to be understood that he really did

so within the circle of the orchestra, a theory suggested by the architect W. Dorpfeld,

after close investigation, which has since been accepted in all quarters. 3 The arguments

are the following: (1) In the earliest times the stone stage is lacking. Its name, aKrjvrj
,

literally ‘tent’, indicates that originally temporary arrangements sufficed. (2) In the

extant ancient tragedies and comedies, passages occur where the actors and chorus are

supposed to stand in each other’s immediate vicinity and on the same level. Now there

is no doubt whatever that the chorus was placed on the orchestra. (3) The amphitheatre

was constructed so as to have a full view of the orchestra, whereas in some theatres the

stage cannot be seen at all from the seats in the extreme comers. (4) The Aoyefov, the

platform before the stage, on which the acting was thought to have taken place, had a

height of no less than 10-15 ^eet and cou^ not be surveyed from the seats of honour

in the front row, while it had so little depth—some 7-12 feet only—that there could

scarcely have been room for acting. Nevertheless, if originally the acting was done on

the orchestra, in later times it was certainly removed to the stage. The actors and the

chorus, who in early days walked to and fro on the orchestra and could be seen from

all sides by the public standing around, had of necessity to be distinguishable. The
actor, as long as he was the only participant, probably spent most of his time near or

on the steps of the altar in the middle, but when more actors came to take part a plat-

form had to be built. The stage came to birth at the decisive moment that an axis

developed in the playing either because the ‘tent’, which stood on one side and possibly

contained the stage-properties, came to be used as a background, or because the actors

formed the habit of playing with their faces directed towards the seats of honour. The
platform was then gradually shifted to the edge of the circle, the surface of which

thereby became foreground, and so it more or less developed into a stage. It is a point

of controversy whether this stage ever crossed the circumference of the circle. We do

not think it very probable. In some theatres, it is tme, the Aoyefov lies at a distance of

some feet from the orchestra
;
in most Greek and in all Roman theatres, however, the

actor undoubtedly stood within the circle, as the stage was constructed over the back

part of it. We conclude that the stage, as ‘tent’, may be of a certain age, but was never

an essential element in the original theatre.

Amphitheatre and stage having been eliminated, the orchestra remains, the circular

space on which the performer of those centuries not only acted, but, judging from the

name, derived from the verb opyeo^cu, ‘to dance’, danced his part. The oldest theatres

so far excavated actually consist of nothing beyond such a piece of ground. Since both

1 Vitruv., De Archit. v, 6,1-2, 7,2.
2 Poll., Qnomast. 4,123.
3 W. Dorpfeld and E. Reisch, Das Griechische Theater, Athens, 1896.
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for the amphitheatre and for the stage only occasional provision was made, one expects

the much simpler orchestra to have been originally designated by drawing a circular

line on the ground whenever required. However, this is not the case, the orchestra

being marked by a row of rough-hewn stones. It therefore had a permanent site and
was, in short, sacred ground. Within the row of stones it was made of stamped earth

,

1

occasionally whitewashed2 and in Roman times covered with marble. According to

Aristotle3 the orchestra was strewn with chaff. Plutarch
,

4 who borrows this assertion,

adds earth (x°es-) to the chaff, and Pliny the Roman
,

5 writing about the custom in

his day, when bloody spectacles were performed in the theatres, mentions the same
practice, but speaks of sawdust and sand. Such was the primitive appearance of the

orchestra, the prototype of the later theatre. It was an extremely simple construction,

almost without any characteristic features and composed of parts that seem to be

completely adapted to their function. For all that, we think we can indicate an irrational

element in it, which allows us to penetrate into a phase in the development of the

building, older even than can be laid bare by the excavator’s spade. If the orchestra

was originally strewn with chaff, this presumably came about simply because it had
once been a place where chaff is naturally present, that is to say a threshing-floor.

Otherwise the use of sand, as was normal later, would have been more to the purpose,

more economical, and more effective. It is a fact, that up to the present day the round-

dances in the Greek villages are performed on the threshing-floor and that this thresh-

ing-floor strikingly often is situated in the immediate neighbourhood of a church .
6

There is in Greece even a common superstitition that during hot summer days the

Nereides and other mysterious beings come out at noon to execute their dances there .
7

Meagre as these data are, they seem to confirm each other. Turning aside, therefore,

from the orchestra and Greek archaeology, we may consider the threshing-floor in ancient

literature, in order to ascertain how far our supposition is corroborated by the texts .
8

In the classical texts the threshing-floor is not mentioned very often, but from the

few quotations available it appears to have been a place of considerable importance.

Among the Greeks, Homer9 already speaks of the ‘sacred threshing-floors’ of Demeter,

and this can be compared with a statement of Hesiod 10 about the ‘sacred grain’ of the

same goddess. When the grain had been threshed, the festival of the Thalvsia was

1 Jer. 51 ,33 -

- Inscriptiones Graecae, vol. XI, fasc. 2 (F. Durrbach), Berlin, 1912, p. 88, No. 203, A 79 (/carax/Hcrat).

3 Aristot., Probl. 11,25.

4 Plutarch., Non Posse, 13,7.

5 Plin., Nat. Hist. 11,270.
6 Information given by Prof. S. Antoniadis, Leyden. An example in J. G. Frazer, Pausanias’s Description of

Greece, ill, 437 (Dr. H. Brunsting).

7 Prof. G. A. Megas, Athens, refers me to a study by N. G. Politis, IlapaBooeis, Athens, 1904, vol. 1, p. 37,
no. 61 ; p. 412, nos. 700 and 701 ;

vol. II, p. 705, no. 61.

8 Cf. A. J. Wensinck, Some Semitic Rites ofMourning and Religion, Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Akademie
van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde, Nieuwe Reeks, deel XVIII, Amsterdam, 1918, pp. 1-11. In the

still unedited poem Bahr ed-Dumu' of the Berber poet Muhammed el-Awzali the threshing-floor is mentioned
in lines 486 and 507 as the place of the last judgement. Cf. Midr. Eccles. Rabb. 1, 1 1.

9 Plomer, II. 5,499.
10 Hesiod, Oper. 597-8; 805-6. Cf. Homer., II. 11,631.
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celebrated on the threshing-floor, and an offering offirst-fruits was brought to Demeter. 1

An important sanctuary of the goddess was found at Eleusis, where she was venerated

together with her protege, Triptolemus. The Raric Plain situated there was supposed2

to have been the first sown and the first fruit-bearing field of primeval times. ‘There-

fore he3 had ordered the inhabitants to take the sacrificial barley and to make the cakes

for the sacrifices out of its produce. Here is shown what is called the threshing-floor

of Triptolemus and the altar.’ The plain was situated within the temenos, and the

ancient writers, who are very diffident about discussing the mysteries, are unwilling to

tell us what holy actions took place there. At Athens, where besides the orchestra near

the temple of Dionysus another one was found in the market-place,4 the Odeum built

by Pericles deserves mention. It was a circular hall, formed in the shape of a tent, 5

perhaps for cosmic reasons. There poetic and musical meetings were held, as well as

the opening ceremony of the dramatic performance to be given in the theatre. At the

same time the building was used as a shed for grain, as a tribunal for disputes over com,

and as a meeting-room for officers. 6 A ‘sacred threshing-floor’ was found in the temenos

of the sanctuary at Delphi, next to the temple of Apollo (fig. 3). Priests and laymen

assembled there for the great procession that set out for the shrine of the god on festive

days.7 But there is more. ‘For the hut, which is erected here near the threshing-floor

every eight years, is not a nest-like serpent’s den, but a copy of the dwelling of a despot

or king. The attack on it, which is made in silence by the stairs called Doloneia, by
which the priests8 with lighted torches conduct the boy, who must have two parents

living, and after applying fire to the hut and upsetting the table, flee through the doors

of the temple without looking back, and finally, the wanderings and servitude of the

boy and the purifications that take place at Tempe—all prompt a suspicion of some
great and extraordinary deed of daring.’ The quotation is from Plutarch. 9 The struggle

is the struggle of the god Apollo against his foe the cosmic serpent, vanquished by him
in primeval times. 10 It is still a mystery play, but if anywhere, we have here drawn close

to a theatrical performance, and the writer adds that the theologians at Delphi per-

mitted poets and prose-writers to tell of this struggle in the theatres. 11 Finally, we find

1 Theocrit., Idyll. 7,155; Add., in Anthol. Palatin. 6,258.
2 Pausan., Graec. Descr. 1, 38,6, with commentary by Frazer. On the ‘holy threshing-floor’, see G. Ditten-

berger, Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum, vol. 11, Leipzig, 1900, p. 31 1, no. 587,233.
3 Triptolemus.
4 Arrian., Anabas. Ill, 16,8; Poll., Onomast. 7,125; Tim., Lexic. Platon., sub voce ’ OpyfjOTpa

;
Hesych.,

Lexic., sub voce ’iKpla ; Eustath., Comment, in Homer. Odyss. 3,350 ;
Phot., Lexic., sub voce 'Ixpla en 'Opxqarpa.

5 Plutarch., Vit. Pericl. 13; Pausan., Graec. Descr. 1, 20,3. For the cosmic relation, cf. R. Eisler, Welten-

mantel und Himmelszelt, Munich, 1910.
6 Demosth., Orat. 34,37, 59,52>54; Xenoph., Hellen. ix, 4,9-10,24; Poll., Onomast. 8,33; Phot., Lexic., sub

voce 'QSeiov; Lexic. Sad., sub voce 'QSelov; Schol. in Aristoph. Vesp. 1109; I. Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, vol. 1,

Berlin, 1814, pp. 317-18.
7 Dittenberger, op. cit., 3rd edn., vol. II, p. 178, no. 631,7; p. 245, no. 671, A9; p. 251, no. 672,58.
8 Aafjvddai. Cf. Pauly’s Realencyclopadie, xii, 307 if.

9 Plutarch., De Defect. Orac. 15.

10 See my study on ‘De Grote Zeeslang’ (the great sea-serpent), Mededelingen en Verhandelingen van het

Vooraziatisch-Egyptische Gezelschap ‘Ex Oriente Lux’, No. 10, Leyden, 1953.
I! In later days a separate theatre was built at Delphi, not on the place of the threshing-floor, but north of the

temple and within the walls of the temenos, cf. fig. 3. Liturgy and drama had gone their separate ways.
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two passages where it is stated that on certain occasions people used to dance and make

speeches on threshing-floors. 1

In ancient Egypt the threshing-floor had a shape © well-known from the hieroglyph

used in writing the word, see fig. 4.
2 It was a circular plot of land on which the grain

was spread in order to be trodden

by oxen and asses, after the oriental

custom. When the work was going

on, its circumference was defined by

the circle of piled up stalks, and per-

haps some floors were surrounded

by a row of stones. On the reliefs of

the Old Kingdom it is represented

as a rectangle under the feet of the

treading asses. 3 Later, the raising of

Fig. 4. The Egyptian sign of the

threshing-floor.

Fig. 5. An Egyptian threshing-floor.

the circumference is clearly indicated on both sides, the diameter of the floor generally

being reduced in order to fit better within the surrounding relief, so that the plot

takes the shape of the hieroglyph m ,
the cosmic mountain.4 We find the threshing-

floor mentioned in Egyptian texts in two interesting passages. 5 In the Ramesseum
dramatic papyrus a scene occurs in which spelt, and another in which barley, are

laid on the threshing-floor. Sethe has shown in a well-known study that this text can

be considered as an old Egyptian instance of what in a somewhat modified form is

1 Harpocrat., Lexic., sub voce AAwa; Eustath., Comment, in Homer. II. 9,530. An oracle on a threshing-

floor perhaps in Pausan., Graec. Descr. ix, 39,5. For the festival of the Haloa, cf. Schol. in Lucian. Dial.

Meretr. 7,4.
2 Fig. 4 after Griffith, Hieroglyphs, pp. 27, 67, with pis. 3, no. 32 ; 7, no. 87. Fig. 5 after Davies, Two Ramesside

Tombs at Thebes, pi. 40, cf. pi. 30.

3 Fig. 6a, after Davies, The Mastaba of Ptahhetep and Akhethetep, 11, pi. 8. Other instances in Klebs, Die

Reliefs des Alton Reiches, 50 f. ;
Montet, Vie prive'e, 212 ffi, with pi. 18.

4 The numbers b~f in fig. 6 all date from the New Kingdom and are borrowed from Tylor and Griffith,

The Tomb of Paheri, pi. 3 (figs, b and c); Wreszinski, Atlas, 1, pis. 231, 233, 234 (figs, d, e, and/). The last-

mentioned are reproduced in colours in Mekhitarian, La Peinture egyptienne, 76 f. For a representation from
the Middle Kingdom see Newberry, Beni Hasan, 1, pi. 11. Others from the New Kingdom are found in Leps.,

Denkm. m, pi. 232; Wilkinson, Manners and Customs, 2nd ed., 11, 419 ffi
;
Lanzone, Dizionario, pi. 6; Tylor,

The Tomb of Renni, pi, 5 ;
Davies, Five Theban Tombs, pi. 19; Id., The Tomb of Antefoker, pi. 3 ; Capart, JEA 7,

pi. 5 ;
Wreszinski, op. cit. 1, pis. 279, 346.

5 Construction of a temple on a threshing-floor (htiiv): Lefebvre, Le Tombeau de Petosiris, 1, 105; 11, 37.
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later called tragedy at Athens .
1 The place where this play was enacted is not clearly

indicated. Besides the threshing-floor, mention is made of two ships, of the erection of

a JJ-column, of the presentation of several offerings and of a divine palace .
2 Of the first

scene nothing remains but the title .
3 In the second, certain animals, oxen and asses,

are being driven on to the threshing-floor to tread the com .
4 The god Horus addresses

them as servants of the wicked Seth and prohibits the slaying of Osiris, who in this

context must be represented by the grain to be trodden. But they do it, nevertheless,

and thereupon Horus, the avenger of his father, says to Osiris: ‘I strike for thee those

that have struck thee’, which must mean that he sacrifices the animals .
5 The play was

performed at the accession to the throne of King Sesostris I of the Twelfth Dynasty,

who took the role of the god Horus in it .
6 The other passage concerns a similar cere-

mony and was treated some years ago by A. M. Blackman and H. W. Fairman in this

Journal.
1 It occurs in a number of variants on the walls of Egyptian temples, in most

detail at Edfu, but in a more summary form on other sanctuaries, and is to be dated as

early as the Old Kingdom. Here, too, the king plays the part of the god Horus and he

drives four calves of different colours on to the threshing-floor to tread the grain, called

by him the grave of his father Osiris. These animals have the task of expelling enemies

from the grave and of concealing it from them. The enemies, it is explained, are snakes

and wrorms, that affect the grain. The ceremony is therefore intended to make the grain-

harvest a rich one, and it is perpetuated on the temple-wr
all so that thereby the cosmic

order and the power of the Pharaoh may be established .
8

In the Old Testament the threshing-floor is likewise spoken of, and in some cases in

situations that have little to do writh agriculture. On the threshing-floor, situated in a

high place on account of the wind ,

9 an altar stood .
10 On this first-fruits were offered at

the end of the harvest, and this ceremony was in some wray related to the Feast of Taber-

nacles, celebrated at the same date .
11 On such a threshing-floor King David made an

offering, intended, somewhat as in the Egyptian ceremony treated above, to bring his

people recovery from an epidemic. For that purpose he bought the threshing-floor of

Arauna the Jebusite at Jerusalem, erected a stone altar on it, killed, as in Egypt, the

oxen that had done the threshing, and burned them with a fire fed by the wood of the

threshing-sledge and the harness. The epidemic ceased, and in remembrance of this

happy event the great temple of Jerusalem was built on this plot .
12 The threshing-floor

1 Sethe, Dramatische Texte. Cf. also Drioton, Le Theatre egypden ;
Id., ‘Theatres et Mysteres’, in L’Amour

de I’art, 28, 200 ff.
;
Id., ‘Le Theatre a l’epoque pharaonique’, in Revue des Conferences franpaises en Orient, 13,

459 ff.
;
‘A la Recherche du Theatre de l’ancienne Egvpte’, in Arts asiatiques, I, 96ff. ; ‘Le Theatre dans l’ancienne

Egypte’, in Revue d’Histoire du Theatre, VI, 7 ff.

2 Sethe, op. cit. 96 ff.
3 Ibid. 119. 4 Ibid. 134.

3 The word for ‘to strike’ is hid. The Coptic word for ‘to thresh’, 01, is to be distinguished from oio-ye ‘to

strike’, but both are derived from Egyptian hid. Cf. Wb. ill, 47,11; Crum, Coptic Dictionary, 643, 732.
6 Sethe, op. cit. 94 f. A representation in the tomb of Kheruef at Thebes, cf. Fakhrv, Ann. Serv. 42, pi. 39.
7 Blackman and Fairman, ‘The Significance of the Ceremony Hut Bhsic in the Temple of Horus at Edfu’,

JEA, 35,98 ff; 36,63 ff.

3 Cf. Ammian. Marcellin., Res Gest. xxvm, 5,14: (The king of the Burgundians) ‘according to an ancient

custom, lays down his power and is deposed, if under him the fortune of war has wavered or the earth has

denied sufficient crops, just as the Egyptians commonly blame their rulers for such occurrences’.

'* Job 5,26. 10 2 Sam. 24,18; 1 Chron. 21,18. 11 Deut. 16,13.
12 2 Sam. 24,14-25; 1 Chron. 21,13-30. See above, p. 42, n. 5.
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is the place where from the death of the ear the life of the grain originates, 1 and there-

fore, it was supposed, it could present man with life or with recovery from illness or

revival from death :
2 ‘Rejoice not, O Israel, for joy, as other people

;
for thou hast gone

a-whoring from thy God, thou hast loved a reward upon every threshing-floor.’ Ruth,

the Moabite, resorts during the night to the threshing-floor, to lie down next to Boaz,

Fig. 7. The Theatre at Oropos. The seats of honour on the orchestra.

the man of her choice, 3 Palestinian farmers today celebrate the marriage-ceremony

there. 4 But mourning takes place there too. 5 ‘And they came to the threshing-floor of

Atad, which is beyond Jordan, and there they mourned with a great and very sore

lamentation.’ Goren-ha-Atad, ‘threshing-floor of thorns’, is not to be taken here as the

name of a village, for again it is on the threshing-floor that the modern Palestinian

farmer does his mourning. 6 Above all the threshing-floor is a place of miracles and

miraculous apparitions. On the threshing-floor which he bought King David saw the

angel that brought the plague to Israel, standing between heaven and earth, his sword

stretched out over Jerusalem.7 The judge Gideon gets an oracle by laying a fleece on

the threshing-floor and by examining this the next morning as to its humidity. 8 Uzzah

is killed by Jahwe in a miraculous way when he lays hands upon the holy ark, that is

carried over Nachon’s threshing-floor. 9 Even the prophets seek inspiration there. 10

‘And the king of Israel and the king of Judah, Jehosaphat, sat each on his throne, having

put on their robes, on a threshing-floor outside the gate of Samaria, and all the prophets

prophesied before them.’ They were no less than four hundred in number. One is

strikingly reminded here of the fact that in some Greek theatres the seats of honour are

placed, not immediately before the orchestra, but on it (fig. 7).
11

1 Cf. Job 5,26. 2 Hos. 9,1. 3 Ruth 3.
4 P. Volz, Die biblischen Altertiimer, Stuttgart, 1925, p. 337.

5 Gen. 50,10. 6 P. Volz, op. cit. 325. 7 2 Sam. 24,17; 1 Chron. 21,16.
8 Judges 6,33-40. 0 2 Sam. 6,6-7; 1 Chron. 13,9-10.

10
I Kings 22,10 (LXX: eV rats' ttvXclis 2 Chron. 18,9 (LXX: iv toj evpvx<ap(p Bvpas ttvXtjs 27.).

11 As at Oropos and at Priene. Cf. Vitruv., De Archit. v, 6,2 ;
Sueton., Dir. August., 35,2 ;

Dir. Claud., 25,4.
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Whence does the threshing-floor borrow its sacred character? In part certainly from

the mystery-play of death and life, that was enacted on it in the threshing of the ears

and in the liberation of the grain. But there is another reason for its holiness, and in

order to make this understood we quote a passage from the romance of Alexander,

erroneously attributed to Callisthenes. 1 On his journey to the far east, it is told there,

Alexander the Great wished to visit heaven, and so he let himself be drawn upwards

by two birds. Arrived at a certain height, he cast a glance downwards and saw a huge

serpent in the form of a circle, surrounding a dAco? or threshing-floor. A bird in human
shape who happened to fly past him gave the explanation. ‘Dost thou know what this is ?

The threshing-floor is the world, the serpent is the Ocean that surrounds the earth.’

We should be extremely cautious in drawing conclusions. The Greek word dXojs can,

like the Hebrew pj, signify not only ‘threshing-floor’, but also ‘circular space’, 2 and

a translation ‘disk’ would certainly fit well in this passage. Nevertheless, we believe that

a threshing-floor is really intended here and that the threshing-floor therefore was

considered by the ancients as an image of the world, this being thought of as a flat

circular disk. 3 In the play at Delphi the Python that was being vanquished was clearly

the cosmic serpent that guards the world. In the Greek theatre the orchestra is sur-

rounded by a channel with an average breadth of 2-3 feet and the same depth. This

channel is generally taken as an outlet for rainwater, but the enormous volume con-

clusively speaks against this. A gutter of a few inches wide would have been amply

sufficient. It is rather a representation of the Ocean that surrounds the earth. On the

Egyptian reliefs the threshing-floor is, we think intentionally, pressed together, so as

to make it resemble as much as possible the hieroglyph c an image of the eschato-

logical mountain surrounding the Ocean and the world we live on.4 The Egyptian god

is standing with his feet placed on the world and his head touching the ceiling of

heaven above, exactly like the angel with the drawn sword seen by King David on the

threshing-floor of Arauna. 5 The world is a threshing-floor. So Jahwe says to his prophet

Isaiah :
6 ‘Behold, I will make thee a new sharp threshing instrument having teeth. Thou

shalt thresh the mountains and beat them small and shalt make the hills a chaff.’ And
even more than by these details the cosmic character of threshing-floor and orchestra

is indicated by the nature of the actions performed there.

The ancient mystery-play was a sacrificial rite that was considered as a reiteration

of the creation and not only imitated this eschatological fact but was wholly identical

with it. In however many variants it may have been produced, it occurs in two funda-

mental types. In the one the struggle of the god against the powers of evil and his

victory over them in primeval times were represented, in the second the performance

concerned the creation of the world and the procreation of life. To speak more clearly,

the first play was ritual murder, the second ritual violation. Actors and spectators were
1 Pseudo-Callisth., Vit. Alexandr. 2,41. The same in Talm. Jer., 'Ab. Zar., ill, 42c; Midr. Num. Rabb. 13,14.
2 The Greek word is also used for the ‘nest’ of an animal, cf. Aelian., De Xatur. Animal. 3,16, or for the

‘coils’ of a serpent, cf. Aeschyl., Sept. Contr. Theb. 489; Xicander, Ther. 166; Schol. in Aristoph. Vesp. 18.

For the Hebrew' word, see Misn., Sanh. 4,3 ;
Midd. 2,5 and perhaps Epiphan., Panar. 80,1,6.

3 The Egyptian ideas on the configuration of the world are treated in the study referred to above, p. 41, n. 10.

Eustathius, Comment, in Homer. Odyss. 17,209, mentions the disk-shaped form of earth, heaven, theatre, and
threshing-floor in one breath. 4 De Grote Zeeslang, 10 f. 5 Ibid. 7. 6 Isa. 41,15.
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all members of the religious community. Participation in the play or presence at the

performance imparted a share in the god’s victory and therefore produced ‘purifica-

tion’. 1 The main role was in the known cases reserved for the king, for the bad roles in

the instances cited above oxen and asses were used, but in olden days undoubtedly
human beings, such as foreigners, slaves, or criminals under sentence of death. Actual

executions occurred even in historic times. Ptolemy Philopator, who wished to exter-

minate the Jews in his realm, had them transported to the hippodrome at Alexandria,

to be trampled there by his elephants .
2 His successor slaughtered the Egyptian rebels

he had vanquished at Lycopolis in the Delta ‘with the same ritual, with which in

primeval times at this very place the gods Rec and Horns, son of Isis, had put their

enemies to death .’ 3 Other insurgents were sacrificed by him at Memphis, on the anni-

versary of his accession to the throne, that is at the festival, at which the Egyptian

Pharaoh performed the play of the threshing-floor in this town .
4 The Jewish king David

put his vanquished adversaries ‘under harrows of iron’, 5 his god Jahwe in his anger

threshes both Israelites and heathens, as if they were a threshing-floor .
6 An actual

execution is rarely mentioned to have happened in a Greek theatre. The citizens of the

town of Messene disposed of their tyrant Hippo in this way ,

7 while in the Roman period

gladiatorial fights were introduced into Greece and enacted in the theatres .
8 The

gladiatorial fight is supposed to be a typically Roman institution, but a prototype of it

was found at Sparta, where boys in a state of purity fought a ritual combat in all

seriousness, and this happened on a plot of land called ‘Plane-tree Grove’, surrounded

by a circular moat on all sides, into which the boys tried to push each other .
9

The mystery-play survived not only as such, but also in several derived forms, e.g.

the sacrificial rite, the gymnastic match, the judicial ordeal, the marriage ceremony,

and, finally, the theatrical performance. The Attic tragedy is still located in primeval

times, if not in the time of the gods at least in the time of the heroes. The actors have

put on heroic stature by tying on cothurns, wearing elongated masks, and by padding

their clothes. The theme of action is mythological, the hero fights evil and comes out

of this struggle triumphant. The old cult-community, which originally carried the

entire action, has given way to the actors and has transformed itself into a chorus,

which only serves as an accompaniment and tends gradually to disappear altogether.

The tragedy, as well as the gladiatorial fight, is performed on the festival of a god, but

also after a victory over an enemy, at a marriage ceremony, and at burials. Like the four

hundred Jewish prophets at Samaria, the actors have the gift of prophecy, at least

utterances of prophetic purport are frequent in all Greek tragedies.

1 Cf. above, p. 36, n. 2. 2
3 Macc. 4,11, 5,1-2. 3 Decree of Rosetta, Demotic version, 15.

4 Ibid. 16. Cf. above, p. 44, n. 6.

5 2 Sam. 12,31; 1 Chron. 20,3. Cf. Judges 8,7; 2 Kings 13,7; Amos 1,3.
6 Isa. 21,9-10, 27,12; Jer. 51,33; Mic. 4,12; Hab. 3,12.
7 Plutarch., Timol. 34. Cf. Phil. Jud., Flacc. 84-85; Plutarch., Crass. 33; Polyaen., Strateg. vii, 41.
8 Dio Chrysost., Orat. 31,121; Philostrat., Vit. Apollon. 4,22.
9 Pausan., Graec. Descr. hi, 14,8-9, cf. vm, 47,3 and Cicer., Tuscul. Disput. v, 27,77; Lucian., Anachars.

38. Something of this kind in Herod., Hist. 2,63. In the medieval legend the hero Digenis Acritas contends
with the angel of death Charos on a threshing-floor of marble. Prof. Antoniadis refers us to N. G. Politis,

’ExXoyal an6 ra Tpayovhia tov ’EXAtjvikov Aaov, Athens, 1914, 104-5.
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SOME MARKED WEIGHTS IN THE PETRIE
COLLECTION
By A. E. BERRIMAN

This collection (at University College, London) contains over 2,500 ancient Egyptian

stone weights 1 but only 106 of them have rating marks or inscriptions. In the following

table fifty-three of these are arranged in groups and compared with magnitudes
derived by applying the rating marks on the weights to fractions of historical standards.

The discrepancies in these comparisons are all less than (1/2) per cent, and more than

half are less than (1/4) per cent. This supports evidence derived from some of the more
important Babylonian weights and suggests that some of the standards current in

remote antiquity can be interpreted properly in terms of historical standards: con-

versely this would imply that the historical standards themselves are virtually un-

distorted survivals.

Some ancient weight standards are known to have been deposited in the temples for

safe custody by the priests, thus adding the protection of religion to the vested interest

that the mercantile world would have in their preservation, and there is an inscription

(on a weight in the British Museum) that is proof of intention to maintain a particular

standard that was already at least 1,500 years old. One probable cause of diversification

was the use of different standards for weighing gold and silver, the value ratio of the

metals being reflected in the mass ratio of the weights
;
there is evidence of this in some

of the early coinage but in this case the numerical rate of exchange (e.g. twenty silver

coins for one gold coin) has to be taken into account.

Egyptian stone weights with rating marks (or inscriptions) in the

Catalogue of the Petrie Collection

Where the published mass is followed by a minus sign (instead of the decimal point)

the subsequent amount in grains is the allowance for slight damage included by Petrie

in the published mass. Abbreviations :—gt. = grains, lb. = pound averdepois2 =
16 ounces. Tower lb. = monetary standard of mass at the mint until 1526. Troy lb.

= monetary standard of mass at the mint after 1526 = (16/15) tower lb. = (144/175)
lb. Troy dimark =16 troy ounces. A comparison of the English and French standards

by the Royal Society and the Royal Academy of Sciences in 1742 showed the French
once = (63 64) troy ounce and, therefore, the livre of 16 onces = (27/25) lb. =
fo8 lb. Ancient metrological evidence shows the Roman libra = (2/3) livre.

1 For a statistical analysis by A. S. Hemmy see JEA 33, 39 ff. 2 O.E.D. spelling.
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Published ! For Comparison

No . Grains Mark
1

Grains

(i)

2067 II7O I 116-6 =
(lb . = 7000 gt .)

1 x(i/6o) lb.

3218 1,3984 IO 1,400*0 == 10 x (1/50) „
3260 1,406-0 5 1,400*0 — iox „
4714 II ,2150 11,200-0 = 8° x „
4355 19,621-0 19,6000 = 140 x „
3594 438-9 3 437-5 = 3 x (1/48) „
3560 291-8 2 291-6 = ^ X ,, ,

,

3574 7297 2 729-2 = 5 X „
3547 1,165-0 4 1,166-6 — 8 x „
4336 194-7 1 194-4 = 1 x (1/36) „
433° 97 0 (1/3) 972 = (1/2) „
2152 48,476-0 48,600-0 = 250 x „
4637 874-5 4 875-0 = 4 x (1/32) „
2597 657-8 656-2 = 3 X 77 77

4630 436-0 1 437’5 = 2 x „
(2)

4552 322-7 3

( Ttv =
324-0 =

Tower lb . = 5400 gt.)

3 x(i/50) Tw
4612 432-4 2 432-0 = 2 x (1/25) „
4716 449-0 45 °-o = 2 X (1/24) ,,

4727 225-5 225-0 = 1 X „ „
2882 6769 675-0 = 3 X „
2887 3 , 385

-8 3,375 0 = J 5 '< >> a
2911 13,566-0 5° I3,500-0 = 50 X (1/20) „
2803 2,687-4 5 2,700*0 == X X

—

X

M

(3 )

2028 2300 1

( Tib .
=

230-4 =
= Troy lb . = 5760 gt.)

IX (1/25) Tib.
2042 231-1 1 230-4 = 1 ^ if 7 i

2023 2,296-4 10 2,3040 - iox „
2025 1 ,379-3 6 1,382-4 = 6 x „
2037 1,382-2 3 1,382-4 = ^ ^ 77 7 7

4491 20,758-0 15 20,736-0 = 90X „
2132 481-0 2 480-0 = 2 X (1/24) „
34S4 5 ,775 '° 20 5,7600 = 20 X (1/20) „
3453 576-2 4 576-0 =
2046 13,870-10 12 13,824-0 = 12 X (1/5) „

(4) (Tdm = Troy dimark = 7680 gt .)

3939 38-5 (1/4) 38-4 -

(1/4) (1/50) Tdm
3927 3°7’5 (1/2) 307-2 = 2 x ,,

3914 765-8 768-0 = 5 x „
4547 1,2762 6 1,280-0 = 6 X (1/36) „
4548 1 6,405-0 30 6,400-0 = 30X „
2379 ' 85-3 4 §5-3 = 4 x (1/360) „
4071 40,100— 8 i 5 40,000*0 = 500 X (1/96) ,,

4055 398-1 5 400*0 = 5 x ,, ,,

4394 11,995-0 3° 12,000*0 — 150X „
(5 )

4416 2,011-8 8

(li = Roman libra = 5040 gt.)

2,0160 = 8x(x/2o)li
4416 2,011-8 IO 2,016-0 = IOX (1/25) „
4420 201-7 r 1 201-6 = I X „ „
4415 804-9

1

2 1 806-4 = 4X ,, ,,

4417 3,828 — 6 19 3,830-4 = I 9 X ,, „
45 i 6 209*2

i
I 210*0 = I X (1/24) ,,

4536 1,052-6 5 1,050-0 = 5 X ,, ,,

4540A
1

21,0960
j

20 21,000*0 — 100 X „ „
4529

;
839-5

1
2 i 840-0 = 2 X (1/12) „

B 4443 H
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Published For Comparison

No.
\

Grains Mark Grains

(6) (Iv = French livre = 7560 gt.)

4299 569-2 3 567-0= 3 x (1/40) lv

3305 5»655-o 4 5,670-0 = 12 X (1/16) ,,

2086 117-8 (1/2) X18-1 = (1/2) (1/32) „

Inscriptions

2046. This 12-deben weight is equal to the combined mass of Nefer-

ronpet’s pair of alabaster weights. 2152. Ra'onkh. 2597. 'Onkhnes-

ra'neferib. 2882. Ata. 2887. Mark of uncertain meaning. 3914. Khent.

4355- Hereditary prince, royal seal bearer, sole companion, keeper of the

seal, Herfu living again. 4714. Hereditary prince, purifier in the temple

of Ptah, rem-priest, High-priest of Memphis. Hori. 4716. Ptah. 4727.

Mark of uncertain meaning.

Implicit in the hypothesis that some ancient weights can properly be interpreted in

terms of historical standards (and the corollary that the historical standards themselves

are undistorted survivals) is credence in the possibility of copying weight standards

accurately with the apparatus available in remote antiquity, that is with an equal-arm

balance of the kind illustrated in wall paintings and papyri. Such balances are likely to

have had arms that were slightly unequal but it seems reasonable to suppose that higher

intelligence would have realized this element of error and also how to neutralize its

effect by first counterpoising the standard with sand in the other pan and then adjusting

the copy to balance the counterpoise. In this way the same pan is used for both standard

and copy, thus neutralizing the effect of the slightly unequal arms
;
the accuracy with

which a copy could be balanced against the original is then comparable with the

sensitivity of the balance itself.

In order to ascertain the likely degree of accuracy Messrs. W. & T. Avery made tests

on a cord-pivot balance in their museum and found its sensitivity (smallest additional

weight producing a discernible movement of the beam) to vary as shown in the follow-

ing table

:

Weights in each pan = 5 50 500 1,000 g.

Sensitivity =01 02 05 rog.

„ = 1 part in 50 250 1,000 1,000

These results imply that a i-lb. standard could be copied with an error not exceeding

1 part in 1,000 if the craftsman had sufficient skill and took sufficient care to adjust the

copy to the closest degree of perfection permitted by the balance itself, and there is no

doubt that kings and other persons of high importance were in a position to command
the services of such men. The table shows less accuracy with less weight

;
nevertheless,

an error not exceeding a half of i per cent, in either direction is likely to have been

possible for weights of an ounce or so, and there is also the possibility that balances

w7ith more sensitively supported beams were used for this purpose.

It is necessary, of course, to distinguish clearly between the degree of accuracy with

which a copy could be balanced against a standard weight by the counterpoise method

and the general problem of weighing at large
;
this latter requires sub-multiples of the

standard to be available.



SURVEYING GEBEL ES-SILSILAH

By RICARDO A. CAMINOS

On February io, 1955, Mr. T. G. H. James and the writer encamped on the edge of

the western desert at Gebel es-Silsilah, Upper Egypt, and set about the task of record-

ing the antiquities of the site on behalf of the Society.

Gebel es-Silsilah, the Kheny or Khenu of Pharaonic times, is a forlorn spot on the

Nile 90 miles south of Luxor and 40 miles north of Aswan for which the nearest, or

rather the least distant station is Kagug, a mere halting place served by awkward
trains. At Silsilah the Nile is at its narrowest, for there the sandstone cliffs which have

been running parallel to the river on either side of it and far apart, suddenly converge

and come down to its very banks. Between the foot of the barren hills and the water’s

edge there is, for nearly a mile, barely room for a path
;
indeed there is no room at all

on a good stretch of the west bank where the sandstone cliffs drop vertically into the

river.

The place was intensively exploited for the sake of building stone from the Eighteenth

Dynasty onwards. The largest quarries are on the east bank, where the ancient town
of Kheny appears to have lain, but it is on the west side of the river that the most

important monuments and records are to be found. Pre-eminent among them is the

speos or rock-chapel hewn in the cliff for King Haremhab late in the fourteenth century

b.c. South of the speos the steep hillside edging the river is dotted by a long succession

of shrines cut in the cliff face, and interspersed between these are stelae, niches, rock-

drawings, quarry marks, and ancient scribblings of all sorts.

Plans for work at Silsilah were drawn up by James and myself in London in the

spring of 1954. It was then decided, (a) to deal with the west bank first, and (b) to

devote the first season to recording as many monuments on that bank as we possibly

could, though omitting the speos, which it was deemed better to leave for another

season. Once out in the field we realized that on grounds of scientific expediency and

general convenience, far the best course would be to give complete priority to the

shrines, namely that we should endeavour to finish recording and copying all of them
before turning to other monuments. Accordingly the shrines became the season’s first

objective.

Broadly speaking a Silsilah shrine is a single chamber hewn high up in the sandstone

cliff overlooking the Nile. It is small, roughly rectangular in shape, with a ceiling which
is rarely flat and colour-patterned, but more frequently barrelled and unadorned, and

always low. At the far end there is a life-size statue of the dead owner sitting either

alone or, oftener, in the company of relatives inside a niche, whence they all gaze

vacantly across the room and through the open doorway at the stream without. The
doorway takes up most of the front wall and is framed with inscribed jambs and lintel.
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Beyond the frame of the door the cliff face stretches bare and rough, but within the

shrine the walls are dressed and decorated with painted reliefs and inscriptions.

Writing is scanty and as a rule confined to the ever-recurring funerary formulae of

offering and to label texts
:
proper names, titles, headings of scenes.

The above description applies to the average shrine and leaves out of account un-

usual features and individual peculiarities. For naturally the shrines vary, and at times

do so considerably, in size, shape, plan, and decoration, not to mention quality of

execution, degree of completeness, and state of preservation. Thus the largest shrine,

which belongs to one Menkh who flourished under Amenophis II, is over 3 m. wide

and 7 m. in length from the doorway to the rear wall of the sculpture recess at the far

end. The recess contains the seated statues of Menkh and his wife, and itself measures

1-50 m. x 1
-35 m. These are generous proportions for a niche. In fact Menkh’s niche

alone is larger than the whole of the next shrine, which is 1-30 m. x 1*41 m. and houses

no less than four anonymous statues. The height of this last shrine cannot be exactly

determined because the floor is fallen, but it must have been in keeping with the

exiguous length and breath of the monument. Moreover, an idea can be gained from

Minnakhte’s shrine, which lies just four feet south of it and is but a trifle larger (1-40 m.

X 2-00 m.), the height being 1-46 m. only. These are extreme cases, however. Medium-
sized shrines are perhaps those of Senenmut and Hepusonb

;
the former being 2-47 m.

deep, 2-45 m. wide, and 1-98 m. high, and the latter 3-68 m. x 273 m. x i*88 m.

As for variations in shape and plan, the above-cited shrine of Menkh is distinctly

rectangular, and so are Amenemhet’s and a few others. Some, like the shrine of

Senenmut, the dimensions of which are given above, are almost exactly square. A
shrine presumably belonging to one Dhutmose is cruciform, wrhile that of Senynufe

has a large entrance hall followed by an even larger chamber against the rear wall of

which five statues sit unniched.

There are other divergent features. A shrine may house from one to five statues, and

in the above-mentioned cross-shaped shrine there are as many as ten. All shrines look

out on the river except Minnakhte’s, which faces north. As regards decoration, a

recurring motif on the walls is that of the deceased, usually with his wife, sitting at a

table of offerings heavily laden with provisions, the children and nearest kinsmen

standing or squatting in orderly fashion before them or bringing further victuals and

gifts. Not all these scenes of feasting are, however, of the same type. Two kinds of

banqueting scenes that Sir Alan Gardiner discerned in the tombs of the Eighteenth

Dynasty at Thebes and elsewhere, can likewise be observed in the contemporary

shrines of Silsilah. One represents the daily funerary rites of offering with priestly

attendants performing such acts as water-pouring, censing, fumigating, and ‘bringing

the foot’. The other reproduces an earthly banquet, although it is often difficult to

distinguish it from the former: as a rule there are more guests in the scenes of the

second type, and merry-making is more markedly worldly, enlivened by musicians,

singers, and dancers. The two kinds of banqueting scene are well represented at

Silsilah, the finest specimens being perhaps those in the shrines of Hepusonb, Senynufe,

and Amenemhet. On the other hand, Senenmut’s shrine is decorated quite unlike the
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others. The walls of it show rows of gods receiving with an impassive countenance the

offerings and praises of its owner, Hashepsowe’s celebrated architect and vizier. The
customary mortuary scenes are here absent, yet textual evidence, fragmentary as may
be in this particular shrine, leaves no doubt as to the nature of Senenmut’s monument,
which is funerary.

All the shrines at Silsilah are funerary. They are cenotaphs by definition, for though

decorated, inscribed, and generally laid out as tomb-chapels, they were undoubtedly

not meant to serve as chapels for actual places of burial. There is no evidence of their

having ever been so used by their original proprietors. On the contrary, the actual

tombs of some owners of shrines at Silsilah have been found in the Theban necropolis.

Nevertheless, the exact significance and true raison d'etre of these monuments yet

remain to be elicited. In this connexion one cannot fail to observe that all the datable

shrines belong, and the undatable shrines appear to belong, to one period exclusively,

namely, the Eighteenth Dynasty. Furthermore, as far as can be ascertained, they were

built for high dignitaries and for people with important Theban connexions. A few

names will suffice. The architect Senenmut, Hashepsowe’s well-known favourite and

vizier, has already been mentioned as the possessor of a shrine at Silsilah. cAmetju, also

called cAhmose, chief judge and vizier under the same queen, shared a shrine with his

son Woser or Usiamun, himself a vizier and uncle of the celebrated Rekhmire<. His

contemporary Nehesy, overseer of the seal and probably leader of the queen’s expedi-

tion to Pwenet, had a shrine too. Another much travelled officer with a shrine at Silsilah

was Sennuferi
;
we know from his tomb at Thebes that he was sent by sea to Byblos

to fetch cedar for the flag-poles of Amun’s temple, and that he accompanied Tuthmosis

III to Sinai. Hepusonb, Minnakhte, and Min were also distinguished officers of the

time who possessed tombs in Thebes and cenotaphs at Silsilah. Subsequently the

building of shrines would appear to have ceased rather abruptly, and a number of them
were even left perplexingly unfinished. It looks as though at some time under the

Tuthmosides it had suddenly been thought that a courtier comme il faut must have a

shrine at Kheny, and as suddenly the place fell out of favour only a few generations

later.

The best preserved shrine is that of Amenemhet, which is really in very fine condi-

tion
;
for even the colour is undamaged almost throughout, not excluding the ceiling.

Only the west wall, on either side of the doorway, has been ill-used, and the floor

disturbed by the digging of four coffin-shaped pits, clearly later graves. That shrine,

however, and a few others are exceptional on the score of preservation. The condition

of the shrines is on the whole poor. It is to be noticed that at Silsilah destruction has

been wrought not by man alone. The cross-shaped shrine tentatively ascribed to

Dhutmose has been broken in two by a movement of the rocky cliff which itself split

and slipped down producing a chasm about 1-50 m. wide; other shrines have also

suffered from similar natural causes. Quarrying indubitably done in ancient times also

has brought about considerable damage: Senynufe’s extremely fine shrine has been

levelled down to less than half its height
;
and all that remains of an anonymous shrine

near the south end of the site is a rear wall with four decapitated statues, the rest having
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been quarried away entirely. Other shrines have been badly defaced by the rubbing of

the walls for stone powder, a widespread superstitious practice which seems to date

back to ancient times. As for more recent mishaps, drawings and statements by Norden
and Denon show that the shrine of cAmetju and his son Woser preserved at least until

the end of the eighteenth century a barrelled roof; of this there is no trace left at

present, and the statues, though already defaced in Norden’s and Denon’s days, look

as though they had suffered further mutilation since.

Mention has been made above of shrines that were never finished, some of them
having been left in that utterly baffling state of incompleteness not seldom found in

Egyptian buildings, in which a wall panel, half a door-post, a comer of the ceiling or

some small detail is finished to the last touch of paint, while the rest of the wall, door,

ceiling, or indeed at times all the rest of the monument has been barely commenced.
A case in point is the shrine of an unnamed king’s son of Cush under Amenophis III :

the lintel without is neatly finished, but the chamber is scarcely more than a rough

hollow hacked in the rock.

There are thirty shrines at Gebel es-Silsilah, and all lie on the west bank. James and
I carefully recorded each one of them, and made life-size facsimile copies of all reliefs,

paintings, and texts remaining in them, however small or fragmentary, without excep-

tion. Furthermore, having with us an exhaustive compilation of previous copies and
records of the monuments, we were always able to check, sometimes not unprofitably,

the work of our predecessors in the site. 1

Having thus accomplished our first objective, we turned our attention to ancient

remains of various kinds wrhich are to be found scattered among the shrines along the

river and up on the gebel.

We recorded twenty stelae, including three royal ones of stately proportions. One
is a square stela of Ramesses III; the field of it measures 2-95 m. x 2-95 m. and is

entirely occupied by an incised relief showing the king, larger than life, offering Ma'et

to the Theban triad. Then a stela of Ramesses V, 2-58 m. high and 2-42 m. wide, the

largest extant monument of that shadowy monarch. The third royal stela belongs to

Shoshenk I and contains a longish historical text which is not without interest, the

more so in that it is one of the very few records in that famous quarry district in which

quarrying is dealt with at all. The other stelae with which we concerned ourselves were,

or appeared to be, private ones. Many of them were badly injured, and a few wholly

blank, but even these we sedulously put on record besides reproducing in facsimile

those in which the least trace of scene or writing could be detected.

Some thirty-five graffiti were next facsimiled. Of these one is demotic and two are

Coptic, all others being hieroglyphic and hieratic graffiti dating from the Old Kingdom
onwards. They are on the whole rather brief, consisting for the most part of names and
titles. Some of them are quite sizable, however. A graffito of a god’s father, written in

1 The first volume of our work on Silsilah will deal with the shrines. In it we shall acknowledge the help
the expedition received from various quarters. We hope to publish it before long. Yet we cannot aw'ait the
appearance of the book to voice our profound gratitude to two friends, Professor George R. Hughes and Chief
Inspector Labib Habachi, for the help they gave us so graciously and so readily—help so great, so funda-
mental, that it is no exaggeration to say that without it we could not have managed.
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shallow, very untidy, enormous characters, stretches over 3-50 m. with a height vary-

ing from 50 to 80 cm. approximately.

The remainder of the season’s gleanings is made up of life-sized facsimiles of a

score of quarry marks, eighteen rock-drawings of animals, five rock-drawings of boats,

six token foot-prints, one of them inscribed, and six groups of miscellaneous scribblings

of obscure import but indubitable antiquity
;
lastly, annotated drawings on scale of five

uninscribed niches.

We were too closely engaged to devote much time to exploring the district. We spent

two mornings inspecting the vast and really striking quarries on the east bank with a

view to gathering ideas for next season’s programme of work. There is not much there

in the way of hieratic and hieroglyphic texts and Pharaonic monuments generally. Yet

working there will not be a simple matter. It will take careful planning, much equip-

ment, and great determination and sang-jroid to reach Amenophis IV’s stela, which

overhangs the plain at the top of a high, precipitous cliff, seemingly inaccessible. And
clearly the place is the home of even more vipers than West Silsilah.

On March 31st we visited the village of el-Hosh, at the foot of Gebel Heshan, on

the west side of the river and some 12 km. north of Silsilah. We went by boat but walked

down the west bank the best part of the way back for the sake of texts and drawings

known to be on rocks along the river generally, and particularly at Khor Tangurah and

Shatb er-Rigal. There are ancient sandstone quarries at Gebel Heshan
;
there the pre-

vailing quarry marks are a circle with a horizontal line across and a harpoon pointing

upwards, both marks being also frequent at East Silsilah. The quarries are mostly to

the north of the village of el-Hosh
;
immediately south of this there is a much eroded

sandstone hillock on the top of which are carved figures of animals (giraffe, elephant,

ibexes), obviously of great antiquity. From there upstream in the direction of Khor

Tangurah the west bank is very rocky, and the sandstone cliffs and hill slopes facing the

Nile bear innumerable ancient drawings of animals, hieratic and hieroglyphic graffiti,

and a lesser number of Greek inscriptions. Marking the entrance of Khor Tangurah,

a fairly wide wadi which reaches the river side half-way between Gebel Heshan and

Shatb er-Rigal, there is another rock hill with yet more animal drawings and a brief

dedicatory legend besides. Since this may well prove the only Egyptian text in the

wadi, and yields a proper name which appears not to be mentioned elsewhere, I give

it here:

In those journeys we were happy to have the company of ghafir Ahmed Abbas, a

fellah from the village of El-Hammam whose business is the surveillance of the anti-

quities in the vast and desolate tract between Silwah and Fares. He was splendid and

helped us in all manner of ways throughout the season. I had made his acquaintance

when I first travelled to Silsilah in 1950. James and I were met by him at Kagug on our

arrival at the site early last February, and when camp broke up in the morning of

April 10, he once more ferried with us to the east bank, succeeded against all obstacles

in getting us to Kom Ombo, and there, visibly moved, saw us safely off on the evening

express.
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THE MEMPHITE STELA OF MERPTAH AND
PTAHMOSE

By KATE BOSSE-GRIFFITHS

Rudolf Anthes, in an article which he wrote in 1936,
1 deals with a number of monu-

ments of high officials of the Eighteenth Dynasty, all of whom bear the name of

Ptahmose. Among those monuments a stela in Leyden2 is of special archaeological

interest because three of the five persons represented on it wear a peculiar costume

which is generally attributed to the High-priest of Memphis. 3 About this stela Anthes

says: ‘Die Pfosten der Nische enthalten beide eine htp-dj-nszv-Formel, deren Abschluss

mit den Nennungen des Namens jetzt fehlt.’

In 1938, while working in the Egyptian Collection of University College, London,

I came across the lower half of a stela of two high dignitaries of the Eighteenth Dynasty,

the Chief Steward of the Mansion of Amenophis III, Merptah and the High-priest of

Memphis Ptahmose. Consulting Porter and Moss,4 I found that in the Egyptian Col-

lection of the Rijksmuseum in Leyden there is the upper half of a stela with the names

of the same dignitaries. 5 This is the stela mentioned by Anthes. A comparison of these

two pieces made it evident that both belong to the same stela,6 and I was able to examine

the Leyden portion in August 1939.

The material of the stela is limestone (pi. XIY). The measurements of the part in

Leyden are: width at top 95 cm., height 83 cm., the measurements of the broken edge

are: width 81 cm., thickness 17 cm. The measurements of the part in London are:

width 80-3 cm., height 55 cm., thickness of the broken edge 9 cm. The difference of the

thickness is due to the fact that the back of the part in London has apparently been cut

off, perhaps in order to facilitate its removal to Europe.

The stela is complete except for a narrow strip of about 12 cm. in the middle, prob-

ably destroyed when the stela was deliberately broken. The lower half was broken into

two pieces which have now been joined together. A hole has been pierced through the

right ledge of the frame. Fortunately the fracture and the hole have done little damage

1 ZAS 72, 60 IT., Die hohen Beamten namens Ptahmose in der 18. Dynastie.
- Anthes, op. cit., No. 4a and No. 56. Abb. 1 on p. 65.

3 Anthes, op. cit. 66; ‘die Kinderlocke, den eigentiimlichen Halsschmuck, das Pantherfell und das Per-

lengehiinge. Das macht, soviel wir wissen, das Amtskleid des Hohenpriesters von Memphis aus.’

4 Porter and Moss, Top. Bibl. in, 191. 5 Beschr. Leiden, vi, pi. 15, No. 27, p. 8.

6 I wish to thank Professor S. R. K. Glanville for the permission to publish the lower portion of the stela

here for the first time and Dr. W. D. van Wijngarden for the permission to republish the upper portion and also

for giving me the measurements of the broken edge of the stela. I am indebted to Prof. Giacomo Caputo,

superintendent of the Egyptian Museum, Florence, for his permission to publish the funerary stela Florence

No. 2565 and the squatting statue Florence No. 1790. The Firme Alinari, Florence, gave permission to repro-

duce their photographs of these two monuments: Alinari No. 43837 and Alinari No. 31114.

The portion in London has no registration number. For literature concerning the portion in Leyden see

Porter and Moss, loc. cit., Beschr. Leiden, loc. cit.
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to the text. Otherwise the scenes and inscriptions are well preserved. Nothing definite

is known of the provenance, but internal evidence makes it likely that the stela came out

of a tomb in Memphis. The part in Leyden belonged to the Collection J. d’Anastasy.

In reply to a question concerning the part in London Professor Petrie wrote that he

did not remember its provenance.

The stela is of the rectangular type with raised frame and a cavetto cornice. Ledges

with inscriptions surround the text and reliefs on three sides. There is also a line of

inscription over the cavetto cornice. Within the frame the stela is divided into three

parts : the upper part in the form of a naos containing five human figures sculptured

almost in the round
;
the middle part representing two offering scenes in sunk relief, the

upper half of which is destroyed
;
the bottom part with a prayer for the Prophet, the

Chief Steward of the Mansion of Amenophis III, Merptah.

Inscriptions

The inscriptions may be translated as follows:

I. On the ledge over the cavetto cornice:

Recitation: O all ye overseers
,
scribes, wcb-priests or lector-priests zvho shall pass by this

tomb, may the primeval god zvho came into being at the First Occasionfavour yon, may you
hand down your offices to your children after a long old age, provided that you say: An
offering which the king gives, a thousand of all beautiful and pure things for the ka of the

Prophet and Chief Steward, Merptah, justified.

II. On the upper ledge of the frame

:

Left half, upper line

:

The count andgovernor, the eyes of the King of Upper Egypt, the ears of the King of Lozver

Egypt, the Prophet and Chief Steward of the Mansion of Amenophis III, Merptah,

justified.

Left half, lower line

:

The count and governor, beloved Sole Companion, confidant of the Good God, the Prophet

and Chief Stezvard of the Mansion of Amenophis III, Merptah, justified.

Right half, upper line

:

The count and governor, the beloved Father of the god who is over the secrets of the Great

Seat, Sem-priest, Chief of the Master-craftsmen, Ptahmose, justified.

Right half, lower line

:

The count and governor, one great in his office and important in the palace, Sem-priest,

Chief of the Master-craftsmen, Ptahmose, justified.

III. Left ledge of the frame

:

An offering zvhich the king gives (to) Ptah, Sokar, and Osiris, lord of Rostaw, that they may
give invocation offerings of bread, beer, oxen, fozcl, alabaster jars, clothing, incense and
ointment, wine and water (?) for [the ka of the

]
beloved of the Good God, the Prophet and

Chief Steward of the Mansion of Amenophis III, Merptah, justified.

Over a kneeling figure

:

The servant (sdm cs P
)

1 Ptahnen.
1 The reading sdm rs is uncertain.

B 4443 I
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IV. Right ledge of the frame

:

An offering which the king gives (to) Anubis who is in his shroud, lord of the sacred land.

May he grant to go in and out in Rostazv and to smell the breath of myrrh and incense

of Rer. For the ka of the Sem-priest, Chief of the Master-craftsmen,

Ptahmose, justified.

Over a kneeling figure

:

[The servant
\
Ptahnen.

V. On the figures in the naos, from left to right

:

1. His mother
,
lady of the house, Tawy, justified, possessor of honour.

2. Son of the Overseer of the City and Vizier Dhutmose, the Prophet and Chief Steward

of the Mansion of Amenophis III, Merptah, justified.

3. Son of the Overseer of the City and Vizier Dhutmose, the Sem-prriest, Chief of the

Master-craftsmen, Ptahmose, justified.

4. All that comes forth from upon the offering table of Onnophris for the ka of the Vizier

Dhutmose, justified.

5. Chief of the Master-craftsmen, Ptahmose, son of the Prophet Menkheper .
1

VI. Prayer on the lower part of the stela:

An offering which the king gives to these gods who are in the netherworld in the following of

Onnophris, that they may grant to be a spirit, to be strong and endure for the hereafter,

(2) the good name being justified; the taking of incense for the mummy in the Sacred Land,

the excellent region of sunlight and shadow; such is the provision for (3) one like me. May
you be a protection for the sarcophagus (and) keep secure this coffin for eternity, your arms

protecting him who is in it. (4) May Ifollow my Lord among his attendants, joining (him) as

one of them. May they raise me up among (5) his great ones while my heart remains in its

place. May I receive sustenance consisting of bread, beer and water of the great one who

came forth (6) in Abydos. May I ascend into the Neshemet-6ar& without my being re-

pelled at the hour of the Wag-festival. May my heart be put into the house (?) (7) of my
Lord Onnophris in possession of the offerings2 offood and provisions which are left over by

his ka. 3 For the ka of the Prophet and Chief Steward of the Mansion of Amenophis III,

Merptah, justified, possessor of honour.

Notes

I. The owner. Anthes’s question about the missing name (or rather names) at the

end of the ledges of the frame can now be safely answered as follows: ‘The Chief

Steward of the Mansion of Amenophis III, Merptah’ and ‘the High-priest of Memphis,

Ptahmose.’ There remains, however, the question about the main owner of the stela.

The figures in the naos represent the two brothers Merptah and Ptahmose together with

their parents and a ‘High-priest of Memphis’ Ptahmose, son of Menkheper. The name
of Merptah appears

:

1 . On the uppermost ledge with the invocation of the passers-by.

2 and 3. At the left hand side of the two parallel ledges above the figures in the naos.

1 For the reading of this name see Anthes, op. cit. 62. 2 -4- instead of =*=.

3 Written bid

.
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4. At the end of the main prayer under the offering scene.

5. It may be assumed that it appeared also above the sitting figure looking towards

the left in the offering scene.

6. At the end of the left vertical ledge of the frame.

7. On the figure in the naos.

The name of Ptahmose, son of Dhutmose appears

:

1 and 2. On the right hand side of the two parallel ledges above the naos.

3. On the figure in the naos.

4. At the end of the right vertical ledge of the frame.

5. It may be assumed that it also appeared above the sitting figure looking towards

the right in the offering scene.

As the name of Merptah appears on the two most important places, in the invocation

and in the main prayer, it can be safely stated that Merptah is the main owner of the

stela.

II. The date. Anthes has dealt with this question quite convincingly. 1 Following his

conclusion I take the date of our stela to be that of his No. 4 and No. 5 (Ptahmose,

son of Dhutmose and Ptahmose, son of Menkheper), that is, the reign ofAmenophis III.

III. Gods. The gods mentioned in this stela have all some kind of relation to

Memphis, apart, perhaps, from Onnophris, as Merptah desires to have part of Onno-

phris’s offerings in Abydos.

Pfwty hpr sp tpy, ‘the primeval god who came into being at the First Occasion’, is here

presumably another name for Ptah. Ptah is considered as primordial creator-god

already in the ‘Denkmal memphitischer Theologie’ or ‘Shabaka text’. There it is said

about Ptah that he ‘is called “He who created the All and brought forth the gods” ’.

Then, ‘He is indeed Tatenen who created the gods and from whom all things have

come forth’. 2

Ptah, Sokar, and Osiris were identified with one another and named as one person at

least as early as the Middle Kingdom, especially on sepulchral stelae from Abydos. 3

There are, however, some stelae from Abydos where the three gods are mentioned

together but in such a way that it is clear that several gods are referred to, as on the

sepulchral stela Cairo 20742. 3 Sandman-Holmberg states about these cases: ‘Owing to

the lack of material it cannot be stated whether these conditions at Abydos were

paralleled elsewhere.’ In our stela we find exactly such a case at Memphis and our text

on the left ledge of the frame must therefore be translated: ‘An offering which the king

gives to Ptah, Sokar, and Osiris, Lord of Rostaw, that they may give. . .
.’

IV. Although this stela is the only one known where three figures wear the peculiar

costume of the zvr hrp hmwt, the high-priest of Memphis, there is a certain precedent

in the Twelfth Dynasty in the group of the Sem-priest, the High-priest of Memphis,

Shetepibra(ankhnedjem and his son the governor, the High-priest of Memphis NebpuA

1 Anthes, op. cit. 61 and 68.

2 Quoted from Sandman-Holmberg, The God Ptah (Lund, 1946), 21.

3 Sandman-Holmberg, op. cit. 138.

4 Louvre A 47; Boreux, Cat. (1932) 1, 52; Encycl. Photogr. de I’Art, Tome 1, 43.
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Here the figures of father and son are standing side by side in a naos, identically dressed.

They both wear the peculiar jackal-collar, shoulder band, and an elaborate bead-

pendant hanging from the belt. But they possess only a smooth wig that leaves their

ears free. From the Nineteenth Dynasty we know a group of a high-priest of Memphis
and a vizier. It is the sitting group of the High-priest of Memphis Phemnute and of the

Vizier Hori. 1 The high-priest wears the jackal-collar, leopard-skin, belt with bead-

pendant, and a wig with side-lock. The vizier, too, is dressed very much like the Vizier

Dhutmose on the Leyden stela, as he wears the long, tight skirt which is held up by a

narrow tape round his neck, a costume which is peculiar to viziers.

V. There exist several other representations of the two persons named Ptahmose in

the Leyden stela.

A. Ptahmose son of Dhutmose occurs together with his father on a stela in the form

of a false door with cavetto cornice (pi. XV, top).2 The Vizier Dhutmose is shown
sitting in front of an offering table; facing him, stands the High-priest of Memphis
Ptahmose stretching his right hand out while he is dedicating the offering. The vizier

wears the same long skirt as on the Leyden stela but no wig. Ptahmose, too, wears the

same costume as on the Leyden stela but no jackal-collar.

B. A squatting statue of Ptahmose, son of Menkheper (pi. XV, bottom). 3 As on

the Leyden stela Ptahmose wears the wig with side-lock, jackal-collar (although only

the head and hands of the jackal and a small part of the frame are visible), and bead-

pendant. According to Schiaparelli’s description he is wearing also the leopard-skin on

his shoulders and in his right hand the emblem of mAt, but these are not visible in our

reproduction.

C. Pyramidion in Berlin with the kneeling figure of the High Priest of Memphis
Ptahmose adoring the sun.4 The name of the father is not given

;
but his titles prove that

he is Ptahmose, son of Dhutmose. Here Ptahmose is wearing only a smooth kilt and

the side-lock.

D. There exists also a pyramidion in Florence5 (fig. i) which shows the sitting figure

of either Ptahmose A or Ptahmose B in front of an offering table while the choirmaster

of Ptah, Ptah'ankh, is bringing him an offering of incense and water. Here the insignia of

Ptahmose are the wig with side-lock, the aw-sceptre and the s/??n-sceptre. As on the

Leyden stela he is wearing two golden torques round his neck.

E. A statuette of a miller may also have represented one of our two Ptahmoses.6

Here the High-priest of Memphis, while grinding corn, is wearing the wig with side-

lock and the leopard-skin.

1 Louvre A 72, Boreux, op. cit. 55 and pi. 4.

2 Florence 2565; Cat. Schiaparelli, 1570; Phot. Alinari 43837. Anthes, op. cit., No. 4b, p. 61.

3 Florence 1790; Cat. Schiaparelli, 1505; Phot. Alinari 31114. Anthes, op. cit., No. 5 a, p. 62.

4 Berlin 2276; Ag. Inschr. Berlin, n, 230 f.
;
Anthes, loc. cit., No. 4d, p. 61 and pi. 3.

3 Florence 2537; Cat. Schiaparelli, 1571; Anthes, op. cit., No. 9/, p. 64, here falsely called ‘Stele’: also

ZAS 72, pi. 6, 3.

6 Gardiner, ZAS 43, 55 ff.; Anthes, op. cit., No. 9b; present location unknown; it once belonged to the

private collection of Cardinal Lambruschini.
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There is a similar statuette in the Louvre 1 of a man dressed in a wig with side-lock

and panther-skin, grinding corn. His name and titles are ‘Prince and Newz-priest

Dhutmose’. Gardiner says about him that he ‘was thus probably the predecessor of

Ptahmose as the High-priest of Memphis.’ But unless we take for granted that the

Fig. i.

office of the sm-priest was always connected with the office of the high-priest of Mem-
phis (wr hrp hmzvt

)
this statement is questionable. On the other hand, this statuette

makes it more likely that the two persons called Ptahmose on the Leyden stela are wear-

ing leopard-skin and wig with side-lock as insignia of their dignity as sewi-priest and not

as wr hrp hmzvt. The leopard-skin is usually worn by one of the priests who are taking

part in the so-called ‘Opening of the Mouth’, 2 the side-lock occasionally. 3 From the

Middle Kingdom onwards it was thought that Ptah took part in the Opening of the

Mouth, while in the Pyramid texts it was mainly Horus. 4 It is therefore possible that

in the cases when the se?n-priest is wearing the side-lock he is wearing it in the same

way as Horus when opening the mouth of his father was entitled to the lock of youth,

1 Louvre Inv. 792; Cat. de la Salle Historique (1882), 11, No. 10.

2 See British Museum, The Book of the Dead, 1 1 : The Ceremony of ‘Opening of the Mouth’ being performed

on the mummy of the royal scribe Hunefer.

3 Budge, The Book of Opening the Mouth, 11 (1909), 150.

4 Sandman-Holmberg, op. cit. 94-95.
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and also as a priest of Ptah who takes the place of Homs. The monuments A-D give

almost contemporary representations of high officials with the title sm zvr hrp hmzvt.

Of these all five wear the wig with side-lock, three wrear the leopard-skin, but only one

wears the jackal-collar.

VI. The costume of the five figures of the Leyden stela. The mother Tawy
wears the simple narrow dress which Egyptian women usually wear until the Eighteenth

Dynasty, together with a broad bead necklace and the heavy wig of the New Kingdom,
also some armlets and hair-decoration. The vizier Dhutmose wears a long skirt tied

under the shoulder and held up by a tape round his neck, a dress which is usually w'orn

by viziers
;

1 also a small wig, bead-collar, and sandals. The three other men wear
identical costumes

;
a wig with side-lock, leopard-skin, a plaited scarf from shoulder to

belt, a belt with a broad bead-pendant, two gold torques, sandals, and the jackal-collar.

Of these the wig with side-lock and the leopard-skin can be attributed to the sewz-priest
,

2

and the shoulder scarf is the distinguishing garment of the hry-hbt priest. The greatest

problem is raised by the jackal-collar, which is generally considered to be the dis-

tinguishing ornament of the high-priest of Memphis, the zvr hrp hmzvt.

VII. The most recent treatment of the occurrence and meaning of the jackal-collar is

by G. A. Wainwright. He gives a list of ten known wearers of it .
3 To these I can add

four, the three w'earers of the Leyden stela and the upper half of a statue in Cairo .
4 The

jackal-collar is first known with Khabawseker of the Third Dynasty .
5 It remained

essentially the same through more than a thousand years. It consists of a jackal-shaped

elongated figure with two hand-shaped front legs which are raised in adoration and

three pairs of legs. The jackal-head lies on the one (usually the right) shoulder of the

wearer
;
the thin strip-like body reaches over the breast while the hind legs lie on the

other shoulder. This figure is connected with a narrow ring round the neck of

the w7earer by means of three zigzag strips. Over or under this collar lie about twelve

strings, each of them supporting one amulet. In the case of Khabaw'seker there are six

rankh amulets and six of circular shape.

The problem is, how did the high-priests of Ptah come to make this collar their

prerogative ?

As the animal represented is a jackal, one would be inclined to connect this collar

with the service of Anubis. As a matter of fact Khabawseker was connected with two

priesthoods of Anubis but had no apparent connexion with Ptah, although his ‘great

name’ was formed with the name of Sokar, and it must be remembered that Sokar

later on became intimately connected and almost identified w7ith Ptah.

The jackal-collar, as far as I know7

,
is only once mentioned in Egyptian texts. On a relief

of the Nineteenth Dynasty, a man wearing the wig W'ith side-lock and the jackal-collar

1 See Borchardt, CCG II, 427, Middle Kingdom; and Cat. Boreux (1932), 55 and pi. 4, Louvre A 72,
Dyn. XIX.

2 See above under note V. 3 JEA 26, 38, n. 3 ; see also 36.
4 Borchardt, CCG 111, 870, from the Sakkarah Serapeum, N.K., with jackal-collar, side-lock, leopard-skin,

and shoulder scarf.

5 M. A. Murray, Saqqara Mastabas, 1, pi. 1.
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is shown, 1 while the words written beside him are:
‘

[Receive] me on the Island of Truth
,

the Sacred Land. I am coming in peace while I am wearing the s<h-collar.’’ The deter-

minative of srh is here the jackal-collar. In this case, apparently, the jackal-collar gave

some kind of protection in the life after death.

There is only one example of a wearer of this collar which is known not to have come
from Memphis.

2

It is in a representation of priests in a festival procession following the

divine barks. One bark is accompanied by a number of priests with shaven heads

wearing the leopard-skin, but only one of these wears the jackal-collar. Of twelve

known bearers of the jackal-collar since the beginning of the Middle Kingdom, seven

are known to have been wr hrp hmwt? With three it is very probable that they were wr

hrp hmwt
;
although the inscriptions on their monuments are not complete there are

strong indications that the owners were connected with gods of Memphis.4 The re-

presentative of the jackal-collar in the reliefs of the temple of Ramesses III is less

certainly an wr hrp hmwt
;
but even he has an exceptional position. The only real

exception to the rule is the chief steward Merptah on the Leyden stela. One must

either accept the explanation that Merptah had once been an wr hrp hmwt and had

kept the costume but not the title, or one has to admit that it was possible for people

other than the wr hrp hmwt to wear the jackal-collar. On the other hand, the bearers of

this title were in no way obliged to wear the jackal-collar in all their portraits.

VIII. The two praying servant-priests with shaven heads and short kilts (or rather

one man twice figured) at the bottom end of the two vertical ledges have a parallel in the

servant-priest on the pyramidion in Florence, 5 the choirmaster of Ptah, who with

shaven head and in short kilt brings an offering of incense and water in front of Ptah-

mose.

IX. The monkeys which accompany the two Ptahmoses and Merptah are of a kind

which were used as pets in the New Kingdom and have no religious significance.

X. If the upper part of the middle relief had been preserved we would probably

know who was the real dedicator of the stela. It is worth noticing that the standing

figures in front of the offering tables are wearing the leopard-skin in the same way as

Ptahmose on the stela in Florence6 in front of his father Dhutmose. But on the Leyden

stela the persons who receive the offerings also wear the leopard-skin, as is indicated by

the tail-ends that hang in front of the chairs.

1 Berlin 12410, part of a tomb wall; Erman, ZAS 33, 22-23. A recent reproduction of the head of this man
in Rudolf Anthes, Meistericerke Agyptischer Plastik (1947), ph 36, makes it quite clear that the other end of this

collar was not a falcon-head, as Erman presumed, but a short tail.

2 Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak (Chicago), I, Ramses Ill’s Temple
, 1, pi. 21a, lower register.

3 They are: Middle Kingdom, Shetepibra'ankhnedjem and his son Nebpu, Louvre A 47, Cat. Boreux (1932),

I, 52; Encycl. Photogr. de VArt
, 1, 43. New Kingdom, the two Ptahmoses on the Leyden stela; Ptahmose, son

of Menkheper, Florence 1790, Cat. Schiaparelli, 1505 ;
Phemnute, Louvre A 72; Cat. Boreux (1932), 55, pi. 4;

Kha'emwese, Louvre, Cat. Boreux, 481, Erman, ZAS 33, 23, fig./.

4 They are: on a wall relief, Berlin 12410; Erman, ZAS 33, 23, fig. d; fragment from Sakkarah, Murray,

Saqqara Mastabas, 1, pi. 36, 3 ;
fragment from Sakkarah, Borchardt, CCG in, 870.

5 Cf. above p. 60, D. 6 Cf. above p. 60, A.
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A FRAGMENT OF THE STORY OF A MILITARY
EXPEDITION OF TUTHMOSIS III TO SYRIA

(P.TURIN 1940-1941)

By GIUSEPPE BOTTI

At the time when I was recording the contents of the ten fragments of the above

papyrus of the Museo Egizio at Turin, 1 I was obliged to study them under glass, with-

out being able to move them in order to see whether they could join up with one

another. In pointing out a close similarity of subject-matter between them and the so-

called ‘Poem of Pentwere’, it seemed to me that I was entitled to deprive the latter of

the honour of novelty, since it was preceded by an older model, perhaps earlier even

than the Turin text, which had been used to celebrate the most famous victories gained

by the Pharaohs in their campaigns in foreign lands. This conclusion received very

favourable acceptance, especially on the part of Capart in Chron. d’Egypte, 5, 45 f.

;

in Melanges Maspero
, 1, 227 and again in Chron. d’Egypte, 15, 78, in a review of Drioton

and Vandier, L’Egypte, who later on, in the appendix to the second edition of their

volume (p. 657), did not fail to make a note of it. My view was accepted also by B.

van de Walle in his work La transmission des textes litteraires egyptiens (Brussels,

1948 ), 37-
2

After Farina, the then director of the Turin Museum, had rearranged the fragments

in the manner in which they appear here (pis. XVI-XVIII), 3 my friend Cerny, who
had an opportunity to study them, recognized in them no longer a prototype of the

poem of Pentwere, as it had seemed to me, but merely a fragment of a tale concerning

an episode of a military expedition to Syria undertaken by King Tuthmosis III. Thus
determined it was listed by Posener under no. 42 of his conspectus of Egyptian litera-

ture,4 though he reserved the right of removing it from the list if on the integral

publication of the papyrus the text should prove to be of a different nature. Now that

Dr. Scamuzzi, Soprintendente of the Museo egizio of Turin, has kindly given per-

mission to publish the document in its entirety, I am very glad that in so doing I can

show that Cerny’s view of the text is correct and reassure Posener that the papyrus is

rightly placed in the list compiled by him. I wish to express my thanks to Scamuzzi for

his generosity and to Cerny for a few suggestions concerning the transcription.

1 Rendiconti della R. Acc. Naz. del Lincei, 31, 348 ff.

2 Cf. also the reviews by Griffith JEA 9, 207, and by Peet, JEA 10, 188 f.
;
OLZ 26, col. 526.

3 By bringing together the fragments belonging to page 1 (Pap. no. 1940) and by assigning to this text the

entire fragment no. 1941. After Farina had in this way brought together no. 1940 and fragments 1-3 and had
allotted the unnumbered fragment to page 3, there remain excluded, as not belonging to this papyrus, only

two fragments among those listed under no. 1940, see Fabretti-Rossi-Lanzone, R. Museo di Torino
, Antichita

egizie (Turin, 1882), 251. The fragment numbered 1941 figures there on page 252.

4 ‘Les richesses inconnues de la litterature egyptienne’, in Rev. egyptol. 6, 40 f.
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As reconstructed by Farina the papyrus consists now of three pages on the recto, of

which the first has preserved only the ends of the lines and the third shows only the

beginnings, while the second presents numerous gaps in the centre, especially in the

lower part; throughout this page the sentences are punctuated by red dots, as is usual

in literary papyri of New Kingdom date. A detached fragment certainly belongs to the

latter part of the third page, and the fragments numbered 1-3 undoubtedly form part

of the papyrus, though it is not possible to assign to them their proper positions. The
verso has only two lines of hieratic writing which contain the beginning of a letter,

and in the first of which occurs the cartouche of Ramesses II already mentioned by
Champollion 1 and published, together with the last three lines of the second page of

the recto, by Pleyte and Rossi. 2

The papyrus which has a maximum length of 35*5 cm. and height of 19-5 to 20 cm.

is reproduced here on pis. XVI—XVIII. It can be dated on palaeographical grounds

to the Twentieth Dynasty, and because of the mention of Amen-Ref and Mont, the

two principal deities venerated at Thebes, certainly comes from the Theban necropolis.

As for the contents, very little can be gathered from the isolated fragments (nos. 1-3),

or from the ends of the lines of the first page of the recto and the beginnings of those

of the third. The second page, however, despite numerous lacunae, permits us to

determine the literary character of the text. In fact, the Pharaoh Tuthmosis III is

represented as describing while the battle rages a particular episode of a campaign

undertaken by him, and Amen-Ref and the three Monts, those of Hermonthis, Djerty

(Tod) and Thebes, come to his aid in the fighting. The story does not lack descriptive

power, and makes us regret that only such a small part of it has come down to us, not

only because, if complete, it would have considerably enriched the collection of literary

papyri owned by the Turin Museum, which is still small compared with that of papyri

of an administrative character, but also and above all because it would have given us a

literary text hitherto unknown.

Translation of Papyrus no. 1940 (PI. XVI)
Fragment i, recto (fig. i)

(1) Menkheper[rec\, l.p.h (2) Menkheperrer
,
l.p.h (3) zee

went . . . • • (4)
• (or in) my . . . • • • ( 5 ) . the mouth

As (?) . . .... (7) he . . . the

Fragment 2,,
recto (fig. 1)

(1).... . .
prayers wh[ich\ . . . .

(
2 ) . seven days . . . . • • (3 )

•

Fragment 3 :
,
recto (fig. 1)

(1) Menkheper[rec], l.p.h (2) their ....

Page 1, recto (fig. 1)

(1) your heart(s). My (2) came to me. Now, he heard the (3) they said to me,

It is good (4) answer. I (5) face toward him. I managed to do
(
6

) [/my] for

the tnouth(s) of my horse[s] (7) seize the weapons (8) great (9) [for]eign

workmen3 (10) you have (11) darkness

1 Lettres a M. le due de Blacas d’Aulp, n, 58. 2 Papyrus de Turin, pi. 83, fig. B; cf. Texte, p. 121.
3 In view of the defective state of the papyrus it seems better to render rprze thus, as in Wb. 1, 181, without

attempting to see here a reference to the Hebrews.

B 4443 K
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Papyrus no. 1940—1941 (PI. XYII)

Page 2, recto (fig. 2)

. .
. (1) before my face. [I] found [him

]
! like a bird pinioned in the hand of a fowler whose secret he does

not know. Now after (2) a long time1 Pesiur, son of 3 Taro\a, answered: ‘Allow me to say* “Make
you heart steady, O King MenkheperrN, l.p.h. (3) Behold

,
your good father Amen-Rec, King of the

Gods, has come to you that he may do for you all the things that are in your heart.” My heart found a

halt and my heart teas (4) in joy. All that 1 did 5 became Mont, their horses became Setekh, great of

strength, and Ba'al (5) in his hour, while he
ij

shoots to the right and seizes to the left, and I acted with

my hand to the south of (6) Amen-Rec, King of the gods. . . . Let one of the hostile winds come to me,

while three Monts are in it, being hidden (7) .... [of] gold, while Mont, lord of Hermonthis,1 was at

my right [arm] ; Mont, lord of Djertvf at my (8) . . . and [Mont], lord of Thebes, exterminated them in

front of King Menkheperri', l.p.h. (/) found that (9) Amen-[Rer
] . . . made . . . of great lions . . . he

teas prostrated together with their cha[riots{':]\‘ (10) . . . Menkheperre', l.p.h. smashed down . . . of the

asses of the prince of Syria . . .

Papyrus no. 1940 -f 1941 verso (fig. 2) (PI. XVIII)

( 1) . . . [
V.V] to the temple-scribe with pure hands . . . Mont of Thebes, Ren ... [0/ the Mansion] of the

King of Upper and Lower Egypt l sima'rer-setpenre' . . (2) to the effect that I say to Amen-Rec,

King [of the gods].

Papyrus no. 1941 -f fragment without number (
1940

) (PI. XVIII)

Page 3, recto (fig. 3)

(1) he hit (2) pair of horses (3) . . . prince of Syria (4) soldiers (5)

they (6) the King soldiers (7) teamen total: various countries

(S) Behold which I have done (9) Amen, the flight (?) which you caused

( 1 o) -Imen- Re', King of the gods, the vizier who pronounces [a just judgement]

Papyrus no. 1940 verso (PI. XVIII)

Fragment no. 1 (fig. 4)

. .
.
[Amen-Re', King] of the gods: Cause (2) against( r) King Men[kheper] rec

(3) [dayt'] ofyour oath (4) [/«]y lifetime (5) went forth

... I said (7) lifetime

Fragment no. 2 (fig. 4)

(1) [Xing] Menkheperrec (2) and likewise the (3)

Fragment no. 3 is not inscribed

1 This restoration fits the lacuna.
J 'Fhe two signs of the standing man with stick written above the line are to be regarded merely as trials

of the pen.

’ The use of here instead of pi n—as a substitute for s' 'son'—corresponds to Coptic n&.

* Probably corrupted from immi dd i n -k .

1 Read p : Hr i nh The suffix of the first person is omitted as often in I.atc Egyptian.

* I e. Amen-Re'. 7 '[r.n-.i here is clearlv short for nv Cm’.

' For this liiahtv, 17 km. south of Luxor, sacred to the god Mont, and later called Toxh&ioi 1 - Tuphiumh
see Rrugsch. ' gc'ogr 056; C hr.ithier. Diet, gengr. vt, 130 f.. 137: Gardiner. Onotr.asfica, n. 21* f.

* Restore probably Is. '
|
M l. hut it. fly ' ^ ) is 1 Syrian commanders' is also possible.

'
’ Here must have stood the name of the recipient of the letter, the preceding lacunae having contained

parts of his titles; the last of these shows a connexion with the cult of the Pharaoh Ramesses II.
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A GRANITE GROUP OF THE EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY
By M. CASSIRER

This group, of black Aswan granite, representing an official and his spouse, is n|- in.

high, and was at one time in a private collection in Berlin. It is in an excellent state of

preservation, with only a small part of the left-hand side of the seat missing. A crack

cuts into the lower part of the woman’s dress and the seat, being also visible on the

plinth, but it is not continuous. A yellow vein in the stone runs across the man’s

breast. The couple are shown seated and embracing each other in accordance with

Egyptian convention, the man’s right hand being placed on the woman’s right

shoulder, and the woman’s left hand on her husband’s left shoulder. Her other hand
lies flat on her lap, while the man’s shows the ‘lying’ fist and is grasping the usual

symbol, which is slightly abraded. Both wear the old, tight-fitting dress reaching to

the ankles. In each case, the lower part of the garment is inscribed with the title and
name of the person represented, as well as a dedication by a daughter. In the case of
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the husband, who is shown to the left of his wife (a somewhat uncommon feature),

the legend runs: The Overseer of Craftsmen, Neferkhawet, 1 the justified; (made) by his

daughter, who causes his2 name to live, Ruyw .
3

The inscription on the lady says : The Lady of the House, Rennufer;
4 (made) by her

daughter, the Lady of the House, Ruyw. (See PL XIX.)

Between the two protagonists of the monument, on the horizontal part of the seat,

the donor, once more described as the Lady of the House, Ruyw, is depicted in low relief.

She is seated on a chair, smelling a lotus-flowrer. The surface of the stone is here some-

what decayed, but forms a pleasing contrast to the beautiful high polish preserved

through the centuries on other parts of the group (fig. i).

Below this relief, on the perpendicular part of the seat, between the couple, a male

relative is similarly shown on a chair, lotus in hand (fig. i). The accompanying legend

seems to be intended for Bak, 5 the justified. Whether or not, as is likely, this man is one

of the couple’s children—perhaps the eldest son—this is the obvious explanation of the

other persons carved in low relief on either extreme of the perpendicular part of the seat

and on the same level with Bak. These are

:

(x) Next to Rennufer, a daughter, Amenhotpe
;

6

(2) Next to Neferkhawet, a son, Amenemhet7 (partly invisible in the reproduction,

PI. XIX).

Both the latter are shown standing as strictly subordinate in the composition. The
comparative shallowness of the engraving of the reliefs and inscriptions, especially

when compared with that of the sacrificial formulae on the sides of the seat, is possibly

due to the artist’s unwillingness to distract from the two main figures .
8

PI. XIX show the inscriptions on the left and on the right of the seat respectively.

Both consist in the main of the familiar htp-di-nsw formula.

(1) Next to the woman, and for her benefit: A boon which the king gives (to) Osiris, the

Ruler of Eternity, that he may give all things good and pure, (consisting of) all offerings9

and all fruits, (even) all that goes up upon the offering-table of the Good God, 10 to the spirit

of the Lady of the House, Rennufer.

(2) The husband is promised: A boon which the king gives (to) Amen-Re’’, that he may
give all that comes forth from his temple in the course of every day on all his festivals of sky

and earth 11 to the spirit of the Overseer of all Craftsmen, Neferkhazcet.

We may take it, accordingly, that the statue was erected not in the tomb-chapel of the

deceased parents but, in accordance with the occasional practice 12 of the New Kingdom,

1 The name is only attested twice elsewhere according to Ranke (Personennamen , 199, 1); once, of the father

of Mn-hpr-rf-snb on a Cairene statue, the other instance of a man bearing the same title, and probablv identical,

on a stele in the National Magyar Museum. He is, in any case, a different person from the one depicted in this

group.

- Emending rn.s ‘her name’to m f.
3 Ranke, op. cit., 221, 5.

4 Ibid. 222, 25. 5 Ibid. 90, 13. 6 Ibid. 30, 12. 7 Ibid. 28, 8.
8 This does not necessarily imply that the same artist was responsible for the sculpture, the reliefs, and also

the inscriptions. , The damaged sign is fairly certainly cf. Wb. 11, 435, 8.
10

I.e., the king. The restoration of the genitival n is certain.

11
I.e.. those that are astronomically fixed, and those that are not; cp. Schott, Altagyptische Festdaten ,

pp. 46-47, and IT b. in, 57, 7. 12 Cf. Cooney in JfXES 12, 15.
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in the temple of a god, thus enabling those perpetuated by it to partake of the festive

offerings to the deity.

The back of the statue is of interest in that it makes more explicit the title and social

position of Neferkhawet, who was evidently, to judge by the material and quality of the

monument, a person of some importance, though elsewhere he calls himself, as we have

seen, rather vaguely, an ‘overseer’ of craftsmen. Here, on the plinth (which is rounded

at the top corners; see PI. XIX), there are two columns of inscriptions, the left

referring to Neferkhawet, and the right to Rennufer and their common benefactor.

(1) On the right : She who is honoured zcith Osiris, the Lady of the House
, Rennufer, the

justified, {and) her daughter, who causes her name to live, the Lady of the House, Ruyw.

(2) On the left: He who is honoured with Osiris, the Overseer of all Craftsmen of the

God’s Wife (hmt ntr) 1 the Scribe of Truth, Neferkhawet, the justified.

The man’s title as here given in full is otherwise unknown
;
nevertheless, its signifi-

cance can be gauged with a fair amount of certainty. It is beyond doubt that Neferkhawet

occupied a prominent position in the household of a queen or princess. 2 This suggests

the office of major-domo, who is known to have been in charge of such building

enterprises as it was incumbent on the hmt ntr to see to. 3 As a reliable scribe ($s mirt) it

might have been his duty to attend to her correspondence. 4

Unfortunately, the identity of the hmt ntr in question is a matter of pure conjecture. 5

On the other hand, however, comparison with the well-known statue of Queen Tetisheri

in London6 shows that the present group must be assigned to the commencement of the

Eighteenth Dynasty. The resemblance is perhaps most striking in the facial expression

and in the position of the head, which is thrust forward, and it extends to the pigtails

of the headdress.

To conclude, it is possible to enumerate at least five points which mark this group as

a rare piece.

(1) It may be confidently assumed on stylistic grounds that it belongs to the early

part of the Eighteenth Dynasty, of which there are few comparable objects;

(2) It is made of black (hornblende) granite, and not of the commoner7 but less

suitable variety;

(3) Its small size is somewhat unusual for the material employed

;

(4) It is a temple-statue dedicated by a daughter

;

(5) It appears to assign to the major-domo of a * God’s Wife’ a seemingly unparalleled

title.

To these considerations may be added that of the general competence of the work-

manship in a very hard medium, and its aesthetic appeal as a work of art.

1 See Sander-Hansen’s monograph Das Gotteszceib des Amun (Historisk-filologiske Skrifter, 1,1).

2 Sander-Hansen, op. cit., p. 13. 3 Ibid., pp. 33 and 41.
* Ibid., p. 34, where, however, this task is ascribed to a subordinate official.

5 A list of god’s wives is given, ibid., pp. 5-7.
6 E. A. W. Budge, Egyptian Sculptures in the British Museum, pi. 17. Cf. also C. Aldred, A'etc Kingdom Art

in Ancient Egypt, p. 42, 3. A limestone figure of the lady Tetisonb in the Kestner Museum, Hanover, illus-

trates the same kind of wig as that of this group.
7 A. Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials, 3rd ed., pp. 73 and 469.
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A NOTE ON THE RECENTLY DISCOVERED BOAT
OF CHEOPS

By JAROSLAV CERNY

The discovery on May 26, 1954, of a boat alongside the southern side of the pyramid of

Cheops with the probability of another buried immediately to the west was a surprise,

not only because of the perfect state of preservation of one at least of these two boats,

but also because they brought up to five the total number of boats placed in the

vicinity of this pyramid, for, in his excavations east of the pyramid of Cheops, Selim

Hassan had already found three cavities which, judging by their shape, once contained

or were destined to contain boats, two along the east side of the pyramid, north and

south of the mortuary temple situated against the centre of this side, and one parallel

with the end of the causeway leading from the valley to this temple. 1 While we have

thus obtained the same number of boats for Cheops as had been found at the pyramid

of Chephren, 2 we once again face the problem of determining the character and pur-

pose of these boats and explaining their number.

The first reports which were published in newspapers and illustrated magazines

declared the newly found boat of Cheops to be solar, an explanation probably suggested

by their fortunate discoverer, 3 but soon voices could be heard insisting on the un-

certainty of any guess made as to the nature of the boats before they had been com-

pletely cleared, studied, and published. Such caution is undoubtedly justified from

the strictly scientific point of view. Pending the final publication, however, frequent

reference to the boats is almost inevitable, and it therefore seems excusable to print,

even at this early stage, a warning against any hasty acceptance of their solar character.

The remarks which follow are essentially the result of considerations suggested to the

present writer by a study of information then available, and submitted to a small circle

of students at Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, on March 14, 1955. They
would have remained unprinted had not a small volume4 recently come to my notice

which contains no longer mere unauthoritative views of journalists concerning the

boats, but the opinions of a number of Egyptologists, most of them renowned for their

special studies in Egyptian religion. As could only be expected, their opinions are

reserved, though in the main they express doubts as to the solar nature of the two new
boats. 5 The present note is an attempt to justify my own doubts which had been reached

1 Selim Hassan, Excavations at Giza, vi, Part I (1934-5), (Cairo, 1946), pp. 40 ff. and fig. 14.
2 Ibid., pp. 56 ff.

3 Evidently following Selim Hassan, op. cit., p. xiv, who thinks ‘that the boats orientated east-west, whether
occurring singly or in pairs, are easily recognized as being solar-boats’. From his conclusions on p. 55 (point 3)

it appears that he considered the boats directed north-south as solar-boats also.

4 Les Grandes decouvertes archeologiques de 1954, La Revue du Caire, Numero special (Cairo, 1955).
3 A mere possibility of the solar character of the boats is admitted by Stock (loc. cit. 97) and Ricke (p. 132)

;
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quite independently, and to suggest an explanation which seems to agree with the facts

so far known.

Before discussing the character of the boats buried round the pyramids, however,

it seems worth while first to examine the position in its groove of the eastern and, so

far, the only accessible one of the newr pair, the blocking of the western one being still

untouched so that nothing whatsoever is yet known about the boat which it presumably

contains. The photographs taken through the breach effected in the blocking of the

eastern boat show that its two ends were formed by wooden posts in the shape of a

bundle of reed or papyrus flowers held together by rope indicated by several rings

carved in the wood. The boat is therefore of a type frequently found in Egyptian

representations and which is nothing else but an enlarged imitation in wood of a

primitive reed or papyrus boat or raft. The bow and stern of such boats differed in so

far as the prow-post protruded in a slight curve, while the stern-post first turned at a

sharp angle towards the inside of the ship (i.e. in the direction of the movement of the

ship) and only then curved gradually upwards, as is shown in the hieroglyphic sign

(P3 in Gardiner’s Catalogue).
1 One wooden model of this type is found among the

sixteen boats of Queen Neith (Sixth Dynasty);2 from the Middle Kingdom several are

known, among them two of Meketreq 3 and four again come from the tomb of Tutcankh-

amund It was Reisner who pointed out their funerary use, 5 though boats of other types

occasionally show one end or both shaped like a bunch of reed flowers. The sun-

boats depicted in reliefs or wooden models show prows and sterns curved in a very

similar way, though not always ending in bunches of reeds, but this is enough to show
that they too have their origin in reed boats or rafts. 6 The distinctive marks of sun-

boats are, however, various symbolical objects on the deck and a curtain or mat hanging

cn the prow, but these all seem to derive from the royal ships of the earliest dynasties. 7

Anyhow, no trace of their presence in the boat of Cheops has been reported.

The two end posts of Cheops’s boat had been dismantled for lack of space in the

groove and had been placed beside the body of the boat. The photographs taken in the

direction of the eastern end of the ship 8 show clearly that its post is only slightly

curved
;
it is correct, therefore, to label this eastern end of the boat as the prow as has

been done under the published photographs
;
consequently the boat faced east. The

sceptical are Lauer (p. 89), Kees (p. 102) and Vikentiev (p. in and especially p. 122); definitely against are

Sauneron (pp. 105—6) and Mme Desroches-Noblecourt (p. 127), while Abubakr (p. 34) and Drioton (p. 74)
are entirely non-committal.

1 The hieroglyph P2 shows approximately the same boat provided with a mast and a sail, but it faces in the

wrong direction in the fount: &P, instead of .

2 Jequier, Les Pyramides des reines Neit and Apouit, p. 34, fig. 18, and pi. 33. They have been studied by
J.Poujade, Troisfiotilles de la VI,ime dynastie des Pharaons (Paris, 1948), pp. yff. (I owe this reference toCaminos.)

3 Winlock, Models of Daily Use in Ancient Egypt from the Tomb of Meketre at Thebes, figs. 45-48, and 7S-81
(see also p. 61).

4 Carter, The Tomb of Tut-ankh-amen, ill, p. 58 and pi. 61, A. The total number of Tut'ankhamun’s boat

models was fourteen (op. cit., p. 56).
5 Reisner, Models of Ships and Boats (CCG), pp. xxi ff. (Class V, Form I).

6 Op. cit., p. xxv (Type VI).
7 See the determinative of the expression for the royal progresses sms-Hr on the recto of the Palermo Stone.
s Les Grandes decouvertcs, See., figs. 27 and 30.
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curve of the end-post on the opposite side is invisible on the photographs, and it will

probably be some time before we hear whether it really has the expected sharp angle

of a stern, and more time still before the blocking of the western boat is opened and
the direction of this boat is determined. It seems, however, reasonable to expect that

this latter boat will be found heading west.

Though there is nothing in the shape of the boat w'hich would definitely preclude its

being considered a solar boat, it is the numerical factor that makes such a conclusion

unjustifiable. For sun-boats were at all periods thought to consist of two only, one for

travel by day
(
mrndi

)

and one for the night journey
(
msktt), and nothing authorizes us

(Adapted from Selim Hassan, Excavations at Giza, VI,

Part I, p. 41, fig. 14.)

to increase their number to four (if we count only the boats along the southern and
eastern side of Cheops’s pyramid), or to five (if the boat beside the end of the causeway

is included). Moreover, even if we suppose that the later belief that the king after his

death joined the sun-god Re< was fully developed at this early stage—though neither

Cheops nor his successor Djedefre< call themselves sons of Re<—still it should be clear

that it was quite unnecessary for the king to provide solar boats. He wras not expected

to bring the (or a) mrndt and msktt to Re c
, because the sun-god had his two boats

already, and the belief never went any farther than that the sun-god admitted the

deceased to his two boats as a travelling companion. And the Egyptians were logical

even in such matters .
1

Assuming then that the two boats south of the pyramid (1 and 2 in fig. 1) faced west

and east respectively (as indicated by arrows in the accompanying figure)—an assump-
tion against which there seems no argument so far—and that the two boats along the

1 It is only much later, in the -Middle Kingdom, that models of real solar boats appear and then very seldom
(see Reisner, op. cit., p. xxv, to whom only three are known). The case of the solar boat which was built in the

vicinity of a sun-temple in the Fifth Dynasty is quite different. Here the boat was a materialization of the sun-
god’s own barque.
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eastern side (3 and 4 in fig. 1) faced south and north, we obtain four boats heading

towards the four cardinal points of the sky, ready for the dead king whenever he chose

to depart for any destination he liked. The fifth boat (no. 5 of fig. 1) could then only be

the actual boat which brought the body of the dead king from the valley, was hauled

up the causeway and, after the king’s body had been disembarked in front of the

funerary temple, was buried outside and parallel to the causeway at this spot since it

could not be used for any other purpose. 1

A generation later, at the death of Chephren, the same number of five boats was

buried near his pyramid (fig. 2) but it was no longer thought necessary that they should

Fig. 2. Boats of Chephren.

(After Selim Hassan, Excavations at Giza, VI,

Part I, PI. opposite p. 40.)

face the four cardinal points. We can conjecture that the boats 1-4 were meant for use

in the Beyond, while no. 5 was the boat that had served for the funeral. Under the

Sixth Dynasty Queen Neith has only small models (sixteen in number) ranged side by

side in a row outside her pyramid. We can thus roughly trace the decline of the practice.

It was Erman who first saw2 that the ‘two zhn', so frequently mentioned in

the Pyramid Texts, 3 were primitive reed rafts on which the sun-god, with the king in

his company, was supposed to cross the sky, and Breasted found such rafts still in use

in Nubia. 4 The ‘two zhn’ were thus predecessors of the two sun-boats of later less

primitive times. 5 In fact the shape of these later sun-boats, as we have seen, still

1 The single boat, the cavity of which was found parallel to the causeway of Unas (though south of it) at

this point (Selim Hassan, op. cit., p. 82), was undoubtedly of the same nature.

2 ZAS 31, 80-82.
3 Pyr. 337a-d\ 342a-d; 35ia-c; 358 a, c, e,g; 926 a, c; 927 a, c; 932 a, c; 933 a, c; 999 b, c; 1000a; 1084c;

1085 a, c, e; 1086a; 1103a, b\ 1179a; 1206c, e; 1705a; 1706a. The word is not attested outside the Pyramid

Texts, see IVb. 111, 471, 3-8.
4 JEA 4, 174-6, and the then Editor’s note on p. 255. See further Dawson, JEA 10, 46.

5 Breasted, however, took the ‘two zhn’ for the two reed-bundles forming one single float, while they clearly
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betrays their original construction in reed (or papyrus). In one passage (Pyr . 4646),

however, the ‘western gods, eastern gods, southern gods and northern gods’ give the

deceased king ‘four zhri on his coming up (prt) to the sky, evidently so that he might

join them in their respective seats. 1 Is it too rash to interpret these four floats as pre-

decessors of wooden boats such as the four which we find round the pyramid of Cheops ?

If we follow his boats west to north, in the order in which they are numbered in fig. 1

,

we even obtain the same peculiar sequence of cardinal points2 used for enumerating

the four groups of gods in Pyr. 464a west-east-south-north!

The boats which have occasionally been found outside tombs of private individuals

of earlier periods 3 were, of course, also destined to transport the deceased in the

imaginary world beyond, but owing to the more modest status of the tomb owner they

appear singly.

There is no reason for thinking that a sun-boat or the cavity for one has been found

excepting the brick boat near Neuserre c ’s sun-temple at Abusir. Nor is there any

reason ever to expect one to be found beside a tomb, whether royal or private.

Postscript

H. W. Fairman, who read the manuscript of the foregoing note, has pointed out

two facts which are not mentioned there. The first, namely, the existence of a single

boat on the south side of the northernmost of the three Queen’s pyramids associated

with the pyramid of Cheops (G la of Reisner). 4 I had not overlooked it, but I refrain

from discussing it until more is known about it from the excavator’s notes than can

be learnt from a photograph. 5 It had, on the other hand, completely slipped my
memory' that the groove of a second boat was found in 1949 parallel to the one situated

by the Unas causeway. 6 Here indeed the occurrence of two boats would admit of in-

terpreting them as solar, but before the possibility of this issue is seriously considered,

the vicinity of the pyramid of Unas should be explored with an eye to the possible

existence of further boats there. Should any such boats be traced, the problem would

again get back to the stage where the number exceeding two would have to be

accounted for, as with the boats of Cheops and Chephren.

are two separate floats. This is proved by the occurrence of ‘four zhri in the passage of the Pyramid Texts now
to be discussed. Selim Hassan, in his long discussion of zhn (Excavations at Giza, vi. Part I, pp. 1-29) follows

Breasted.
1 Note also that according to Pyr. 1355a the deceased has to go on ‘four roads’.

2 Also Pyr. 164-6, 554, 1588; order different in Pyr. 321, 1252, 1593, and 1603.
3 Emery, Great Tombs of the First Dynasty, p. 75 and pi. 19, a; Illustrated London Nezcs, No. 6048 (March 19,

1955), pp. 500-1; Zaki Youssef Saad, Royal Excavations at Saqqara and Helzcan (1 g 41-1 9 45), (Supplement
aux ASAE, no. 3), p. in and pis. 40, 59.

4 For its position see Reisner, A History of the Giza Necropolis, I, Maps 1 and 3 ; Reisner-Smith, A History

of the Giza Necropolis, II, fig. 1.

5 Baikie, The Glamour of Near East Excavations, pi. opp. p. 80; Grinsell, Antiquity, 17, pi. 5. The latter

(loc. cit., pp. 47-49) lists further examples from Abu Roash, Sakkarah and Dahshur.
6 So far the only account and photographs of it are by U. Schweitzer, Orientalia, 19, p. 120 and pi. 1, fig. 2

;

Forschungsergebnisse in Agypten in den Nachkriegsjahreh (Gebr. Gerstenberg, Marburg, 1951), 9 and fig. 5.



TWO PICTURES OF TEMPLES
By NINA de G. DAVIES

Pictures of temples are not uncommon in Theban tombs—especially in late periods.

Here we have two, from the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties respectively, and
both provide items of interest.

Fig. i is from no. 147. The walls of this large tomb are painted and the scenes

generally well-preserved in the outer chamber under a thick coating of sooty black

which defies penetration. The inner room is far less obscure and there are interesting

funerary’ ceremonies on the right and left walls.

The owner’s name seems to have been composed with ‘Amun’ and is now erased.

The style of the tomb dates it perhaps to the reign of Tuthmosis III or IV. Nothing
from this tomb has been published so far. 1

The funerary procession on the left culminates, in the words of the text above, with

the ‘Arrival at the beautiful temple which is in Busiris’ 2 (at X in plan, fig. 2).

A large break has destroyed all but the prow of the boat which abuts on a bouquet
of papyrus heads whose stems are fringed down their height by blue corn-flowers (?)

each bearing a red calyx.

A feature of this temple is that the name ‘The Temple of Busiris’ is inscribed in

large blue hieroglyphs between the cornice and the lintel, thus clearly identifying it.

The building is white, with lintel and jambs also white round a yellow wooden door.

The tapering masts are yellow (wood) until about an inch above the cornice when they

are red (perhaps sheathed in copper) for the rest of their height. The cavetto cornice is

in the usual sequence of blue, green, blue, red. Trees are common features in front of

temples and here we have a sycamore to right and to left which show their red stems

but have lost most of the green—always an evanescent colour—from their leaves.

Fig. 4 from the small Nineteenth-Dynasty tomb no. 134, 3 was considerably damaged
and not very easy to make out when it was copied shortly before 1937. It has now
further deteriorated.

The owner is one Tjauenany, ^ also named Any, and he

has the rare title of 1 \ JJl!^ 'S S ‘Prophet of Amenophis who navigates

on the sea of Amun’. A scene in the tomb of LTserhet (no. 51), where an enshrined black

statue of Tuthmosis I in a boat and attended by priests is towed across a lake, might

perhaps refer to a similar function in connexion with Tjauenanv’s title.4 Here, how-
ever, our picture seems to indicate the symbolic voyage to Abydos, for traces of the

funerary7 catafalque can be made out farther to the left. A priest with his back to it offers

1 I am indebted to Miss Moss for the plan and the information that Dr. Schott photographed some scenes.
2 Sir Alan Gardiner has drawn my attention to Beni Hasan, I, pi. 16, where there is another mention of a

visit to Busiris.

3 It was formerly numbered 135.
4 Norman de G. Davies, Tiro Ramesside Tombs, pi. i& and pp. 23-24.
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incense in the direction of the temple. The barge is towed by a boat manned by oarsmen

and a man with a pole. They approach a low white corniced landing-stage with a sloping

ramp leading into the temple enclosure which has two sycamore trees beside it and a

curious dark yellow erection, somewhat like a stela, on top of the cornice. The upper

part is destroyed and no trace of text is visible. A similarly coloured object, damaged

at top and bottom, is placed above and between the first and second trees. Part of what

seems to be a subsidiary" shrine is above the group of figures. It is white with traces of

blue and yellow on the two papyrus columns resting on white bases. Fragments of red,

indicating a door, are visible between.

Three (or possibly four) priestesses shaking sistra face the approaching boats.

Behind them is another sycamore with red branches and faded green leaves. A white

corniced building with a corniced doorway, having a yellow lintel and door, ends the

extant scene.

The register below this shows some scanty fragments which indicate what appears

to be a kiosk. There are three red columns, one apart, and two closer together, between

which are hawk’s heads and traces of a front view of a bull’s head against a yellow

ground. These registers are at c on the plan (fig. 3).

Other scenes elsewhere are briefly noted. 1

Entrance. At a, a stela. At b, deceased worships bark of Harakhti.

In the first room, at d, on the lintel, deceased kneels before three divinities. A frieze

of Hathor heads, three nefers and udjet eyes, is round the walls.

In the second room a frieze shows deceased worshipping Anubis. At e, ceremonies

before mummy. At/, deceased and son worship Osiris and Amenophis L— and Harakhti

and Ahmose Nefretari —> and Harakhti and Amenophis L . The three statues are

those of Tjauenany, Osiris, and the wife of Tjauenany the

Chantress of Amun, Tabast.

The well-preserved ceiling in this room is designed in squares filled with the names

and titles of Tjauenany. A pattern which is very similar is in the Nineteenth Dynasty

tomb of Pesiur (no. 106).

With the exception of some texts in Lepsius nothing has been published from this

tomb.
1 From notes by N. de G. Davies and Miss Moss. For plan and bibliography see Porter and Moss, I, 143.
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THE DECREE OF AMONRASONTHER FOR NESKHONS
By the late BATTISCOMBE GUNN 1

Introduction

Much has been written about the theocratic nature of the Egyptian state dur-

ing the Twentieth to Twenty-second Dynasties, when a host of matters, great

and small, general and particular, were decided by oracles of Amen-Re< and

other Theban deities, who made their will known by conventional movement of

their cult-images, and through their priests delivered lengthy pronouncements

tending to the welfare of their devotees. 2 Of these oracular utterances none is

more interesting than the Decree promulgated in about 995 B.c .
3 by Amen-

Re(
,
King of the Gods, with regard to the after-death existence of the Princess4

1 Editor's Note : In his article entitled ‘The Split Determined Infinitive’, which appeared in Vol. 32, pp.

92-96 of this Journal, the late Professor Gunn expressed his intention of publishing a new translation of the

Decree of Amonrasonther for Neskhons complete with commentary. When he died in 1950 both these pro-

jects, although still in draft, had reached their final stages of preparation, and only the Introduction, apart

from one paragraph, remained to be written. The draft of the article and the unfinished Introduction are here

reproduced without alteration or addition in the belief that no substantial changes would have been made by
Professor Gunn if he had lived to finish his work. In an Appendix, I. E. S. Edwards, who has piloted this

article through the press, adds a hieroglyphic transcription of the hieratic board in the Cairo Museum inscribed

with a text of the decree and comments on two passages in the light of some contemporary documents not

seen by Professor Gunn.
Abbreviations

:

NP = Hieratic Papyrus of Neskhons, no. 58032 in the Cairo Museum, published by W. Golenischeff in the

Cat. gen. Papyrus Hieratiques, pp. 169-96. For previous publications see Golenischeff’s bibliography,

op. cit., p. 196.

NB = Hieratic Board of Neskhons, no. 46891 in the Cairo Museum, published by I. E. S. Edwards in the

Appendix to this article, pp. too ff.

MT and RT = McCullum and Rogers Boards (in the British Museum and the Louvre respectively)

inscribed with the hieratic text of the Ushabti Decree of Neskhons, most recently published by J.

Cemy in Bull. Inst.fr. 41, 105-33.

P = Hieratic Decree of Pinudem, no. 58033 in the Cairo Museum, published by W. Golenischeff, op. cit.,

pp. 196-209.
2 For the history of this period see especially Ed. Meyer, Gottesstaat, Militarherrschaft u. Standestvesen in

Agypten . . ., Sitzungsb. Berlin, 1928, 495 ff.
;
id., Gesch. Alt., 11, 2, pp. 6 ff. ;

Maspero, Les Momies royales de

Deir el-Baharl in Mem. Miss. 1, 511 ff. (hereafter cited as Mom. roy.), passim ; Petrie, Hist, of Eg. ill, 188 ff.;

Breasted, Hist, of Eg. 523 ff. ;
Lefebvre, Hist, des grands pretres d’Amon de Karnak, 205 ff. ; Drioton-Vandier,

L’Sgypte (‘Clio’ series 3rd ed. [1952]), 511 ff., 556 ff.; Gauthier, Precis de I’histoire d'Egypte, 1, 189 ff.; id.,

Livre des rois, 111, 229 ff. For Egyptian oracles, see Meyer, loc. cit.
;
Breasted, op. cit. 522 ff. ; Erman, Ag.

Religion and Religion d. Agypter, indexes s.v. ‘Orakel’ ;
Blackman in JEA 11, 249 ff. ; 12, 176 ff.

;
Cemy in Bull.

Inst.fr. 27, 159 ff.
; 30, 299 ff.; 35, 41 ff.; 41, 13 ff.; Drioton-Vandier, op. cit. 470; 519-20; 559; 616.

3 She was buried in year 5 of an unnamed king (see Maspero, Mom. roy. 520 ff.), who was, however, cer-

tainly Siamun of Tanis, whose reign began about 1000 B.c.

4 ‘King’s daughter.’ Her other titles include ‘Chief among the principal Concubines of Amonrasonther
(urt hnrzct tpyzvt n ’Imn-Rt-nsic-ntnv) or in shorter form ‘Chief among the Concubines of Amun’ (zcrt hnrzct n
’Imn); ‘Chief over the Ladies’ (hryt thct, var. hryt spszct); Prophetess of Amun-united with Thebes’ (hmt-ntr

Imn hnm Wist)

;

‘Prophetess of Khnum, Lord of the Cataract District’ (hmt-ntr ffnmw nb Kbhic) ; ‘Prophetess of
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Neskhons
,

1 daughter of King Smendes
,

2 founder of the Twenty-first Dynasty, and

wife of the First Prophet of Amun
,

3 Pinudem
,

4 who survived her by five 5 years, and

was a contemporary of Siamun, the last king but one of that dynasty.

(Unfinished)

Khnum, Lord of Gehesti’; ‘Prophetess of Nebet-hetep of Serwedet’; ‘Prophetess ofHathor, Lady of 'Agana
1

;

and, very strangely, ‘Viceroy of Cush, Overseer of the Upper-Egyptian Countries’ (si-nszv n Ks, imy-r hssitt

sm'K). See for these titles Gauthier, Livre des rois, in, 276, 280 ff.
;
Budge, Greenfield Papyrus, x ff. These are

all the titles occurring on objects specially prepared for Neskhons (Canopic vases, stela, Book of the Dead,

shroud). Half-a-dozen other titles occur on the coffin originally made for Esemkhebye, an aunt of hers, and

usurped by Neskhons. These were doubtless titles borne by the first owner only; however, Budge, op. cit. xf.,

ascribes them all to her and commits a number of errors, mostly taken over from Mom. roy. 578 (for a somewhat
more correct copy see Daressy, Cercueils des cachettes royales (CCG), 112-13). Petrie, Hist, hi, 216, calls

Neskhons ‘queen’, as does also J. R. Buttles, The Queens of Egypt, 186 ff., with no reason.
1 N-s-hnsw ‘she belongs to Khons’. The initial n, which is absent from all Aramaic and Greek writings of

names of this type, and had disappeared by 668 b.c. (see Ranke, Keilschriftliche Material
, 29), may well have

been still sounded at the beginning of the tenth century. For accounts of Neskhons, with lists of objects

belonging to her, see Maspero, Mom. roy. 710 ff. (for ‘linceul’, p. 712, line 9 up, read ‘cerceuils’); Budge, op.

cit. ix ff. ;
Gauthier, Livre des rois, in, 280 ff.

;
Buttles, op. cit., 186 ff. For her mummy, see Maspero, op. cit.

578 f.
;
G. Elliot Smith, The Royal Mummies (CCG), 107 ff. For her usurped coffins, see Daressy, op. cit.

no ff.

2 For the evidence of this filiation see Gauthier, op. cit. in, 280.

3 Pinudem had also the titles ‘Great Overseer of Soldiers’ (imy-r msr ivr) and ‘Leader’ of the army (hnvty)
;

see Gauthier, op. cit. in, 277 (where for read 279. For this person see Mom. roy.

640-730, passim-, Petrie, Hist. Ill, 215 ff.; Breasted, Anc. Rec. iv, §§ 662 ff.; Gauthier, op. cit. Ill, 274 ff.;

Drioton-Vandier, op. cit. 517-19, 559. For his mummy, Mom. roy. 571 f.
;
Elliot Smith, op. cit. 107. For

his coffins, Mom. roy. 571 ;
Daressy, op. cit. 95 ff. It is, of course, a complete mistake to regard this Pinudem as a

king, as is sometimes done, whether by description (thus, Petrie, op. cit. 218, calls him ‘the king’, his wife

Neskhons ‘the queen’, and his daughter Esemkhebye ‘the princess’, and so on), or by including him in lists of

kings, and especially by calling him, as historians regularly do, ‘the Second’. Only one king of this name is

known to us, namely, the immediate successor of Hrihor. The history of the Twenty-first Dynasty has been

unnecessarily confused by including as sovereigns persons who make no pretentions to royalty in any docu-

ments that have come down to us.

4 P(i)y-ndm ‘this pleasant one’; usually called Painozem, Pinedjem, Pinezem, Pai-netchem, etc., all these

transcriptions ignoring the fact that ndm had become ndm long before, cf. Coptic noyrxi
s He died in a regnal-year (of Siamun) which is usually read hit-sp 16, but is almost certainly h/t-sp 10

(Mom. roy. 523, fig. 5). He was already deceased (msr-hric) in year 14 of Siamun, see Rec. trav. 21, 61.

Translation

§ 1

(41 = NB 5) Amonrasonther, 1 the very great Primordial God,2 has sent forth3 his very great,

august oracle4 to deify Neskhons, the5 daughter of Tehenedhowt, in6 the West, to deify her in the

Necropolis.

§ II

Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God, has said:

‘I will 1 deify Neskhons, this daughter of Tehenedhowt, in the West; I will deify her in the

Necropolis. I will cause (45 = NB 6) her to receive w'ater of the West;2 I will cause her to receive

food-offerings in the Necropolis. I will deify her soul 3 and her body in the Necropolis, and4 I will

not allow her soul ever5 to be destroyed in the Necropolis. I will deify her in the Necropolis like

any god and any goddess who is divine, like any being and any thing6 which is divine in the Necropolis.

‘I will cause every god and every goddess, and every thing and every being which is divine in
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the Necropolis, to receive her. I will cause entities of every kind7 to receive her in the Necropolis

with a good reception. 8

‘I will cause to be done9 for her everything good w’hich befalls 10 a person if 11 he falls (50 = NB 8)

into this condition which has befallen her, and he is taken away to the Necropolis, and he is deified, 11

and every good thing is done for him there, and he is caused to receive water and food-offerings,

and he is caused to receive his piwt-loai, provided that a puct-loaf is w7hat those who are divine have

received, and he is caused to receive a temple-offering, provided that a temple-offering is what those

who are divine have received.’

§ HI
Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God, has said:

‘I will cause Neskhons, this daughter of Tehenedhowt, to eat and drink in the same manner 1

(55 = NB 11) as any god or any goddess who is divine in the Necropolis.

‘I will cause Neskhons to be in every good condition2 that has befallen any god or any goddess

who has become divine in the Necropolis, and will save Pinudem, my servant, from any accusation3

of wrong because of it (the condition),4 and no wrong shall be done to5 Neskhons, according to any

wrong of the Necropolis, because of it.4

‘I will allow her soul to go forth, I will allow it to go in, as it pleases, 6 and it shall not be hindered.’

§IV
Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God, has said

:

‘I will turn the heart1 of Neskhons, this daughter of Tehenedhowt (60 = NB 13), and she shall

not do anything evil2 to Pinudem, the son of Esemkhebye.

‘I will turn her heart, and I will not allow her to curtail any3 of his lifetime, and I will not allow

her to cause any of his lifetime to be curtailed (by others).

‘I will turn her heart, and will not allow her to do to4 him anything evil in the heart of a living

person. 5

‘I will turn her heart, and I will not allow her to cause anything to be done to him which is

grievous6 to a living person.’

§V
Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God, has said

:

‘I will bring it about that 1 she shall not seek2 anything evil for (65 — NB 16) Pinudem, the son of

Esemkhebye, or anything deadly. 3

‘I will turn her heart, and she shall not do to him anything, any thing whatsoever that does wrong

to a person, and she shall not cause any god or any goddess who is divine to do it to him, or any

spirit, male or female, who is divine
;
and she shall not cause entities of any kind to do it to him, or

any being which exercises authority, 4 or any being whose voice5 is heard, 6 or indeed7 entities of any

kind.

‘I will turn her heart to seek good for him while he is upon earth.

‘I will bring it about that seeking for him a very long life while he is upon earth, he being alive

and well, and being strong (70 = NB 18) and mighty, is what she shall do.

‘I will bring it about that seeking for him everything good8 is what she shall do, in every place

in which her voice5 shall be heard.

‘I will bring it about that she shall not seek for him anything evil of any kind which does wrong

to a person, which causes grief to (?)
9 Pinudem the son of Esemkhebye.

‘I will bring it about that she shall not seek anything evil, anything deadly, 10 anything evil of any

kind which causes grief to (?) a person, and does wrong to a person, for any person for whom
Pinudem has affection, 11 for whom he (75 = NB 21) will be grieved 12 if anything evil befall them. 13

‘I will bring it about that what is in good order shall be in the heart of Neskhons and with her
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soul, and that her heart shall not turn away14 from him, 13 and her soul shall not turn away from him,

and that he shall not turn away from Neskhons in any manner of turning away that befalls man 16

when he is in this estate which has befallen her, he being divine in the Necropolis, and being of 17

any kind; and that he shall not do evil to Neskhons in 13 any condition which befalls a person who
is in this estate which has befallen her, and that he shall be satisfied with her (80 = NB 23-24),

provided that everything good, a very long life while he is upon earth, he being strong powerful and

mighty, is what will befall Pinudem, and that none of his lifetime be curtailed, and that nothing evil

of any kind which does wrong to a person, or which is grievous to a person, will befall Pinudem,

and that it will not befall his wives or his children, or his brethren, or Itawi, or Nestenebtashru, or

Mesehret, or Tjanufer, 19 the children of Neskhons, and that it will not befall her brethren.

‘I will bring it about that she shall have (85 = NB 26) what is beneficial20 (in)21 every manner,

and that it shall give her comfort22 in every manner of comfort that befalls a person who is in this

estate which has befallen her, provided that everything good, and a very long life, will really and

truly befall23 Pinudem and his wives and his children and his brethren, and the children ofNeskhons,

and her brethren.’

§VI
Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God, has said:

‘Everything whatsoever 1 and every condition that befalls a person wTho is in this estate which has

befallen her, and through which he becomes divine, I will cause them to befall her. I will cause

“The blessing of Rec is great”2 to be said to3 (90 = NB 29) my4 name, and her soul shall never be

destroyed in the Necropolis.’

§ VII

Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God, has said:

‘Anything which will be good for Neskhons, and w'hich will deify her, and which will cause her

to receive vrater and food-offerings, and which they have forgotten' to mention before me, as well

as the things which have been mentioned, I will do them all for her, without exception.2

‘Any boon which has been mentioned before me in connection with Neskhons, I will do it for her

so long as3 the sky is fixed and the sun shall go up, and no evil shall assail her of anything evil which

assails a person w'ho is (95 = NB 32) in this condition in which Neskhons is, so long as the sky is

fixed and the sun goes up and water bears boats.

‘Everything which they have mentioned before me, saying “Do them for her”, as well as those

which they have forgotten to mention before me and which may be good,4 I will do them for her

so long as the sky is fixed and the sun goes up and water bears boats, from today omvards. 5

‘Everything w'hich is bad for a person who is in this condition w'hich has befallen her, and which

thev have forgotten to mention before me, as well as those which they have mentioned, I will keep

them all away6 from her,7 without exception (100 = NB 34), so long as the sky is fixed and the sun

goes up and water bears boats, from today onwards.’

§ VIII

Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God, has said:

‘I will cause “The blessing of Re< is great” to be said to 1 my name, and I will not allow7 to befall

her any shortcoming of anything2 good which befalls a person who has fallen into this condition in

which Neskhons is. I will cause her to receive food-offerings—bread, loaves, beer, water, htcw^

wine, sdh-wine, milk and fruit. I will cause her to receive anything and everything which is good for

a person who is in this condition in which Neskhons (105 = NB 36) is, and who becomes a blessed

person, and who is deified. 4 I will cause her to receive, like any god or any goddess, any thing which

is acceptable when it is deified in the Necropolis .
5 1 will cause her to receive her temple-endowments6

similarly to7 the gods.’
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§IX
Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God, has said

:

‘As to their having said 1 “A food-offering of the Fields of Yalu, and land of the Fields of Yalu

—

is2 (it) a boon for a person who is in this condition in which Neskhons is, if one should do it?” 3—
I will give a food-offering of the Fields of Yalu, and land of the Fields of Yalu, to Neskhons the

daughter of Tehenedhowt, provided that that is what will be good for her, and in no small quantity,4

provided that (i io = NB 40) that is what will be good for her.’

§X
Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God, has said

:

‘All good things which they have mentioned before me, saying “Do them (for ;

1 Neskhons the

daughter of Tehenedhowt”, I will do them for her in no small quantity, and not one of them shall

be2 taken awray, and no curtailment of them shall ever be made, so long as the sky is fixed and the

sun goes up, but rather she shall receive them, numerous to the extent of3 whatever will be good for

her (115 = NB 42), like all persons and all gods who are divine4 and go forth and enter in and go

anywhere as they wrish.’ 5

§ XI
Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God, has said :

‘All good things which they have mentioned before me, saying “Mayest thou do them for Pinudem,

this son of Esemkhebye, thy servant, and his wives, his children, his brethren, every person for

whom he has affection, and for whom he will be grieved 1 if evil befall them’—I will send forth my
very great, august oracle to every place in which the boons are to2 befall (120 = NB 44) Pinudem
and his 3 wives and his children and his brethren and ever}- person for whom he has affection, pro-

vided that one goes thither, saying “An oracle of Amonrasonther, the very great Primordial God,

will do (?)
4 them”, and I will cause that they be caused to be done.’ 3

That which this great god has said. 6

Notes

§1
1. Greek forms of

’Imn-Rc-nsw-ntrzv ‘Amen-Re(
,
King of the gods’ seem to be

known from only two sources: (1) CIG 4717 = OGIS 194 11
. 3, 27, which together

give Ap.ovpacnovdr]p
; (2) Pap. Grey, 1 . 29. In the latter the writing is somewhat smudged

;

ApovpaaovOrjp is read by Young, Account ofsome Recent Discoveries, 146 ;
Dittenberger,

OGIS r, p. 277, n. 7; Kenyon, Gk. Papyri in the Brit. Mus. 1, p. 46; Griffith, Cat. Ryl.

Dem. Pap. 118; Mitteis, Chrest., no. 129, Wileken, UPZ II, 13 1, 29, and is confirmed

orally by Mr. Edgar Lobel as far as the best facsimile (Kenyon, op. cit., pi. 27) goes,

so that Brugsch’s reading here Apovpaoajvdrjp in Lettre a M. le Ve de Rouge, 58, is

clearly wrong (he gives the correct form in Gramm. Demotique, 47) ;
Griffith’s form

Ap.evpacrov6rjp, Cat. Ryl. Dem. Pap. 433 (no source given) also seems to be erroneous.

On the name see Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. (an article containing six mistakes in eight short

lines !).

2. On this epithet see Appendix, note A (Ed.).

3. Nty zed with the prefixed nty which often introduces sdm-f with perfect meaning
in Late Egyptian, and is derived from r ntt (on which see Gardiner, Eg. Gramm. § 225,

end, to which, in my opinion, the examples cited p. 167, n. 2 belong), and perhaps

enters into the Coptic Second Perfect in Safidic, Bohairic and Sub-Akhmimic, despite
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the different view taken in Etudes de syntaxe copte, 70 by Polotsky, who does not appear

to take into account this derivation, already suggested by Erman, Neuag. Gramm. § 680.

4. Hr-tzc, also 37, 119, and 121, P 32. NB (4, 44, and 45) writes it

5. The text has sometimes (42, 109, 112 = NB 5, 39, 40) ts sri ‘the daughter’, some-

times (43, 54, 59 = NB 6, 10, 13) tsy sri ‘this daughter’, NP and NB agree exactly in

this variation. Similarly of Pinudem, thrice (60, 65, 72 = NB 14, 16, 20) ps hi ‘the

son’, once (117 = NB 43) psy sri ‘this son’, with the same agreement of the two manu-
scripts. P has only psy sri ‘this son’

;
MT and RT have tsy sri throughout. Cf. also tsy

srit, Mem. Miss. I, 705-6, 11 . 14, 22 of text. I am quite unable to see any grammatical

reason for the variation between ps, ts and^wy, tsy in these filiation clauses, and suppose

the exact agreement in this respect (as in nearly all others) between NP and NB to be

due to one of the two manuscripts being a very close copy of the other. The forms psy,

tsy seem to be used very often in descriptive clauses and epithets (including titles)

placed in apposition after personal names.

6. The preposition m is written sometimes m, sometimes n in NP, NB, and P
;
NP

and NB agree exactly in this with one exception (npsi shr 88-9 — mpsy shr NB 28, 29).

In these three texts n is used rather more than m (about n 34 to m 30 times, taking NP
and NB as one text); AIT and RT use n only. The choice between the two writings is

apparently quite arbitrary, yet to some extent consistent, e.g. in NP, NB always m
Hrt-ntr (14 times), but in P always n Hrt-ntr (8 times); in NP, NB, P always n ’Imntt

(7 times) with one exception; before initial p (
ps

,
psy) m in the three texts 10 times to

n once
;
before initial m (mdt) n (twice). Cf. Erman, Neuag. Gramm. § 606.

§11

1. The ‘3rd Future’ (hv-f r sdm) is regularly written without the r in NP, NB, P.

2. Mzu ’Imntt (so also NB 6); cf. also P 34. Apparently direct genitive; Cerny refers

me to Wenamun, 2, 59: kvk ssp mw ’Imntt ‘thou shalt receive water of the West’. So

also Alaspero, Mem. Miss. I, 600: Teau d’Occident.’

3. ‘Soul’ renders bs throughout. ‘Her soul’ is bs-s here and in the next line (=NB 7),

butpsys bs in 58, 75-76, 76 = NB 12, 21, 22, without apparent reason for the difference.

P has bsf, bs-zv throughout (13 times)

4. The ‘circumstantial’ izv may often be suitably translated as ‘and’, and what

follows it may be taken as a principal sentence, when this sentence depends on a

previous sentence in the same tense
;
this is the case many times in N, especially when

both sentences are in the ‘3rd Future’, the second one being negatived
(jwf (r) sdm ....

izv bn izv-f (r) sdm . . .).

5. rnrn here and in 90, 1 13 — NB 7, 29, 41 also P 39, 47 (see pi.), 59 after a negative

here means ‘ever’ as in demotic, cf. Griffith, op. cit. 210, n. 2. Cf. also Golenischeff,

Papyrus hieratiques (CCG), no. 58035, 63, 93.

6. I have tried to be consistent in translating throughout nty nb (written ~|) as

‘every being’ or ‘any being’, nkt nb as ‘every thing’ or ‘any thing’, mdt nb as ‘every-

thing’ or ‘anything’, mdt nfrt as ‘boon’, mdt bint as ‘evil’, ns nty zvndzv nb as ‘entities of

every kind’.
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7. Wndzv
,
a word almost peculiar to just this period, cf. Wb., Belegst., s.v.

8. For ssp ... .m ssp nfr (also P 39-40) Gardiner refers to Ann. Serv. 1 5, 141 ;
11 . 6-7

of text.

9. ^ NP 49; ^(]<? NB 8.

10. ‘Befall’ translates throughout hpr mdi.

11. On m-pi ‘if’, ‘provided that’ see JEA 32, 92 ff.

12. NP wrongly nt(r)i nf = nt(r)if rightly NB 9.

§111

1. Lit. ‘to make the manner of eating, the manner of drinking {pi ki zvnm, ps ki

sw(r)i, cf. ns’mo'yujut., nsmcw) that any god etc. has done.’

2. I have felt obliged to translate ki in two different ways: (1) ‘manner’, as in the

previous n., (2) ‘condition’ as here. In the second meaning it is almost synonymous with

shr as used in this text
;
I have, however, rendered the latter as ‘estate’ to distinguish it.

3. Hn(zv), variously written (the last two signs corrupted from fl ?), 57 =

NB 12, P 51, 1 '), Naville, Inscr. Hist. Pinodjem III
,

11 . 11,

13,

13, seems to mean something like ‘accusation’.

4. R dbi-tzvf (eTfsHHTq) here may mean ‘on account of him’.

5. In Golenischeff’s transcription of 1
. 57 and f§§ both seem to belong to the

earlier writing, before the correction.
|j
NB 12 has, after r dbi-twf, izv bn iww ir bti n

(sic) N, etc.

6. ‘As its heart prompts’, m dd ibf (cf. P 44, 64), apparently a Middle-Egyptianism.

Wrongly explained as a participle, Erman, Neuag. Gramm. § 382.

§IV
1. Phr hity; cf. fierdvoia and our ‘change of heart’. To the examples in this text add

Borchardt, Statuen u. Statuetten. . . . (CCG), no. 1040 (with references), 5, izc-k phr

hity-i r ir mdt (?—cf. Daressy’s copy) ‘thou shalt turn my heart to do . . 10, [i\wk

phr hity-zv m si si Re W. ‘thou shalt turn their hearts to follow (?) the Son of Re<

Osorkon’. See also Wb., Belegstellen to 1, 544 (14), 545 (1), and Inscript, dedicatoire, 42,

97. Spiegelberg’s suggestion, ZAS 57, 149, n. 6 that phr in this decree means ‘enchant’

is certainly wrong, despite the fact that the verb has this meaning in demotic and Old

Coptic—to Spiegelberg’s references add Griffith-Thompson, Dem. Mag. Pap,, Gloss.,

no. 318; Griffith in ZAS 38, 93; Crum, Copt. Diet. 282, b.

2. In NP 60, 62, 70, 71, 73, 73, 75, 78, 80, 81, 86, 93, 94, 94, 102, 108, hi, 116,

1 18, the words nfr, bin, qualifying mdt ‘thing’—whether separated by nb (as mostly)

or not—take, to make them agree with the feminine noun they qualify, a quite clear ~

(strangely mistranscribed *=» by Golenischeff) after the determinative, ^=, =>--=!,
j

or

In NP 49 the ^ has been given an erroneous tick as though $ were intended;

in 64 it is omitted with
(
mdt nb) bin and in 1 19 with (m mdt

) nfr. In NB similar workings

occur in 20, 24, also probably 38 (= NP 73, 80, 108); and «=» after bin in 13 (= NP 60) is

doubtless an error for <= (see n. 4 below)
;
in the other places corresponding to those in

NP given at the beginning of this note, <= either is written in the usual way before the

B 4443 N
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determinative, or is omitted, namely, in 15 (
= NP 62), where —

,
left out in NP, is

found; 16, 19, 21, 44 (= NP 64, 71, 75, 118). The same curious writing in mdt nfrt

MT, end. See on these writings Erman, Neuag. Gramm. § 216, Anm. 1. A ~ seems to

have been added wrongly to sri in NP no (omitted in
||
NB 39), for it does not qualify

a feminine noun. Cf. also the writing of bint in the contemporary decree Pleyte-Rossi,

Pap. Turin, 140, 1 . 93. This placing of the feminine ending after determinatives is of

course regular in demotic of all periods. The practice may be connected with the com-

mon Late Egyptian one of writing the feminine ending after the determinatives when
followed by a suffix, e.g. examples of this NP 28, 30, 50, 57, etc.

3. Partitive m.

4. The choice of prepositions to express doing something bad ‘to’ a person is curious,

(a) R. Usually irt btz r ‘do wrong to' (57,= however n NB 12; NP 66, 72, 74, 82 = NB
16, 19, 20, 25); irt dhr hity r ‘cause grief to' (if not ‘concerning’) (72, 73-74 = NB 19,

20). (In NB 13 we have ‘to do anything evil to {mdt nb J!J §!«_,) Pinudem’= no preposi-

tion NP 60; bin r is probably an error for on which see n. 2 above.)
(
b
)
N. ‘To

do to someone anything {mdt nbt) evil (bint), which is bitter (nty dhr), which does wrong’

{nty ir bt
i) (62, 63, 65, 66, 67 = NB 15, 15, 16, 17, 17); ‘anything evil {bint) to the

heart’ (15 = no preposition NP 62); ‘anything which is bad {bin) for a person’ (98 =
NB 33). Cf. Erman, Neuag. Gramm. § 600, 5. (c) Mdi. ‘To do anything evil to Neskhons’

(78 = NB 23).

5. I.e., ‘anything which any living person (peyiit- tqoup} considers to be evil’.

6. Lit., ‘which embitters the heart of’. We have in this text three constructions with

dhr ‘be, make bitter’ and Juty ‘heart’

:

(<2) Hity subject, dhr Old Perfective: hityf dhr n ‘his heart being bitter because of’,

i.e. ‘he being grieved for’ someone, 74-75, 118 = NB 21, 43-44; cf. II Kharemzvese,

3, 6, 10, 11, 15, 17; 7, 9.

(b) Dhr transitive, infinitive, hity object : nty dhr hity n rmt ‘which embitters the heart

of’, i.e. ‘which is grievous to’ a person, 63, 82 = NB 15, 25. Differently explained

by Erman, Neuag. Gramm. § 601.

(c) Dhr noun ‘bitterness’ with hity in direct genitive: nty ir dhr hity r rmt ‘which

makes bitterness of heart’ i.e. ‘causes grief to ( ? concerning) a person, 72, 73-74 = NB
19, 20. Cf. dhi n hity ‘grief’ in demotic, I Kharemzvese, 4, 35; II Kharemzvese, 3, 9.

§ v
1. Note the construction, apparently peculiar to this text, iwi (r) dit hpr followed by

a sentence which is circumstantial to dit hpr, being introduced by izv; so also 69-72, 75,

84 = NB 16, 18-21, 26. Similarly izv bn iw after izviphr hity n N. {or hztys) where one

would expect a final, not a circumstantial, clause, 60-63, 65-67 = NB 13-16.

2. Whi. Wherever the word occurs in this text (64, 68, 69, 70, 71, 73 — NB 16, 18

[ter], 19, 20) it could equally well be translated ‘wish’, giving it the meaning it has

acquired in Coptic as svyumj. But I hesitate to do this, although IVb. gives ‘wiinschen,

begehren’ among the meanings of whi, and cites our text as evidence of this meaning.

Of the dozen references (including NP) under this heading in the Wb. Belegstellen, I
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see only one (P. Anast. iv, xo, 3) in which the meaning ‘wish’ perhaps suits the context

better than ‘seek’, and several where it is less suitable. Even in Ptolemaic demotic the

meaning ‘wish’ seems to be only beginning to emerge—a clear example Rosetta, dem.

3 1 = fJJI hierogl. 13.

3. Both NP and NB 16 have n mdt nb n mzvt; I find the first n difficult to account for.

4. NP has here immediately after shr a nty lacking in
||
NB 17, which accordingly

reads ‘any being which exercises any authority, or whose voice is (?) heard’. The
second ns nty wndw nb seems to be a vain repetition. Irt shr >epujiuji B ‘have power,

authority’, Griffith, Stories, 184, n. to 1 . 6. In a Late Egyptian text, Urk. vi, 71, 4 it

translates the Middle Egyptian verb phty (Gardiner), although itself going back to Old
Egyptian, cf. Urk. I, 102, 9.

5. For Golenischeff’s
|
read i.

6. The significance of this construction, nty iir-tw sdm, in this context is obscure to

me. Iir-tw is hardly for iw-tw followed by (r) sdm future, for iw-tw is regularly written

as is-tw in this text (cf. 58, 8r, 90, NB 13, 30—also P 45, 46, 64—but NB 24 iw-tw),

as elsewhere in hieratic of this period. See also nty Ur ns rndwt nfrw hpr, 119, and n.

thereto (§ xi, 2).

7. Hr mdi, translated ‘as well as’, 92, 96, 99.

8. For Golenischeff’s ^ after nfr read

9. Or ‘concerning’ ? So also in 1 . 74, where the original seems to have r, not n.

10. Lit. ‘of death’; n mwt also 73 (— NB 16, 20).

11. Lit., ‘has desired’; a good example of 7 as verb. This construction with n (also

1 18, 120 = NB 20, 43, 45) is unknown to Wb.

12. For hsty dhr cf. § iv, n. 6 above. Note that in this text hsty when it follows iw

(74, 118 = NB 21, 43) and only then, receives the prothetic (a writing unknown to

Wb.), which in NP 74 is actually written over the line as a correction. Cf. the Bohairic

pronominal form eo ©h of §ht
;
here, however, the pronominal form has the normal

writing when not preceded by iw. (See further note B in the Appendix, pp. 98-9, Ed.)

13. (See B. Gunn, ‘The Split Determined Infinitive’, JEA 32, 92 ff., Ed.)

14. Gws. Primarily ‘to become askew, bent, twisted’, hence ‘to turn away’; cf. P.

Edwin Smith, 4, 6; P. Anast. iv, 11, 10; Medinet Habu, 1, pi. 27, 28; P. Judic. Turin,

2, 9; Maximes d’Anii (ed. Suys), Gc2 = B IX, 19; X 13; and Suys, La Sagesse d’Ani,

109 (which, Gardiner tells me, is from a Petrie ostracon of Dyn. XX). Gardiner refers

also to Rec. trav. 13, 11, where Isis is ts hsrt gws ‘the abandoned (or distracted?)

widow.’

15. Wb. v, 161 (1, 2) and Erman, Neacig. Gramm. § 531 Anm., take •/ here as having

ps nty m ss for antecedent, and not Pinudem, overlooking the fact that in 78 -/must refer

back to Pinudem.

16. Ps rmt ‘man’ (also P 41), cf. npioxie, ^piojuu, e.g. Psalms 8, 5 (what is man ?

—

S),

Job, 5, 7 (since m. was first placed on the earth

—

B), 20, 4 (m. is born to trouble

—

B);

in these places Greek has dvOpconos without article. Gardiner thinks the use of the

definite article is usual in references to species in Late Egyptian, and refers to Late-

Egn. Stories, 1, 6-7: ‘he shall die through the crocodile or the snake, likewise the dog’.
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The similar passages mzvtfn msh, mwt-f n hfizv, P. Sail, iv, 6, 6; 7, 1, doubtless lack

the article because the language of this text (Calendar of lucky and unlucky days) is

Middle Egyptian.

17. NB 23 n (lit. belonging to);
j]
NP 78 omits.

18. The preposition m is several times omitted in NP, but only before either ki (79,

85 = NB 23*, 26) or psy ki (102, 108 = NB 35, 38*) or piy shr (79 = NB 23*); the

starred references to NB write the m.

19. Nothing more seems to be known of any of these four children but the second,

whose mummy, two mummy-cases, beautiful Book of the Dead (P. Greenfield) and

other funerary objects are in Cairo, London, and elsewhere (see Budge, The Greenfield

Papyrus, Introduction). All four were presumably children of both Neskhons and

Pinudem II. In Nestenebtashru’s Book of the Dead Pinudem (with no titles) is men-

tioned only once (Budge, op. cit., pi. 2, 1
. 5 ;

in countless other places she is referred to

as ‘Nestenebtashru, whose mother is Neskhons’—an interesting point. On her coffins,

the texts of which are mostly covered over with bitumen, there is but one visible

reference to a parent: ‘The daughter of the First Prophet of Amonrasonther, Neste . .

.’

(Daressy, Cercueils des cachettes royales, CCG, 200) ;
here the father’s title is given,

without the name, a very abnormal form of filiation. The preceding reference to the

children of Pinudem is of course meant to include those by wives other than Neskhons.

20. The word-order here is interesting. One might expect iw n-s pi nty di
; but per-

haps Late Egyptian no longer places a dative with suffix immediately after iw.

21. M omitted in both NP 85 and
j|
NB 26.

22. Cf. the only transitive use of SStoh seems to be the reflexive.

23. See n. 13 above.

§ VI

1. Lit. ‘every being, every thing’; the phrase is common in demotic legal documents,

e.g. P.Dem. Ryl. x, 3; xi, 1.

2. The group after dd-tw here and in 101 is quite clearly ^ in
j|
NB 29, 35; but in

NP it resembles ‘70’ and has been so read; however, we have the same form for wr in

the contemporary decrees P. Boulaq 20, 11
. 52, 84; Pleyte-Rossi, Pap. Turin

,
pi. 139,

11. 1, 37, 39, 43 (the last three in szvr ‘drink’). As Cerny points out to me, the form is

exactly that of wr in late cursive (‘abnormal’) hieratic. Wr hs Rc was probably a common
saying, expressing appreciation of blessings from on high, for in Amenemope, 7, 7-8

we read ‘All tranquil persons in the temple say “The blessings of Rec are great” ’. The
phrase must be an old one, since Rc has not the definite article.

3. Or ‘in’
(
n for m)}

4. The text of NP has clearly rn-i (^), as in || NB 29, and not, as Golenischeff read,

rn-s.

§ VII

1. This word shm, which occurs also 96, 98 (= NB 30, 32, 33), P 60, has been mis-

understood hitherto. Maspero translated it ‘prononcer’ (op. cit. 610, 61 1), Daressy

‘consecration’ (Rec. trav. 33, 183), while Wb. iv, 243 (1) gives ‘parallel zu dd\ von Worten
(im Inf. mit Objektssuffix)’ of which every statement is wrong. It is merely ‘to forget’
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in the well-known form (see Wb. iv, 140; for a contemporary example Golenischeff,

op. cit. 58024, 1. 1), of which the commoner smh will be a metathesis; it means literally

‘to cause to be unknown’ (a causative of a passive like sdd ‘to cause to be said’ = ‘to

relate’ and many others). The old form shm lived long; it is that of the only example of

the demotic word that I can find (Spiegelberg, Mythiis, 252). For the absence of

cf. p]>%©jS Maximes d’Anii G c, 3 (ed. Suys, p. 100), Lefebvre, Petosiris, no.

106, 5. The construction ‘to forget to (say something)’, obscure in N, seems to be clear

in P 60, where we have ‘as to anything good . . . r P. ‘which

they have forgotten to (
r

)

say regarding Pinudem’. In both NP and NB the preposition

r is in this context written (J^j, for which cf. Erman, Neuag. Gramm. § 609, Anm. I am
unable to adduce other examples of ‘to forget to do something’ with r and infinitive

;

cf. however in Coptic e.g. xipno)£*^€o^'u)Ju.Ii[nA.oriK, Psalms 101, 4, S, sim.B\ *,qp-

niofeuje-xinno'pgnllAA^q, Zoega, Cat., 343. For sh ‘remember’, the construction of

which is generally parallel with that of smh!shm, I can adduce only a doubtful example,

ii-n ntr r? . . . r sh? st-fr nbnb pr im-f ‘and the great god came that his son might remember
to protect him who came forth from him (?)’, the Chicago Oriental Institute’s un-

published copy of the inscription of Takelothis published in part Leps., Denkm. ill,

256, a, 7-8, kindly sent me by Professor Wilson.—The after^ is of course frequent

in Late Egyptian with the infinitive + suffix, and represents the retained final radical (cf.

B 0£(0, -xo-roy)
;
it is not written anywhere with the relative form in this text, cf. 92, 93,

96, 99, nr = NB 30, 31, 32, 34, 40.

2. Spp(y), written herejmd NP 99, 102, NB 35, P 66, NB 31,

34, MT rt. 7, D # (\ (j^ RT rt. 7, D ^ ^ Pleyte-Rossi, Pap. Turin, 139, 36. I am unable

to find any example with doubled p outside this closely related group of texts. The
contexts in which the word occurs are

:

(a) ‘I shall do all these good things for her/him, they not having (e**.irr&.y) s.' 92 =
NB 30-31, P 66, similarly Pleyte-Rossi, Pap. Turin, loc. cit.; MT = RT, rt. 7.

(b) ‘I shall remove all bad things from her, they not having (t-jutuT^y) s' 99 = NB 34.

(
c
) ‘I shall not allow 5. of any good thing to happen to her’, 102 = NB 35.

The word is clearly derived from spi ‘remain over’, in spite of the absence of o (for

which cf. the Dyn. XIX and Greek writings of spyt ‘remainder’ given in Wb.), and
seems to be almost a synonym of spyt, with meaning ‘something remaining over’. In

(c) I have rendered it, at Cerny’s suggestion, by ‘shortcoming’—a word which in fact

means the opposite of ‘remaining over’, but in these contexts works out at the same
thing.

3. T(r)i nb ‘every space-of-time’, used absolutely.

4. I take izu-zv nfr to be for izv-zv r nfr, 3rd Future; but it may be circumstantial for

conditional, with nfr in Old Perfective.

5. Rhry, ‘lit. ‘upwards’; so also in demotic documents cf. Griffith, Ryl. Pap., 203,
n. 24.

6. The writing rzvit-zv (so also
j|
NB 34) shows that this verb still has feminine

infinitive, despite Wb. 11, 406 (‘spater unveranderlich’).
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7. The same writing in

||
NB 34; it is not given in Erman, Neuag. Gramm.

§ 609, Anm., but cf. +suffix Amenemope 19, 5; 24, 12; 25, 17; Maximes d’Anii,

6, 11, and very frequently in ‘abnormal’ hieratic, e.g. Moiler, Zzvei dg. Ehevertrdge,

p. 11, 11
. 3, 4 of p.; Proc. SBA, 32, 6, 1 . 8 of text; Griffith Studies

,
pi. 5, 11

. 3, 4, and

the demotic preposition (before suffixes, however,
)

‘to’, also
l

from(?)’

a person, cf. Griffith, Ryl. Pap. 325, and Strieker’s remarks, Acta Or ., 16, 95.

§ VIII
1. Cf. § vi, n. 3 above.

2. ||
NB 35 has mdt nfrt without nb.

3. Hzvzv, elsewhere hzvzvy, hzczvzv, a drink. Gardiner refers also to the Golenischeff

Onomasticon (no. 560); P.Anast. 111, 3,6; P.Sall. iv, vs. 4, 5. ‘Evidently a sweet drink’,

says Gardiner, ‘since in the P.Anast. in passage it “surpasses honey” ’.

4. ||
NB 37 has after nt(r)i the suffix which

|| NP 105 probably also had or has

—

the passage is illegible in Maspero’s photograph
;
cf. 50 = NB 9, P 42.

5. The last words are obscure to me. Cf. Erman, Neuag. Gramm. § 696. An alterna-

tive translation is :
‘.

.

.

like any god or any goddess or anything that receives'when it .

.

6. The determinative of htp ntr is obscure in the photograph, but is not as

Golenischeff gives;
|| NB 37 has

7. ||
NB 37 (

titrzv); the word is evidently connected with demotic ‘like’.

Cf. ^ 2̂%^ ntrzv in the similar passage P 35.

§IX
1. Lit. ‘that saying that they have made’, the common Late Egyptian construction

for the ‘past infinitive’.

2. This, the only example of in the whole of the Late Egyptian parts of Neskhons’

and Pinudem’s decrees among many examples of must be not the negative word but

a writing of the interrogative in, en-, as in the view of Cerny and myself, differing

from that of Gardiner, it is in Wenamun wherever it occurs (refs. Gardiner, Late-

Egyptian Stories, 65 <2). (The so-called ‘double negative’ fZA is certainly a negative in

the interrogative; Cerny has kindly pointed out to me two new similar examples:

(a) nn bzv sdm-k rn n NN ‘hast thou not heard the name of NN ?’ P.Anast. 1, 9, 7 (Dyn.

XIX)
; (b )

hr nn bn ib-k r ditps ksr ‘but dost thou not wish to give up the boat?’ P. Cairo

Cat. no. 58056, 8 (Dyn. XIX-XX, unpublished).

3. This sentence—clearly a question addressed to the oracle of Amonrasonther,

presents difficulties. In the first place one would expect the anticipated ‘offerings . . .

and land . .
.’ to be introduced by ir, as in similar cases elsewhere (88, 91, 93, 96, 98,

hi, 116 = NB 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 40, 43). Cerny, however, would take these words as

direct objects of dd : ‘as to their having mentioned offerings . . . and land . .
.-—is (it) a

good thing’, etc., with the same sense as my translation. Secondly, mdt nfrt seems to

be a predicate without a subject; but perhaps m-psy-tw ir-f was felt to function as a

subject. Anyway, a sentence consisting of a nominal predicate with omission of the

(pronominal) subject is no rare phenomenon in Late Egyptian, cf. sp ksn hr ib n ntrzv
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"‘(it is) a course painful to the mind of the gods’, Rec. trav. 13, pi. 2, 12; ts bwt npt ntr

‘(it is) the abomination of God’, Amenemope
, 13, 16; 15, z\\mr sp 2 m bihpi Rr ‘(it is)

very evil in Rec ’s sight’, Amenemope, 25, 21 ;
bn zvpt in ‘(it is) not a deputation at all’,

P.Abbott, 5, 15; bn hzv tsy imt in ‘(it is) not at all worthy of this office’, P.Salt 124,

vs. 2, 1; bn mid in ‘(it is) not truth at all’, Mes, N, 24; rd

;

‘(it is) false’, P.Mayer A,

3, 22; 4, 16; 5, 18. 1

Finally, what exactly does the suffix of the closing word ir-f refer to ? Perhaps by
this time the author had lost his way and thought he had begun by speaking of giving

(infinitive) offerings and land to Neskhons.

4.

Free translation of izv bn sw (hr) sri (so j| NB 39 ;
NP wrongly hit) ‘it not becoming

small’; so also 112 = NB 41.

§ x
1. The n is omitted; it may have been assimilated to the initial n of Neskhons,

which was perhaps not yet lost as it was some 330 years later (Ranke, Keilschriftliches

Material . . ., 29, s.v. Ispimdtu).

2. Lit. ‘all of them shall not be’.

3. Lit. ‘in the greatness (or quantity) of’, owy (illegible in my photo, of
(j
NB 41)

occurs, in the same writing, in 30, where n dzcy n represents the old n eh n.

4. I take nt(r)i-zv not as sdm-f but as Old Perfective 3 pi. with the ending w written

<2l
after the determinative, as in Erman, Nenag. Gramm. § 355.

5. Taking n mr-w (similarly n mr-f P 46, twice) as = Middle Egyptian m mrr-sn.

§XI
1. See Appendix, Note B, Ed.

2. here before a noun is perhaps equivalent to iw before a suffix in the ‘3rd

Future’. This word, usually written ^ or^ (see Gardiner in JEA 16, 220 ff.), occurs

in our text written 76 (twice), 81, 94, NB 21, 22, 24, NB 31 ;
but another

example, written as here (and after nty as here) occurs P. d’Orbiney 17, 10 (see op.

cit. 227).

3. The myf required before ‘wives’ here is present in || NB 43.

4. The only way to make sense of this passage seems to be to take Ur in 1 21 as future.

The antecedent of ‘them’ (st) here is clearly ru mdt nfr ‘the boons’ of 119.

5. Hpr is of course often used as equivalent to the passive of in ‘do’, ‘make’, as with

ujtone in Coptic.

6. AT ntr <V; so also at the end of P. The end of || NB 45, is smudged, but
seems to be the same. Golenischeff wrongly =s=, for This closing phrase evidently

contains the verb I]|| ‘to say’, last discussed by Faulkner in JEA 21, 177 ff., in the

perfective relative, fern, for neuter. No other example having a substantive as subject

is known to me in Late Egyptian. The phrase is clearly an archaism.

1
I am indebted for the last example to Cerny, and for the three negative examples to Gardiner’s article

in ZAS 41, 132.
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APPENDIX

By I. E. S. EDWARDS

The purpose of this appendix to the late Professor Gunn’s article is twofold: to com-

ment on Gunn’s interpretation of two passages in the Decree, quoting material which

was not seen by him, and to publish for the first time a complete hieroglyphic transcrip-

tion of the hieratic text of the Decree inscribed in ink on a board in the Cairo Museum
(no. 46891). Gunn’s translation is based on the text of the papyrus, but the most

important variant readings 1 on the board, apart from those in the preamble2 (NP
1-40 = NB 1-5, with which the article does not deal), are noted in his commentary. 3

The two passages which require re-examination in the light of fresh evidence are the

following

:

(A) ntr n zvr (n) sir hpr. This epithet, which is found in the introductory formula to

each section of the Decree, occurs eleven times, always in NP with n inserted after zvr,

but twice in NB (10 and 42) without n. Gunn notes4 two other variant writings: (a) ntr

ri zvr n sir n hpr (e.g. Naville, Inscr. historique de Pinodjem III, horizontal text 17;

Mariette, Karnak, pi. 41, 2); (b) ntr c? zvr m sir hpr (inscription of Yewerity, ZAS 35,

14, 1 of text).

After recording some fifty instances of this epithet Gunn examines the grammatical

function of zvr and points out that some scholars5 have treated it as an adverb (‘the

very great god’) and others6 have considered it as being independent of r;. Commenting

on these two interpretations Gunn remarks:

It mav be thought that the writing of zvr (e.g. NP in every* instance of this epithet), followed

as it is sometimes by ^ (e.g. NB 6, 13, 28, 29, 35 and 42), is in favour of the second view: it may

seem unlikely that a mere attributive adjective or an adverb would be written thus. But it is not so;

the word zvr, in these uses, is found written in the following contexts : tin zvr hiy styzv, ‘great

disk, of brilliant rays’ (NP 6-7 = P 5-6); nnzv zvr, ‘the great Nun’ (NP 15 = P 13-14); ntr zvr, ‘the

great god’ (P 67); ntr zvr rn sir hpr (NP 13 = P n); piyf hr-tzv <7 zvr spsi, ‘his very great, august

oracle’ (NP 41); similarly with piyi, ‘my’ (NP 119 — NB 44 — P 32). Thus the writings and

^ jk7 are no evidence against the adverbial nature of zvr in pi ntr rs zvr-, and it is of interest that these

1 Many of these variant readings were noted by Maspero in the footnotes to his transcription of the papyrus

(Mom. row 594-615). I am indebted to Abbas Bayoumi, Director General of the Cairo Museum, both for

permission to publish the transcription and for the photograph of the board reproduced on pp. 100 ff. and

PI. XX. Abbas Bayoumi kindly informs me that the dimensions of the board, which was found, like the papyrus,

in the Der el-Bahri cache, are 76 X 57 cm.
2 See Meyer, op. cit.

3 The scribe of NB omitted some words in 1 . 8 but marked the omission with two crosses and inserted the

words at the top of the board. The words have been restored to their proper position in the transcription

(p. 100) and indicated thus: (u) (b).

4 The following quotations from Gunn’s manuscript were apparently* intended for publication in a separate

article, or perhaps an Appendix to this article, dealing with all the instances of this epithet known to him.
5 Maspero, Rec. trav. 2, 17; Id. Mom. roy. 599-614, passim

;
Spiegelberg, ZAS 57, 149; Daressy, Ann.

Serv. 18, 221.
6 Gardiner, Wb. slips on this Decree, translates ‘The great god, chief in originating existence’; Erman,

Die Religion der Agypter
, 316; Cerny, Bull. Inst.fr. 41, no (= MT and RT); Breasted, Anc. Rec. iv, § 795.

7 Gunn adds the following footnote:
—

‘But is of course used also for “great one” in X and P: zcrzv

tvrytv “great one of great ones” (XP 10 = P 9); zcr ivr-f r ntrzc “a great one who became greater than the
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writings occur only in hieratic, while in the hieroglyphic texts (e.g. Naville, loc. cit., Maspero,

Mom. roy. 706, 22 and 26 of text, Mariette, loc. cit. and ZAS 35, 14, 1 of text) wr in this context

is regularly written^ or^ with no god-determinative. To me, then, it seems most probable that

p; ntr <7 wr here means ‘the very great god’.

Before contesting Gunn’s conclusion regarding wr it may be well to complete this

summary of his views by giving his analysis of the grammatical structure of the words

which follow wr.

The phrases n hr hpr and n hr n hpr, in both of which hr is in the infinitive, probably differ but

little in meaning. In the first, hr evidently takes hpr as direct object, and has its common meaning

‘begin to’ with the object of the thing begun. In the second hr is no doubt followed by the indirect

genitive. Thus both constructions will mean ‘of the beginning of coming-into-existence.’ In my
translation ofN I have avoided this clumsy expression by using the roughly synonymous ‘primordial’.

In hr hpr, hr must be participle and have its other meaning ‘who was the first to come-into-existence’. 1

M hr hpr is no mere graphic variant of n hr hpr, for the two are carefully distinguished in NP and P,

which both have in the long preamble to the decree ntr wr m hr hpr [NP 1 1 = P 13] against pt{y)

ntr r; zvr n hr hpr in the decree itself. The translation of the former phrase is doubtful (to me, at

least): ‘great god in the beginning of coming-into-existence’ or ‘great god as he who first came-

into-existence’ according as one takes hr here as infinitive or participle.’

Gunn concludes with the following comment :

‘It is a striking fact that the only published texts in which these epithets seem to occur are texts

containing oracular pronouncements of certain gods—mostly Amonrasonther, but also of Amen-
nesti-towi, Mut, Khons and Month. 2 It therefore seems a necessary conclusion that these epithets

are borne only by gods when making oracular pronouncements, or alternatively by gods who are in

the habit of pronouncing them. But what the connexion may be between a claim that a given deity

was the first to come into existence and the delivery of oracles, I am unable to imagine.’

It will have been noticed that Gunn expressed his opinion on the meaning of wr in

this context with caution; he did not deny that it could be used independently of <7,

but maintained that the graphic evidence in the instances known to him did not argue

against the interpretation of the word as an adverb and showed that this use could be

justified grammatically. Gunn was, however, not aware that the epithet sometimes

occurs in the plural, which implies no criticism because no clear example is to be found

in a published text .
3 Two examples, both of which occur in amuletic decrees of the

(other) gods” (NP 11 = P 10). On the other hand is used in N, P regularly to write the adjective when

followed by an “accusative of respect” : zvr rnhzvy “the large-eared” (NP 23 = P 20) ;
iicrnrzv “of great authority”

(NP 26 = P 23) ;
zvr Iiddzvt “of great beams” (NP 33) ;

zvr zvddzct “great in commands” (NB 4) ;
zvr fizv “great in

dignity” (P 4); as adjectival predicate (e.g. NP 40 = NB 5 = P 30; NP 89, 101 = NB 29, 35); in zvrf (NP
11 = P 10), and in rn/ “his great name” (P 11).’

1 ‘Cf. s<r hpr m sp tpy “who was the first to come-into-existence in the First Time” (of Amun), ZAS 42,

32; sir hpr m pizvt “who was the first to come-into-existence in the old time” (of Ptah), P. Harris, 1, 44, 4;
sir hpr hnt “do. do. formerly” (of Hathor), Mariette, Dendera, in, 55, b 1

, 67a, 1 . 8, right. These references are

from Erman’s Wb. article on sir lent me by Gardiner.’
- ‘Note that in the great majority of cases in which the name of the deity1

is followed by one of these epithets,

the name follows immediately upon dd “has said” or dd n “speech of”, or else is directly connected by the

immediate context with the utterance of an oracle.’

3 Two examples, however, occur in Cairo 58035 3-4 and 97-98 (Golenischeff, Papyrus Hieratiques, 216-30,
whose transcription of this passage is incorrect; Mariette, Papyrus de Boulaq, II, pi. 57). Although the text in
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Twenty-first-Twenty-second Dynasties written in very cursive hieratic, will suffice to

illustrate the normal writing of the epithet when used with reference to more than one

deity :

—

Turin 1983, vs. 108-9 1 \z\T\ JL>
Turin 1984, vs. 112-13-1

In both these instances zvr is in the plural and cannot be an adverb, but must be gram-

matically independent of Oze, i.e. ‘the great gods, the chief (or the eldest) . .
.’ and it

is hard to believe that a different construction is intended when the epithet occurs in

the singular.

(B) OtP 74 and 118 = NB 21 and 43-44), ‘for whom he

will be grieved’. Gunn’s explanation (§ v, n. 12) of the strange (j^) before hityf is open

to two objections: (a) Although the word futy occurs fifteen times in this decree it is

preceded by in only these two identical passages;
(
b

)

Grammatically in Late

Egyptian a clause referring to the future with a noun as its subject, whether it be a main

or a subordinate clause, requires the insertion of the verb iri2 before the subject. A
clear example of this construction occurs later in the same line of the text on the board

(i.e. NB 21 = NP 76): ‘her heart shall not

turn away from him’. A different explanation therefore seems necessary and for this

purpose reference must again be made to the amuletic decrees already mentioned. In

a passage found in five of the twenty-one decrees now known a similar
(j^ occurs in

two versions while three versions have iri

:

Turin 1984, rt. 10-13 1 1 T =*£=:;D w SSsa.siH'ii 1 1

r r -•— n t*— * I*' 0H“ *

‘We (i.e. the deities) shall make her dreams good, those which ever}' other male or other female

will see for her (we shall make them) good likewise.’

Philadelphia Papyrus E 16324, Fragment A, 4-3*

‘I shall make her dreams good, I shall make those which another (person) will see for her

[good].

both places is mutilated it is possible to see in a photograph of the decree kindly supplied by the Cairo Museum
the following:

(3-4)

(97-98)

1 From a photograph kindly presented by Professor Scamuzzi. A publication of all the known texts of this

character is now in preparation.

- See Gardiner, ‘The Origin of Certain Coptic Grammatical Elements’, JEA 16, 220-8. See also Gunn’s
note on § xi, 2 above.

3 I am indebted to G. Posener for bringing this decree to my knowledge and to R. Anthes and H. Fischer

for supplying me with a photograph which I was able to collate with the papyrus in Philadelphia.
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Turin 1983, rt. 23-26 (— Pleyte and Rossi
,
Papyrus de Turin, pi. 139)

‘We shall make every dream, which every male and female and all people of every kind in the

whole land will see for her, good.’

Turin 1983, rt. 20-2

i

l

lo <Sx

sic

‘e.VV -Si-
! 3=>

‘[We shall make] those wrhich another male or another female will see for thee good.’

Louvre 8083, rt, 4-72

‘I shall make her dreams good; I shall make the other (dreams) winch another will see for her

good.’

It is clear from the three examples last quoted that (j^ in the first two examples

represents a hitherto unrecognized variant writing of the verb iri which appears to occur

only when this verb is employed in the construction B°th the ortho-

graphic and the grammatical difficulties disappear if this explanation is applied to the

two passages under discussion in the Decree of Neskhons. In order to account for the

orthographic transition from -«=- to it is only necessary to remember that in this

construction is sometimes substituted for ^- 3 and that -=», as a preposition, is often

written as To what extent this new variant will throw light on the problem of the

origin of the Coptic cpe- of the Third Future is a question which is irrelevant to the

purpose of the present note, but at least it may be said that it constitutes a new factor

which cannot be ignored.

1 From a photograph kindly presented by Professor Scamuzzi.
2 Unpublished. I have a photograph of the original through the kindness of J. Vandier.
3 See the numerous examples quoted by Gardiner in the above-mentioned article and a further note empha-

sizing the significance of this variant by the same author in JEA 32, 101.

(For a transcription of the Neskhons Board see pp. zoo ff.)
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A STRANGE MONUMENT OF THE PTOLEMAIC
PERIOD FROM CROCODILOPOLIS

By LABIB HABACHI

In a lecture given at Oxford on March 4, 1948, entitled ‘Popular Religion in Graeco-

Roman Egypt : The Pagan Period’, subsequently reprinted in JEA 34, 82 ff., Sir

Harold Bell showed that in the late period, when the Egyptians came into contact with

many foreign peoples, they began to favour some deities which had been unpopular or

even unknown before. He remarked on those deities which now came into popular

favour, the attitude of the people towards religion and the part which it played in their

life, relying largely on the evidence of private letters, though occasionally he referred

to other documents, such as domestic inventories, seals, and the adornments of houses.

The monuments which bear on this topic are few, so I am glad to be able to publish

here a strange monument which was found recently at Crocodilopolis
,

1 and which gives

us some idea of the deities who became popular in that important place. We shall see

below that at the beginning of the Ptolemaic period, when a Greek colony settled there,

Suchus was no longer the sole god of Crocodilopolis, but that other divinities were wor-

shipped there also
;
that is to say, deities who had few or no local connexions, but had

associations with the Nile.

The present monument2 (pi. XXI, top) is quite unusual in form and subject
;
it shows

the figures of three animals and of a man on a L-shaped basis which may have sym-
bolized a throne. Though all the heads are missing, there seems little doubt that the

group was so designed that the heads were all on one level, though on account of the

different sizes, shapes, and attitudes of the individual statues, they stood at varying

heights, see M. H. Chevrier’s reconstruction, pi. XXI, bottom. The first figure on the

spectator’s right represents a crocodile, its tail turned to the left
,

3 lying on a shrine-like

pedestal which itself stands on a slab or step rising from the real base of the monument.
This step also accommodates a seated baboon with his back to the vertical plinth. The
third figure is that of a hippopotamus lying on top of the ‘throne’ with its head hanging

downwards; it is but partly carved in the round, only the body and head being dis-

engaged, and its forepart is supported by a rectangular projection from the plinth

which may also have simulated a shrine. The fourth and last statue represents a man
kneeling on the base of the monument with his back to the plinth. The upper part of

the figure is missing, but enough remains to show clearly that the kneeling man wore
a kilt and that his hands lay open on his lap palm upwards.

This monument was found close to the fragments of the papyriform columns in red

1 Found in March 1953, during the removal of sebakh.
2 It is in hard limestone, 45 cm. high by 60 cm. broad by 45 cm. deep.
3 The crocodile was modelled in such a way that it was possible to include its length on the top of the plinth;

it was the longest of the four figures on the monument.
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granite of Ammenemes III at Kiman Faris (Crocodilopolis), and it becomes necessary

to inquire whether these columns are in their original positions and whether there is

any connexion between them and our monument. In 1937 I studied the fragments of

these columns, copying the inscriptions on them and endeavouring to deduce thence

the complete texts which once decorated each column, 1 and I have pointed out that

they show that Ammenemes III was responsible for the erection of a ‘Great Hall’ for

Suchus in Crocodilopolis. 2 The question now arises whether this ‘Great Hall’ originally

stood at the south end of the ruins where the fragments of the columns were unearthed.

Petrie, when clearing the temple at the north end of the ruins, found two blocks

inscribed with the name of Ammenemes III which he believed to have stood in that

very place. 3 But these were the only blocks found reused in this building, while in the

place where our monument was unearthed, fourteen fragments of columns of the same

king4 with bases and capitals were discovered. Near at hand there have been brought

to light in the last ten years a part of a large statue of a crocodile in red granite, two

fragments of a stela of Ramesses II in grey granite, and a fragment of a palmiform

column in red granite with the remains of an inscription which mentions a pavement

probably belonging to the same ‘Great Hall’ of Ammenemes III. 5 Since there is no

reason to suppose that all these fragments, of differing dates, have been transferred

from elsewhere to the place where they were found, we must therefore conclude that the

‘Great Hall’ of Ammenemes III once stood in the same place where its remains were

found together with the above-mentioned fragments and the monument now under

discussion.

There is no inscription whatever on the object to give us a clue to its date
;
there may

have been a dedication on the front of the base, which has been broken off. But by

considering the style of the monument we may be able to obtain some indication of the

date when it was carved. It is strange alike in form and in subject, and nothing like it has

ever been found among the many monuments of the Pharaonic period
; it should there-

fore probably be ascribed to the late period, of which monuments are comparatively

1 ‘Une “Vaste Salle” d’Amenemhat III a Kiman-Fares (Fayoum)’, in Ann. Serv. 37, 85 ff. It may be of

interest to point out that in 1940, when I was acting as Nazir of the Cairo Museum, I noted the presence of

a drum of a column of the same ‘Great Hall’ near the entrance to the Museum Library. That drum bears an

almost complete inscription which proves to be identical with the one which I reconstructed from the incom-

plete inscriptions on the fragments from Crocodilopolis, 88. On this drum, as well as on some of these fragments,

we have in the vertical line numbered n the inscription Hr hry-ib Sdt, ‘Horus Residing-in-Crocodilopolis’.

Despite the fact that I have shown clearly that this Horus should be regarded as a god assimilated to or identified

with Suchus of the Fayyum (pp. 94-95), some scholars still consider it to be either another form of the Horus-

name of Ammenemes I or the name of quite a new king of Dyn. XIII, see Drioton and Vandier, L’Egypte 2
,

285, 314, 324.
2 Op. cit. 92. 3 Haicara, Biahmu and Arsinoe, pp. 57-58; pi. 27, 10. 11.

4 Three more fragments of similar columns are to be found in the Cairo Museum near the entrance to the

Library, these doubtless came originally from the same place. I have referred already to two of these in Ann.

Serr. 37, 90, while the third is referred to above, n. 1.

5 The fourteen fragments mentioned above, and the parts of bases and capitals, were found a long while

ago. The other fragments, however, were from time to time found nearby during the removal of sebakh under-

taken at my request under the supervision of expert workmen. My thanks are due to my colleagues Ed. Ghazouli,

H. Riad, and Yacoub Farag for giving orders for the work to be done. I am particularly grateful to Yacoub

Farag, who was kind enough to permit me to publish the monument which forms the subject of the present

article.
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rare. It was during the Graeco-Roman period also that the worship of theriomorphic

deities attained its greatest popularity and that whole classes of animals came to be

regarded as sacred. 1 The same period is suggested by the rectangular shape of the pedes-

tals on which the crocodile and the hippopotamus recline, whereas in the Pharaonic

period such pedestals usually show a slight upward taper or batter. 2 All these points

indicate that this monument is to be dated to the Graeco-Roman period, and the

delicacy of detail in the carving of the figures, especially in that of the crocodile, sug-

gests the beginning of the Ptolemaic period, when Egyptian art was still keeping to its

old traditions.

Having decided the probable date of this monument, we now turn to the discussion

of its four figures and the deities they represent. The first stands undoubtedly for

Suchus, the chief divinity of Crocodilopolis at all periods. He was worshipped also in

other places in the region of the Fayyum, such as Theadelphia, 3 and in places outside

the Fayyum such as Er-Rizekat, but the main centre of his cult was always in the

Fayyum and his name usually occurs in the form Sbk Sdty, ‘Suchus of Shedet’, i.e.

Crocodilopolis.4 It is natural, therefore, to find a monument portraying the animal

sacred to this god in the ruins of this town, and in particular among the remains of a hall

erected in his honour. But it is strange to find on the same monument the figures of a

baboon, a hippopotamus, and a kneeling man. It is, of course, well known that the

baboon was the sacred animal of Thoth
;
there is no record of the cult of this god in

Crocodilopolis, but as pointed out by Sir Harold Bell in his lecture, there was in Phila-

delphia, also in the Fayyum, among other temples a Hermaion or temple of Hermes-

Thoth. 5 It is also to be remarked that the worship of Thoth had become widespread in

the late period to which we date the monument here discussed. 6

The third figure is that of a hippopotamus and undoubtedly represents the goddess

Thoeris. The chief centres of her worship w’ere Oxyrhynchus, Thebes, and Kerke-

osiris,7 but, as Bell pointed out, 8 there was another temple devoted to her cult in Phila-

delphia, and in Crocodilopolis itself there was another temple or small chapel. The
presence of this was revealed to us by the discovery in the ruins of a small stela which

was published by Lefebvre more than forty years ago. According to him, this stela was

dedicated ‘a la deesse Thoeris ce sanctuaire et ses dependances’.9 Thoeris seems to have

had a certain connexion with Suchus, for each had an aquatic creature as sacred animal,

1

J. Vandier, La Religion e'gyptienne, 224 f.

2 For this compare, for example, the shrine on which the god sits on stelae Cairo 42727 and 42728, cf.

Lefebvre, ‘ Egypte greco-romaine’, in Arm. Serv. 10, 162 ff. and pis. 1, 2. For the crocodile on a shrine in the

Pharaonic period see Gardiner, Sign-list, I 4.

3 Lefebvre, loc. cit.

4 Cf. Kuentz, ‘Quelques monuments du culte de Sobk’, in Bull. Inst.fr. 28, ii3ff.
; Gardiner, Wilbour

Papyrus, II, 43; id., Onomastica, 11, 116* f.

3 JEA 34, 85.
6 As Boylan rightly said : ‘The cult of Thoth was affected greatly by the Ptolemaic religious revival, and it

would seem as if the ancient god of ritual enjoyed in the period of renaissance a greater popularity and exercised

a greater influence than at any period of Egyptian history”’, Thoth the Hermes of Egypt, 165.
7 In the late period her cult was widespread, see Vandier, op. cit. 217, 220.

8 JEA 34, 85. 9 ‘Egypte greco-romaine’, I, in Ann. Serv. 9, 231 f.
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and the goddess is often depicted as partly crocodile and once with a crocodile standing

behind her .
1

It remains to speak of the last figure, that of the kneeling man. At first glance it might

be thought that this stood for the king or private person who dedicated this monument,
but in such a case his effigy, on a smaller scale, would have faced the divinities. But here

it is treated on the same footing as the other figures, and should therefore represent

a fourth divinity. Who then could be this divinity portrayed in the form of a kneeling

man ? We have already seen that our monument was unearthed in the hall erected in

honour of Suchus by Ammenemes III. After his death this king was worshipped in the

Fayyum province, but only in the Ptolemaic period did his cult become popular there.

It was then that he became known as Poremanres, which is a version of Pr-cs N-mirt-rr,

‘Pharaoh Nema(rec ’ or ‘Pharaoh Lamares’. It has been suggested that he "was then

identified with Suchus, but what is certain is that he was worshipped in more places

than one in the Fayyum, e.g. Hawara2 and Philadelphia .
3 It would therefore be only

natural that there should be a cult-centre of his in Crocodilopolis, and the logical posi-

tion for it would be in the hall built by him in that town. That the deified king should

be shown kneeling and with his open hands lying palm upwards on his lap is a feature

for which we can find no exact explanation. It may well have been due to the desire to

bring the top of his head more or less on a level with the other statues and yet to portray

him with his figure projecting far enough forward to be in line with the others
;
the only

attitude which could effect this is that of kneeling. The kneeling pose with the palms of

the hands lying open on the lap may also have been intended to give the impression that

the deified king is praying for the welfare of his worshippers.

Our monument is marked off from the common run by unusual, even unique,

characteristics. It was not easy for the sculptor to combine on one pedestal the statues

of three entirely different animals with that of a man, but the way in which he has

achieved this result, by aligning the heads and frontal aspects, must excite our admira-

tion
;
by so doing he has succeeded in imparting unity to the composition of the group

and has placed all the figures on an equal footing .
4 The hardness of the limestone in

which the monument was carved and the minute details of the statues have added much
to its beauty .

5 Though thoroughly Egyptian in style, it is probable that it was dedicated

1 In the Cairo Museum stela No. 13 /2/22/9 the goddess is portrayed thus.

2 For the cult of the deified king see Gueraud, 'Une stele greco-romaine au cartouche d’Amenemhat III’,

in Ann. Serv. 40, 553 ff. In this interesting article Gueraud shows that on all the stelae dedicated to him he is

represented as a king, as on our monument. Gueraud thinks that the name Poremanres is derived from Egyptian

Pr-cs M;n-rr
,
but I believe that it comes from Pr-n N-nu-t-rf. Gueraud also showed that all stelae bearing a

reference to the cult of Ammenemes III are to be dated to the Ptolemaic period and that they come from
Hawara. 3 JEA 34, 85.

4 The skill shown by the sculptor in solving the problem of grouping these four very different figures on
one base reminds us of the way in which a somewhat similar problem was treated some twenty-five centuries

earlier. In the statue-group of the dwarf Seneb and his family, the dwarf is shown squatting cross-legged on
the top of a pedestal, while his two children stand in front of it where the legs of a seated man would usually

come, thus balancing the seated figure of his wife, who is of normal stature. See Junker, Vorlaufigen Bericht . . .

Gizeh, 1927, p. 1 13 and pis. 2, 3, and Anwar Shukry, Die Privatgrabestatuen im Alien Reich, p. 164 and fig. 37.
5 It is only in the statue of the crocodile that the fine detail can be observed, but there can be no doubt that

the other figures were carved with equal care.
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by one of the early Ptolemies, who encouraged the building of temples and their em-

bellishment with statues and the like. At that time there was a Greek colony living in

the Fayyum, and instead of having one deity only, the Greeks as well as the Egyptians

worshipped Suchus, Thoth or Hermes, Thoeris or Athena, and Ammenemes III or

Poremanres.

Fig. i. Terra-cotta lamp-handle from the Fayyum. (Kindly drawn by D. Champion)

Can we find any explanation of this collocation of deities in the Fayyum? We may
perhaps find a clue to this problem in the handle of a lamp in the famous collection of

Greek terra-cottas from Egypt formed by I\I. Fouquet (Fig. i). Describing this handle,

Perdrizet says : ‘PI. L. a droite en bas, H. 120. Fayoum. Poignee de grande lampe
;
terre

brune a couverte rouge. Le Dieu Nil assis . . . Devant lui des lotus en bouton et en fleur,

et des rinceaux : sur le rinceau de gauche, un crocodile
;
au milieu en bas un hippopotame:

au-dessus, un animal indistinct. Sur les deux fleurs de lotus, a droite et a gauche du

dieu, semblent poses des animaux, peut-etre un singe a gauche et un grenouille a

droite .’ 1 On this handle we seem to have the four beings carved on our monument; the

animal described as ‘indistinct’ might well represent the kneeling man .
2 But on the

handle we have also the god of the Nile shown on a larger scale, which is presumably

due to his superior importance; this would not be strange in the Fayyum, where the

1
p. 63 [162].

- It has the face of a man, though the rest of the body is not clear.
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Nile has always been of outstanding importance, and the other divinities shown on this

handle are closely associated with the Nile-god. Thus Suchus was ‘Lord of To-she’, the

‘Land of the Lake’, just as elsewhere he was associated with other lakes and the Nile.

Thoeris is shown on another handle as carrying the Nile-God
,

1 and in Silsilah, where

Hacpy and Suchus were worshipped, she seems to have been of special importance .
2

Among the numerous titles given to Thoth is one describing him as ‘The Great One
who came forth from Ha<py’

;

3 the inclusion of Ammenemes III in our group is due to

the fact that he set on foot extensive operations of irrigation in this region, which

doubtless led to his deification, especially in the Ptolemaic period, when much attention

was paid to projects of irrigation and reclamation. Thus the worship ofAmmenemes III,

Thoeris, Thoth, and Suchus in Crocodilopolis during the Ptolemaic period arose out

of the fact that in one way or another they were all connected with the Nile.

1 Perdrizet, Antiquites grecques de la collection du Vicomte du Dresnay, pi. 40.
2 Cf. Porter-Moss, Top. Bibl. v, 216 ff.

3 Boylan, op. cit. 184.



THE HEAD OF A STATUETTE OF TUT'ANKHAMUN
IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM

By W. K. SIMPSON

In volume 37 of the Journal Mr. Ambrose Lansing published the limestone head of

a king acquired by the Museum in 1950 which bears the Museum number 50.6 (JEA 37,

3-4, pi. 1). At the time of its purchase the writer made a study of the head, and the

following notes are offered in the hope that they will be of interest to readers of the

Journal and serve to supplement Mr. Lansing’s informative account.

As will be remembered, the sculpture is a limestone head of the king wearing the

khepresh crown, the most unusual aspect of which is a right hand of larger scale affixing

the crown at the rear (JEA 37, pi. 1). As Mr. Lansing suggested, the head derives from
a group statue representing the god Amun setting the crown upon the king’s head.

Such a scene is indeed familiar from the relief on the four triangular faces of the fallen

obelisk of Hatshepsut at Karnak in which the enthroned Amun extends his arms so

that his right hand almost touches the crown and his left the shoulder of the kneeling

‘king’. 1 Both god and king face the same direction, so that the back of the king is turned
toward the god.

Sculpture in the round representing the scene is rare. In addition to the example
under discussion, the writer has been able to find only three others, Alexandria no. 406,
a statue group in the Cairo Museum, and a red granite head from Tanis. The first is

the black granite head of a king wearing the hprs published by Ludwig Borchardt as

‘Konigskopf von einer Gruppe Amon setzt Amenophis III. die Konigsperucke auf’ in

Bull. Soc. arch. d’Alex. 23, 349 ff. Little more than two fingers of the god’s right hand
on the crown are all that remain of the larger figure. Borchardt plausibly assigns the
head to Amenophis III, although other identifications might be suggested. The second
is an unfinished and undated example from the Karnak cachette published and dis-

cussed by Legrain in the CCG ‘Statues et Statuettes’ under the number 42.1 n. It is

070 m. high and represents the king standing before the god, the former on a smaller

1 The Egyptian word for this action of affixing the crown is smnt, as is evident from the inscriptions on the
relief in the Luxor Temple (Mem. Miss. Jr. xv, pis. 19-21; 54) and many other places. The translation
‘affixing’ is borrowed from Sir Alan Gardiner, ‘The Coronation of King Haremhab’, JEA 39, 25. The exact
nature of the action is difficult to determine. Is it in fact the coronation of the king, the formal act of the
inauguration of the ruler into kingship, which must have taken place at the outset of the reign, or is it a graphic,
general statement to the effect that Amen-Re< has conferred kingship upon the ruler? We must remember
that the ceremonies connected with an Egyptian coronation were indeed complex and that the familiar concept
of crowning with the Red and W hite Crowns is more strictly familiar from representations of the Sed festival.
A different series of coronation statues is that in which the king is represented almost prostrate - see Militza

Matthiew, ‘A Note on the Coronation Rite in Ancient Egypt*, JEA 16, 31 f. For early representations of
‘coronation’ scenes in relief, reference should be made, for example, to W. M. F. Petrie Koptos London
1896, pi. 7) no. 1 6a (two deities affixing the double crown) and the Eleventh Dynasty- series’ in F. Bisson de la
Roque, Tod (1934 a 1937), Cairo, 1937, 72-74, fig. 26; 79-81, fig. 32.
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scale (Dyn. XVIII ?). The substitution of the standing for the kneeling position is in

keeping with the compactness required in statuary as opposed to relief representation.

The third example was published by W. M. F. Petrie in Tanis, Part 1, London, 1885,

pi. 14. 2. According to Mr. John D. Cooney, to whom I am indebted for the reference,

it is now in private possession in Cairo. The head like the others shows the king, here

probably Ramesses II, wearing the hprs with uraeus and a right hand of larger scale

affixing the crown at the rear. On the analogy7 of the unfinished example from Karnak,

it is probable that the other heads derive from statue groups in which the king is in the

standing position. 1

The statue group of two figures, one standing before the other, is a composition

frequent in Egyptian art. The type closest to the one under consideration is repre-

sented by a group in Cairo of Amun directing the steps of Amenophis III by placing

his hands on the king’s shoulders.2 Another type is that represented by the Louvre

statue of Tut^ankhamun standing before Amun; the god’s hands hold the king by the

latter’s upper arms. In later times the position of the god is reversed in the many
statues representing an individual holding a naos or cult statue of the god before him.

The specific group under discussion, however, is a ‘coronation’ group, previously only

recognized by Borchardt on the basis of a single example, but now represented by four.

A similar but more complex group of the same nature is perhaps to be recognized in

that published by Borchardt in CCG, ‘Statuen und Statuetten’, 11, 176-7, pi. 116a

(no. 629). The group is of Ramesses III and two (?) gods, but the photograph and the

description do not make clear several of the details.

The purpose of this communication has been to assign the Metropolitan Museum
head to the group which Borchardt was the first to recognize, and in citing the other

examples, to establish the type. There are several details in connexion with the Metro-

politan Museum head that may be of interest for the study of Eighteenth Dynasty

sculpture, in addition to the basic data of size and material, which are here offered.

Size: The head is 0-15 m. (c. 6 in.) from chin to top of crown, 0-23 m. (9 in.) from
face to break at rear of hand, and 0-07 m. (2! in.) wide from ear to ear. Material:

‘Indurated’ limestone showing traces of paint, red along the body of the uraeus and
along the fold at the top of the headband, and a dark pigment indicating the pupils of

the eyes. The limestone is very similar to that from Tell el-'Amamah, which is said to

come from the quarry over the edge of the northern cliffs. Provenance: Unknown,
possibly Thebes or even Tell el-'Amarnah. The head reflects the traditions of the Tell

el-'Amarnah workshops from the point of view of style, material, and craftsmanship.

It is not generally appreciated that as late as the reign of Haremhab these ateliers were
producing sculpture and relief, but this situation is attested by the limestone sphinx of

Haremhab to which reference is made inJEA 13, 2 10, 3 and the relief bearing this king’s

1 A representation of an alabaster statue group, however, shows the king kneeling; the scene occurs on the
wall of the Theban tomb of the Chief Steward of Hatshepsut, Amenhotpe (No. 73), and is illustrated in the
article by Borchardt cited above.

2 Published by Legrain in CCG, ‘Statues et Statuettes’, under no. 42.086.
3 Probably the same fragment as in J. S. Pendlebury, The City of Akhenaten, Part III, London, 1951, vol. 1,

12; vol. 11, pi. 60, 3; also vol. 1, 4.
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name in W. M. F. Petrie, Tell el Amarna, London, 1894, pi. 11. 5. It is not unlikely

that the statuette head may have been executed at Tell el-'Amarnah for use at Thebes.

The crown,'. The rings of the crown are cut in much the same manner as those on a

fragment from Petrie’s excavations which the Metropolitan Museum acquired at the

Amherst Sale, 1 except that a chisel-type instrument was used for the cutting of

the rings on the Amherst fragment and a drill was clearly used in the latter stages of the

head under discussion. Traces of a square grid roughly scratched for the insertion of

the rings can be seen at the rear of the crown. The streamers hanging down from the

crown are carved on the back support. The hprs crown, once considered erroneously

as a wig by Borchardt, has been discussed in detail by Steindorff and Schafer. 2 The
uraeus is slightly chipped. The front fold extends down to the top of the headband, as

is the case in most of the excavated pieces of this date. Traces of paint in this region

are mentioned above under ‘material’. The face: The eyes are clearly cut, without the

paint streak, and the eyebrows are indicated by a change in plane and not by relief.

The mouth is characterized by lips which have a slight downward curve, reminiscent

of the Teye portraits; they are somewhat damaged, but the traces show that they were

not as heavy as those of the Akhenaten portraits. The chin is slightly flat on the under-

surface with an irregularity caused by a crystal formation in the stone. The face shows
great sensitivity in contrast to the monumental statuary following the death of Akhena-
ten and is in this respect closer to the funerary material from the tomb of Tut cankha-

mun. If the attribution to Tutrankhamun is correct, as seems virtually certain (see

Lansing, op. cit.), this is by far the finest sculpture head of the king exclusive of the

tomb equipment. Ultra-violet light examination : Cursory examination with simple

equipment indicates that the break occurred anciently. The surfaces of the break are

clean, unlike the rounded surfaces which the writer has often noted in forgeries. The
coloration under the light approximates that of the Amherst Sale fragments in the

Museum.

1 Metropolitan Museum no. 21.9.606.

2 G. Steindorff, ‘Die blaue Konigskrone’, ZAS 53, 59 ff.; H. Schafer, ‘Zur blauen Krone’, ZAS 70, 13 ff.







THREE HELLENISTIC EPIGRAMS FROM EGYPT 1

By P. M. FRASER AND P. MAAS

The three inscriptions here published by permission of the Trustees of the British

Museum were purchased by the Museum in 1926-7 along with some other stones of

which two have been recently published. 2 These have remained unpublished. They
were bought from Cairene dealers, and no information survives as to their provenance.

They have been studied and read by both editors together. Of the comments which

follow those on the grammar and style are due to Maas, those on the palaeography to

Fraser; for the rest the editors accept joint responsibility.

I. Inv. no. 1927, 4-13-1, bought from N. D. Kytikas. Limestone plaque, complete.

H. o-2i, W. 0-30, Th. 0-035, letters 0-005/008 between inscribed lines. PI. XXIII.

’'Eayarov gjSu’cov /3apos, 'Hd vArj, eCSes euelvo,

trjv -nLKprjv tIkvov Kjjp\_a Ao^yevaapevrj-

sUSrjs yap ae aoropyos iy^copiae xa( l ) £vvopevvov

real pr/rpos, arvyvr] S’ els Ayepovr epoXes,

5 ev beK(l(jLV rpiooats eretov Kal Trevr eviavrots

reppa fjlov polprji OTvyvov eveyKapevrj-

ttAtjv el prj ae racial 7raTpT]S Ev 2,3 icroav eyoucxL,

7] Aavaov S’ leprj Mepejus eKpvifie kovci,

dAA’ ovy y e0a[e]/3€iov valas pera, rrarpl avvousos

10 Acoyevei, rov Kal !ja>oa rrapoid' hTodeis.

Alauk Kal Mlvoos, ttjvS’ els ttouiv evveTiv eadAtjv,

KAeioyevr], yvpels peupov eyoire 8lya.

Line 7: the stone cutter omitted one sigma after the eta of TraTprjs, and inserted

it in smaller letter above the line. The next word begins with Utt and ends with

-taoav. Between are the confused traces of 2-3 letters, which we have been unable to

decipher with certainty. Presumably the word is a feminine ethnic, but none suggests

itself to us.

On the reverse of the stone, at the bottom and facing upwards (thus the original top

of the reverse) is inscribed in the same hand the word eaxarov. Probably the stone

cutter tried this surface first and found it unsuitable.

The hand is irregular, and is difficult to date since it has little similarity with the more
formal hands of dedications to the reigning sovereign which form the basis of a chrono-

logical study of Ptolemaic epigraphical hands. The main features, pi with curving

hastae (particularly the right), very small omicron sometimes suspended and sometimes

1 We must express our gratitude to the Keeper of the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, under
whose care the stones are, for giving us every assistance in our study.

2 See JEA 38, 63-74.
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central, sigma with roughly parallel hastae, alpha with horizontal cross-stroke, labda

with right hasta far longer than the left, and very long rho, mostly have their closest

analogies in the hands of documentary papyri of the later third century. 1

Lines 1-2 : Hedyle apparently died after having given birth to a stillborn child. The
expression is rather clumsy.

Line 6 : the instrumental dative, polp-rji, and the repetition of arvyv—(after line 4) are

not in the best style.

Line 7: TrXgv marks the transition to a new subject prosaically; see L. and S., s.v.,

iii, 2.

Line 8 : Aavaov. See below.

Line 9 : dAA’ ovy ye, ‘still at least’, after line 7, el prj, also prosaic
;
cf. Denniston, Greek

Particles2
, p. 444.

Metre: enjambement in 3-4, and 11-12.

The names of relatives and places are carefully spread over the whole poem, the

husband (who probably ordered the stone) modestly introducing himself in the last line.

The interest of the poem resides in line 8, in which Meppcs is called lepr) Aavaov. This

is a surprise. But since Io’s wanderings end at Memphis in Aesch. Suppl. 310, and her

son Epaphos was regarded as founder of Memphis, 2 Epaphos’ great-grandson Danaos

may well have had his cult there. This is important for the text of Aesch. Suppl.

1006 f.

:

rrpos ravra prj irdda>pev, £>v ttoXvs ttovos,
\><>\ / » > * /n £ '

7TOAUS* 0€ 77WTOS* OVVCK 7]pOUTj OOpL.

rrovos . . . rjpodr) 8opl is audacissimi zeugmatis exemplar according to Hermann. There

does not appear to be a similar example, and we should probably read rropos, ‘waterway’,

which would refer to the Danaids’ journey by bark from Memphis to the 77pooropia

NelXov (called e-nTa-nopo? by Mosch. Eur. 52), where they took ship to Argos {Suppl. line 3).

II. Inv. no. 1926, 4-30-3, bought from M. Nahman. Limestone stela, complete.

H. 0-27, W. 0-23, Th. 0-03, letters 0-005 010, omicron 0-005, between lines c. 0-013

apart. Traces of red in letters. Marginal line on left.

In the transcription the vertical lines represent the line-division on the stone.

Ovvopa pot MeveXaos

,

[

oSotnope, varpl Se Addpos,
|

vavTLkos’ evyrjpws Se
j

el9 Albrjv epoXov.

eKTe\piaav Se reKvtov pe plXai
j

gepes, cvv X^-PiV £<?X0V

’//{ijleAioi, yXvKepas raoSe Xa\f3<bv xdpiTas-

aXXa tov
|

ev vacnv Xoyov , d> £eve,
|

teal pe Trpoae'iTtas

‘ ^aijpetv tov Kara y[y]?’, 8vn'X(6}a
|

ravra Ad^yot?.

The hand is not very well formed, but the stone has a soft, unsuitable surface. The
lettering is clearly of good Ptolemaic date, and resembles in some respects the hand of

a dedication of the period 270-246, though there are differences of detail, and it is

1 See the autotypes of P. Petr, i, particularly xix-xx (225 B.c.), and. JEA 39, 91.

2 Cf. Pind. A'em. 10, 5 (of Argos, Aavaov rroAis), —oAAd 8’ AlyLnrrw KaraoiKioev dan] rats 'Ewafiov naAdfiais.

(5)

( 10 ) 5
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considerably more regular. 1 The most noticeable features are the long rho, the sigma

with very divergent hastae, and the very high suspended omega.

Lines 1-2 : vavrikos presumably belongs to Menelaos, though syntactically it could

equally well be attached to the father. The author’s syntax is primitive.

Lines 3-4 : tov . .
.
xapnas. This seems to imply worship of Helios, with thanks to the

god for the possession of children. This is a natural consequence of the Greek recogni-

tion of the creative power of the sun. 2 yXvKepas yaptra? refers to the children; nicely, if

not very clearly, expressed.

Line 5 : Kal pe. This should be Kape.

Line 6: ^atpetv tov Kara yrjs, 8ivA(6)a ravra XdyoLs. Both halves of this pentameter

contain unfamiliarities, yalpeiv tov /card yrjs could be understood in either of two ways.

It might be a set formula applicable as a greeting to a nameless grave. This, however,

seems out of place here, since the name is recorded in the first line. Alternatively, it

may simply refer to the ordinary formula of farewell, in which the dead person is

addressed by name, tov Kara yijs meaning no more than tov Selva: ‘Farewell, x’. For

the use of a general formula we may compare the line in an epitaph from Herakleopolis,

aAAa (tv ‘XprjOTrj yalp' , Apptovla' ,
co? edos elncov (szc). 3 SinA'p a raCra Aa^ot? is also

strange. It suggests a belief in the efficacy of the repetition of the words of farewell.

The closest parallel for this is perhaps to be found on a very' few West Greek tomb-

stones, on which the name of the dead person is written twice, followed by ^afpe.4

The derivation of the belief, or the practice, is not clear. It may derive from the practice

of invoking deities and others twice, presumably to ensure the prayer being heard. The
present passage suggests also that some profit was felt to accrue to the dead person

through the repetition.

Metre: elegant enjambement 1-2, 3-4.

III. Inv. no. 1926, 4-20-4. Bought from M. Nahman. Limestone plaque, complete.

H. 0-105, W. 0-28, Th. 0-040, letters 0-004/007, omicron 0-002. PI. XXIII.

AttoXov ’HpaKAeLTOs MatceScov, £eve, TcotS’ xnto Tvpfiaji

K€LTa 1 €Twv £a>a? Tpels Se/caSa? reAecra?

TTpos povaaiv 7reVre, to /cdAAicrrov peTpov !/(/>’ y/3ai

apTL cf)V0VTL aKpas avdos eKopo’ AlSav

vac. A\vac. (?)]

The partly' cursive, irregular lettering can hardly be dated, but some factors speak

1 Coll. Froehner, 72, and pi. 38. The hand of this piece is very crude, and the stone was cut for, if not by, an

Egyptian. However, the similarity of beta, rho, and sigma in the two stones is very- marked. The main difference

resides in the fact that our piece has a very- small high omega of lapidary form, while the other piece has a cursive

omega, and our piece has alpha with broken, the other piece alpha with horizontal, cross-bar.
2 See in general Nilsson, Gesch. Gr. Rel. n, 486 ff., who quotes Plat. Rep. 509 b, where the sun is said to

give ov povov ttjv tov opdodai Svvapiv . . . dAAa Kal rrjv y4veoi.v Kal av£rjv kal rpo<f>-qv.

3
J. Schwartz, Ann. Serv. 50, 403; cf. F. Zucker, jfEA 40, n8ff.

4 See, for example, JG ix, 1. 919. A discussion of this and other tombstones inscribed in this way will be
given elsewhere.
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for a Ptolemaic date, and none against one. 1 The second distichon is more lightly en-

graved (except at the end of line 3) than the first, but the hand seems to be the same.

In the first distichon
'HpaKXeno? is scanned - ^ ^ and the phrase imo tv/jl^col does

not seem correct. In the second, metre, grammar, and sense are all at fault to a degree

which we do not remember having encountered elsewhere in Greek epigrams. The
first couplet is complete in itself, and the lapicide may have been improvising or ex-

perimenting in the second, lightly engraved couplet. One may wonder whether this

piece ever left the mason’s yard.

The meaning of the A [(?) in line 5 is not clear.

1 Note particularly the small omicron, and the mu with curved joining stroke (cf. the inscription illustrated

JEA 38, pi. 14, top, of 193-180 B.c, where this mu occurs three times). The cursive omega is no bar to such

a date: see above, p. 117, note 1. The hand, however, is so irregular and crude that the widest limits must be

allowed.

ADDENDUM
With regard to II. 6 StrrAda raura Acryot?

A very similar phrase, embodying the same concept, occurs in another Hellenistic epigram

from Alexandria (M. Segre, BSA Alex. 34, 1941, p. 27, nv. vi; cf. L. Robert, Hellenica 7, 1949,

158 f-), H. 3 ft

aAAa avj Moversun$ /caft[dro]t? redpafipsA oStra,

lays «al avSijcras ‘crrjix AAlvrjs’ arridi

'yelp' ’ sl-iliv Sis [a]uro? eyois roSe. reKva Se Aslira)

rpil,vya, /cat ttoOsovto. avSpa AeAoiva Sopcois.

5 Sty [S’ a] tiros would restore the metre.







PICTORIAL COIN TYPES AT THE ROMAN MINT
OF ALEXANDRIA

A THIRD SUPPLEMENT
By JAMES W. CURTIS

(Dedicated to the late J. G. Milne)

The series of articles concerning pictorial coin types of the drachmas of Roman
Egypt, 1 published in recent volumes of the Journal by the late Dr. Milne, has focused

much attention on this unique series, occurring principally during years 4-102 of

Antoninus Pius. It is the purpose of the present article to give additional information,

not available to Dr. Milne, but which was probably surmised by him.

In his first article, 3 Dr. Milne mentioned a reverse type of Chiron and Achilles, of

‘an uncertain year’. Neither the coin nor a cast was apparently available, as the type was
not shown on the accompanying plate, nor described in detail. In the author’s private

collection is a specimen in a sufficiently good state of preservation to reveal the date

clearly as year 5 (pi. XXIV, no. 1). The condition of the only other known specimen4 is

so poor, that comparison of the dies is virtually impossible. The author’s coin, however,

shows clearly the vigour of style and execution associated with the artist of the Asiatic

Greek school, whom Milne has traced through the series of pictorial drachma reverses

of Pius’s fourth, fifth, and sixth years.

The style of this artist is more clearly illustrated by the coin type appearing as no. 2

on the plate. This reverse depicts Herakles and Kerberos, of the ‘labours of Herakies’

series. Also from the author’s collection, it is the finest known specimen of this type,

by the aforementioned artist. The illustration in Dattari5 is of a badly deteriorated

specimen, while Dr. Milne does not illustrate it in his articles. The present specimen

is dated year six. The vigour of the advancing Herakles is in marked contrast to the

evident fatigue of Kerberos, who sits panting with open mouth. The die of year 10,6

executed by an inferior artist in imitation, is lacking in these characteristics.

Two additional ‘labours of Herakles’ types from the author’s collection appear as

nos. 3 and 4 on the plate. Both coins are of year 10, and reflect the work of a weaker

artist, probably the same one who engraved the later die of Herakles and Kerberos.

The illustrated die of Herakles in the Garden of the Hesperides (no. 3) is the same as

that which was reproduced by Milne as no. 7, pi. IV, in his original article. However,

the author’s coin is less worn, and brings out additional details which reveal a higher

level of artistic quality than might be inferred from the earlier plate. The work of this

later artist lacks the robustness of his predecessor, and only a moderate amount of

wear obscures some of the finer details. The reproduction of Herakles and the Amazons

1 JEA 29, 63; 36, 83; 38, 101. 2 Years of reign according to the Alexandrian chronology.
3 JEA, p. 9, 63. 4 Dattari 2505. 5 Dattari 2607. 6 Dattari 2608.
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(pi. XXIV, no. 4) is a good illustration of that fault. This ‘Amazon’ reverse had not

been shown on the plates accompanying Dr. Milne’s articles.

Nilus riding a hippopotamus (pi. XXIV, no. 5) was one of the earliest reverse types of a

pictorial nature, being first minted in year 2 of Pius’s reign. Although Milne considered

it a pictorial type, its appearance in the Journal was in a plate accompanying his article

‘Alexandrian Coin Types Acquired by the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford’, 1 rather than

in the present series. The author’s specimen represents a different die, apparently cut

by a second artist. This second artist produced a somewhat superior design, including

a more natural treatment of the animal’s rump, a more slender and graceful figure of

Nilus, and a less crowded arrangement.

The astronomical types, discussed by Milne in his original article, but not illus-

trated, are represented here by nos. 6 and 7 on the accompanying plate. The first

represents Mercury in Virgo, portrayed by the bust of Hermes facing a well-draped

virgin with staff in hand and star above head. The second depicts the head of Sarapis,

wearing a modius, surrounded by concentric zodiacal circles. These are the two rarest

types of the astronomical series. Both would appear to have been executed by artists

inferior to the originator of the Herakles series.

In general, these specimens tend to confirm the conclusion of Dr. Milne in his last

supplement. The special group of pictorial types would seem to represent a temporary

interest in mythological subjects on the part of the Alexandrian mint officials, probably

reflecting imperial inspiration. This interest was divorced from any clear relationship

with native Egyptian culture, and seemed to lack specificity, except in the series of

Heraklean labours. An imported artist set a standard of skill for three years that could

not be matched by the local artists, although at least one individual made a creditable

effort, and the general level of skill was relatively high. After year 10 of Pius’s reign, the

production of pictorial coin types was spasmodic, and no longer a matter of policy.

The seeds of this interest in Hellenic mythology would seem to lie in the antiquarian

policies of Hadrian, although the results flowered early in the reign of Antoninus Pius.

A high level of artistic skill, which did not suffer from comparison with the work of

the imported artist mentioned above, was evident in the Alexandrian mint during

the late years of Hadrian’s reign, as is shown by the standing figure of Hermanubis
(pi. XXIV, no. 8), struck during his nineteenth year.

1 JEA 31 , 85.
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An unexplained passage in the inscription of Weni

In a valuable, but deplorably long-winded, article entitled ‘Zur Personifikation von Pyramiden’

(ZAS 70, 56-83) Carl Wilke collected and discussed a number of hieroglyphic writings where the

figure of a female offering-bearer is appended as determinative to the name of an Old Kingdom
pyramid. Of the nine places whence Wilke culled his examples the oldest will suffice to illustrate

the type: ^ \ (ty ^A The pyramid ‘Horns, lord of Appearances, Sahurec-Khac-ba’ ,
l

Wilke rightly stressed the resemblance of such a determinative to the Nile-gods depicted around the

base of many a temple; just as these personify provinces which through their inundation bestowed

sustenance and other blessings on the Pharaoh, so too the royal pyramid was evidently conceived

of as a female divinity who heaped material benefits upon the monarch resting within it. Thus much
could be fairly inferred from the writings themselves, but clearly it would be desirable to find con-

firmation also elsewhere. Such confirmation Wilke was able to unearth only upon a Ptolemaic

sarcophagus in the Cairo Museum, where the goddesses Edjo and Nephthys are shown accompanied

by a third goddess identified by the legend as {The pyramid) Mn-nfr, lady of the Two Lands, mistress

of all that is in it to all eternity
.

2 There exists, however, a far earlier indication of the rightness of

Wilke’s contention, this in a no less well-known inscription than that of Weni, the highly favoured

official whose career extended over the reigns of the three first kings of the Sixth Dynasty. There

Weni recounts how he was sent both to the land of Ibhe and to Elephantine to fetch a sarcophagus,

pyramidion, and other parts for a pyramid described as (o ^ ^ A i 2-^ (^- 3^ an<3 4°)- 3 Most

scholars, so far as I can see, have been at a loss to account for the last word in this designation:

Erman thought it to be somehow part of the name of the pyramid,4 and Tresson held a similar view; 5

Breasted6 rendered ‘for the pyramid (called) Mernere-Shines-and-is-Beautiful of the queen’, an

obviously wrong interpretation not saved by the accompanying footnote, since it was undoubtedly

Mernere<’s own pyramid that is here in question. Alone among the translators known to me M.
Stracmans7 has printed the right rendering, namely pour ma maitresse la pyramide de Merenre {dont

le nom est
)

‘belle d’apparition' . Preserving the word-order of the original I prefer to substitute for the

pyramid Mernerec-khac-nufe, my mistress, and it would be impossible to find a more convincing con-

firmation of Wilke’s general thesis. Alan H. Gardiner

The proposed new reading of the word for ‘Overseer’

In ZAS 79, 76-77 H. W. Helck makes the not unplausible suggestion that ^ uIX>-

which he has found on a Third Dynasty block, 8 is a variant of the very common Old Kingdom

1 Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Konigs Sashu-rer
, 1, 56, fig. 65.

2 Op. cit., p. 72. That it is the pyramid of Phiops I, and not the city of Memphis, that is here personified,

is shown by the reliefs on the opposite side, where Nekhbe and Isis are accompanied by Mn-cnh, the pyramid
of Phiops II, here however represented as a male deity. The reason for this difference of sex remains utterly

obscure. 3 Sethe, Urk. 1, 106, 17; 107, 5-6. * ZAS 20, 22.
5 P. Tresson, Vinscription d’Ouni, under hnou-it in the vocabulary (p. 30): ‘employe dans le nom de la

pyramide de Metesouphis Ier, comme une sorte de sumom’. 5 Ancient Records, I, 14S.
7 ‘La carriere du Gouvemeur de la Haute ligypte Ouni’, in Annuaire de Vlnstitut de Philologie et d'Histoire

Orientates, in (1935), 5 * 3 -

8 Berlin 13503, published Ag. Inschriften, 1,31 and Weill, IP et IIP Dynasties egyptiennes, pi. 7.

£ 4443 R
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title elsewhere always introduced by the word for ‘overseer’ in its normal writing ^<=». Without

disputing Helck’s premiss, I find it very necessary to question the new reading mr which he bases

upon it. In this wholly isolated early writing, we must, he tells us, indubitably (phne Zweifel) read

the hieroglyph of the ‘two eyes’ as mr(-tj), whence the hitherto accepted reading imi-r (Helck imj-n
)

must be regarded as a secondary and later misinterpretation. It is true that the word ^ for ‘eye’

{Wb. ii, 107, 10-15) may be very much older than the New Kingdom Book of the Dead where it

is first encountered, but what chances are there that Helck’s should be read mr on the strength

of it? His theory ignores both the initial m and the twofold writing of the eye. For the initial m he

may perhaps quote such Old Kingdom spellings as ^ for <^7 and for |c=AK but the

assumed evaporation of the feminine dual ending presents an insuperable obstacle. In the absence

of such a writing as * as a variant of ^«=», Helck’s new reading mr must surely be adjudged

mere groundless speculation, the more so since he himself reads the well-known nautical title 4=^
as irnj ir-tj 1 in agreement with Wb. 1, 106, 17.

I must confess myself utterly at a loss to find a satisfactory explanation of Helck’s On
the whole I should be tempted to read this as imi irti or imi irwi2 and to guess that, if it is really

an equivalent of ^«=», which is distinctly doubtful, it may be some sort of ‘sportive’ writing. But

I attach no importance to this suggestion. It remains, however, to note Helck’s failure to mention

the reason for which I originally proposed the reading imi-r. 3 That reason was the feminine writing
1

,
of which at the time I was able to quote only a single Middle Kingdom example

;
Wb. 11,

94, 13 quotes three more, all dating from the Old Kingdom. Alan H. Gardiner

The name of the scribe in the Louvre—a note

Thirty-three years ago, in JEA 7, 186, the late Professor Capart sought to prove that the two

Fifth Dynasty statues of ‘Le Scribe Accroupi’ and Kai (A 106), found at Sakkarah and now
in the Louvre, in fact represent the same person. The proposed identification was based on
the circumstances of the finding of the statues as far as these can be discovered from Mariette’s

notes, and supported by the existence of the parallel De Morgan pair.

The identification has been generally accepted, and Capart himself in subsequent publications

cited the Louvre ‘pair’ and the two statues of Ra'nofer at Cairo in arguing that the Egyptians were

not concerned to make portraits of the same person alike. That he was wrong in the case of the

Ra'nofer statues was proved by Engelbach’s ingenious experiment
(Melanges Maspero, I, 101),

which revealed the striking similarity of the two faces. No one would suggest that the statues of

Kai and of the Louvre scribe are facially identical, but it seems to me that any criticism of Egyptian

portraiture based upon this is invalid, since the two statues cannot represent the same person.

In Ann. Serv. 38, 285, in an article dealing with the five Aa-statues of deformed persons in the

Cairo museum, Engelbach pointed out that of just over one hundred seated statues of the Old
Kingdom in the museum, four only have the ‘napkin’ in the left hand instead of the right. These he
believed to be the £a-statues of left-handed people, since the proportion of left-handedness in life

varies between 4 and 8 per cent. Examination of a large number of other statues and the rarity of

left-handed examples leads me to believe that Engelbach’s conclusion was correct, and that such
left-handedness is deliberate.

Now the Louvre scribe holds his pen in his right hand, the normal attitude, while Kai has the

‘napkin’ in his left; the one, that is, represents a right-, the other a left-handed person. The two
cannot, therefore, be the same, and Capart’s identification of the scribe as Kai, and any conclusions

1 Helck, Untersuchungen zu den Beamtentiteln, Index, p. 144.
2 For irwi see Wb. i, 108, 1 and under D4 in the Sign-list of my Egyptian Grammar

, 2nd edition.
3 ZAS 40, 142.
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founded upon it, are invalid. Thus another obstacle to the true appreciation of Egyptian portraiture

is removed.
J. R. Harris

The date of the ‘Hyksos’ sphinxes

Ever since Golenischeff’s article in Rec. Trav. 15, 13 1, pointing out the similarity between the facial

type of the black granite sphinxes from Tanis and the statues of Ammenemes III in Leningrad
and his own collection (now in Moscow), it has been generally accepted that they and the monu-
ments associated with them are to be dated to the reign of that Pharaoh. This conclusion is strength-

ened by the fact that among all the Middle Kingdom remains at Tanis—whether they were brought

from elsew'here is immaterial—there are none which can be ascribed to Ammenemes III unless the

‘Hyksos’ monuments be regarded as his.

Recently, however, doubt has been cast on the identification, and the sphinxes and other allied

material have been assigned to the Old Kingdom (Montet, Le Drame d’Avaris, 65; Capart, Les

Monuments dits Hycsos). This dating is difficult to accept, the more so since the parallels between the

‘fish-offerers’ and certain proto-historic statuary are unconvincing. There is, moreover, one piece

of positive evidence which has hitherto been overlooked in the discussions of the question, and which
seems to me to make the placing of the sphinxes at the end of the Middle Kingdom almost certain.

The British Museum possesses a small diorite sphinx found at Berut (No. 58892), bearing the

name of Ammenemes IV
(
B.M. Introductory Guide, 1930, fig. 173). The mane is treated in the same

way as that of the Tanis sphinxes, but the characteristic feline ears and the fringe of mane round

the jaw are absent. These may, however, have been chiselled away when the face wras reworked at

a later period, possibly in Ptolemaic times, and it was probably at that point too that the lappets

were added to the mane. In its original state, this small sphinx was, no doubt, similar in detail to the

black granite sphinxes from Tanis, and the limestone example from El-Kab.

The only other parallel, apart from the two limestone sphinxes of Hatshepsut, is a fragment of

the head of a similar sphinx dated by Evers to Sesostris II
(
Staat aus dem Stein, 11, p. 108, § 690).

The existence of the B.M. sphinx would, however, suggest a late Twelfth Dynasty date for the

‘Hyksos’ sphinxes, and facial considerations argue strongly for Ammenemes III, since the charac-

teristic bony structure of Sesostris Ill’s face is unmistakable. I am not, however, convinced that a

precise dating of the sphinxes can necessarily be extended to the allied material, since the identity

of the whole as one group has yet to be proved satisfactorily. J. R. Harris

The date of the month rkh wr

In preparing the publication of the Hekanakhte Letters I came across in the late Professor Gunn’s
papers a quotation from the unpublished Middle Kingdom Illahun Papyrus, Berlin 10069, col. 1,

linei : (q || | HSl • • 'Regnalyear 3, 3rd month of Winter, day I, the Great Burning

A photograph of the document in the possession of Sir Alan Gardiner confirms the reading. This

date, which was not unknown to Parker
(
Calendars

, p. 36 top), by fixing the ‘Great Burning’ on the

first day of the seventh month of the year, lends additional support to Gardiner’s contention that

there was a shift in the position of the month-names in later times (AZ 43, 136 ff. and recently Rev.

d’Egyptologie, 10, 9 ff.). The ‘Great Burning’ in New' Kingdom calendars becomes the designation

of the second month of winter, i.e. the sLxth month of the year, cf. Parker, Calendars, p. 45, a change

which Parker attributes to the transfer of feasts from the lunar to the civil calendar (op. cit., p. 58).

The existence of this lunar calendar is, however, challenged by Gardiner, Rev. d'Rgyptologie, 10, 22 ff.

It is impossible to say whether rkh zvr is used in the date discussed here as a month-name. There
is, however, a certain case of rkh . . . ? so used in an account among the Hekanakhte Letters (VII, 15) :

hr Nfr-sbiw m ckzv m ff ]
. .,

‘Nefersebau begins with the rations in Rokeh. . .
.’ Other examples

of month-names so used are quoted by Gardiner, op. cit., p. 18. T. G. H. James
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Two Canopic jars of the Eighteenth Dynasty

These two pots were bought by the writer in London in 1954. Of the original set of four, only those

of Imsety (I) and of Kebhsenuf (K) have survived. As often, 1 they are not identical, the disparity

in size amounting to 1 in. in favour of K, which is 12 in. high. Both jars are of fine workmanship,

turned on the potter’s wheel with square shoulders, 2 and inscribed in hieratic with corresponding
texts by the same hand, whereas the stoppers are rather individualistically treated. In each case the

Fig. 1.

preservation is nearly perfect, but the patination suggests that they have been in this country for

some time. The inscription on I reads: Speech by

Imsety: I come that I may be thy protection. The inscription on K is identical except for the god’s

name and for the writing out of the suffix 1st sing. ^ in wn.i.

The stopper of I was likewise made on the wheel, and the face was subsequently carved out. 3

Eyelids and eyelashes were picked out in black, and so was the wig. The length of the socket is 1 ^ in.

It is adorned with an rw/z-sign painted in red; another one, of the same colour, is to be found on the

1 Hayes, The Scepter of Egypt, 324.
3 This observation is due to Mr. Anthony Marshall.

Reisner in ZAS 37, 63.
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top of the wig (see fig.). The purpose of these symbols of life must be the magical one of bestowing

it on the jar or its contents, though this feature is not otherwise attested in this connexion. 1

The other stopper (K) is entirely hand-moulded with similar traces of pigmentation. The face

has a different expression and is beardless, while I (and, presumably, the two missing ones) is shown
wearing the short chinbeard. 2 The socket is only J in., and therefore much shorter than that of I.

Judging by their shape and general appearance, these Canopic jars antedate the later part of the

New Kingdom, when animal-headed stoppers, more obviously representative of the four sons of

Horus, came into fashion. The fortunate circumstances of their being inscribed in hieratic characters

allows them to be dated on palaeographical grounds to the first part of the Eighteenth Dynasty. 3

Manfred Cassirer

Two Petrie manuscripts

In unpacking the Petrie Collection, one page of manuscript in Petrie’s handwriting was found which

must have become detached from his Funeral Furniture (published in 1937) before it went to the

printers. It runs as follows:

—

‘A model of the sarcophagus is sometimes placed before the figure.

‘Those here are

654. Hollow figure in two halves
;
three long columns of inscription in stucco in front, gilded and

scraped bare, too rough to be read. Edwards. 21-8 h.

655. Solid figure, painted red, with blue netwrork over the body, and blue hair; column of inscrip-

tion on front, illegible. 1 1 -o h.

656. Plain wood figure, good work, 17-5 h. Hawara.

657. Base of a similar figure, incised “Osiris give life, and Anup in Ut, for Heka”. 12 long.

Hawara.

‘The Amulets found with the mummy are mainly the figures of the gods, and amulets relating

to the gods. The arrangement of them is shown in the plans of mummies in Amulets, pis. 50-54.

‘Lastly the Coptic crosses placed over the graves belong expressly to the continued belief in the

revived body.’

With the above was found the missing manuscript of the Catalogue volume 14, Glass and Glazes,

also in Petrie’s handwriting, but without any illustrations, and with only the numbering of the glass

objects completed. It is hoped that it will be possible to complete this volume and publish it in

due course. A. J. Arkell

An archaic representation of Hathor

Wainwright’s suggestion in Labyrinth Gerzeh and Mazghuneh, p. 22, that the palette on pi. 6, 7
may represent Hath5r in an astronomical aspect has received striking confirmation from a study of

the pieces from the large fluted porphyry jar found by Quibell at Hierakonpolis and published in

Hierakonpolis, II, pi. 59, figs. 4-7, and pp. 14 and 31. Some of the fragments are in the Petrie Collec-

tion at University College, London, and others including all those with relief on them, are in the

Ashmolean Museum at Oxford
;
and it is by courtesy of the Keeper of the Antiquities Department at

the Ashmolean that it has been possible to make this study.

1 They cannot be marks ‘for the purpose of identification’ as on the objects described by Reisner (op. cit.

64, n. 1 ; cf. Hayes, op. cit. 323).
2 Reisner, op. cit. 62-63. According to Sethe (Zur Geschichte d. Einbalsamierung bet den Agyptem, 15), the

face of Imsety is shown beardless during the M.K. because the deity was originally female. On the other hand,
early types of stoppers often show the likeness of the deceased rather than a representation of the sons of Horus.
In the present case, anyhow, it is Kebhsenuf who lacks the beard.

3 For this statement I am much indebted to Professor Cemy. Curiously, phrases such as zznn.i m s/.k are

elsewhere attested on late specimens (Dyns. XXII-XXV) only; cf. Reisner, op. cit., 68-69.
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It is seen that all these fragments come from one large stone bowl about 2 ft. in diameter, as

Quibell says ‘a magnificent vase, similar in shape and size to that on pi. XXXVI. 4’ and not only

‘adorned with vertical fluting’ but with figures in relief on the flat rim and with a base ring in relief

representing a ring of grass bound with palm-leaves (as still used as stands for gabana coffee-pots in

the Sudan—compare also, perhaps, Emery, The Tomb of Hemaka, pi. 30, fig. 2). Indeed, it is not

impossible that it was made by the hand of the master craftsman who made the Narmer palette.

Both were found at Hierakonpolis, and a fragment of the fluted pot in question came like the Narmer
palette from the main deposit there.

One of the figures in relief on the rim must have been a head of Hathor as a cow, similar to the

heads in pairs at the top of the Narmer palette, but with stars at the tip of each horn, on top of the

forehead and at the tip of each ear. Quibell, op. cit., pi. 59, 5, shows the star at the tip of the right

horn and one ray of the star in the middle of the forehead. But it is the fragment at the left of fig. 6

which gives all the clues to the solution. The published photograph of it shows the star at the tip of

the left ear, but it does not show clearly either the pupil of the eye in relief (similar to the eye of the

pelican(?) in fig. 4) or—between this eye and the star—a line of herring-bone incisions, like those

inside the cow’s ears of Hathor on the Narmer palette. It does show, also in relief, the left-hand

angular comer of the base of the Hathor head (as on the Narmer palette and the Gerzeh palette). An
attempt will be made to reconstruct this unique jar, and if successful a further note on the jar will

be published.

Can any one with a knowledge of astronomy suggest an actual constellation which may have given

the ancient Egyptians the idea of representing Hathor thus ‘pointed’ with stars; or was she just the

Cow Lady of Heaven, the sky goddess who sometimes is represented with stars as here, sometimes

with the moon between her horns, as frequently in Sinai, and sometimes the sun (Cerny, Ancient

Egyptian Religion, p. 29) ? The Cow of Heaven is represented occasionally with stars on her belly,

as in the tomb of Sethos I. Probably the resemblance of the new moon to a cow’s horns was the

reason why a cow goddess was first associated with the sky. She would then soon be thought of as

giving birth to the moon and the stars at nightfall. In this way seems to have arisen the concept of

Hat-hor, ‘the house of Homs’ the sun-hawk. A. J. Arkell

Modern designs on predynastic slate palettes

Scharff in his Die Altertiimer der Vor- und Friihzeit Agyptens (1929), p. 125 and pi. 31, published

as No. 223 a fish-shaped slate palette which was obtained in 1900 by Dr. K. Reinhardt in Egypt but
is of unknown provenance. It is Berlin No. 1441 1. It has on it an incised design, which is given in

detail in Abb. 73, and the antiquity of which was doubted by Scharff. He said he knew of nothing
comparable to it. There is, however, at University College another slate palette -which Petrie bought
in Egypt and published in Prehistoric Egypt (1920), pi. 45, fig. 24, without any description. It is of

the shape which he called the pelta and his type 30 d (pi. 44). Both these slates have a complicated
design, which Scharff thought might be a net. It differs in each case, but in each at the same time
there is a dog-faced man (?) facing right, and a dog-like animal with its tail erect facing left. Nothing
about the designs appears to be Egyptian; and the incision is done in a peculiar way so that all lines

and hatching are made up of zigzags, either well spaced out or very close, which look as if they had
been made by ‘walking’ a small chisel-shaped tool

;
and although it would not have been impossible

to have done this with a small predynastic copper chisel, I have little doubt that though the palettes

are genuine, the designs incised on them are modern, made by the same hand, and that they belong
to a similar school of forgeries as the predynastic pots with designs recently painted on them,
published by Guy Brunton in Annales du Service, 34, 149-56.

A. J. Arkell
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The jackals of the sun-boat

In this Journal, 31, 105, Mr. Dawson published a note in which he mentions the representation

of the sun-boat towred along the river of night by jackals. Two recent publications give me occasion

to return to this subject.

The author only names one text, that on the ‘chess-game’ with a duplicate. Now there are many
more. I quote Berlin stela 7306, 1 . 9 (the oldest example I know: Dyn. XVIII); Mag. Pap. Harris,

v, 11
. 4-5; Leps., Denkm. Text, hi, 301, and Piehl, Inscript. 1, pi. 141, 1 . 2 (both Theban tombs);

de Morgan, Kom Ombos, 1, 87, pi. 107, 1 . 3 below (all mentioned Ul>. hi, 420, 10); Brugsch, Grofie

Oase, pi. 25, 1 . 9 (var. of Harris; Pieper, ZAS 66, 25); Pap. Berlin 3049 vs., xiv, 1 . 6 1
;
Varille,

Ann. Serv. 50, pi. 22, 1, i.m.
;
Klasens, A Magical Statue Base (Socle Behague

)
in the Museum of

Antiquities at Leiden, Leiden, 1952, 108, 1138 (?). The first four of them and the game-text are prior

to the Twenty-first Dyn., the period which is recorded by Dawson as the oldest for the occurrence

of pictorial representations.

A propos of the latter it may interest the reader to get some details. The number of the animals

varies. To give examples: B.M. coffin 36211 shows one
(
Handbook

, 39), the Saitic stela Hildesheim

1874 two (Scharff, Sonnenlieder, fig. 6) whereas the papyrus of Dirpu at Cairo depicts three of them,

black, yellow, and red (Vigneau-Drioton, Le Muse'e du Caire [Paris, 1949], 155; Dyn. XXI), and

Dawson’s Turin vignette four2 (as in the text of Lepsius). On the Saitic or later coffin Hildesheim

1953 it is Osiris who is drawn in the boat (Capart, Chron. d’Lg. 18, fig. 28).

One of the recent publications to which I allude is an archaeological survey by M. Leclant in

Orientalia, n.s. 22, fasc. 1. He describes there among other things a cleaning of the tomb of Ramose,

treasurer of Taharqa (Shekh Abd el-Kumah 132), by M. de Stoppelaere. PI. 13, fig. 26, shows a

wall-painting with the sun-boat towed by three jackals. What struck me on this photo is that a legend

was added to the animals which is to be read Bsw Nhn ‘Souls of Hieraconpolis’. So the name of

those jackal-headed beings who jubilate at dawn both in literature and in picture figures here also.

The other edition is the Bollingen publication of the tomb of Ramesses VI (Piankoff-Rambova

;

Dyn. XX) and in that work the Book of Night in particular. On pis. 150-2 of part II one sees four

jackals towing together with and in front of the anthropomorphic ’Ihmw-zvrd stars and guided by

the god Pswty nnty. According to the related text of the Book their name is Bsw imntyw ‘Souls of the

West’, whereas their colleagues in a similar but not the same position (they precede the drawers)

have been allotted the legend Bsw isbtyw ‘Souls of the East’ (pi. 159; Day). 3

M. Heerma van Voss

The costume and insignia of the king in the sed-festival

Professor Samuel A. B. Mercer in his book, The Religion of Ancient Egypt (London, 1949), 122

states that in the W-festival ‘the king assumed the costume and insignia of Osiris’, adding (in

n. 1 14) that the present writer in JEA 28, 71 ‘contradicts this generally accepted statement without

furnishing any adequate proof’. I was there reviewing G. D. Hornblower’s articles, ‘Osiris and His

Rites’, and my brief statement (‘. . . it is not true to say that the king wears Osirian dress at the sed-

festival’) seems now to call for a slight elaboration.

The king is depicted in two forms in representations of the serf-festival. When he performs the

festival dance he is shown wrearing a short kilt with a long ‘tail’ behind. It would be interesting to

1 Zandee, De hymnen aan Amon van papyrus Leiden I 350, Leiden, 1948, 14.

2 Cf. too Schott, ZAS 74, pi. 6 and p. 89, who calls it Ramesside.
3 Cf. 1, 400, 426, 427 and the edition of the Book by Piankoff and Drioton, 76-79, 89-93, and pi. 8.

M. Piankoff refers to Bruyere, Deir el Medineh (1930), Le Caire, 1933, 53, and pi. 1 5 where four jackals are asked
to announce the deceased in the cabin and to draw him in the ‘golden boat’ (Dyn. XX).
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know where Osiris is depicted in this form. The king is also represented in a pavilion, and his

appearance here varies. In one early example (Petrie, Royal Tombs, I, xv, no. 16) he wears a long robe

reminiscent of the shape of a mummy or of Osiris, but on his head is a Double Crown, which does

not suit Osiris. In Das Re-Heiligtum des Konigs Ne-icoser-re II, Taf. i (= Kees, Opfertanz, Abb. n)
he has the White Crown, but his cloak is a short one which barely reaches the knee. I know of no

example where the form is entirely Osirian. As to the insignia (which I did not mention), they of

course include the flail and sceptre which are also carried by Osiris. But it is open to question whose

attributes they wrere first of all, the god’s or the king’s. My own belief is that they were the king’s.

The phrase ‘generally accepted’, used by Mercer of his statement, is an exaggeration. Frazer,

Moret, Petrie, and Margaret Murray seem to have taken this view, although Petrie ( The Palace of

Apries, 8) made reservations. The opposite view' has been propagated by Gardiner {JEA 2, 124);

Kees, Opfertanz, 165 (of the dress outside the pavilion), cf. Nachr. Gottingen, 1927, 196, and Gotter-

glaube im alten Agypten, 32; Newberry, Agypten als Feld fur anthropologische Forschung, 21; and

Waimvright, The Sky-Religion in Egypt, 20, where some other references to the literature of the

subject are given. J. Gwyn Griffiths

A note on Ast-Raset

In JEA 33, 58-62, Mr. Waimvright argues for the identification of the Ast-Raset mentioned in the

Nastasen stela with the group of w’ells now' known as Abu Tuleih. 1
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Having made the trans-Bayuda journey in March 1954, by camel, in the reverse direction to

Nastasen, from Ghazali 10 miles up the Wadi Abu Dom from the site of Napata, to Metemma, a few
comments may be helpful.

Mr. Wainwright may be right in his identification. There is no archaeological proof to be found
at Abu Tuleih itself, the only buildings being two forts built by the Gordon relief expedition in 1885,

but this is no disproof, as a watering-place may well have had no permanent installations. I would
like, however, to point out that there is another route, not followed by me on this occasion, which
has several advantages. This is the route which leaves the river a little north of Meroe, at Nuba
Fadniya, and goes via the wells of Umm Inderab.a to Fura.

There can be no certainty as to which route was used in antiquity, but the starting-point for Umm
Inderaba is nearer to Meroe than is that for the Abu Tuleih route. If Nastasen spent his first night

at Abu Tuleih, he cannot have gone by way of Metemma, as Meroe to Metemma is a day’s journey

before the river is left. To travel from Meroe to Abu Tuleih in one day, the royal party would have

had to go straight from a point on the west bank opposite Meroe to the wells. There is no route

nowadays between these points, such traffic as there is going down the Wadi Silbu straight to

Metemma, but the country is open and there is nothing impossible in the direct way.

If the Umm Inderaba route was taken, the first night was probably spent by the river on the west

bank near to Nuba Fadniya. There is water up the Wadi el-Widai before Umm Inderaba is reached,

but probably not sufficient for a royal camping ground. Umm Inderaba would have been reached

on the second day. Meroe to Nuba Fadniya is about 25 miles, an easy day’s journey.

The advantage of this northern route is that it avoids the bad patch of sand dune, the Qoz Abu
Dulu', which lies across the other route. This dune is of very soft sand and is difficult going for

camels. For Nastasen, who must have gone with horses and donkeys, it would have been im-

passable.

A careful search along the route I traversed, Wadi Abu Dom, Wadi Kalas, Wadi Mugara, Jakdul,

Fura, Metemma, failed to throw any archaeological light on the problem of the ancient route. All

the way there are graves in their hundreds, some of mound type, presumably Meroitic in tradition,

and rectangular stone built ones of Christian type. In many cases the two types occur together in

the same cemetery and the difference may be cultural and religious rather than chronological. The
only ancient building to be found is the fort at Fura described by Crawford. 1

This fort may well be Napatan or Meroitic in date, and it is probable that it represents the main

resting- and watering-place on the ancient route. It is well placed, being approximately half way
between Meroe and Napata; the wells provide plentiful water and it is now the most important

watering-place for the Arabs of the Hasaniya tribe for many miles around. Direct evidence of date

is lacking; careful search only revealed a very few worn sherds which could be Meroitic.

The journey took nine days, but this was slow going, five to six is considered normal, and in

emergency the journey Damer-Merowe has been done in three days. P. L. Shinnie

The non-existence of a vizier Khentybau in the Middle Kingdom

In examining the inscribed material from the site of the pyramid of Ammenemes I at El-Lisht in

the records of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, I found it increasingly difficult to understand the

position of a certain vizier named Khentybau. The name, written is cited by A. Weil in his

Die Veziere des Pharaonenreiches, 38, No. 4, as being mentioned in Louvre Stela C 169, a stela from

the reign of Ammenemes I. He evidently considered the first “ in the name an error for — . Since

the date is based on the occurrence of the cartouche Sehetepibre< in a title, it seemed possible that the

1 Sudan Antiquities Service Occasional Papers No. 2, Castles and Churches in the Middle Nile Region, 36-38.

B 4443 S
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vizier in question lived in the Thirteenth rather than the Twelfth Dynasty. Indeed, the absence of

any other reference to him seemed to favour this alternative.

Reference to the text of the stela, however, shows even on the most summary examination that

there never was such a vizier. The stela was formerly in the Anastasi Collection and was published

from a squeeze by Sir Alan Gardiner in 1897 (Rec. trace. 19, 85). From the text and description

given there, supplemented by an examination of the stela itself, it is evident that the name is ^

,
the mother of the owner of the stela (see line four and the label given to the first of the two figures

of ladies in the lower right-hand corner of the stela). The error stems from the copying of the first

element as |g,

“
‘vizier’ instead of Vfl ‘daughter’ by the indexer to the Worterbuch from whose Zettel

Weil derived his reading. The name Sitkhentyetbau is known also from Cairo Stela 20734 (
CCG.),

and Ranke, who records both instances in Personennamen, 1, 292, interprets it as ‘daughter of [the

goddess] Khentyet-Bau’. To the vizier we can no longer accord even the most dubious existence. 1

Since we have so summarily dismissed Khentybau from office, it might not be out of place to

review briefly the situation in the vizierate at the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty, in so far as it

is known. At the end of the Eleventh Dynasty the office was held by the famous Amenemhet whose

service under XebtowyrC Menthotpe is recorded in the Wadi Hammamat inscriptions. Not with-

out reason, it is generally assumed that he usurped the throne to become the founder of the Twelfth

Dvnastv. His immediate successor in the vizierate, after his rise to the kingship, is unknown. It may

have been the owner of a large mastaba complex situated southwest of the king’s pyramid, if this

mastaba is indeed contemporary with the pyramid. It was in this complex that the subsidiary burial

of the lady Senebtisv was excavated by the staff of the Metropolitan Expedition. It is well established,

however, that the vizierate was occupied during part of the reign of Ammenemes I by an Inyotefokre,

the name of whose mother and wife was Senet. He built a small mastaba south-east of the king’s

pvramid, a second tomb at Thebes (no. 60), more strictly that of his wife, Senet, and possibly the

large mastaba north of the pyramid of Sesostris I. 2 At the site of this last mastaba an interesting but

fragmentary biographical text records the service of an individual in several reigns, the last and

only preserved reign mentioned being that of Ammenemes I. Hayes has plausibly suggested that

the mastaba might be attributed to Inyotefokre (see note 2 above). His vizierate spanned the end

of the reign of Ammenemes I and the beginning of that of Sesostris I. In the latter of these reigns

the tomb at Thebes was decorated. Recent evidence seems to indicate that he held office as late as

the tenth vear of Sesostris’s sole reign, for a certain Wen, son of the vizier Inyotefokre, inscribed

a stela in Wadi el-Hudi in year twenty of an unmentioned king, almost certainly Sesostris I; 3 the

text seems to indicate that the vizier was then still alive, although we have the names of at least

two other viziers from this reign, who must have succeeded him. We do not yet know whether

Inyotefokre took office at the beginning of the reign of Ammenemes. In any case he was never pre-

ceded in the vizierate by the fictitious Khentybau. W. K. Simpson

1 W. C. Hayes has suggested that one of the two mastabas north-east of the pyramid of Ammenemes I

might have belonged to Khenty bau, The Scepter of Egypt, New York, 1953, 177.

- The first tomb was excavated and recorded by J.-E. Gautier and G. Jequier, Memoire sur les fouilles de

Licht, Cairo, 1902. The second was published by N. de G. Davies, The Tomb of Antefoker, Vizier of Sesostris /,

and of his Wife, Senet (no. bo), London, 1920. For the mastaba at the South Pyramid at Lisht, see especially

A. Lansing in Bull. MMA, 28, 25-26, 31, fig. 38; and W. C. Haves, op. cit. 183.

3 A. Fakhry, The Inscriptions of the Amethyst Quarries at Wadi el Hudi, Cairo, 1952, 24, 26-27.
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS (1954)

By P. M. FRASER
I. Bibliography

(1) One survey of Greek epigraphy by J. and L. Robert appeared in 1954: REG 67, 95-193.

(2) My own survey of the years 1952-3 appeared in JEA 40, 124-41.

(3) J. Leclant’s survey of ‘Fouilles et Travaux en Egypte, 1952-3’ appeared in Orientalia, 23, 64-79.

(4) A bibliography of the writings of Sir Harold Bell appeared in JEA 40, 3-6 ;
of fA. Rehm in Philo-

logus, 98, 5-13; and of fP. Jouguet in Bull. Inst.fr. 54, 163-72.

II. New Texts

(5) Zaki Aly continues, in BSA Alex. 40, 101-50, his publication of funerary stelae from K5m Abu

Billu (cf.JEA 38 ,120, no. (20)). The present publication contains 34 stelae reproduced in photographs

which show the reliefs clearly, but, for the most part, not the inscriptions. The reliefs are of the same types

as those published in the previous article, and characteristic of the chora of Roman Egypt as a whole : the

dead person portrayed in the usual crude style, either in the Orans position, or as reclining at a Totenmahl.

The reliefs are carefully, if quaintly, described. The inscriptions are largely illiterate, and it would be unsafe

to quarrel with the readings, improbable though many of them seem. There is some confusion between

nos. 1 and 2: the descriptions have been mixed up, so that fig. 1 evidently represents stela II and fig. 2

stela I. The inscription of stela II (Aly’s stela I) is given by him p. 105, bottom, as einpugei. I cannot see

this at all, but I can see a name, illegible, on the photograph (beginning Cav- ?), followed by the age, IS i.e.

17. Stela IV: Aly reads .radeppovdis and tentatively restores [Il]Ta9epp.ovdis: IJadeppovdis is more likely

(for this name and its variants see now Vergote in no. (44) below, p. 1 5, no. 81). Stela VI : ApxfiAaTns should,

of course, be Apx^i-oams and not Apx^oams

:

for names in 'Apgi- (Horus-compounds) see Vergote, op. cit.

p. 7, no. 8. Stela XVI : a family group : A. discusses a similar unpublished relief in Baltimore. Stela XVII : an

instance of the deceased reclining on his couch, being carried on a boat. Stela XIX: the tombstone of a

woman of 26 who died Cvkvos. Stela XX: with ApveK-rrjs compare ApveKTwTTjs, Vergote, op. cit. p. 7,

no. 12. Stela XXXIV : of some interest. It consists of a rectangular plaque containing in a sunken field an

amphora in relief flanked by a vertical stylised decoration (palm-leaf?); below is the inscription "Hpwv

v8(p}o(f)6pos i~6v (sic) p6. A.’s comments are largely irrelevant, but he is probably right in regarding the

amphora as indicating Heron’s profession.

(6) In Bull. Sch. Or. and Afr. Stud. 16, 211-46, E. Littmann continues his publication (cf. JEA 40,

127, no. 14,/i'rt.) of the Nabataean inscriptions from the Eastern Desert, based on material from the papers

of H. A. Winkler, put at his disposal by D. Meredith. This article and the previous one are said (214) to com-

prise ‘practically all Nabataean inscriptions from Egypt, as far as we know’. A good many of them are

bilingual Greek-Nabataean but none of them are of sufficient importance to justify separate examination.

The caption to pi. 5 (no. 79) says that the rock there reproduced contains ‘several Greek inscriptions, one

dated October 2nd a.d. 16’, but the inscription is apparently not published. On 235-46 Meredith contributes

‘classical notes’ on the inscriptions, in which he discusses the dates of the Roman stations and other evidence

of Roman military occupation and tax-collection. Much of this is derivative, but it is a useful collection of

material. The jar-handles (SB 5732-5741) referred to on 244 as ‘of the Roman (and possible Hellenistic)

period’ are mainly Rhodian and certainly Hellenistic.

(7) D. Meredith continues his articles on the topography and epigraphy of the Eastern Desert (cf.

JEA 38, 1 19, no. 14; 40, 126, no. 14). (a) In Chron. d’Egypte, 29, 103-23, ‘Eastern Desert of Egypt
;
Notes on

Inscriptions’, he publishes the continuation of ibid. 28, 126-41. The new part is concerned with inscriptions

from Mons Claudianus, twelve of which were previously published (see below, no. (10)), and seven un-

published. These latter are insignificant. No. 34: a Latin epitaph of an eq(ues) coh(ortis) 1 Fl(aviae) Cil(icum)
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eq(uitatae) tur(mae) Scaevae ( ?); 35 is an incomprehensible graffito
;
36 names on amphorae (only one given);

37, Latin fragment; 38, quarry marks published and unpublished; 39, graffito; 49, fragments of inscribed

pottery.
(
b
)

ibid. 281-7, ‘Inscriptions from the Berenice Road’, 3VI. publishes three graffiti from Wadi
Menih from H. A. Winkler’s notebooks (M. published a fourth, Latin, graffito from the same source in

JRS 43, 38), and one from Afrodito from Wilkinson’s notebooks. (1) C. Numidius Eros hie fuit anno xxiix

Caesaris exs Inda redeo menos Phamen(oth). A. H. M. Jones reconstructs the last line plausibly as Ind(i)a

red(i)es, etc. The Greek date, in Latin characters, is noteworthy: the reverse, Latin in Greek characters, is

much more common, and one wonders why the evidently Greek slave was concerned to write a private

document in Latin characters. (2) ‘Hie fuit’ of a centurion of Leg. xxii. (3) Within a tabula ansata (the ansae

are not visible on fig. 44, but surely they were intended, if not actually executed), npooKvvgp.a of Euphemus,
slave of Lucius Felix, on behalf of Leonidas the son of Areios, his good friend, dated April 29, a.d. 44.

Leonidas was presumably a free man, and it is interesting that the slave should refer to a free man as his

dyados <f>l\os. It may be noted that the majuscule text of the inscription given by M. shows once more,

when compared with the true forms on the photograph, how wildly misleading such majuscule texts may
be. They are best dispensed with. (4) a Latin inscription of the prefectship of Iulius Ursus (a.d. 84) from
Aphrodito, recording the repair of some building (the text is based on a drawing of Wilkinson, and the

readings are uncertain).

I may also note that in JRAS 1954, 119-23, E. Littmann publishes from a photograph of Winkler’s,

provided by M., an Ethiopic inscription of the fourth century a.d. from the Berenike road. M. discusses

briefly the evidence for contact between Egypt and Ethiopia in the early Byzantine age.

(8) In jExcavation of Medinet Habu, V, Post-Ramessid Remains (Univ. of Chicago Orient. Inst, publica-

tions, vol. lxvi), p. 61, U. Holscher publishes some obviously Rhodian amphora-stamps: (1) fern] Alvrjropos

Spuvdlov, (2) AapoKpdrevs, (3) [Alo]vvolov, (4) cm Tupdayopa Aprapurlov], (5) ApiaroXa. Cf. below, no. (9).

III. Studies ofpreviously published inscriptions

(9) In no. (8) above, U. Holscher republishes, 58 f., SB 1530. He does not say either that it has been
published before, or that it is in Cairo (see A. Bataille, Memnonia, 94).

(xo) In Chron. d'Egyple, 29, 103 ff. (cf. above no. (7)), D. Meredith republishes some inscriptions from the
Eastern Desert: 22 = OGIS 678, with photograph. In M.’s note on line 4 for ‘Fig. 2’ read ‘Fig. 9’. The text

is as in OGIS, save that in line 4 KareaKevaoev is determined, and that Sejaorou, omitted by previous
editors, should be added as the last word before the date. 23-25 = IGR 1259, ILS 5741, with photograph.
Of the dedication on the plinth, commonly read as ’Ap.p.wvis Kryowlou MaXXlrrjs, M. says ‘the left-to-right

order of the names on the stone is, however, Krjcrwviov MaXXlrrjs A iiuoti’i
s'

. It is surely clear that the inscrip-

tion must be read in the order A.K.M. The town in Cilicia of which MaXXdnrjs is the ethnic is Mallos and
not Mallo. 26 = ILS 2612, with photograph. 27 = Milne, Cairo Cat. p. 34, no. 9277. In lines 8-9 M. gives
the line-division as AAc'favhpevs, with all editors except Milne who gave -MAe^aySped?. M. does not mention
this small point, and one may still wonder who is right. In 29 = IGR 1, 1260 referring to a Herakleides,

dpxiT€KTwv,l suspect that M. chooses the wrong Lupus as prefect in IGR 530, where Herakleides also occurs.
Surely the absence of Deiotariana shows, on the evidence as quoted by M., that the inscription is earlier

than a.d. 107. 31 = Bull. Fac. Arts. 11 (2), 139-40. 32 = ibid. 140. 33 = Chron. d’Egypte, 26, 354-63.
(11) In Prosopographica

(
Studia Hellenistica 9), W. Peremans and E. van ’T Dack study various docu-

ments, papyrological and epigraphical. I note those belonging to the latter group. (I) They offer a careful
reconstruction of the lost inscription, Strack, Dynastie, 107. Basing themselves on the aulic titulature in
lines 5-6 they abandon the long line of Letronne, and return to the short line postulated by Francke in
1830. As titles of Menandros (lines 5-6) they propose [-—-lmrd\pXVs in dvbpcbv xal yrjs Pa<nAucijs\

r

L
olKOV6p.os

(or vopapxqs) Kal imorrdrrjs (or orparryos) rod 'Opiflrov. They maintain that there is a fixed" order for
these titles, that orparry6s (or imcrrdrrjs) should follow immediately Inrrdpxqs eV dvbpwv and precede
oLKovop-os fiaoiXiKrjs yrjs, and that the reverse order is observed here because of the ambiguity which would
result owing to the order orpargyos Kal olKov6p.os yrjs fiaoiAixps rod 'Opfiirov, an ambiguity, however, which
would only exist if the two titles orparrjyos and olxovoposwere adjacent. They therefore assume that the lacuna
in line 6 is confined to olxovopov Kal orpary/ou (or imordrov). This reduces the length of restoration by about
thirty letters per line. However, as the authors admit, the fixed order is unfortunately not always followed
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(they give as examples the evidence of the careers recorded under Pros. Ptol. 367, 381), and it is therefore

unsafe to theorize concerning a possible violation of that order here. This proposed restoration has a

decisive effect on the dating of the inscription, since line 1 can, on these conditions, have held only
\ fiamXei

IlToXepalwi Kal f}aoi\La\crr]i KXeoTrdrpaL and will thus be dated most probably in the period 131-24.

Other modifications are of course necessary throughout the text. Line 2 is of critical importance. It contains

the name of some deity, peylarwL. It was on this that Letronne based his restoration of the long line.

The deity worshipped at Ombos was, he claimed, Aroeres, identified with Apollo, as in OGIS 114, Apo-gpei

Bean peyaXwi AvoXXcovi. On the calculations of P. and van ’T Dack this is too long, but they cannot find a

suitable supplement. That required is, I think, £0 since the temple at K5m Ombo was shared, in a

unique way, between Sobk and Haroeris (Souchos and Aroeres). The part played by Sobk was certainly the

larger, and it is more suitable for him to be called ptyioTos than Aroeres who in the other inscription is

called only peyas. This restoration can thus be made wholly plausible, and I am inclined to favour it, but

the other cannot be disproved. (II) ‘Contribution a l’interpretation de SB 1 1586 et V 8036’. With regard to

1568, the main interest of which lies in the offices held by the honorand, Apollodorus, the authors main-

tain that they are in ‘hierarchical’, that is to say, anti-chronological, order. This seems likely enough, and

removes the difficulties in the interpretation proposed by O(tto) and B(engtson), Niedergang, 14 ff. With

regard to the possible identification of Apollodorus with the father of Helenus in the Brussels papyrus, it

should be noted that the reading AnoX\(o8d>)pov is now abandoned by Hombert and Preaux as quoted in

no. (18) below, p. 57, bottom. SB 8036 is the inscription made famous by O. and B.’s treatment of it,

op. cit. 1-22. Here they follow Volkmann (reviewing O. and B. in BPW 1939, cols. 1007-10) in denying the

identity of the dedicant of this inscription with the honorand of SB 1568, and rejecting the restoration

[rpo(j)£vs tov PaoiXeuis} (the title borne by the other Apollodorus in 1568) proposed by O. and B. They restore

the more suitable
r

.'umdpxr}S eV av8pwi/j. This reduces the length of the supplement by three letters. They
seem unnecessarily exacting in reducing the length of the other supplements on this account

; a difference of

three letters would hardly be felt in the space occupied by something over fifteen. Nevertheless, on grounds

of style and formula, the restorations ofVolkmann in lines 1-4 are preferable to those of O. and B. (III). Here

the authors collect and reinterpret the evidence for Komanos tojv TrpuiTtov <f>l\wv, known particularly from

PCol. Inv. 481 (
Archiv

, 13, 1 ff.) The evidence is largely, but not wholly, epigraphical. They bring important

new evidence to bear on the career of K. from the second decree of Philae, Sethe, Urkunden, 11, no. 38, 214-30,

which shows Komanos (if it be he) suppressing a rebellion in the Theban nome in 186 b.C. PCol. Inv. is

dated to year 18, and this they regard as year 18 of Epiphanes, 187 B.c. This seems likely to be right, and I

see only one difficulty. They claim that Komanos, who was undoubtedly ru>v irpwTuiv <f>LXwv, was on that

account not (as Westermann restored) arparpyos of the Arsinoite nome, since the aulic rank r. it.
<f>.
was not

held by simple orpa-rpyol. It is, however, held by a strategos of the same Arsinoite nome in c. 143-1 b.c.

(see BGU 1250, line 8, and cf. Westermann, Archiv, loc. cit. p. 4, note on line 8, and Peremans and van

’T Dack, p. 24, note 7), and it would be unwise to conclude that the rank could not be held by a strategos

of the same nome earlier. Otherwise, this reconstruction of the career of Komanos is very plausible. (V)

deals with Lochos, the leading figure of the reign of Euergetes II, and attempts to trace the stages of his

career, known from Delian and Egyptian inscriptions and Greek and Demotic papyri. The comments on

OGIS 147 seem to me very sensible. (VI) ‘Notice au sujet de SB 1 2100’ deals with the dedication by 77

ttoAi? in honour of Lycarion. The authors have not consulted the edition of the text (equally unknown to

Preisigke in SB) by Breccia, Rapport sur la Marche du Service du Musee en igi2, 39, no. 90, which gives

(fig. 13) a careful facsimile of the text, the lettering of which is £CWTTZ. Unreliable though epigraphical

criteria are, they are less so in Ptolemaic inscriptions than in many places, and this hand is hardly conceiv-

able before the first century b.c. It closely resembles the hand of Alexandrian inscriptions of the Imperial

period (see e.g., Breccia, pi. 30, no. 72). The date proposed by P. and van ’T Dack, 128-119 b.c., thus

seems very unlikely on these grounds, and I should prefer a date the best part of a century later. No doubt

the same names were continued in the family for successive generations, and this late date for SB 2100

does not upset the rearrangement of the family stemma proposed by the authors. (XIX) see no. (36).

(12) In his article on the Curator Civitatis (Gk. Aoyicmjs) in Egypt, JjfP 7/8, 83-105, B. R. Rees refers

to the relevant inscriptions (84, note 7; 85, note 13). He rejects the traditional restoration of CIG 5085 and

5090, according to which the inscriptions contain references to a Aoytcmjs-, claiming that the drawing in
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Gau’s Antiquites de la Nubie, xm, 15, shows the restoration of 5085 to be impossible. This is confused:

Gau, op. cit. xm, 15 gives not CIG 5085 but 5090, while 5085 is given on xiv, 32. In any case, the inscrip-

tions of Dakke should be consulted in the edition of Ruppel (Die Tempel von Dakke, m (1930)), where these

two inscriptions bear respectively the numbers 32(5085) and 15(5090). As Rees suspected, the correct

reading is indeed not Aoyicmjs but yapim-ps.

(13) In Archiv, 15, 7104, ‘Orakelfragen und Orakelantworten, I. aus Agvpten’, A. Wilhelm deals with

the inscription published by G. Klaffenbach, Archiv, 10,215b (= SEG tin, 653 = SB 7560), and interprets

Gepy.ovdis as the epithet of Isis (cf. SEG vm, 653), and AyaOos Aalptov and Ayadrj Tvyrj as the common
Egyptian proper-names. The inscription thus becomes a normal request to an oracle. It can hardly be
doubted that Wilhelm has found the right solution here. The combination of dedicatory altar and oracular

inscription is strange.

(14) Ibid. 97-103, ‘Gedicht aus Philai’, Wilhelm proposes corrections and new supplements to IGR 1,

1299, occasioned by Zingerle’s discussion of line 1 in Archiv, 9, 10 ff. In line 1, for f-n-]6p7rav he proposes

(r' op(p]av = turmam
,
which gives excellent sense, but the recovery of Lepsius’ squeeze (see Nachtrag

,

103)
shows that the stone has undoubtedly irop—av and the double corruption hardly seems likely, so vopnav
remains unexplained. His other supplements (line 31 init., a TTav'eo'pTevovaa; line 5 init. IAldiorrwv yap

4>_vXa\ line 6 init. yiKdoas rroA/Vd?; line 7 init. (Xr)<j>9eloas Kara}-, line 8 init.
r
£7crtv irlpaoev «r]ai), restore

logic and sense to this hitherto rather chaotic poem.

(15) InJEA 40, 118-23, ‘Grabgedicht aus Herakleopolis’, F. Zucker discusses in detail the epigrams pub-
lished by J. Schwartz, Ann. Serv. 50, 402 ff. (cf. JEA 38, 119, no. (15)). He accepts the emendations of A.
Oguse given by J. and L. Robert, Bull. 1952, no. 1S1, but does not seem to know those proposed by P.

Maas, recorded by me, JEA, loc. cit. He corrects the view of Schwartz that the language is a mixture of

Dorisms and Ionisms, and claims that the Ionic eta is preserved in all save three places. Of Marpis he says

‘Von den vielen mit prypp gebildeten theophoren Namen begegnen einige wie Marpcov, Marpeas, Marpts
iiberhaupt, soviet ich sehe, uberwiegend mit a’. But of Marpis, the name in question, this is not true, since

the form Mrjrpis is common, for instance, at Sinope (FdD 111, 4, 13 ; IG iff, 10339 ;
Robinson, Anc. Sinope,

pp. 312-13, no. 40, 1. 5). Z. also has some penetrating remarks on the general style of the epigrams.

(16) In Archiv, 15, 60-70, ‘Ein angebliches Zeugnis fiir eine syrisch-hellenistische Gotterdreiheit’,

Zucker discusses the dedication from the grotto of Astarte at Wasta, north of Tyre, CIS 1, 6, rejecting Dus-
saud’s restoration

(
Notes de myth. syr. (1905) 109), and confirming the original reading of Renan, Mission

de Phenicie, 647 f. (whence CIS and Strack, Dynastie, no. 10). Unfortunately, he had not access to the
republication of the inscription, together with a detailed discussion of the grotto, by A. Beaulieu and
R. Mouterde in Mel. Beyrouth, 27, 3-20 (cf. J. and L. Robert, REG 62, 58, no. 197a and M. N. Tod,
JEA 36, 108-9), 'vhere the reading is established (photo of squeeze) to be lAJoXapalyn. Z., then, reads
nyoXjp'alan and dates the inscription to the beginning of the third century- on palaeographical grounds.
He produces a considerable amount of parallel material to support this early date, but yet I cannot agree
with him. A date towards the end of the century seems much more probable to me. Z.’s comparison of the
letter-forms is confined to BTI<t>Q, and none of these letters are of the same vital significance for dating as
are alpha and sigma, neither of which he discusses. The alpha, in every- instance except one, has a broken
cross-bar (Dussaud’s copy, which formed the basis of Z.’s study, is very- inaccurate here, so no blame
attaches to Z. : D. gives all alphas with straight cross-bar), the hastae of the sigma are horizontal and not
divergent. These features are common from the time of Philopator onwards and rare earlier. On the other
hand, the features adduced by- Z., though they undoubtedly occur, as he shows, in the earlier Ptolemaic
period, are mostly more common later. Thus the rho with long vertical stroke is found in non-monumental
inscriptions at any time (see Breccia, nos. 316-17 and pi. 31, 74 (Euerg. 11?); 1 (iii. a.c.?); JEA 39, pi. V),
and both it and the pi with curved right-hand stroke are most common in papyri of the later third century
(see PPetr. 1, pis. 11,13, r 4. IS- etc.

;
PEnt. pi. 3, no. 15) and the Hadra vases (Breccia, pi. 44; JEA, loc.

cit.) and in inscriptions of a far later date, for example, the -pookwv,para at Philae (see Lepsius, Denkmdler,
12, Bi. passim). I think that it may well be that the features picked out by Z. as characteristic of the earlier
period were fairly common through much of the Ptolemaic period in inscriptions other than those carved
in the monumental style by professional lapicides on which we normally base our palaeographical criteria.
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IV. Religion

(17) In Aegyptus
, 33, 347-57 (and pi.) ‘II culto dei Dioscuri in Egitto’, F. vox Bissixg publishes an un-

inscribed relief in the Museo Egizio of Turin representing two mounted figures armed with spears, and
with stars attached to their bare heads by a rod. B. identifies these horsemen with the Dioscuri, and em-
phasizes the importance of their cult in Egypt. He quotes the inscription from Tihna, OGIS 94, giving new
evidence for the text in the form of a copy made by H. Dragendorff about fifty years ago. The third line

runs, according to this copy, "l/copi? ’Epyew? "IcnSi MoiylaSi Ewrelpai. A/oiytaSt hardly seems likelv. He
also mentions a relief of the Dioscuri cut in the rock at Tihna (pi. ibid, below), and refers twice (394,
note 2, end; 352) to SB 987, a dedication to the Dioscuri also from Tihna; he describes it as of ‘the

Alexandrine period’, but if this means Ptolemaic he is wrong, since the dedicant is called XapiKXrjs vavapyos
otoXov crqS aarov AXe^avSpLvov. He discusses in general terms the evidence from inscriptions and
papyri referring to the Dioscuri in both the Ptolemaic (cf. Vissep., Gotten vnd Kulte, 83-84) and the

Roman periods. He also gives the evidence of coins, lamps, etc. This is a useful, if rather chaotic, article.

(18) S. R. K. Glaxville and T. C. Skeat, JEA 40, 45-58, ‘Eponymous Priesthoods of Alexandria from
21 1 B.c.’, must be considered along with

(19) F. Hixtze, Mitt. Inst. Orientforsch. 2, 208-17, ‘Bemerkungen zu den eponymen Priestern von
Alexandrien’. The two articles are independent of one another and on the whole complementary. Both
are necessary. The English scholars give a documented list of known priests, in chronological order, for the

period in question. Their only thesis is the existence of a law (which they call ‘Bell’s Law’ in honour of the

Jubilar of the volume ofJEA) according to which ‘normally the athlophorus of one year was the kanephorus

of the next’, and they note under the years in question all instances where it does and does not operate.

The first part of H(intze)’s article is concerned with one particular problem (see below), while the second

part, by happy chance, also deals with the same ‘law’ (which H., perhaps wisely, hesitates to call a law) in

the reverse way; that is to say he gives a list of the pairs of years in which the ‘law’ works, a list of the

instances in which there is a gap of one year in the tenure of the kanephoria after the athlophoria, and so on.

Thus the two lists supplement one another. A few details may be noted. The priest of 211-10 was read by

Plaumann, PGrad. 15, as zlipre'ATjvTj. G(lanville)-S(keat) incline to reject this (and cf. H. 212-13), but

I think there is an argument in its favour, or at least one which demands that the papyrus be re-read. The
Alexandrian inscription, Breccia, Inscr. 164, the attribution of which to Alexandria has been a matter of

such uncertainty, but which cannot well be denied in view of the reading of line 8
~

AXeijavS'ptW (see,

for the reading, Sec-RE, BSA Alex. 33, 135-6) is dated in line 1 by the eponymous priest, i<f> lepiios ehoriXovs.

Since there can be no doubt that the inscription is of the third century there is at least a probability that we
have here the same eponymous priest. I note a few other points. For years 3 and 5 of Epiphanes (G.-S.’s

nos. 5 and 7), where the name of the athlophorus of the latter year appears in the demotic form as S;trt;s,

on which G.-S. comment ‘The Greek name of Athl. is uncertain: perhaps Eworparls, though this form does

not seem to be exampled’, H. observes (216) the obvious similarity between this name and that of the kane-

phorus of year 3, and says ‘Zu S’trt’s bemerkt Thompson: “Is insoluble so far”, aber Ecoarparr^ scheint

mir eine mogliche Aufldsung zu sein’. This suggests that H. is prepared to regard the latter form as a

possible feminine termination (he in fact gives the name of the Kanephoros of year 3 in this form). H. gives

evidence for the nineteenth year of Ephiphanes, i 87 ; 6, (between G.-S.’s nos. 16 and 17) for which G.-S. sav

that ‘no names are recorded’, from Sethe, Urkunden, 11, 216 and a papyrus in Berlin where Demetria

the daughter of Philinus occurs in demotic dress. On their no. 32 G.-S. do not state that the reading

MeXavKopa in PTeb. 81 1 is a correction of Schmidt, BPW col. 1317; the editors read MeXXiKopavov

.

G.-S.

suggest that he is identical with the Ptolemaic ini rfjs —dAeo>? of Kition
(
OGIS 134). Their 46, the eponyms

of the thirty-third and thirty-fourth years of Euergetes II, is the subject of the first part of H.’s paper. The
latter shows, by reference to PSI 1311 (not quoted by G.-S.) that the names of PAmh. 44, combined by

G.-S. with the evidence of PdemCairo 30619, to form their 46, belongs to the thirty-fourth and not the

thirty-third year. H. (214, no. 10) is also able to add evidence for a year previously blank, the thirty-fifth of

Euergetes II, 136/5, falling between G.-S.’s nos. 46 and 47, from a demotic papyrus in the Eremitage

museum, Inv. Goleniscev. 1122, published in 1950. ETnder no. 58 G.-S. quote as the only example of an

Alexander-priest of the first century b.c. the inscription BSA Alex. 19, 128-9, n0 - 6, which they regard

(partly, I fear, at my instigation) as Ptolemaic on account of the omission of the name of the ruler before
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the date. I find, however, that in SB, 987-9, all of which are Imperial, no emperor’s name is given before

the year, so it would be unwise to build much on this criterion.

(20) In Griechische Papyri der hamburger Staats- und Universitats-Bibliothek (1954), 187, Chr. Habicht
discusses no. 182 of the volume, of 249 b.c., a letter written in Mesore of that year, which says: /cat yap al

iopral at peyioTai at h/ rwi eviavrdn iv toil p.Tjvl tovtcjl H. seeks to identify the festival or festivals in-

volved, and after excluding on valid grounds the Ptolemaieia, the yeveQXia of the monarch, and the Thea-
delpheia, he concludes in aporia. However, if only one festival is meant, it is, I think, pretty certain that the

one in question is the Arsinoeia (not mentioned by H.), attested both in the Fayyum and in Alexandria,

and which was certainly held in Mesore: see PCZ 59.096 (cf. Visser, Gutter und Kulte, p. 76, no. 20, and
cf. PCol. Zen. 56 = no. 19 in Visser) of 257 b.c., eight years before PHamb. 182. The recto of the Cairo

papyrus asks where Apollonius will spend ‘the festival’, and is dated ‘Mesore 2’ while the verso has ZujlXov,

a Jiir'oXXcuvios} nap* aiiraji a(ei ra ApCnvoeta). This suggests a major public festival in keeping with the

language of PHamb. 182.

(21) I may note here, in passing, the publication by D. K. Hill, Rev. Arch. 1954 (1), 44-50 of ‘Four
Fragments of Ptolemaic High-Relief Faience’. Two of these royal oinochoai (in the Walters Art Gallery)

are of the usual type, but no inscriptions survive. For what I regard as at last the correct interpretation of

these ‘royal oinochoai’ see no. (24) below.

(22) In Archtv, 15, 7-45, ‘Die Gottervon Memphis indergriechisch-romischenZeit’, E. Kiessling analyses

the attitudes and practices revealed in UPZ 1, and summarizes in the main the conclusions reached by
\\ ilcken in his notable introduction to that volume. He gives an alphabetical survey of the various gods
worshipped at Memphis, and refers in passing to the epigraphical material where necessary.

(23) In Le Nouvelle Clio, 6, 258-77, P. Lambrechts and P. Noyen contribute ‘recherches sur le culte

d’Atargatis dans le monde grec’. Their study of the Greek inscriptions relative to the cult does not lead to

any new conclusions. The material is already collected in the article of F. R. Walton, in Reallex.f. Antike
und Christentum, s.v. Atargatis (an article to which the authors refer once, 268, note 3, and attribute to the

editor of the Reallex., Th. Klacser). They mention the main sites where the cult is found, and claim that

their list, which does not mention Egypt, is exhaustive. They thus ignore the important Ptolemaic in-

stances, PEnt. 78 (yr. 1, Philopator), 1 . 3 (recognized by the editors of POsl. 94), and PFreiburg edited by
Wilcken in Festgabe Deissmann, 9 ff. (=SB 7351), both of which refer to an Arapyareiov. For the Imperial
period, Walton already gave references to POxy. 1449 (and POsl. 94 where it is a supplement).

(24) In Mains. Abh. (Geistes- und sozialwiss. Klasse), 1952 (10), 719-63, ‘Der Gott auf dem Elefanten-
wagen’, Fr. Matz discusses six Dionysiac sarcophagi of the Imperial age, in which he regards the figure of
the God on the elephant-chariot as deriving from representations of the God symbolizing the apotheosis of
Hellenistic rulers. He seeks to determine in which particular dynasty the type originated. In this connexion
he discusses the evidence for the introduction of Dionysus-worship under Philopator. He gives an admirable,
and to my mind wholly convincing, explanation (735-6) of the ‘royal oinochoai’ (see above, no. (21)) with
representations of the Ptolemaic queens, as Anthesteria-vases, on the basis of the account of Arsinoe Ill’s

participation in that festival, recorded by Eratosthenes
(
FGrH 241, fr. 16). I am not aware that this explana-

tion has been given before. The fact that at Athens the fiaai,\evs dressed up as Dionysus for the Choesteria
further justifies M. in his supposition that the figure of the ruler identified as Dionysus may have formed
the model for the Dionysus figure of tw o of the six sarcophagi (nos. 1 and 2). In the other sarcophagi,
according to M., the elephant appears in connexion with, and forming part of, a light-symbolism which
M. explains (737 ff.) as part of an Alexandrian system of symbols. He quotes two passages from Juba of
Mauretania concerning the votive-offerings of Philopator after Raphia, in which the elephant and Helios
are closely connected. The connexion with Dionysus may derive from the enemy’s (Seleucid) cult-practices,
and M. believes the eventual origin of this elephant-symbolism to be Achaemenid. ‘Der Sieger (Philopator)
macht sich in dieser Form die Lichtsymbolik zu eigen.’ Though some of w'hat M. has to say in the latter

part of the paper does not convince me, the explanation he offers of 1 and 2 seems satisfactory'

(25) The article of S. Morenz, ‘Ptah-Hephaistos, der Zwerg, Beobachtungen sur Frage der interpretatio
graeca in der agyptischen Religion’, Festschrift Zucker, 277-90, is an interesting general survey of the
equation of deities, with particular reference to the equation Ptah-Hephaistos. He suggests that the concept
of Ptah as a dwarf is due to the Greek notion of Hephaistos, and compares the figure of Sarapis with its
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Greek figure but Egyptian history7
. He attributes this interpretatio graeca to the first Ionian and Carian

inhabitants of Memphis. In note 20 he refers to CIG 4893 ;
this is republished as OGIS 130. Note 35, in

discussing the Coptic Cambyses-Romance he does not seem to know the detailed treatment by A. Klasens in

Ex Oriente Lux, 3 (1944-8, publ. 1952), 339 ff.

(26) In Aegyptus, 33, 283-96, ‘Neotera, Queen or Goddess?’, A. D. Nock, on the basis of a passage of the

Contra gentes of Athanasius, takes further the study of the title veanepa recently undertaken by fCampbell
Bonner and himself

(
HTR 41, 213-15). He discusses several inscriptions, in particular the bilingual dedica-

tion at Denderah to Neotera, IGR 1, 1167. While admitting that Neotera might here be Cleopatra VII (he

gives examples of the survival of Ptolemyr-worship in the Imperial age : I should prefer to leave open the

question whether SB 3448 of 118 b.c. refers to Soter I: it is from Philae, whereas the other instances of the

separate worship of Soter I at such a date are, as one might expect, from Ptolemais), N. prefers the identi-

fication with Aphrodite Hathor, and concludes ‘I think it probable that Neotera in Egypt under the Roman
Empire always meant Aphrodite (Hathor)’.

(27) I may7 note a further study by Ch. Picard on the Memphian statuary (cf. JEA 40, 128, no. 19), Mon.

Plot, 47, 77-98, ‘La Statue-portrait de Demetrios de Phalere au Sarapieion de Memphis’. He is mainly con-

cerned with the iconography of Sarapis (the hermiform head of whom, supporting the figure identified by

him as Demetrius, he regards as representing the original Bryaxean form, 85, 92 f.), which lies outside the

field of this survey.

(28) In Syria, 31, 88-89, H. Seyrig suggests that the Heliopolis-name of Baalbek may derive from an

equation of the Heliopolitan Supreme God with a deity in Egypt, where the sun-god was supreme, e.g. Zeus

Sarapis. The identity of the name Heliopolis with that of the Greek name of the city in Egypt leads him to

suppose that this interpretation may belong to the Ptolemaic age. He quotes other evidence for Egyptian

elements in the Syrian cult, and adds that this attraction is only natural if Baalbek was an important city

during the Ptolemaic occupation of Syria. I may note, for others to assess, that in Kemi, 13, 76, P. Montet
publishes a part of a statue with a hieroglyphic inscription found near Baalbek. The statue is of the Pharaoh

Kha<neferre<, and Montet concludes: ‘Surle statue de Baalbek Kheneferre est aime de Re-Harakhte qui est

l’un des deux grands dieux de Heliopolis. II est done permis de penser que ce n’est pas par hasard que son

monument a ete trouve si pres d’un site voue sans doute de toute antiquite au culte du soleil.’

(29) In HTR 47, 153-64, writing on ‘Fees and Taxes in the Greek Cults’, F. Sokolowsi refers to line 17

of SEG VIII (sic, not v), 529, a decree of a owaywy-q of uvyyewpyol in which the right is conferred on the

honorand to introduce three friends into the svnodos free of charge : imSe^aaOaL Se els rrjv ovvoSov Scjpeav

roils vtt* aiirov Tipwpevovs avSpas rpeis. S. says ‘in some circumstances the tax could be remitted’, but refers

only to this text. I wonder if there are other instances of this practice? Normally remission of entrance fee

is granted only to relatives of deceased members: see Poland, Vereinswesen, 300.

V. Political and social history, constitutional law

(30) In Ann.fac. lett. Univ. Ibrah. Pacha, 1, 179-94, M. Awwad writes on ‘The sixth Syrian War and the

Commencement of Dy nastic Strife in Egypt’.

(31) In Journ. Theol. Stud. 1954, 224-7, A. H. M. Jones writes on ‘The Date of the Apologia contra

Arianos of Athanasius’. In this connexion he discusses the date of the introduction of the office of speculator

in the officium of the Augustal (prefect). He refers to CIG 4816 (republished as Baillet, Inscr. de Syringes

1380), a TrpooKWTjpa of Tatian, probably the first Augustal of Egypt; another TTpocncmnjpa of Tatian is

Baillet, ibid. 1118.

(32) Of general interest for the study of Roman administration in Egypt is the article of H. M. Last,

JEA 40, 68-73, on ‘The Praefectus Aegypti and his Powers’, in which he wrestles with the statement attri-

buted to Ulpian in Dig. 1, 17, 1, that the imperium possessed by the Prefect of Egypt was ‘ad similitudinem

proconsulis lege sub Augusto ei datum’.

(33) Also of general interest is the article of E. Luddeckens in ZDMG 104, 330-46, ‘Herodot und
Agypten’, in which he warmly supports the historicity of Herodotus’ account of the material aspects of

Egyptian civilization. This clear and straightforward account derives some of its ideas from an as y
ret un-

published commentary on Her. 11 and in, 1-39, by the late Georg Muller (ob. 1921), which L. wall

apparently edit.

B 4443 T
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(34) In Festschriftfur Zucker, 293-97, ‘Zum Edikt des Tiberius Iulius Alexander’, W. Muller proposes

a fresh interpretation of 3 (lines 18-26) of the inscription. (He knows nothing of the definitive edition of

this inscription by Evelyn-White and Oliver, The Temple of Hibis, 11 (1939), and refers only to OGIS 669

and SB 8444, though the failure of the latter to heed the text of Evelyn-White and Oliver has been re-

peatedly stressed: e.g. JEA 38, 116.) He attempts to determine the identity and status of the injured parties

referred to in lines 19-21. He seems to be right in claiming that they are private citizens, and not officials

in debt to the state. The author refers in note 1 to his Leipziger Dissertation Das Edikt des Tiberius Iulius

Alexander (Leipzig, 1950), which I regret I have not seen.

(35) In Ann. fac. lett. Univ. Ibrah. Pacha, 1, 173-78, I. Noshy Bey writes on ‘The War Navy of the

Ptolemies’.

(36) In Prosopographica (cf. no. (xi) above), 105 ff. xix, Peremans and van ’T. Dack write on ‘Les in-

stances administratives de l’Ombite d’apres les Ostraca Pr. Joachim’. These are difficult, illiterate, and

illegible documents, but in several instances the authors are able to improve on the interpretation of Preisigke.

(37) In Chron. d'Egypte, 29, 312-27, Cl. Preaux writes on ‘Les origines des monopoles lagides’, suggesting

that the familiar inscription regarding the svnoecism of Teos and Lebedos, Welles, Roy. Corr. 3, contains

in lines 80 f. a monopolistic system put into effect by Antigonus, which may have been the type of institution

which was the model of the Ptolemaic system. As Mile Preaux readily admits, the measures of Antigonus

were taken at a time of political anxiety to himself, when he needed to ensure by stable corn-supplies the

loyalty of cities, and it seems unlikely that his measures would themselves have formed a conscious model.

She claims, rather, that a general influence from the eastern Greek world of which tve see one example in

the letter of Antigonus, is likely, particularly in view of the number of eastern Greeks in Egyptian service.

She offers, en passant, some alternative supplements to the inscription: line 86 she reads bjiiv for -rjjj.lv, line

89 (fipovTilojicv for Dittenberger’s efpovTL^ojiev; lines 94-95 for crlra/v] she suggests ojvlojv].

(38) In Rylands Bull. 36, 128-45, 484-500, A. Rowe makes ‘A Contribution to the Archaeology of the

Western Desert’. In the first part he gives a list of the monuments found in the region, and references to the

Mareotis in inscriptions of the Pharaonic period and in writers of the classical period. The geographical

information derives largely from Gauthier’s Dictionnaire des notnsgeographiques, and the additional informa-

tion is rather naive (see e.g. p. 137, under ‘Pharos island’), cf. also no. (50).

(39) In BSA Alex. 40, 63-81, J. Schw'ARTz writes on ‘Les Palmyreniens et 1 ’Egypte’, tracing the com-

plicated story and chronology of the Palmyrene invasions of a.d. 268-70. He notes the inscriptions, parti-

cularly those from Koptos
(
IGR I, 1169, 1181 ; on 64, in the text he quotes the latter inscription as evidence

for Alexandrian merchants at Koptos, but in footnote 5 he emphasizes the weakness of the current restora-

tions, and says ‘il parait plus prudent d’attribuer 1 ’inscription a un Coptite ce qui n’elimine nullement le

commerce alexandrien a Coptos’ ;
the second part of the sentence seems ambiguous

; if the inscription refers

to a Koptite then it at least is not evidence for Alexandrian commerce at Koptos). He discusses, 79, OGIS
71 1

(Breccia, Inscr. 93), the inscription referring to Claudius Firmus the corrector, where in line 1 he

follows Clermont-Ganneau in referring EefiaoTov to Vaballath.

(40) Mention must be made of the appearance of the second edition of T. C. Skeat’s invaluable The

Reigns of the Ptolemies (Miinchener Beitrage, 39). The work has been carefully revised, and will be an in-

valuable aid for all who, like myself, like their sums done for them. The clear statements of the difficult

chronological problems involved in the dates of accession of the various rulers have been brought up to date.

(41) In JRS 44, 54-64, E. G. Turner writes on Tiberius Iulius Alexander, making an attempt to recon-

struct the cultural relationships between Greek and Jew in Alexandria in the first century a.d. He discusses

in this respect the Tell el-Yahudiyah epitaphs
(CIJ 1451 ffi). The immediate interest of his paper lies,

however, in the new evidence T. provides from an unpublished PHib (215) of a.d. 70-130 in which Alex-

ander is referred to as TpB. ’IovX. JlAe'C tov rjycfioyevoavt]os yevojilvov /ml irrapyov -npadra/plov
]
which seems

to show that Alexander was Prefect of the Praetorian guard, after his Egyptian prefecture.

VI. Prosopography, etc.

(42) In JEA 40, 15-17, ‘Two Notes’, -[Campbell Bonner discusses ‘I. the Names Nonnos, Nonne’. He
attacks the view expressed in Pape, s.v., that both names are Egyptian and mean ‘holy’. With regard to the
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Delphian inscription of the late second century a.d., Syll. 3
847, where Nowos 6 xal A\e£av8pevs

occurs, he says ‘it is doubtful whether the versatile Nonnus-Demetrius had a drop of Egyptian blood in his

veins’. He gives many instances of the name in late documents of Asia Minor, Syria, and Palestine, and

concludes (no doubt correctly) that it is a ‘Lallname’.

(43) In Acta Antiqua, 2, 68-71 (Russian) and 73-75 (German) L. Castiglione discusses, in connexion

with a mummy-ticket in the Hungarische Museum der bildenden Kiinste bearing the names Eivtopos

AiroXkco[v[ov\, personal names having a grecized form of Horns in the second part, and points out they more

usually combine in -vpi.s (Eevvpis, 'Eevvpis, etc.), and concludes that the form in -wpos is not found earlier

than the second century1 a.d. He regards the change as due to a change in pronunciation, and parallels the

transformation in the Greek forms of Hathor, AQvp, and ’’Oaipis^Ycnpis (see Plut. de Is. et Osir. 34, in

Hopfner, Fontes, 237). He dates the mummy-ticket, on this and other grounds, to the second half of the

second century' a.d.

(44) In Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava, 7, ‘Les Noms propres du P. Bruxelles Inv. E. 7616’, J. Vergote

studies the names occurring in the papyrus edited by M. Hombert and Cl. Preaux as Pap. Lug-Bat. vol. 5,

‘Recherches sur le recensement dans l’Egypte romaine’, a papyrus of a.d. 174, containing a list of /car’

oUiav airoypapal of villages of the Delta. The Greek names are normal, and the comments on them in-

significant. The greater part (122 out of a total of 158) of the names are Egyptian in Greek transcription.

They' mostly occur in Namenbuch, but V. has useful remarks on their derivation, and the value of the dis-

sertation lies in this section.

(45) In Philologus, 98, 94-100, ‘Zu hellenistischen Dichtem’, no. 2, 97 ff. F. Zucker discusses the epigram

ofAsclepiades, APv, 184, line 5, Kal mpa Qavftoplov pobivovs e£ npooXafle [v-Xogpovs]. He interprets €)aiifiopiov

as a form of the feminine name familiar from Greco-Roman Egypt. He discusses the ‘sociology’ of the name,

pointing out that it is found in the highest Ptolemiac society in the person of the priestess of Kleopatra Thea

Euergetis 17 /cat ^iXopr/rtop in 107/6 ;
this Thaubarion is related to the governors of Cyprus, being apparently

granddaughter of Helenos (Z., like Peremans and van ’T. Dack, see above, no (11) on II, accepted the

reading of the Brussels papyrus which makes Apoll(odorus) the father of Helenos). On Thaubarion see also

Wilcken, Archiv, 13, 136 and Hintze, above, no. (19), 212, note 23.

VII. Nubia and Ethiopia

(46) In Kush (Journal of the Sudan Antiquities Service), 1, 26, O. G. S. Crawford refers to some Byzan-

tine inscribed bricks from Geteine on the east bank of the White Nile, fifty miles above Khartoum. Two
bear the name Miya77A

,
one Kovtkovt (?) The place of discovery is said to mark ‘the southern limit of mediaeval

Nubian Christianity’.

VIII. The Ptolemaic Empire

(a) New text.

(47) In Quaderni di Arch, della Libia, 3, 33-66, G. Caputo writes on ‘La protezione dei monumenti di

Tolemaide negli anni 1935-1942’ and publishes on 66, note 7, a base found in the stylobate of the Temple

in the forum bearing the inscription

BaoiXea Flro Aepaiov]

0iXoprj~opa t[ov (/3aaiAe'a)S\ ?)) LlroXepalov]

Kal KXeoTT<XTpa'
:
_s , 6ewv e-mpavwv,]

rj ttoXis

In view of the absence of fiaoiXiooa—before KXeovdrpa—the reference is presumably to Philometor’s

mother, Kleopatra I, and I restore accordingly. In 1 . 2 paaiXeivs, which is not essential to the formula, makes

the line much longer than the following one.

(b) Discussions, etc.

(48) In BCH 78, 336, no. 13, Chr. Dunand and J. Thomopoulos publish an improved text of IG xii, 5,

541, which now has reference to an Athenian [reraypevos vir.o top j3a<nXea LlroXepalov (line 1), who acted

as hiKao-rTjs. They date the piece to the reign of Philadelphus. The stone is badly worn ; the combination of

a very small (both suspended and central) omicron and repeatedly straight-barred sigma suggests a date in
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the middle of the century. As other Cean texts referring to officials of the Ptolemies they refer to ibid. 1061

and 1066.

(49) In Archiv, 15, 69-70, discussing the Ptolemaic formulae of dedication (cf. above, no. (16)) F. Zucker

treats of the Cypriot bilingual, OGIS 17, which Renan had compared with the inscription from the grotto

Wasta (no. (16) above). The opening lines run Ad-qvai Eat-elpai NIk-tj xal fiaaiAews TlToAepalov and Zucker

regards this mixed formula as due to confusion on the part of the (wholly or partly Phoenician) author as

to whether the true formula was the simple datival one or that with vrrep followed by the genitive. This

solution, which I regard as the most likely to be correct (there can be no certainty, since something has

evidently gone wrong) was already proposed by Wilamowitz. Hellen. Dichtung, p. 25, note 2 in a short note

(‘Der Mann schreibt konfus, weil er den Altar der Athena weiht, aber eigentlich den Ptolemaios nennt. Er

hiitte wie andere vrrip fiamAews sagen sollen. Er war ein Kyprier, das zeigt das SchluBwort [i.e. aya 9]rji tv-grp]

dem alten l rvxa entsprechend’) and also (seemingly independently) by A. D. Nock, HTR.

(50) In Rylands Bull. 36, 484 ff. (cf. above, no. (38)), A. Rowe gives a brief and insignificant account of

the history of Cyrene.



NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Der Ka in Theologie und Konigskult der Agypter des alten Reiches. By Liselotte Greven

(
Agyptologische

Forschungen, Heft 17). Gluckstadt-Hamburg and New York, 1952. 51 pp., 14 half-tone figs.

The nature of the ka is one of the most elusive problems with which the student of Ancient Egyptian

religion is faced: ‘the ka can be in the other world to receive the deceased who goes to his ka; it can ac-

company him when he goes zcith his ka
;
they abide together in the Beyond, yet it resides in the tomb where

the dead man lies, and receives the offerings of his descendants’ (JEA 27, 168 f., the present reviewer’s

summary of Junker’s discussion in Giza III). If to this sufficiently contradictory statement be added Sir

Alan Gardiner’s remarks {JEA 36, 7, n. 2) to the effect that the king’s ka can be identified with his kingly

office, and that in appropriate contexts the word can be approximately equivalent to ‘attribute’, ‘nature’,

‘temperament’, ‘rank’, ‘fortune’, or ‘personality’, the Egyptologist might well be excused for leaving the

puzzle aside as beyond solution.

Such a counsel of despair, however, does not advance knowledge, and Dr. Greven is to be congratulated

on a fresh attempt to tackle the problem, even though her researches are confined to the Old Kingdom.

In the Einleitung the author describes briefly previous attempts to explain the ka by von Bissing, Erman,

Kees, Maspero, Steindorff, and Junker, but curiously makes no mention of Gardiner’s articles Proc. SBA
37, 257; 38, 83 or of his above-mentioned note in JEA 36; it is true that some of the meanings of the word

proposed by him may have arisen in periods subsequent to the Old Kingdom, but one of his propositions

at least, that the ka can be identical with the kingly office, is surely implicit in many of the passages from

the Pyramid Texts quoted by the author in the first part of the study proper. Thus in those cases where the

king is regarded either as being or as containing the ka of Horns (e.g. Pyr. 587b; (nod; 582d; 647d) the

underlying idea seems to be not only that the ruler embodies in his person the essential characteristic of

Horns, but also that that ‘essence’ of Homs is the kingship; in her discussion of the passages here cited G.

has missed the significant point that it is not Osiris who is the ka of Homs but the ‘Osiris King X’. Similarly

in Pyr. 1328b Osiris is not the ka of Homs but has his ka brought to him by his son the king, here in the

role of Horns
;
this might well mean that the loyal son here restores to his father the kingship which had

been the essential attribute of Osiris, but of which he had been wrongly deprived. Looked at in this light,

it seems possible to put a new interpretation of the passage Pyr. 149d, quoted by G. on p. 15, which reads

n sk-k n sk ks-k tzvt ki; this might well mean ‘if thou perishest not, thy kingship will not perish, for thou

art kingship’. A similar notion of the ka as the essential attribute of some being or beings clearly underlies

sentences of the type twt k; n ntrw nb ‘thou art the essence of all the gods’ {Pyr. 1609a; 1623a), while the

plural ‘kas’ refers to the varying natures of the individuals concerned {Pyr. 776b; 1626). To me it seems

that the primitive notion of the ka was that it was the essence, the fundamental nature, of the god or king

who possessed it, and because in all probability the king originally was the one earthly person who had a

ka, and that solely by virtue of his being the mundane representative of Homs, the word ks in appropriate

contexts came to signify the kingly office, just as in other contexts it came by an easy step to mean the

personality of whosoever possessed a ka. Thus I do not agree with the author’s conclusion on p. 19 that

‘Der Ka ist der gottliche Wesensurspmng, insofern als er gottlich-belebende Wirkkraft ist’; in my view

each god from the beginning possessed an individual ka of his own, though the attribute of divinity which

he shared with all the other gods was one aspect of it. On the other hand G. has seen (p. 27) ‘daB der Ka
dem Wesen des Konigs zugehorig ist’, though I would have put it much more strongly, namely, that in

association with the king the ka is the quality of kingship.

To the inveterate Egyptian habit of personifying abstract qualities and ideas is doubtless due the con-

ception of the ka, the ‘essence’ or ‘personality’ of someone, as having a separate concrete existence of its

own as a double of its owner, to which testify not only the passages quoted by G. on pp. 22 ff., but also the

existence of Aa-statues in which the personality of the dead might find a home at need, and the depiction
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of the royal ka as an exact double of the royal child at, for example, Der el-Bahri. That a single god might

possess a plurality of kas is indicated by Pyr. 20876, where mention is made of ‘great kas' and ‘ordinary 1

kas’. Whether these belong to Horus, as supposed by G., or to Geb, is not altogether clear, nor is their

function or nature in this context obvious, except that in some way they support the Eye of Horus, and so

appear to link up with the protective aspect of the ka as indicated by the remaining passages quoted by G.

on p. 26.

I have left myself but little space to discuss the rest of the book. In pp. 29 ff. the author maintains Scharff’s

theory that the notion and cult of the ka arose in Lower Egypt, primarily on the grounds that the primitive

Delta folk were settled agriculturalists as contrasted with the nomad pastoralists of Upper Egypt, and so

were more likely to develop a Totenkult, since they were always within reach of their dead, who in fact were

sometimes buried under the houses of the living. Here I must confess to scepticism. It may be so, but the

evidence is slender, and theorizing as to origins is a hazardous occupation.

In the discussion of the An-statue (pp. 32 If.) the author is doubtless right in stating that originally only a

dead king could have a Aa-statue in his tomb, since only a king could possess the quality of kingship, i.e.

have a ka
;
but when with the gradual democratization of funerary beliefs and rites private persons came to

be recognized as also having a ka which represented their essential personality, then they also came to have

Aa-statues when dead. Where we differ in our views is that G. regards the ka as a spark of divinity and thus

as a guarantee of eternal life for its owner, whereas for me it is the owner himself, his ‘essence’ or ‘soul’,

which after the destruction of its original home, the body of flesh and bone, needed an external simulacrum

thereof in which to dwell. So far as I can see, the only guarantee of eternal life, in Egyptian eyes, was the

provision of food and drink to nourish the departed. As regards the theology of the ka
,
to which the author

devotes the third part of her book, I can only say that she may be right in her views, but that they seem to

me highly subjective and to have but little incontrovertible basis. But my criticisms of this book express

only my own opinions on a very controversial topic, and the student who is interested should read G.’s

work for himself and then judge between us. A book that provokes argument is a book that was worth

writing. R. O. Faulkner

La Role et le sens du lion dans I’Egypte ancienne. By constant de wit. Leyden, E. J. Brill, 1951. 4to. Pp.

xxxvii-j-473. Price 40 gld.

This book is a research into the significance of the lion in Ancient Egypt. It comprises an examination of

the symbolism, cults, and ideas connected with that animal, starting from the earliest times and continuing

down to the Roman period and occasionally even to the present day. It is divided into six sections entitled

respectively: Lion and Sphinx, Gods associated with the Lion, Goddesses associated with the Lion, Varia,

The Lion in Geography, and The Lion in the Egyptian Language. Finally, there is a chapter of conclusions,

an index of the names of divinities, and a list of corrections and additions.

The first section deals mainly with the lion, the sphinx, and the various double lions. It is shown how the

lion, originally abundant in Egypt, continues well-known down to Roman times. It was probably domesti-

cated as early as the First Dynasty and is a common subject in scenes of hunting, of war, and of certain

domestic occasions. Even in prehistoric times the king was represented as a lion
;
a practice that continues

through all subsequent periods. A common scene is that of the king in leonine form trampling his enemies.

In the language the lion is essentially associated with the king in metaphor and simile. The sphinx, properly

a lion with a human face, is shown to be interchangeable with the lion and to be beyond doubt a svmbol of

the king.

The lion is essentially a guardian, a warder-off of evil, for which reason it stands at the gates of temples,

and is used as a shape for door-bolts, movable barriers, and gargoyles. When the temple came to be con-
sidered as a cosmos in little, and its gate equated with the portals of the Underworld, inevitably lions and
sphinxes standing at this gate came to be associated with the double lions of the entrance and exit of the
Underworld. These double lions, Aker, Shu and Tefenet, and Ruty are all found in the Pyramid Texts,

1 To be rendered thus in contrast to zvriv ‘great’, rather than ‘vielen’ as translated on p. 26; for this sense
of csi cf. hm-ntr rsi ‘ordinary prophet’, Sethe, Lesestucke, 70, 4; hry-hbt rD ‘ordinary lector-priest’, P.Kah.
14, 152-
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while representations of a being similar to Aker are found on archaic objects. Aker does not simply guard
the gates of the L nderworld, he absorbs everything that arrives at the western horizon and brings it forth

at the eastern horizon. Shu and Tefenet, the children of Atum, are in origin an abstraction of the priests of
Heliopolis. They are confusedly equated with the two eyes, the evening and the morning barks, the rising

and the setting sun. Ruty is Yesterday and Tomorrow, the two souls of the sun-god, and consists of two
lions sitting back to back supporting now the horizon, now the sky, now the sun’s disk. These double lions

are associated one with the other.

1 here are numerous references to the sun as a lion, an idea that is borne out by various classical references.

In addition there is the lion of Manu which is equated with the sun-god. Manu is a mountain which was
originally the horizon where the sun set, the mountain of the eastern horizon being Bakhu, although in early

instances this too is associated with the west. The curious reference of Aelian to the two windows, one to the

east and one to the west, through which the temple lions could look, is called to mind. Each day the sun
overcomes the forces of darkness and is reborn after passing between the two lions. Similarly the king, whose
life is closely associated with the daily phenomenon of rebirth, uses thrones flanked with lions or fitted with
leonine feet. Beds with a lion on each side are well known and Osiris was, in fact, resurrected on such a bed.

The lion, it is concluded, is a symbol of the resurrection and the essential mystery of the double lion is that

it does not lose its power of generation in death but is capable of resurrection.

Two long sections are now devoted to divinities connected with the lion. The first deals with gods, the

second with goddesses. Over sixty divine beings are the subject of individual essays: these include Atum,
Shu, Heka, Amun, Onuris, Bes, Ptah, Miusis, Min, Nefertem, Horus Tjam, Haroeris, Arensnuphis, Bast,

Matyet, Mehyt, Hathor, Shesmet, Sakhmis, and Tefenet. It is pointed out how few of these beings are in

origin lions, most having acquired leonine characteristics at a late date as the result of various assimilations.

Under the title Varia a great number of beings (genii, demons, &c.) found represented with lion-heads

are discussed, the appearance of the lion amongst the decans and zodiacal figures is described, the associa-

tion of the lion with the Nile and with the bull is investigated, while finally there is a chapter on the lion in

every-day life in which are noted occurrences in priestly titles, personal names, magic and the applied arts.

The next section of the book lists the places in Egypt where there is any indication of a lion cult, Leonto-

polis being the subject of special attention. The object of this section is to show that, although no great

temple to a lion divinity is known, the cult of the lion was widespread.

The last section consists of a list of words found in relation to the lion in the Egyptian language. These
include not only words for the lion itself but also words connected with parts, actions, and so on of the lion.

This long and very detailed book is rounded off by a short chapter of conclusions. This I feel the reader

would be well advised to read first, because by so doing he will gain an immediate guide to the author’s

main lines of thought. Dr. de Wit has performed a gigantic piece of research and has set out the results of

his work in the minutest detail. Every page bears witness to the prodigious energy and tireless patience of

the author, who has ransacked the literature of Egyptology in the pursuit of his theme: the list of books

consulted runs into no less than 27 pages. One could wish that the book could have been shorter and the

evidence more thoroughly digested, but had this been done its present exhaustive character would perhaps

have been lost.

The ample references with which every page of the book is furnished give it a secondary value, perhaps

not visualised by the author, which is that it can be used as a general source of references, especially when
seeking information about individual gods. I have already had several occasions to feel grateful to Dr.

de Wit in this regard. C. H. S. Spaull

The Temple ofHibis in el Khdrgeh Oasis, Part III, The Decoration. By norman de gar is davies. Edited by

Ludlow Bull and Lindsley F. Hall, New York, 1953. Publications of the Metropolitan Museum of Art,

Egyptian Expedition, Volume XVII. Folio. Pp. xi-f 36, pis. 80. In portfolio. No price stated.

The publication of the temple of Hibis in El Khargah is now complete. The first part appeared in 1941
and dealt with the excavation, the second part dealing with the Greek inscriptions appeared in 1939, while

the third part which is now to hand deals with the decoration of all the walls both interior and exterior.

The book is made up in portfolio form and consists of a short descriptive text, with title-pages and indexes,
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stapled together, and eighty loose plates. The description is based on the unfinished notes left by de Garis

Davies, to which the present editors have made various alterations and additions, often shown as such by

enclosing them in square brackets. The effect is not very pleasing and I cannot help feeling that it would

have been better to have rewritten the whole.

In addition to the usual Contents and List of Figures and Plates, the indexes include Notes on Colors

used in the Reliefs, Key to the References Cited, Selective Subject Index, and Selective Index of Trans-

literated Words.

The majority of the plates are in outline showing the scenes and texts that cover the temple walls, but

there is also a selection of photographs to illustrate the style of the reliefs, two examples of scenes in full

colour, and a general plan of the temple numbered to show the placing of each plate. The editors have

built up the present large plates, which show whole walls or substantial parts of them, from de Garis Davies’s

photographs, each of which covered only a small area of wall-surface. This task, made most difficult by the

varying scales of the original photographs, has been admirably performed. True it is often necessary to use

a glass to study the texts, but, as the editors say, the advantage of having so much on one plate outweighs

the disadvantages. The standard of printing is good enough to allow of a high degree of magnification with-

out any loss of sharpness in the detail.

Naturally the great value of the book lies in these plates. They are of absorbing interest and provide a

mine of information concerning Egyptian religion. The temple of Hibis having been built in the reign of

Darius I about 500 b.c., the information provided falls most valuably between that of the New Kingdom
and that of the Ptolemaic period. It is further enhanced by the excellent preservation of most of the reliefs.

A depth of gratitude is due to all who have worked to add such valuable material to the resources of Egyp-

tology.

The plates are arranged in such a manner as to conduct the viewer from the temple sanctuary outwards.

The sanctuary itself is decorated with row upon row of divine beings crowded together in a bewildering

variety of shape, accoutrement, and pose, reminiscent of such monuments as, for instance, the shrine of

Saft el-Henneh. These scenes would undoubtedly repay close study especially with regard to the forms of

the gods belonging to various localities.

The sanctuary opens into a hypostyle hall on the walls of which ‘Opfertanz’ and W-festival scenes are

well to the fore, while there is also an example of the ceremony of Driving the Calves and one of The
Baptism of Pharaoh. On three sides of this hall doors open into various rooms. Two are royal chapels with

various scenes connected with the kingship and in one of these there is a series of twenty-three short hymns
to various gods and goddesses. Two are Osirian chapels with interesting scenes which include a complete

series of Nile figures with nome signs and two long texts, one a spell for Osiris recited by Horns, the other a

hymn to the sun-god recited by Thoth.

A second hypostyle hall opens out of the first. This hall extends the full width of the temple and has no
chambers opening off it. The decorations are good and in many ways the most interesting in the whole
temple. Especially noteworthy are the scenes involving the fetish of Nefertem and the W-festival scene in

which the king runs between two rows of divine standards. This series of standards is especially fine and is

the most extensive known to me. Even more important are the three hymns to Amen-Re c inscribed on the

walls of this hall. It is a pity that in the case of the longest of these, 1 the copies published in the last century

were not used to restore as far as possible the lacunae on the plates. As it is, it is still necessary to have

the old copies to hand when studying this text.

A third hypostyle hall now completes the main body of the temple. Only the innermost wall is decorated,

the most remarkable scene being a panel on which Horns appears, aided by a lion, killing a monstrous
snake. This scene, which is also reproduced in colour, is anomalous in siting and in style, and must, as the

editors state, be a later alteration.

The depicting of the decorations of this temple is completed by the scenes upon the outside of the walls

and the inner and outer gateways. The style of the outer wall reliefs is good and many of the subjects are

interesting. The gateways are altogether cruder than the main temple in the stvle of their decoration.

C. H. S. Spaull

1 Plates 32, 33.
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The Egyptian Coffin Texts: Vol. V. By Adriaan de Buck. The University of Chicago Oriental Institute

Publications, Vol. LXXIII. University of Chicago Press, 1954. Pp. xv4-400. $10.

Once again Professor de Buck has put us in his debt by producing the fifth volume of his massive edition

of the Coffin Texts. The present volume maintains the excellent standard of its predecessors in both quality

and appearance
;
we may remark that the method of indicating rubrics by shading instead of by printing in

red, which for reasons of economy was initiated in Vol. IV, is continued in Vol. V, and will doubtless remain

standard practice in this series
;
if less pleasing to the eye than printing rubrics in red, it is just as effective,

and financially more economical. In fact, it is a method which might be more widely adopted in the publica-

tion of hieratic manuscripts containing rubrics, since it is more striking to the eye than the conventional

underline.

Of the various spells included in this volume (Xos. 355-471), the majority occur also in the Book of the

Dead, see the list on pp. xiii-xiv, but the Pyramid Texts are represented only by §§ 505, 511-12; twenty-two

spells are confined to the Coffin Texts. The regular appearance of these volumes means that there is now
available to scholars a really considerable body of Middle Egyptian funerary texts. The Old Kingdom is

represented by Sethe’s edition of the Pyramid Texts, but for the Book of the Dead of the New Kingdom or

later there is no comparable publication except Naville’s Todtenbuch, now almost seventy years old. Is it too

much to hope that in due course an English University or organization will set on foot an edition similar

to de Buck’s of at any rate those texts of the Book of the Dead which are available in accurate publications ?

R. O. Faulkner

Ancient Egyptian Religion. By Jaroslav Cerny. Hutchinson’s University Library, London, 1952. Pp. xi-fi

159. 8s. 6d.

Professor Cerny has written, within the rather restricted space at his disposal, a survey which is carefully

and lucidly conducted. As a work of popular exposition, its readability commends it; as an authoritative

study by an eminent philologist, its accuracy is above reproach. Cerny, it is true, has not devoted special

attention in the past to problems of religion. But what Egyptian philologist can avoid being aware of them ?

Further, his position of having been, previously, an interested spectator rather than an eager protagonist,

probably makes his study more balanced and objective. He has no hobby-horses to ride, and his remarks

on the major controversies are guarded and unbiased.

There are, of course, debatable statements, of which the following is one: ‘The king (Akhnaten) does not

show on his monuments any concern for non-Egyptians, indeed he is entirely absorbed by his own relation

to Aton . .

.’

(p. 65). Now the long Aten-Hymn contains a famous passage which states, among other things,

that Aten provides sustenance for ‘all the distant peoples’. The hymn begins and ends with expressions of

the special relation of the king and his consort to Aten, but it is not fair to ignore the universalism of this

reference, anticipated though it is in some earlier literature. Cerny himself states, in a previous sentence,

that ‘it is possible that Ekhnaton realized the international character of his god . . One has to agree that

the realization did not result in practical expressions of concern for other peoples. But there is a spiritual

concern.

I am glad, incidentally, to see forms like Abydos and Byblos in this book, rather than Abydus and Byblus.

Why should the traditional Greek endings be latinized? J. Gwyn Griffiths

Coptic Ostraca from Medinet Habu. By Elizabeth Stephanski and Miriam Lichtheim (The University

of Chicago Oriental Publications, vol. LXXI). Chicago, 1952.

When Medinet Habu was excavated in 1929-30 by the expedition of the Chicago Oriental Institute, a

large number of Coptic ostraca were found. These were entrusted to Miss E. Stephanski for publication and
she worked on them for many years; when she died suddenly in 1948 she left behind the finished hand-

copies of 400 texts with a number of translations in draft form. Miss M. Lichtheim then undertook the

completion of the edition and added some translations, notes and commentary, and an index. The publica-

tion of these ostraca is extremely welcome as many of them are of exceptional interest and importance.

B 4443 U
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The ostraca fall into two main groups: 1-217 are mainly lists, legal documents, and letters; 218-400 tax-

receipts, with the exception of 243 and 326 which are receipts for fines. The 180 tax-receipts are a very

important addition to the 180 tax-receipts from Thebes known previously, but I am proposing to deal with

these documents elsewhere and the present review will be concerned with numbers 1-217 onH’-

In two respects these texts as a whole seem to differ from the collections of Theban ostraca published so

far. As the editors point out, most of the texts, which include a surprising number of legal documents, deal

with financial and business matters, and we hear little of the desert monks and monasteries or even ecclesias-

tical matters. Also, while most of the ostraca from Thebes so far known can be dated with fair certainty in

the sixth or early seventh centuries, most of the texts in the present collection appear to be from the late

seventh or eighth centuries, though including a few texts which are obviously earlier (137-40, 145, etc.).

The texts are very well transcribed and this is true not only of numbers 1-2 17, but also of the tax-receipts

which are extremely difficult to decipher. The introduction has some useful notes on weights and measures

which occur in the texts. Many of the texts have been well translated, but it seems a pity that so many others

have remained without a translation (e.g. 20, 64, 65, 71, 75, 76, etc.). Commentary is on the whole confined

to a few words and phrases. The index, with the exception of the Greek words, is somewhat unsatisfactory.

There is no index of Coptic words at all
;
this seems difficult to justify. The index of proper names is un-

fortunate as only the names are given without the names of the fathers, sons, etc.
;
many of the persons

mentioned in these texts occur in other documents from Thebes and with this index identification is very

inconvenient.

There are a number of new words not found in Crum’s Dictionary, a£aoy (?) 183 8
,
T-fcxite 87 1

,
uoxt

(? = Aioy'so) 766
,
cnntooe ngHT II-- «, vapnie (probably a measure) 41 5

,
ujuvre (?) 132 3

,
oeyno (? = own)

89s
,
•xoymX (or T-ujoyniX) 2074 ’ 6

,
sxsuj.Tce 28 s

. Other words are rare or occur in unusual forms: a£e

5
14

, S"-
7

,
eXay (? = aXto) 162 2

,
pne (= Hpn) 15s

4 - 8
,
Xone 5

22
,
xxocne 587 ,

mw 5
11, I0

, 842, Turn

(? = -rtonoy) 1546
,

cf. TCO 20

1

2
,
-xfcsoJiT 1695, s'XoxxXxx (nn) 68 10

,
and cf. Koyivxoy s^-eroirsoy 272

-S’lvxoy 277 -Koysoy 75+, 842
. There are many unusual names, e.g. tanaTe 167

,
£agce 1242

,
eiopc 113 2

,

KMUO, Kami 262
, 65-, xj.ena.nee 8 5

,
netioiio 199

6
,
mapon 15 6

,
nicTixxe 307

,
nXai 30 8

,
noygap 65

11
,
nujtoTC

2I 3
,
caycoy 67

, 8 3
,
Ttopuj, Ttoptouj 15

s
,
26 1

, 31 3
,
t^pe 18 3

,
cf. also eyes. (= eya) 1 3 1 4

,
this spelling occurs

also in Genesis iv, 1 (B.M. 932) and elsewhere.

All the texts are in Sahidic, but half of them show traces of dialect and in about half of these the dialectical

forms are due to Achmimic influence. For the Theban dialect in general see Winlock-Crum, The Monastery

of Epiphanius, vol. 1, chap, x (here cited as Ep. 1) and my Bala’izah, chap, vm (here cited as Bal. vm).

Achmimic influence is mainly confined to a. = e (c. 50 times), e.g.a-, apo*, agoyn, aop&j note, how-
ever, apHy (AA2 epHy) 1866

;
a = o (c. 30 times), e.g. xaeic, caXcX, 'pray; h = a (11 times) in uhoi,

(iih^k, nexxH^K), also oyxHi 201 5
,
cf. nHuje (11 times); e added in oytouje (vb. and nn.) 58 s

,
60 3

, 7213
, 73

16
,

824
, 1424

,
Xa(a)ye (7 times). More remarkable Achmimic forms are aiiHj>e ( = eneo) 83 s

,
cf. emig 72’,

73U. i
7> i254j a£aX 207™' 2

,
xxxx to (= xxxxay) I 34

10 - l8
,
oyaHTK 1546

,
eia-, eqa-

(
Fut

.

Ill, cf. Bal. VIII,

par. 129) 97 3
, 159

10
, 195

6
,
and the use of the absolute for the construct in verbs (cf. Ep. 1, p. 250 and Bal.

vm, par. 807) kid- 152 9
,
Tayo- 1 53

vo ’ 9
,
oytoo- 724

, 735, 75
4

, 96
s

,
oytopg- 143 7

.

Typical for the dialect of Theban texts are: oya- (verbal prefix) 133
12

,
1626

,

vo> "• I2
, 179 8

, 1896
,
i99vo>

8> I0
,
xo(o>q (=soo«c cf. Bal. vm, par. 127G) 133

6 ' 8
, 134’, 1496

, 204 7
;
ne, re, ne = nei, tci, nei

(passim); na- = n- (11 times, always with persons, cf. Ep. 1, p. 248); ujoy- = a-r- 149
12

,
162 5

, 190 3
;
the

omission of the verb 4 (e.g. eq(4)
nan, cf. Ep. 1, p. 251) 134

12 ' «, 15

1

8
, 159”; the pronominal forms of the

verb 4 (Ep. 1, pp. 246 f.) -rwq 50 3
, 52*, 55®, 149 7

(4-4), 4*oy 5 6
3
, 59

7
, 70”, 74

s
,

191S; oyto = to (Ep. 1,

pp. 240, 242) naoytone 61 11
,
enenoytopTs 61 15

, oytomopoc (oiuttopioc) 8 1

, cf. oyuje = oytouje 7213
; one

might also mention k = <S (Bal. vm, par. 126) which occurs frequently, e.g. neKtouj, juoXk, naXs'iX 27^' 6.

A number of dialectical forms occur which are not confined to the Theban dialect; the following may be
singled out: wren- = nv- (conj., see Bal. vm, par. 138) 1507

, 15611
;
itoy- = kc- (Bal. VIII, par. 28) 142 7

,

I43 6 - 10
;
ctoo- (construct of coai) 56 7 (again in ST 353 cited in Ep. 1, p. 247); presence of g in gepefeeu,

gipifcHK (name) 28 10
, 103 4

,
2i2 2 - 4 - 5 -

'• 8
,
cf. iiapn = naopn 73:4; unusual construct forms of pioxxe (Bal.

vm, par. 154): ptoxx- 5 8
2

, 59
2

, (yf-
4

,
pxxu- 99'- 2

,
101 3

,
121 7

,
ptoxxe- i86"’ ' 2

; remarkable is n^an for
nan i6i5tbis;

(
cf. Bal. vm, par. 79A). Surprising at Thebes, though common farther north are xxeTpe for
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xiitTpc 123 s (cf. Bal. Mil, par. 82) and the irregular use of ne in amok ne iwch4> n\Aiein eTcgAi 71 1 which
is extremely common in the Fayyum and its neighbourhood but practically unknown elsewhere.

A few corrections, notes, and translations may be useful; where the corrections can be made from the

published plates I have added (pi.); a few others I owe to Professor Till who has kindly agreed to their

inclusion here, indicated by (Till).

4
2 ctau|c, if right, presumably for eTAo-uje ‘who went to Jesus’.

5
11 ' 9 oyu>Ap 1 . oyujA(A)p (Till).

I7+ qxxAi 1. haaai.

26+ oywoc 1. (?) (n)oy(.oge.

41 4 \a.Kme hax 1 . \xnine ujhai, cf- ib. 3 A.Anme to (Till); alternatively to in line 3 ought to be uj and belongs

to Hju. in line 4 (uihax).

502 -sri oo\o itKAeApion and 51 4 sm itKxexpon stand for ruje n°\\o itKetea-pon; translate:

‘Kouloje the daughter of Hello the son of Katharon’. The same person occurs as Kouloje the

daughter of Hello in 72 and 73. It may be noted that all four texts (50, 51, 72, 73) were found at the

same site (29.211).

54
1 aaiiaxai 1 . nnui.i ? (Till).

57 9 Tenges ought to be noyoM.

59
5 enyjutAiHce ought to be T€y(ju.)xtKce (Till). In the same line npoc indicates ‘at the rate of’; cf. my

Bala’izah, 102, n. 12 and references.

60 3 The description ‘in Jeme, it being a castron of Ermont’ for the usual ‘in the castron Jeme in the nome of

Ermont’ is remarkable.

62 s s'ltAy 1 . citAy (pi.); ib. 8 lioc oe 1 . x.i/ le (pi.).

63® epTofe 1 . epTa.fi (pi.); ib. 9 itATkAAye 1 . rutAT\AAye (pi.).

6915 delete [egoytt],

70 9
1. [ijxoc.

73
Iof

. ncAcoy 1 . itcAToy (pi.) and translate: ‘I have no power to redeem them’.

80 12 supply e[nwj tie]; ib. 15 supply [enAitjAtg.

82 9 ouj^t 1 . ooyHT (pi.), and translate: ‘From the time we depart (any) matter that will occur we shall pay

for jointly, and any passenger who shall embark with us, half (of his fare) is for me and half for you’.

83 s 11ta- 1 . nTAy- (cf. Bal. Tin, par. 17).

83 12 4&Ax[e][ eriTAS’i's 1. ^fA^sje IlTAS'l'X.

87 Translate: ‘The ...(?) which feeds the well (T-ujwTe) is that of Samuel and Lesabek ( = Elisabeth)’.

88 1 iyeneiTo[noc] 1 . ujeneiTOoy (pi.).

89 and 90 OA.ngHT . . . gapHc, cf. my Bala’izah, 188, n. 11.

91 ‘By this place, by its authority. As regards the whole inheritance of my fathers I will not deceive you (f.)

(even) as far as the value of half a trimesion, and I will not require (? 1. xnoyK) of you (m.!) (anything)

as far as my share in the yard below (1. xineiTn uxiaococ

—

Till) Matthew. If I do not assign it to

you (m.) I shall give it as offering for my mother (axa = axaAy, cf. Crum, Varia Coptica, io6 vtAx =
KeX.AAy).’

92 9
1 . €TCAOpAI ?

93 ‘By this place which is here. From this gold necklace as far as (i.e. including) these two solidi of gold,

I have not removed anything from it (even) as far as these two gold solidi and their interest.’

94 ‘By this place which is here (to) which we sent them (the stones?) up; my boundary with Matoi is the

road (1. (n)AiA(ei)T which is outside (eqgifiok) the stones which we sent up.’

134U Why alter uji to si? Translate: ‘and weigh the other twenty-five bronze se with him and send them
to us.’

I4 1 ' 3 I- [tc]tor (Till).

1506 efcfcAkH 1. efefcokH (pi.) for exxfcoXH the corn-tax which was generally paid in kind: ‘having loaded the

corn-tax.’

I 5°
sf I ffcpoqT

i

Ait oyxe (pi.) and translate: ‘Since I have no leisure, nor will Kamoul find the means
of coming north to Tehne.’

15 1 A translation of this text presents some difficulties. In line 4 cjai stands for eopAi (cf. my Bala’izah
,
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viii, par. 98); for oi100c eopao aiii- see Crum, Dictionary, p. 680b, esp. 1 Kings xxiv, 16 nqojuooi.

egpao iijuljlixk which corresponds to the Greek SiKauai p.01 Ik yeipos oov; in line 7 eT&.~ stands for

cths,- (Bal. VIII, par. 130); in line 8 epiiHq is for epe^- na.q (cf. above). The peculiar ahor ne recurs in

192 : ‘Be so kind and send my three donkeys to me, that I sell them and give the wine to the man. Do
not be negligent (apeXeiv) at all—I am somebody—Give it to Pamo from Phoibammon.’ This phrase

asserting personal importance is found a few times in the New Testament, corresponding to the Greek

etval ti, -rivd; esp. Gal. vi. 3 ‘For if anyone says: “I am somebody (^e mor ne)” when he is nothing,

he deceives himself alone’
;
cf. Acts v. 36 ;

viii. 9 ;
Gal. ii. 6.

Translation : ‘I Pahatre am writing to Kouloje, saying: since I have settled my affair with you, delivering

(myself) out of the hands of you and Daniel—I am somebody— ;
(as regards) the solidus and the wheat,

I told you : the man who shall bring you this ostracon, you shall give him the articles—I am somebody

—

do not go to court! Farewell. Give it to Kouloje, from Pahatre.’

152 14
1 . ? ma.Tpoc.

153 An interesting letter: ‘. . . your paternity. Since you came into the monastery
(
tottos

)
of Apa Phoi-

bammon with me on the Sabbath with my brethren concerning the matter of the prayer; afterwards

they took me away from it (?) out of the presence of your paternity, and afterwards they wished to bind

me once again and to turn me out (1. juju.o[i]), and having sent, they brought the priest ... (a few lines

obscure) . . . find occasion against him. Now be so kind and go and ask the superior Apa Helias the son

of Kalapesios and send the document to him that he might bring in his consideration (okottos) for me,

as to what he wishes me to do. Farewell . .
.’. In line 7 xq-fioA-T ngHTq is very unusual, but cf. Ep. 439

14
.

155 7 eqe.ni 1 . euja.ni for epujauu, cf. Ep. I, p. 249.

156 ‘First I greet [your] fraternity and him that is [with you] in your house. Be so kind [and send] the

trimesion to me [as you] agreed with me for [. . . (?)] for Apa Kyriakos. Now [hasten (?) and] send it

to me, for they are pressing (avayKa^eiv) me concerning it. I adjure you by almighty God, if they were

not pressing (dr.) me concerning it, I should not ask you for it. Come and bring it to me. Give it to

my dear honoured brother Pekosh from Amos his brother. Farewell in the Lord.’

1897 ncc&noq 1 . ncceuiuj (Till).

A few passages are obscure to me: 9
1 oqpa.q- cf. ? o\|-e. 14 1

; 9
4 Toq-pTic; 47

s oq-a.ii/jui(o».c; 65
s xnpc (? TCTa.pT-

hc); 95
3 npiop^H (? for Trpoalppcns, cf. this word in the Jeme Corpus); 115 5 ncKKpip; 1182 ]»KigT

(?place); 133 7 rsjiit (? place); i39vo6 enenTa.K neoq-e.; 184 8 ngs.ei neon (? »a.ei 1. ge.ptt = ujopii); 186 8

Tifce (? Greek). P. E. Kahle

Cults and Creeds in Graeco-Roman Egypt. By Sir H. Idris Bell. The Foruood Lectures for 1952. Liverpool

University Press, 1953. Pp. X4-117. 15s.

The subjects of the four lectures delivered by Sir H. Idris Bell under the Forwood Foundation are ‘The

Pagan Amalgam’, ‘The Jews in Egypt’, ‘The Preparation for Christianity’, and ‘The Christian Triumph’,

and their speedy publication in this volume is very welcome. Readers will know what qualities to expect in

any work by Sir Idris, nor will they be disappointed here. One has to admire constantly the mastery of the

material, especially that emanating from the papyri, and the scrupulous fairness with which all the evidence

is treated. Another gift which Sir Idris uses to great advantage is that of clear and attractive presentation,

which is here all the more commendable in view of the difficult and often complicated nature of the sources.

It may be that at the outset the author has drawn too strong a contrast between the religions of Egypt and

Greece. ‘Egyptian religion’, he says, ‘consisted largely of primitive and barbarous myths, of magical formulae

and practices, and of highly formal ritual.’ This is acceptable as far as it goes, but it omits to refer to the

higher aspects, which produced an ethical emphasis (atrophied though it often was through the influence of

magic), a notable wisdom-literature, and an eschatology which was confidently colourful. We are told, on

the other hand, that ‘the religion of Classical Greece was on the whole of an open, sunny kind, and its priests

did not in general form a special order in society’. The differing status of the priesthood is doubtless a point

of great importance. But is the general suggestion justified that the Greeks enjoyed a religion which was

pleasantly serene ? One needs to remember not only the serenity of Pindar and the Homeric Hymns but also

the primitive crudities which attended the cult of Artemis at Brauron and Halai, the darker affinities of the
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chthonian cults, the gloomy and awe-inspiring shrines at Delphi and Dodona, and the shadowy Hades of

Greek eschatology—the happier Elysium was undoubtedly imported, probably from Egypt via Crete. Sir

Idris is, of course, not unaware of all this
; indeed, he expressly refers to some of these matters afterwards

;

and he shows how the Greeks found in Oriental cults something that the official religion of Greece could not

offer, and how they also characteristically contributed to the interpretation of these cults an element of

philosophic speculation.

It may be worth noting a few points which provoke disagreement. The author still believes, with Sir

William Tarn, that Alexander the Great ‘proclaimed . . . the idea of the unity of mankind and the brother-

hood of man’, though he now adds the reserving clause ‘if he did not actually originate (it)’. Very few scholars,

it seems, have accepted either of these claims, but this is not the place to argue the matter. It is stated (p. 14)

that ‘the Persians, with their hatred of idolatry and their monotheistic tendencies, had probably in general

kept aloof from the Egyptian cults’. Both Cambyses (in the early part of his reign) and Darius I took an

active part in Egyptian cults: see CAH iv, 22-25. Nor was Persian policy generally suggestive of monotheism
or hatred of idolatry. ‘The Persian Empire’, according to Nock

(
Conversion

, 35), ‘had in religious matters

no policy save toleration.’ Bell is able to show (p. 31) that in Egypt the Persians specially favoured the Jews.

On the difficult question of the ruler-cult in Ptolemaic times the view is taken that the Egyptian and Greek
cults were severely separate. In favour of this is the fact that the Greek phraseology employed in the cult

does not seem to owe anything to Egyptian sources. Does it follow, however, that there was no influence in

a general way? One is not entirely convinced by the argument advanced here (p. 23) that ‘the worship of

a living ruler . . . was only an extension of the practice’ among the Greeks of paying ‘divine honours after

death to outstanding men’. There are, at any rate, Pharaonic precedents for some features of the cult, e.g.

the tending of the king’s statue in temples; and its historical starting-point seems to be Alexander’s visit to

an oracle in Egypt.

A fact of some interest about early Christianity in Egypt is that many Christians continued to practise

mummification. The practice runs counter, as we are told on p. 90, to St. Paul’s conception of a new spiritual

body in the future life. But it could possibly be reconciled with the other conception, also found in the New
Testament, of a resurrection of the old body.

One could wish for space to dwell on the book’s many virtues, among which is a sympathetic approach to

all religious phenomena. When necessary, at the same time, a rationalistic explanation is readily adopted,

as in the case of the cures in the temple of Asklepios (p. 69). J. Gwyn Griffiths

ADDENDUM
In my note on the date of the ‘Hyksos’ sphinxes (p. 123) I stated in error that the

B.M. sphinx of Ammenemes IV ‘has hitherto been overlooked’, having myself lost sight

of von Bissing’s article in ZAS 65, 116, from which, however, I differ in regarding the

unfamiliar form not as a gauche combination of true sphinx and ‘Mahnensphinx’, but

as the result of later remodelling. J. R. Harris
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